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THE HISTORY OF MINSTREL MUSIC
One evening in February of the year 1843, four grotesque figures in blackface, wearing white trousers,
striped calico shirts, and blue calico coats with long swallowtails, appeared on the stage of the Bowery
Amphitheater in New York City. They proceeded to entertain the delighted audience with a combination of
singing, dancing, Negro dialect patter, and instrumental music played on the banjo, violin, bone castanets, and
tambourine. Their performance concluded with a "walk-around" and “breakdown” (grotesque plantation
dance). This was the historic debut of the Virginia Minstrels (Ethiopian Band). The leader of this group was
Dan Emmett, the composer of “Dixie.” While only in existence a short time this group was to have a lasting
effect on America’s popular music scene.

Chase, in America’s Music states: “The novel feature of the Virginia Minstrels was the association of
four entertainers in a coordinated team, dressed in distinctive costumes; each assigned a specific role in the
ensemble, each playing a characteristic instrument, and putting on a complete, self-contained show. This fourman team was the classic type of American minstrel show that sprang into enormous popularity in the two
decades preceding the Civil War.”
This small group of entertainers and the many others to follow created a new form of public
entertainment. These early minstrel groups were successors to individual minstrel performers who imitated
Negro singing and dancing. One of the earliest of pre minstrel show entertainers and one of the most
successful individual entertainers was Thomas “Daddy” Rice and his interpretation of a Negro stable boy’s
antics from Kentucky. (Sic: there is controversy as to whether it was in Ohio, Kentucky or Louisiana). Know
as “Jim Crow” the routine of Rices’ was an astounding success and a successful road trip ended with great
acclaim in New York City in 1832.
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Ex. 2

“Wheel about and turn about and do just so,
Everytime I wheeled about I jump Jim Crow.”
Chase further states:
George Washington Dixon was another of the successful early blackface entertainers. He was doing
Negro songs in character at Albany as early as 1827. Two years later he appeared at the Bowery Theatre in
New York, where he introduced one of the favorite numbers in his repertoire, “Coal Black Rose,” which
Foster Damon describes as “the first burnt-cork song of comic love.” Other blackface entertainers, such as
Barney Burns and William Pennington, helped to popularize “Blue Tail Blue,” which became a standard
minstrel number for the next fifty years.
Many minstrel troupes sprang up in the two decades from 1850 to 1870, which was the heyday of
American Negro minstrelsy. Minstrelsy endeavored to reproduce the life of the plantation darky. The songs
sung by the Ethiopian Serenaders were reminiscences of the songs heard when the Negro was at work, on the
river steamboat, in the sugar field, and at the camp-meetings.
The vogue of minstrelsy spread rapidly and far. It reached California with the forty-niners during the
gold rush. One minstrel troupe, headed by Henry Whitby, brought the “plantation melodies” to South
America. American minstrel troupes went to England in the 1840’s and 1850’s achieved resounding acclaim,
and succeeded in amusing Queen Victoria. Blackface minstrelsy was a unique and novel type of
entertainment, completely a product of the American scene. Often crude, sometimes mawkish, at its best, it
had an exuberant vitality and an exotic fascination. It brought to birth and kept alive a vast body of American
popular music; it remained the mainstay of American popular entertainment for over half a century; and before
it expired it ushered in one of the most typical and influential forms of American popular music: ragtime.
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During the span of the popularity of the Minstrel Show, it was an energetic and popular form of
amusement. Despite its use of derogatory stereotypes, its music made use of an African-derived instrument the banjo - as well as some use of syncopation and dance patterns.
Although the Minstrel Show perpetuated Negro stereotypes, it helped blacks enter the field of show
business after the Civil War. One of the most notable black minstrel composers, James Bland, composed
"Carry Me Back To Old Virginny," “Oh Dem Golden Slippers,” and "In The Evening By The Moonlight," all
of which became very popular all over America.
Ex. 3 – James Bland

Bland was born on October 12, 1854, at Flushing, Long Island, New York. His family (he was one of
eight children) were ‘free’ American Negroes. He composed over 700 songs. Moving from Philadelphia, to
Wash. D. C. he briefly attended Howard Univ. He was introduced to George Primrose and soon joined
Primrose and West’s Minstrel troupe. Singing a song he wrote on the banks of the James River in Virginia
“Carry me Back To Old Virginny” was a big hit. He premiered “In the Evening By The Moonlight” at
Harvey’s Restaurant in Wash. D. C. In the audience that night was President Grover Cleveland and General
Robert E. Lee. He joined Colonel Jack Harvey’s minstrel troupe touring the United States and earning over
$10,000 a year. He became an overnight success when touring Europe and gave a command performance at
Buckingham Palace before Queen Victoria. He stayed in Europe for 20 years; coming back to the states broke.
He died of tuberculosis on May 6, 1911. One of the minstrel songs he wrote was “Close Dem Windows.”
(1879) (Ex. 78, page 215)
While many early Minstrel Shows derided the Negro, other songs included also poked fun at other
races, the arty, the pretentious and even opera and classical music. One such song pokes fun at the great
violinist Old Bull and Paganini:
“Loud de banjo talked away
And Ole Bull from Norway
We’ll take the shine from Paganini,
We’re the boys from Ole Virginny.”
Other minstrels were active in political and social causes, singing against slavery, supporting women
in their struggle to vote and against the use of alcohol. They sang songs such as: “Temperance and Liberty,”
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“Young Man Shun that Cup,” and “Father’s Drunkard and Mother’s Dead.” The minstrels were one of the
earliest protest idioms whose voice was heard by millions.
The Minstrel Show’s influence can be seen in vaudeville, (both black and white), the black tent and
medicine shows which included Early blues singers Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith and others.
“Dixie,” originally a minstrel song written by Dan Emmett (a northern minstrel composer) in 1859,
soon became a patriotic Hymn of the South during the Civil War. Because of this, Emmett’s Minstrel Troupe
was banned in Northern Cities during the War.
Even early hillbilly (country) music is filled with many examples of early minstrel songs with the link
between 19th century minstrel music and modern country music being Uncle Dave Macon. Early hillbilly
string bands of the 1920’s featured fiddle and banjo versions of old minstrel songs.
The minstrel show developed a style and a pattern of its own, evolving into various sections: beginning
with a walk-around comedy routine with the interlocutor and the end men telling jokes; the “Olio” a section
that was in essence a variety show of talent - singing and dancing; and ending with a short comedy skit. Most
included a ‘minstrel’ band within the performers of the show. The first band of the 1843 Virginia Minstrels
included a violin, banjo, tambourine and castanets.
The Minstrel Show was a uniquely American art form, a direct ancestor of ragtime and jazz,
vaudeville, American country music, burlesque, and finally, the Broadway musical.
The music of the minstrel show began with simple melodies with racial lyrics along with sentimental
ballads, many being composed by Stephen Foster. As the minstrel show became acceptable to American
society, the contents of the lyrics written changed and often contained social issues with prejudice themes,
about tolerance, women voting rights and other social issues. The lyrics also derived ethnic races, i.e. Italian,
Irish, etc. Noted for their social commentary was the Hutchinson Family.

Example of A Minstrel Show
A minstrel show begins with the members on stage standing by their chair. The Interlocutor (M.C.)
states “Gentlemen be seated. The orchestra plays a chord, accompanied by the tambourine, and the company is
seated.
INTERLOCUTOR: Gentlemen, be seated . . . Well, Mr. Bones, how are you feeling this evening?
BONES: Very well, Mr. Interlocutor, and how are you - how are all your folks?
INTERLOCUTOR: We’re all well, excepting my brother. You see, a team of horses ran away with
him, and he’s been laid up since.
BONES: That’s a very strange coincidence, same thing happened to my brother.
INTERLOCUTOR: You don’t say.
BONES: The only difference is, it was my brother who ran away with the team of horses; he’s been
laid up ever since, but they’ll let him out next month.
(After laughter from audience Bones continues):
BONES: Music makes me feel so happy!
TAMBO: Well, you ain’t going to be happy no more. You’re going to be a soldier and I’m going to
train you. I’m a first-class soldier trainer, I is. I’m a regular lion trainer, I is.
BONES: You is a lion trainer?
TAMBO: That’s what I said. I’se a hard-boiled lioner trainer, I is.
BONES: You’re a lion son of a gun.
TAMBO: What’s that you said - - what’s that you said?
BONES: I said I’d like to be trying that gun.
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TAMBO: When I says you try that gun, you’ll try it and not before. Remember, I’se de boss. Has you
made up your mind to be a good soldier, boy? - - Cause, if you hasn’t, I’se going to start right into make it up
for you.
BONES: Of course I is, of course I is.
TAMBO: Now, soldier, if you was to see the enemy coming, would you run or would you follow me?
BONES: I’d be doing both, because, if any enemy approaches, I’ll be running right behind you.
TAMBO: Was your pappy a soldier?
BONES: Yessir, he was at the battle of Bull Run. He was one of the ones that run. (Audience
laughter)
INTERLOCUTOR: Our golden-voiced tenor will now sing a selection: (tenor sings a popular ballad of
the day)
(Audience applause after selection)
INTERLOCUTOR: Now, Tambo, didn’t that song touch you?
TAMBO: No, but the fellow that sang it did. He still owes me five.
INTERLOCUTOR: Enough! Enough!
TAMBO: He sure has got enough from me, I’ll say he has.
INTERLOCUTOR: I’m astonished at you, why, the idea of a man of your mental calibre talking about
such sordid matters, right after listening to such a beautiful song! Have you no sentiment left?
TAMBO: No, I haven’t got a cent left.
INTERCOLUTOR: I DIDN’T SAY CENT, I SAID sentiment - - sentiment - - the tender thought that
rules the world - - the language of the flowers - - the music of Mendelssohn - - all that arouses sweet feelings.
Why, Man, can’t you feel?
TAMBO: I feel he ain’t never going to pay me my five back (all laugh)
INTERLOCUTOR: I’m afraid that music, the divine attribute of genius, does not appeal to you - music, the subtle harmonies of which have led men to battle for their country, to die without a thought of the
future.
TAMBO: When they die, how are they going to pay me my money back?
INTERLOCUTOR: I’m not talking about money, but about music. Doesn’t it soothe you? Music hath
charms to soothe the savage breast, and you have no love for music! Bones, do you love music?
BONES: I should say I do. Why, whenever I hears music, my heart goes bumpity-bump.
INTERLOCUTOR: You’re mistaken, your heart does nothing of the kind.
BONES: I guess I ought to know what my heart is doing.
INTERLOCUTOR: I tell you that you are mistaken. Your heart has nothing to do with your emotion.
Your heart has no feeling, it is dumb.
BONES: My heart is bum?
INTERLOCUTOR: Not bum - - dumb!
BONES: I got a bum heart?
INTERLOCUTOR: No, you haven’t a bum heart. What I mean is that it isn’t in your heart that your
feeling exists.
BONES: It is.
INTERLOCUTOR: It isn’t.
BONES: Say, whose heart is this, anyhow? (all laugh)
INTERLOCUTOR: Tambo, I hear you were up before the judge the other day. What seemed to be the
reason for your being summoned?
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TAMBO: Well, I’ll tell you, Mr. Interlocutor, I was summoned to appear befo’ de judge fo’
participatin’ in rollin’ out those African dominoes.
INTERLOCUTOR: Oh, I see, you were playing dice.
TAMBO: Yes sir that’s it.
INTERLOCUTOR: Well, what did the judge say to you?
TAMBO: Why, he jest sed, “I’m going to fine you ten dollars,” and I hurriedly put my hand in my
pocket and I sed, “Judge, here’s the ten dollars, I got it right here in mah pocket”; an’ he looked at me and
said, “All right, now - - all right, now.”
INTERLOCUTOR: All right, what did he say?” “All right, now?”
TAMBO: He turned to me and sed, “All right, now, just look in your other pocket an’ see if you got
ten days.” (all laugh)
TAMBO: I got a poem I can recite.
INTERLOCUTOR: Well, go ahead and recite it:
TAMBO: Mary had a little lamb. With her it used to frolic.
It licked her cheek in play one day and died of painters’ colic. (all laugh)
BONES: Mary had a little lamb, her father killed it dead.
And now it goes to school with her between two hunks of bread (all laugh)
INTERLOCUTOR: That scintillating comedian, our ebony-hued Mr. Tambo, will render a roit of
risibility entitled Nancy Fat.
TAMBO: O Nancy Fat she was a gal, fair and tall and slender
The fairest gal I ever saw, in all the female gender.
A lovely foot I know she had, into a boot to thrust,
Her ankles were made for use, to keep it from the dust.
(Chorus) O Nancy Fat, What are you at, I love you as no other,
Nancy Fat, get out of that, with sweetness me you’ll smother.
Nancy Fat she had a mouth, I cannot now describe it
It opened like a safety valve, when she wished to divide it;
And well I knows she had a nose, and everybody knows it.
The end of it just looks as if the brandy bottle froze it
(Chorus)
Nancy Fat had two such eyes, like burnt holes in a blanket,
The inspiration from her soul, I took it in and drank it:
She says this darkey am so sweet, she loves me like molasses;
Dat small machine she calls her heart, goes pit-pat as it passes.
(Chorus)
If Nancy Fat does marry me, now nice we’ll live together,
She and I and all the brains, like ducks in rainy weather;
And as we march unto de church, and hear de bells a-ringin’,
De joy will break dis nigger’s heart, to hear de darkies singin’
(Chorus)
INTERLOCUTOR: Tambo, do you know anything about astronomy?
TAMBO: I haven’t met the lady in years.
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INTERLOCUTOR: No, no. Astronomy is the study of the nebular hypothesis, the study of planets. For
instance, do you now that the sun is so far away it would take two thousand years for a wireless message to
reach there?
TAMBO: Maybe you better send a picture postcard.
INTERLOCUTOR: Good heavens, man, don’t you realize that the sun is often at a distance of ninetythree million miles?
TAMBO: Oh, that must be out near New Rochelle!
INTERLOCUTOR: New Rochelle! Nothing of the kind. Don’t you know that the sun gives us all our
light?
TAMBO: Sun may give us our light, but I notice that the gas company makes us pay for it.
INTERLOCUTOR: Scientists have estimated the sun travels toward the earth with great velocity.
TAMBO: I used to ride one.
INTERLOCUTOR: I don’t believe you know what velocity is.
TAMBO: sure I do; it’s a bicycle with three legs.
INTERLOCUTOR: Do you know that the sun gives us life?
TAMBO: That’s nothing, I know a judge who gives us the same thing! (all laugh)
INTERLOCUTOR: Ladies and Gentlemen, we will now close our minstrel show with the entire
company singing Oh Susanna.
(Source: “Gentlemen Be Seated”, by Paskam & Spaeth, 1928)
As minstrel show evolved they added a skit usually in the form of a parody on contemporary subjects
or current running plays. One example was the play “Camille,” giving the minstrel the chance to portray a
wrench on the stage:
“Enter a minstrel dressed extravagantly as Camille. Including a hat, which is a wreath of vegetables on
his head.
The scene that follows ridicules love scenes the way they were performed in the popular melodrama of
the era by grotesquely exaggerating and contorting the typical elements and symbols of love. Flowers are
turned into vegetables, love swears are uncovered as extrinsically motivated.
Camille: Army, I love you! Devotedly! (embrace) devoutly! (embrace) madly! (embrace
excruciatingly!) (embrace) spasmodically love you! (embrace and kiss)
Even the usually emotional and peaceful dying scene turns out to be a quite violent act.
Camille: Army, I’m dying!
(Camille pulls him by the head and treats him exceedingly rough)
Army: Die easy, Camille, die easy! (She throws him over her head.)
These are scenes where the comic principle of “incongruity plus surprise” is brought to a climax
because nobody would expect such violence to happen in this context. This is completed by comic repartee,
Camille: Army, dear Army! How long has this fiery passion burnt inside your breast?
Army: About ten minutes.
(The usual pun comes next)
Camille: Army, I feel every indication of a ‘swine’ (instead of “swoon”).
{Today we have only the written text of these farces and can only imagine what the real performances
were like.
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Early Negro Theater and Influence
One of the earliest mentioning of the Negro American Theatre was around 1823/24. A play from
England entitled Tom and Jerry; or, Life in London opened in New England. The show’s success was attested
to by the haste with which a band of Negro players produced a version. In the play A New Glance at New York
(1848) contained songs and dances - including a “Nigger Dance.” The Negro theatre and the minstrels both
influenced the American musical. A playhouse catering to blacks existed in the early 19th century in New
York, led by the first major black actor in America, James Hewlett. The level of its artistry can be garnered
from descriptions of its performance of Richard the Third and Othello. In Richard, King Henry and the
Duchess were played by the same actor. One speech began “Gib me noder Horse,” and “Several fashionable
songs” were added. In Othello, Desdemona danced a hornpipe, while Othello and Lago put aside their enmity
long enough to raise their voices together in “The Rival Beauties.” Odell suggesting “the verses . . . look like
the beginning of Negro minstrelsy,” quoted one couplet: At dancing school I next was sent, all muffled up
with care. Where I larnt to dance a minuet as graceful as a Bear!”
Notice the Negro dialect. One would take the lyrics “Gib me noder Horse,” for a 20th century Negro
dialect. This was seen by contemporaries as speaking English as a Frenchman might. It is noted that
Shakespeare employed a similar speech for his French ladies in Henry V - “Oui, dat de tongues of de mans is
be full of deceits.” Could it be that Negroes living in the French areas in America and especially in French
New Orleans were imitating the French English dialect when they talked English? Today the native New
Orleanian talks in an accent that is close to Negro dialect using ‘dat’ for that, etc.
Few, if any white men attended these Negro entertainments. But, interest in the Negro as a stage
character was growing. This interest was heightened appreciably in 1832 when T. D. Rice “jumped” his “Jim
Crow” between the acts of whatever shows were on the bills of houses at which he was appearing. These
shows were indicative of the melange of entertainment and moods of early 19th century theatergoers. It showed
the various types of entertainment the audiences were prepared to face in a single evening. Rice made his New
York debut on November 12 between performances of two serious dramas. The Hunchback and Catherine of
Cleves. Regardless of the expressive verb “jump” that immediately became associated with “Jim Crow,” the
dance seems to have been a shuffle, with the feet generally on the ground and upper-body movements
contorted. Rice is said to have developed the routine after watching a crippled Black stablehand in Louisville
entertain himself. Some scholars dispute this story, especially since Rice is said to have also appropriated the
Negro’s tune. These scholars argue that tune is too similar to an Irish folk tune and an English stage song.
They apparently assume that because Rice is said to have derived the tune from the Negro, the melody by
implication must be Black in origin. In any case Rice added his own words.
“Wheel about, turn about do jes so, an’ ebery time I wheel about I jump Jim Crow.”
The dance along with its music and lyrics became what Robert Toll, in his history of the minstrel
show, Blacking Up, labeled “the first of many Afro-American dances to become a worldwide success.” For
years afterwards Rice appeared in shows such as Jim Crow in London and The Virginia Mummy, their
advertisements often promising “he will sing his celebrated song of Jim Crow.”
Although blackface artists such as Rice were precursors of minstrelsy, the minstrel show, as an entire
evening’s entertainment, did not take to the stage until February 1843, when Billy Whitlock, R. W. Pelham,
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Frank Brower and Dan Emmett, billing themselves as the Virginia Minstrels, offered an extended exhibition
of the “oddities, peculiarities, eccentricities, and comicalities of that Sable Genus of Humanity.” Curiously,
the term “minstrels,” which has ever since been linked with burnt cork amusement, was given its vogue by
this group. Until its arrival most blackface performers were known as “delineators,” often, more specifically,
“Ethiopian delineators.” The new band borrowed the last half of its name from the Tyrolese Minstrel Family,
which had just toured the land to great acclaim. Although the Virginia Minstrels disbanded within a year, its
success was so great that imitators sprang up everywhere. For the most part these early minstrel groups stayed
close to their home auditoriums. However, only a year after the debut of the Virginia Minstrels, a troupe
known as the Ethiopian Serenades trucked its luggage to the White House for a command performance.
While blackface seems to have originally been used in theatricals in the South and Midwest, the
evening-long minstrel show that first saw the footlights in New York also saw its principal development there.
Toll believes this was “because the intense competition eliminated poor performers and forced innovations.”
What did evolve was the first genuinely American Musical Theatre, the first great indigenous entertainment.
But only in the most liberal sense of the term could a minstrel show be a work of art. As Toll noted, “it had no
characterization to develop, no plot to evolve, no musical score, no set speeches, no subsidiary dialogue indeed no fixed script at all. Each set - song, dance, joke, or skit - was a self-contained performance that
strived to be the highlight of the show.” The show was held together by an external framework - what today’s
jargon would call a format - rather than by any internal cohesion or organically dictated form. Its devil-maycare indifference to even the vaguest dramatic unites helped establish a not altogether healthy ‘slapdash’
tradition in the American Musical Theatre.
The pattern that did quickly settle into place was simple. The show was divided into three parts. The
first part, with its semicircle of performers flanked by comic end men Tambo and Bones and presided over by
a centrally seated interlocutor, was the section that came to typify minstrelsy. Tambo and Bones received their
names from the tambourine and clackers they held and which they rattled to express their approval of a song
or a joke. Their comedy routines and songs were interspersed with the more serious romantic melodies
rendered by the fourth principal, the balladeer. The second part of the performances was an olio, Like the
opening section, it was essentially a variety bill, made less formal by the absence of the interlocutor and end
men. The difference between the two parts was more of degree than of kind. Its most noteworthy feature was a
“stomp speech,” a comic monologue. Toll quotes one that began, “Feller-fellers and oder fellers, when Joan of
Ark and his broder Noah’s Ark crossed de Rubicund . “ The final or third section of the show was an extended
skit. At first these skits were simple scenes of plantation life laced with songs and dances, little more than a
third type of vaudeville. Within a decade, however, George Christy of the Christy Minstrels and his copiers
supplanted scenes of life in the South with lampoons of current events or, with increasing frequency, of
current plays. The sensational vogue of Uncle Tom’s Cabin inevitably demanded spoofing, and afforded an
excellent and easy transition from plantation scenes to travesties of stage plays. Under such titles as Uncle
Dad’s Cabin, Aunt Dinah’s Cabin, Life among the Happy (Mrs. Stowe’s subtitle had been Life Among the
Lowly). Or Happy Uncle Tom, minstrels presented a cheerily deranged version in which Uncle Tom was
usually not sold down the river, in which Simon Legree often failed to appear, and in which Topsy, Eva, and
all the other famous figures found ample opportunity for songs and jigs. As one lyric announced:
“Oh, white folks, we’ll have you to know dis am not de version of Mrs. Stowe. Wid her de Darks am
all unlucky but we am de boys from Old Kentucky.”
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No small part of these curious inversion reflected an underlying and persistent sentiment of minstrelsy;
its fundamentally anti-Negro attitude. However good-natured the kidding might have been, by and large
minstrel shows had little ‘truck’ with abolitionist sentiment. The Civil War forced a certain change of attitude,
but not a change of heart. With Reconstruction many a minstrel company briefly dropped their satirizing of
stage successes to mock carpetbaggers and over-ambitious Negroes.
Within the minstrel structure there was ample scope for a variety of songs, humor, and dance. Some of
the most long-lived jokes in the American repertory seem to have first been tried on minstrel audiences. While
no conclusive records exist it is probable that a minstrel first asked why a chicken crossed the road and told
his amazed foil the answer, “To get to the other side”; and that a fellow blackface performer first asked why a
fireman wears red suspenders and informed his straightman it was “To hold up his pants.” Toll points to some
humor, which was double-barreled, evidently to reassure patrons that it was all a masquerade as well as to
provide a joke. “Why am I like a young widow?” a comedian asked. After the line was slowly repeated, he
fired back: “Because I do not stay long in black.” Later, when the popularity of minstrelsy began to wane,
immigrants’ dialects and traits were also parodied.
Minstrel songs ranged from racial lampoons to political satire to treacly 19th century sentimentality.
Obviously the Coon song came later. Many of these, especially in the beginning, appropriated standard
melodies. “Jim Crow” was not unique. A number of successful minstrels claim to have carefully studied
native Negro song patterns, and to have sometimes borrowed Negro melodies and verses. But now much
genuine Black material audiences heard remains moot. Although political satire employed darky speech it was
clearly the product of professionals.
Of songs of a more sentimental nature, those that bear the signature of Stephen Foster are sung and
loved to this day. Foster had played in minstrel shows as a young man and took readily to minstrel styles.
Although many of his songs were popular on the minstrel stage, some, such as Oh, Susanna, Old Black Joe,
and Camptown Races were not necessarily composed with the stage in mind. But Mass’s In De cold, Cold
Ground and his masterpiece, Old Folks At Home, seem to have been composed at the behest of the Christy
Minstrels, and the latter was first issued with E. P. Christy listed as composer.
Ex. 4
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But Foster’s material was the cream of the crop. More typical of the everyday melodies with which
theatergoers of the era were regaled were the works of William Shakespeare Hays. While he is now all but
forgotten, the remarkably prolific Hays was esteemed in his own day. Early In De Morn’ and Roll Out! Heave
That Cotton exemplifies his work.
A few other songs from the minstrel stage have retained their popularity. For some, such as Polly
Wolly Doodle, their hold on public affection grows shakier with time. But Dixie, which was written by Dan
Emmett and introduced by him with Bryant’s Minstrels on April 4, 1859, and soon employed to rally the
confederacy, has become a classic.
Most of the dancing - such as that employed with “Jim Crow” or “Essence Of Old Virginia” derived
from the same Negro shuffle that eventually led to the buck and wing and the soft-shoe. For the most part they
were a white man’s attempt to theatricalize a Black man’s art. But significantly the most highly praised of
early minstrel dancers reversed the procedure. William Henry Lane, who performed as Master Juba was a
Negro who based his routines on an Irish jig.
Ex. 5 – William Henry Lane

Lane was born in Providence, Rhode Island in 1823 and died a pauper in 1852. He lived in the Five
Points district of lower Manhattan in an area called Paradise Square, where free blacks and poor Irish lived.
He picked up the Irish idiom of the jig and by 1845 was considered the greatest dancer of all, becoming the
first black performer to get top billing over a white performer in a minstrel show. He became known as
“Master Juba” and was revered for his combination of the fast footwork of the jig and African rhythms and
beat. Descriptions of his dancing written during his day render something close to what we now think of as tap
dancing.
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(Sic: His lack of mention as an important individual in the American dance world is understandable
with the atmosphere and attitudes of the era. Lane set the trend for a new dance that inspired such forms as
hambone, patting juba, jazz and soft-shoe.
After attending a performance of Lane, English author Charles Dickens declared unequivocally that
Lane was the “greatest dancer known.” In his American notes Dickens describes the black dance in action:
“Single shuffle, double shuffle, cut and cross-out, snapping his fingers, rolling his eyes, turning in his knees,
presenting the backs of his legs in front, spinning about on his toes and heels . . . all sort of legs and no legs what is this to him?”
Besides being a master of the Irish jig, Lane incorporated distinctly African American elements in his
performances, including what would later be known as tap dancing and the hand jive. Lane is commonly
regarded as the father of tap dancing. He also utilized the dance style known as “patting Juba,” in which a
dancer sets complex rhythms through hand clapping, foot stomping, and striking his hands against different
portions of his body. (Juba was a title or nickname commonly conferred on slaves who showed talent in music
or dancing and derived from the African Globe, an intricate step dance with many variations.) Lane first began
performing professionally with white minstrels in 1845 and appeared with several companies before joining
the Ethiopian Serenaders for their 1848 tour of England. At the end of this tour Lane elected to remain in
England, where he died in 1852 at the age of 27.
From their inception, minstrel troupes composed of Negroes were generally most admired for their
high stepping. Here was another pattern established early on! Apart from the clowning of a great comedian on
the order of Bert Williams, it would be years before anything from a Negro musical but its dances would be
taken seriously.
Although the minstrel show remained popular until the turn of the century, its heyday ended with the
Civil War. The new musical entertainments that erupted just after the war offered novelty, more spectacles,
and ultimately, the comfort of something that passed for a story. Leading minstrel impresarios were quick to
appreciate the change of tastes. They attempted to compete by adding parades, more spectacular mountings of
their own, more non-Negro materials, and, in cases such as Francis Leon of Kelly and Leon’s Minstrels, by
offering female impersonations in their burlesques. But in 1883-84, when J. H. Haverly, the last of the great
minstrel impresarios, bought out New York’s final surviving resident troupe, the oddly named San Francisco
Minstrels, the great era of blackface came to a close. Haverly increased the size of his companies, advertising
40 Mastodon Minstrels, and he unveiled a scene of a “Turkish Barbaric Palace in Silver and Gold transformed
before audiences’ eyes into a King’s Palace. He claimed to have spent as much as $1500 on a single costume
when the whole shows cost no more to produce. But his efforts were too little avail. Those who followed him
- Dumont, Dockstader, and their associates - generally contented themselves with playing to elderly audiences
in houses that were not always the most desirable.
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Minstrel Playbills
What did a minstrel show consist of? How was it put together? What was included in the show?
These questions can be answered by looking at the minstrel show’s programs. A program or ‘playbill’ was
handed out to the audience when a minstrel came to town for a performance. There was very little about the
minstrel itself except a listing of its program for the night. It could consist of as many as 16 pages, with almost
of it advertisements for various local businesses with the minstrel program put in surrounded by numerous
advertisements. Our examples begin in 1879 to 1908. These minstrel shows are major productions with a large
cast and a great number of stagehands. They toured cities in the U. S. both large and small. I will present the
page that gives the name of the minstrel troupe performing but only the part of the other pages that list the
program.
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Ex. 7 – 1890 – Beach & Browers Minstrel – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Opera House (Oct. 18)
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Ex. 8 – 1890 – Merritt & Stanley’s Legitimate Minstrels – Cedar Iowa – Greene’s Theater – Nov.
22, 1890
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Ex. 9 – 1984 – Lew Docstader’s Minstrels – Academy of Music, Washington D. C. (Feb. 26)
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Ex. 11 - Gideon’s Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Theater – Sept. 16, 1902
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Ex. 12 – Gideon’s Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Theater. Oct. 17, 1903
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Ex. 13 – Mahara’s Famous Operatic Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Ipwa – Greene’s
Theater. Nov. 18, 1903
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Ex. 14 – Richard & Pringle’s Famous Georgia Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s
Theater. 1903
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Ex. 14 – The Gus Sun American Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Theater. March 26,
1904

Ex. 16 – Al G. field’s Greater Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Theater. March 17,
1904
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Ex. 17 – Cohan & Harris’ Minstrels – The Columbia, Washington, D. C. March 1, 1908
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Ex. 18 – Dockstader’s Minstrels – Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Greene’s Theater. Oct. 13, 1908
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Other Views on Minstrel History
In From Jehovah to Jazz - 1937 by Helen L. Kaufmann, we find a chapter entitled “The Wandering
Minstrels and the Great Black Way.” The author gives a good description of a minstrel show:
“The curtain rises on a semicircle of grinning black faces, with huge, painted red lips, gleaming white
teeth, and woolly wigs atop high celluloid collars several sizes too large. The sartorial ensemble consists of
white trousers, striped calico shirts, colored swallowtail coats, and white cotton gloves with ludicrously long
fingers. In the center of the crescent is Mr. Interlocutor. He stands out from the rest, for he alone is whiteface.
He is clad with sober dignity, and is an imperturbably grave as the rest is hilarious. At one end, fat Mr. Tambo
holds his tambourine poised for a jingle, while at the other, skinny Mr. Bones, equipped with bones or
castanets, awaits his cue. Red plush and gilt chairs are ranged around the platform behind them. “Gentlemen
be seated,” booms the Interlocutor. With a tantalizing premonitory rustle, they lapse into their chairs. The
minstrel show is on.
“How dear to our hearts are these scenes of our childhood” - a song, a by the way, immortalized by
these very minstrels. Memories crowd fast. The timeworn joke:
Q. What has a cat that nothing else has? Ans. Kittens.
Q. Who was the lady I saw you with last night? Ans. That was no lady that was my wife.
R. Why are good resolutions like fainting ladies? Ans. Because they want carrying out.
The parade that preceded the show. That never-to-be-forgotten thrill when the booming of the big
drum and blare of brasses apprised the townsfolk that the minstrels had come to town, and were even then
parading down the main street. The rush to catch a glimpse of the imposing drum major twirling his goldheaded cane, followed by his troupe in a very special costume of white silk top hats, gray Prince Albert coats,
and patent-leather shoes. The free concert in front of the local grand-opera house and the rush for seats for the
show afterward. And then the show. The rapturous settling down for an evening of laughter and balladry, of
mingled “kidding” and sentimentality, and above all, of song and dance.
These white men behind burnt cork who carried America’s music from hamlet to hamlet were as truly
minstrels as the medieval bards and minnesingers. Under the guise of tomfoolery, they performed a real
service to national song. They linked the early outpourings of slavery days with the ragtime, blues, and jazz
which were the Negro’s later expression, and white men though they were, they managed to catch the spirit of
the plantation Negro. Even while they laughed at him, there was little mockery in their laughter - in the
beginning, at least. The representations of a chicken-stealing, slow-witted, Malaprop coon using long words in
wrong places came when they feared the public was growing tired of their more sympathetic impersonation.
The minstrel show deteriorated in proportion to their exaggeration of these foibles, and their neglect of true
Negro song in favor of doubtful Negro comedy.
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From the first small venture of “Daddy” Rice who worked alone, to the days of Haverley’s Mastodon
Minstrels, with its slogan “forty, count ‘em, forty,” the minstrel show occupied a place in the affections of all
sorts of persons, old and young, intellectuals and morons. In 1849, when it was approaching the beginning of
its heyday, Joseph Gungl, the German orchestra leader who had already disparaged the musical taste in this
barbarous land, wrote to his Fatherland: “The so-called minstrels have the best business here. Companies are
composed commonly of six or seven individuals of the masculine gender. They paint their faces black, sing
Negro songs, dance and jump about as if possessed, change their costumes three or four times each evening,
beat each other to the great delight of the art-appreciating public, and thus earn not only well-deserved fame,
but enormous sums of money.” Oddly enough, considering he was a musician, Mr. Gungl was apparently not
impressed with the Negro songs he mentioned. Yet upon one of them was reared the whole structure of
minstrelsy.
A chance encounter, somewhere about the year 1830, between Thomas Rice, a pleasant though
undistinguished young actor, and a ragged Negro slave released minstrelsy to the world. Rice was playing an
engagement in some town - New Orleans, Louisville, or Cincinnati. He went strolling through the streets to
kill time between performances. An old Negro attracted his attention, first by his astonishingly tattered
clothes, which fluttered in the breeze, scarecrow -fashion, then by his limp, and the hop, skip, and jump he
gave at intervals. Following him idly, the white man heard him singing, under his breath, the words of a song
that he repeated over and over, often enough for Rice to store them away in his memory. The hop, skip, and
jump marked the end of the chorus, which was repeated after every four-line stanza.
Jim, Crow
First on de heel-tap, den on de toe,
Every time I wheel about I jump Jim Crow
Wheel about and turn about and do is so,
And ebery time I wheel about I jump Jim Crow.
Rice “lifted” the entire act - song, clothing, Jim, and dance - and went on the stage as Jim Crow the
next time he appeared alone. At this performance, he borrowed his tatters from Old cuff, a stevedore whose
clothes just managed to hang together. He agreed to return the clothes immediately the act was ended; cuff
meanwhile, in such undies as he possessed, waited in the wings. Neither of them counted on the repeated
encores, which prolonged the act far beyond its allotted time. From the wings, cuff whistled, hissed, and
danced up and down to attract the actor’s attention, but Rice, intoxicated by his success, heard nothing.
Suddenly, the tooting of a steamboat whistle floated into the theater. Cuff realized agonizingly that he had just
time to go to the dock and assist in unloading it he left at once. His necessity recognized no law. With a howl,
he rushed upon the stage, demanding his clothes. The curtain was rung down.
Our own Charlie Chaplin made no more of a hit with the first stage presentation of his oddly pathetic,
flat-footed walk than did “Daddy” rice when he “jumped Jim Crow.” Audiences were frenzied in their
applause. Like Chaplin, rice was enough of a showman to sense the possibilities of his theme, and to build
around it a whole series of variations. He improvised a set of stanzas on local people, retaining the chorus in
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its original form. He made use of Joseph Jefferson, the Rip Van Winkle of later years, then a child actor of
four. Rice carried him on the stage in a sack slung over his back, from which he emerged in a costume the
replica of rice’s, to “Jump Jim Crow” side by side with him. Having worked this country thoroughly, Rice
took himself, as “Jim Crow,” to England and the continent, where his portrayals of plantation hand and darky
dandy were acclaimed as brand-new and wholly American.
“American actors are now all the rage in England,” says Philip Hone, famous New York diarist, in his
entry of August 4, 1837. “Rice, the celebrated Jim Crow, has eclipsed the fame of Kean, Kemble, and
MaCready. He entertains the nobility at their parties; the ladies pronounce his black face ‘the fairest of the
fair,’ and his bowlegs and crooked shins ‘the perfect line of beauty,’ and the wits of London have established
the Crow club in honor of the Yankee buffoon.” Apparently, Hone was a little put out at what he considered
misplaced commendation, but later, when he met the actor at dinner and heard his performance, he made
amends by pronouncing him a most witty and entertaining companion.
When Rice returned, he cashed in on his European experiences by putting on a series of Jim Crow
sketches - “Jim Crow in London” and “Jim Crow in the foreign service” - which somewhat resembled those
later given by minstrel troupes. He alternated these impersonations with that of a darky dandy, the first of its
kind. As dandy Jim of Caroline and Spruce Park, he made popular the songs of that name. A Long time Ago
and Such a Gittin’ Upstairs were introduced by him in his impersonation of gumbo chaff, a Negro hand on a
Mississippi flatboat. Such a knockin’ was another of his favorites. Daddy Rice belonged to no troupe, although
a number sprang up before he retired. He was an individualist, who deliberately underlined his eccentricities
with an eye to publicity. He clung to his custom of buttoning coat and vest with five-and ten-dollar gold
pieces, even when, old, paralyzed, poor, and alone, his glory a thing of the past, he waited for death.
Rice was not the first Negro impersonator, although the first to cut any kind of a swath. The dignified
Gottlieb Graupner, father of the Boston symphony Orchestra, is said to have appeared in black face in 1799
and again ten years later as a dark entertainer for light moments. On the first occasion, he sang The Gay Negro
Boy in Act II of Oronooko, accompanying himself on the banjo. Another gentleman known as Pot-Pie Herbert
followed his example. Black clowns were an accepted part of circuses of the early nineteenth century, while
between-the-acts diversions of Negro song and dance were used to save ponderous dramas from failure.
Several songs introduced in this informal fashion were later taken up by the minstrels, and became well
known to their audiences. One by Micah Hawkins, composer of the early ballad-opera. The Sawmill, was sung
by a certain Andrew Jackson Allen, and [printed in The Columbia Harmonist in 1815.
“Back side Albany stan’ Lake Champlain
One little pond, half full o’ water,
Platte-bug dare too, close ‘pon de main,
On Lake Champlain, Uncle Sam set he boat”
Crude as this sounds, it was taken up by the minstrels of later days, and was sung repeatedly. So was
Opossum up a Gum Tree, which in the early version, reads:
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“Opossum up a gun-tree, on de branch him lie,
Him t’ink no-one is by.”
But for the more material-minded minstrels it became:
“Possum up the gun-tree, Cooney in the hollow,
Show me to the man who stole my half a dollah.”
Another one, which was extremely popular from the start was Coal-Black Rose, set to the tune of an
old ballad. The ever-watchful “Jim Crow,” a little jealous of his blooming rival, penned a stanza to the effect
that
“Oh, de coal black Rose, Once was all de go,
But now she find a ribal, in Mistah Jim Crow.”
Despite the rivalry, George Washington Dixon, a famous old-timer, planted a Coal-Black Rose in
many a minstrel performance. He also popularized The Long-Tailed blue, a nonsensical favorite. He claimed
the authorship of Old Zip Coon, now known as turkey in the Straw. His claim to that honor is questionable, for
like other folk songs, it cannot be chalked up to the glory of any individual. The Arkansas Traveler, another
minstrel favorite, has also become almost a folk song in its general appeal.
After the Jim Crow furore, a dozen years elapsed. Then the minstrel show took form as a group
entertainment, and again blind chance brought it about. Daniel Decatur Emmett, a vaudeville actor, and
another Thespian, Billy Whitlock, were playing fiddle and banjo together after dinner one evening, just for
fun. Their friend Frank Brower dropped in, improvised a pair of bones, and started to clack the rhythm as he
had heard Negroes do. Dick Pell, another actor, seized a tambourine and joined in. The four had such fun that
they kept it up all evening, and for several succeeding evenings. Fortunately, they were in a professional
boardinghouse with no ‘antinoise’ clause in the lease, so they were not evicted for disturbing the peace. On the
contrary, they adjourned voluntarily to Bartlett’s billiard room near by, to try out their act on an audience. The
catcalls with which their first audience greeted them speedily changed to loud harrahs of appreciation, mingled
with roars of laughter, and shouts of “more.” In burnt cork and exaggerated costumes, they made appearances
here and there, calling themselves the Virginia Serenaders. So many imitators at once sprang up that they took
boat for England, hoping to duplicate Daddy Rice’s triumphs there. Their hopes were dashed. They did the
Lucy Long Walk-Around and Essence of Old Virginny, two of their best numbers, to indifferent audiences.
They plunked the banjo, twirled the tambourine, sang and clogged themselves hoarse and footsore, to no
purpose. Finally they disbanded, and drifted back separately to this country, where all became members of
other companies.
They were the sparks, which exploded the mine of minstrelsy. Edwin P. Christy, banjoist, actor, and
manager, was on the spot to pick up the largest nuggets. He had hung out his shingle in Buffalo, advertising
“Christy’s Far-Famed and Original Band of Ethiopian Minstrels, whose unique and chaste performances have
been patronized by the elite and fashion in all the principle cities of the Union.” Christy spoke the truth when
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he said his performances were unique. In emphasizing the musical part of the program, and offering an
abundance of really good Negro tunes, which were well sung even if he had to sing them himself, his show
was unique. Along with all the fooling and wisecracking, there was a constant supply of new song material to
supplement old favorites. Some he wrote himself; members of his company wrote others. But the greatest
number, the most appealing in spirit and highest in quality, came from the pen of Stephen Foster.
Christy and Foster call to mind the old riddle about the chicken and the egg - which did come first? For
probably neither would have functioned half so well without the other. Christy caught Foster’s songs hot from
the griddle. He contracted with him for the sole right to sing them prior to publication, and paid Foster from
ten to fifteen dollars apiece for the privilege. Foster had the assurance, so valuable to a composer, of a market
waiting for his wares. That assurance never failed him so long as Christy was alive. Walter Pritchard Eaton
suggests that, had it not been for the minstrels, Foster might have spent his life pen-pushing in his brother’s
office. That seems a rash statement. Stephen was a born songster, with a surgent talent. It seems that his
melodious cries must have reached the public somehow. But there might not have been so many, and the
folksong quality, which is their prime distinction, might have been less pronounced had they been written for
the concert hall instead of the jolly uninhibited minstrels.
Stephen dashed off Old folks at Home overnight in response to a letter from Christy begging for a new
song. When it appeared in print, after being enthusiastically received in the show, Christy’s name appeared on
the title page as its composer. This created a misunderstanding, which took some time to clean up, and many
people are still hazy about it. The substitution seems to have been made at Foster’s request. In a letter, he
stated that he did not wish his name too closely associated with Ethiopian melodies, to a number of which he
had already affixed it. Of course, he had no idea now popular the song would become. Had he realized that it
was destined to be one of the most widely known and best loved of American folk songs, he would not have
parted so easily with his title of author. Translated into every European, and many Asiatic and African
tongues, it has been sung practically all over the world. Certainly, it was worth many of the “Gentle Annies”
and “Dear Mabels,” whose vaporings he considered more worthy of his signature. There were dissenting
voices, even as to the merits of Foster’s songs. The Boston City fathers, planning summer “pops” on Boston
Common, stipulated, “Only let it be music, and not the Oh Susanna sort of jingle. Let it refine and educate the
millions, and not merely tickle up the idle old whistling, drumming, foot-lifting habit, which is a mere chronic
irritation of the rhythmic nerves.” While Dwight’s Journal reports that “Anna Zerr, at a concert in Castle
Garden, New York, had, shame to say, stooped to sing Old Folks at Home for the boys; one would as soon
think of picking up an apple core in the street.” Her offense was palliated by the fact that she sang it only as an
encore. Still, she had assailed the decorum of the concert hall by her selection.
Decorum was one virtue, which concerned the Christy minstrels not at all. They made use of every
device, dignified and otherwise, to popularize Foster’s melodies and his productive years coincided with their
heyday. The Civil War put a period to both, for while it did not end the shows, the character of the
performances changed. Their enormous popularity was not lessened; the emphasis was merely shifted from the
music to the dramatic entertainment.
Christy’s was the first company to settle down for a good long stay in one spot. He hung out the
grandiloquent blurb he had coined in Buffalo on the billboards of the Mechanics’ hall on lower Broadway,
New York, in 1846. In a few years, he had evolved the idea of the semicircular arrangement of the chorus. The
band, consisting of two banjos, violin, bones, and tambourine, and either accordion or triangle, was seated in
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the rear. The Interlocutor and end men were “planted” where they could bandy dialogue to the best advantage.
In their wordy arguments, Mr. Interlocutor was usually the loser, and had to yield, with feigned chagrin, to the
superior dialectics of his satellites. Thus worsted, he would urge one of them to sing something while he
smoothed his ruffled plumage, and in that way many songs were interpolated between the gags.
Christy did more, however, than set this pattern. He also made a full evening’s entertainment of what
had been an incidental hour. He gave a show in three parts. The first consisted of the quips and cranks of Mr.
Interlocutor, end men, and chorus, interspersed with song and band selections. The second, or olio, was a
vaudeville show, made up mostly of song and dance specialties. There might be a banjo contortionist, an
imitator, a slapstick comedian, or a snappy clog dancer. Songs and ballads by guest artists were not out of
place here, nor was this part of the entertainment necessarily Negro. The third and last part was a “walkaround” or grand review of the entire talent, for which the company’s musical advisors were kept busy
providing march songs like There’ll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town tonight and Dixie.
There are many tributes to the quality of Christy’s musical offering. Lyman Abbott found a number of
entries in his father’s diary saying that he often attended the (Christy) minstrels in Buffalo of an evening,
because, though he found their fooling silly, he enjoyed their music so much. When the troupe went to
England, no less hardened a cynic than William Thackeray expressed himself, in an oft-quoted paragraph, as
deeply touched by their performance. “I heard a humorous balladist not long since, a minstrel with wool on his
head and an ultra-Ethiopian complexion, who performed a Negro ballad that I confess moistened these
spectacles in a most unexpected manner. I have gazed at thousands of tragedy queens dying on the stage, and
expiring in appropriate blank verse, and I never wanted to wipe them. They have looked up, be it said, at many
scores of clergymen without being dimmed, and behold! A vagabond with a corked face and a banjo sings a
little song, and strikes a wild note which sets the heart thrilling with happy pity.” The black-face boys were so
well liked across the water that the English took to calling all minstrels Christys, somewhat as all musicians
were known as Bachs in the German village where the illustrious Johann Sebastian and his numerous
forebears practiced their art.
As there were no phonographs the medium most popular was piano sheet music and written
arrangements of minstrel songs. The Howe Publishing Company of Boston, in 1848 published an “Ethiopian
Glee Book,” which contained vocal arrangements of “popular Negro melodies in four parts. Below we give
the first page and one of the arrangements entitled “Stop Dat Knocking.”
Ex. 19 – Page from Christy Minstrels glee book
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The end of the Christy Minstrels came with the retirement of Edwin P. Christy in 1854, the death of
his successor, George, fourteen years later, and - final catastrophe - the destruction of mechanics’ hall by fire.
Their dark light had not been hidden under a bushel, however, and other companies carried on. An inky trail of
troupers had wound its way across the continent. Those were the days of gaslight and melodeons, buggies and
horsecars, Barnum’s Museum in New York, and the Handel and Haydn Society in Boston. Women wore hoop
skirts and laughed at selected jokes only. Gentility and stuffy respectability were rampant. Yet the stuffiest and
most genteel of the music lovers mingled freely with their rowdier brothers and sisters at the minstrel show,
which proved as true a leveler of rank as the French Revolution itself.
Another company prominent among the early fun makers was the Bryant Minstrels, led by Dan Bryant,
a shrewd manager as well as a good actor. Bryant had the horse sense to sign up Dan Emmett when the latter
returned, broke, from his English trip with the Virginia Minstrels. One of Bryant’s rewards was Dixie, written
by Emmett as a walk-around. There are several stories of how he came to write this famous song, one of
which sounds so natural that it is probably true. Mrs. Emmett, it appears, was partly responsible. She was
doing the family washing one blue Monday, and giving Emmett a wifely hauling over the coals at the same
time. As she soused the suds up and down, her chiding voice went on and on, until Emmett muttered
impatiently, “Oh I wish I was in Dixie.” He might as well have said Kalamazoo, but fortunately he didn’t.
Mrs. Emmy’s scolding stopped dead. “That’s a good title for the walk-around you have to write,” she
commented approvingly. And Dan, relieved at the diversion of her attention from him, took the hint, and
wrote words and music overnight.
The original words as seen in Emmett’s original manuscript read:
2) Old missus marry will de weaber, William was a gay deceaber; When he put his arm around’er, the
look as fierce as a forty pound’er
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3) His face was sharp like a butchers cleaber, but dat did not seem to greab’er Will run away missus
took a decline O’ Her face was de color ob bacon rhine, O’
4) While missus libbed she libbed in clover, when she died all ober; How could she act such a foolish
part, O’ An marry a man to break her heart. O’
5) Buckwheat cakes are stony better, makes you fat or a little fatter; There’s a health to de next
old missus, An all de galls dat want to kiss us.
6) Now if you want to drive ‘way sorrow, come an hear dis song to-morrow; Dem hav’ it down an
scratch your grabble, to Dixies land I’m bound to trabble.
(The unison chorus’ comes in at the end of every other line, as in the 1st verse)
Emmett also wrote the traditional 8 bars of music for a dance. Many minstrel songs had a musical
section that was strictly instrumental. The performer would do his dance to this music. Dancing was stressed
in the minstrels and most minstrels were singers, comedians and dancers. The dance is 10 bar long and is
mostly in 16th note values. Below is given the facsimile of Emmett’s original manuscript including the dance.
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The Daughters of the Confederacy in Richmond published a facsimile of the original manuscript
(above) in 1960 with notes by George Bird Evans. The back cover included the following write-up on Dan
Emmett by Evans:
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“Reproduced here are both sides of a single sheet that Dan Emmett identified as “the original copy of
‘Dixie’ “when he lent it to be reproduced in the September 1895 issue of The Confederate Veteran. After
Emmett’s death it was considered lost. It came to me from my great-grandmother, Emmy’s widow. I am
descended from her first husband George Bird. Oddly, in the search for the “lost” manuscript Emmy’s widow
was overlooked. He had made copies in his later years. Only recently in the crumbling pages of that
Confederate Veteran did I make the positive identification of this manuscript.
Dixie was composed in 1859 in New York. Emmett says “on a rainy Sunday in Elm Street, between
Broome and Spring Streets, No. 197, Room No. 1.” It was presented the next evening in Bryant’s Minstrels,
according to the play bill dated Monday, April 4th, 1895 as “Mr. Dan Emmett’s new Plantation song and
Dance Dixie’s Land.” The following year Firth, Pond & Co. published the first sheet music edition, entitled I
Wish I was in Dixie’s Land with changes from the original words. As a show tune it was a hit. But this was
1860 and Dixie struck fire in the South like the Rebel Yell. Fifes shrieked it as the battle song and Dixie gave
its name to a land for all time.
Dan Emmett’s grandfather was from Augusta County, Virginia and fought under Morgan at the
Cowpens, serving as chaplain in the Revolution. In the letter to The Confederate Veteran, Emmett states: “My
father, Abraham Emmett, was a native of Staunton, VA. And my mother Sarah Zerick of Fredericktown, Md.”
Born in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 29 October 1815, Emmett began his self-education as a printer’s apprentice. As a
fifer and drummer in the Army, 11832 to ’35, he dedicated himself to music. He wrote Emmett’s Standard
Drummer and Emmett’s Fife Instructor and (note spelling Old Dan Emmit’s Original Banjo melodies.
He originated the first minstrel troupe in 1843; after success in America took it to England. Returning,
he joined Bryant’s Minstrels in 1857 as composer, singer and comedian. He wrote dozens of minstrel songs
including Old Dan Tucker, The Blue Tail Fly, Old Zip Coon, and is credited with Turkey in de Straw. He
captured the idiom of the corn field darkey, his humor was keen as in his Negro Sermons: “Bressed am dem
dat ‘spects nuttin,’ kaze dey aint gwine to git nuttin’!”
After the war, Emmett went to Chicago as orchestra leader and musical director of a theater. There in
1875 his first wife, Catherine Rives Emmett, died. In 1879 he married my great-grandmother. Before her
marriage to George Bird in New York she was May Louise Brewer, sister of Frank Brewer (one of the four
“Virginia Minstrels,” Emmy’s original troupe). George Bird’s name appears as witness on Emmy’s contract
selling Dixie to Firth, Pond & Co.
My father lived as a boy in Chicago from 1886 to 1888 with his grandmother and “Uncle Dan” who at
that time played violin at the old M’Vicker’s. Father’s description of Emmett writing music with a goose quill,
of his Irish Grey gamecocks called by name and never fought, his gentle manner, I cherish along with those
Emmett possessions that have come to me.
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Ex. 21 - Dan Emmett

In 1888 Dan Emmett returned to Mt. Vernon. He left there only once, to make his farewell tour in
1895 with Al Field’s Minstrels. It became a triumphant procession through the south. Audiences stood and
cheered as Dan Emmett, eighty, sang Dixie. He was given ovations in Richmond, Charlottesville, in Nashville
where General John B. Gordon introduced him. Groups and individuals presented gifts of money to him, but it
was the South’s response to his, and their, Dixie that moved him most.
Back home in Mt. Vernon he settled happily into what was left of his quiet life. By some he was
considered an eccentric. If it is eccentric to have created the first American words and music for which half the
Nation rises to its feet, to recognize simple values and to live by them, to know sincere religious faith, then
Dan Emmett moved in a radius outside the scope of most men. He died June 28th, 1904.
In the mountains just below the Mason-Dixon Line, Dan Emmy’s “lost” original manuscript of Dixie
reposes in a house that was old when he was born. Near it is a table Stonewall Jackson studied on at West
Point, deeds to the land signed by Beverly Randolph and John Page; a mirror that reflected Emmett’s face, a
quilt he pieced during his last years with his signature, worked on the border; the date unfinished; his cane.
Emmy’s framed photograph with his autograph and his magic word “Dixie!” looks across the room to his
manuscript - and beyond. I think he sees a roster time-mellowed like the manuscript, names of Jubal Early, Jeb
Stuart, Jackson and Lee. When that roll call sounds it will be, I am sure, to the tune of Dixie.
It is to be hoped that the hit made by Dixie in the show appeased Mrs. Emmett’s wrath. From washtub
to battlefield is a long distance, but Dixie made the transition comfortably via minstrel shows and, as the
confederate anthem, became more popular than The Star-Spangled Banner itself during the Civil War.
Emmett also wrote Old Dan Tucker, a nonsense hit:
Old Dan Tucker was a fine old man. Washed his face in a frying pan.
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Combed his hair with a wagon wheel, Died with the tooth-ache in his heel.”
Every company that came along added a new touch to the Christy-established minstrel show. The
Congo Melodists introduced part-singing. They may have uttered the first barbershop chord of minstrelsy, but
certainly not the last. Buckley’s New Orleans Serenaders exploited the humorous possibilities of burlesquing
grand opera, and other companies did not hesitate to copy them. Sarah Bernhardt, the great French actress, was
convulsed with mirth at a parody of herself in her famous role, Camille, where in the consumptive heroine was
played by a robust blackface man, for the nonce, Sarah Heartburn. Colored Toreadors warbling Carmen with
exaggerated action were a common sight. The Ordway Minstrels went another step, and introduced the street
parade, which became a regular part of the fun. The gold rush of 1852 sent blackface companies swarming to
the coast, to give three shows a day, with seats selling at three dollars apiece, a fabulous price for a minstrel
show. Charley white’s company, in the melodeon on lower Broadway, never collected more than twelve and a
half cents for a parquet, six and a half for a gallery seat, in the preceding decade in prosperous New York.
But the days of plenty passed. The Civil War exercised a sobering effect and, for a short while, even
the impersonation of Negroes was frowned upon. The jokesters had to beware lest they affront sensibilities
already rubbed to the raw. But the relief they afforded from thoughts of bitter strife was much needed, and
they did not have to soft-pedal their activities for long. They added to their repertoire such songs as Henry C.
Work’s Wake, Nicodemus, and Babylon Is Fallen, which suffused the minstrel show with what one
commentator, Foster Damon, calls “apocalyptic splendor.” The vogue of the Jubilee singers, and the
popularity of the spirituals they introduced, gave the minstrels a new line, which they were quick to follow.
Spirituals, harmonized to suit minstrel voices, became a part of the show. Noah’s Ark (“There’s one wide river
to cross”) was one of the most popular. All the sentimental songs popular during and after the Civil War were
presented, many for the first time, by the minstrels. In the Harvest of Minstrel Song, published in 1879 by
White Smith, the majority of the seventy-two songs included are Negro. In the Minstrel Folio, published by
Saalfield eight years later, sentiment is almost entirely in the ascendant, though many of the laudable lyrics are
today forgotten, along with their composers. Silver Threads Among the Gold, The Spanish Cavalier, and In the
Hazle Dell My Nelly’s Sleeping are among the exceptions.
Strife, sentiment, and spirituals notwithstanding, the torrent of blackface jollity roared on. Nothing
could stem it. There was Billy Emerson, who sang, con espresione, Love Among the Roses. The Yaller Gal
That Looked at Me, and Mary Kelly’s Beau. He had audiences rocking and singing with him when, a huge
sunflower in his buttonhole, he sang the song which gave him his name of sunflower Billy Emerson.
“Oh, I feel just as happy as big sunflower
That nods and bends in the breezes,
For my heart is as light as the wind that blows
The leaves from off the treeses.”
Topical songs reflected significant situations as they came along, for example Oil on the Brain during
the boom of 1868, and Casey Jones in the early days of the railroad. Dave Reed not only urged in song that
Sally Come Up, Oh Sally Go Down! But had everybody singing with him Shoo Fly, Don’t Bother Me. This
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song was written by Captain Bishop, a white man and leader of a colored regiment, overheard a colloquy one
morning which suggested it to him. One trooper remarked to another, “I’se feelin’ like a mo’nin’ star.” To
which his comrade, in minor mood, replied, “Well, I’se feelin’ like a frog that’s lost his ma.” Whereupon a
third broke in, without being asked, perhaps a little bored with the other two, “Go ‘way, coon. Shoo fly, don’t
bother me,” which constituted the refrain of Bishop’s very simple song:
“Shoo fly, don’t bother me, shoo fly, don’t bother me
Shoo fly, don’t bother me, For I belong to the Company G.”
Most of the well-known minstrels had their own shows at one time or another, and many of them
played with Haverly’s Mastodon Minstrels as that organization grew. From forty to sixty in the chorus, seated
three tiers deep; six or eight end-men; glittering tinsel and red velvet everywhere; much enlarged orchestras;
vaudeville stunts of every description; these elaboration’s struck the knell of the minstrel show. One of the pet
gags of the old-timers had been: “What am de biggest room in de world?” To which came the reply, after
much circumlocution, “Room for improvement.” The successors to the Mastodon Minstrels took this literally,
and tried so many “improvements” that the initial purpose of the minstrels was wholly obscured. By this time,
there remained no trace of the original Negro song. Sentimental ballads and clog dances were offered, and
ragtime was available. In the 1950s, there were more than thirty good minstrel companies in the country; a
decade later only a bare half dozen, and today they are the prerogative of the amateur dramatic club or an
occasional revival.
It is interesting, in the light of later events, to read an article which appeared in the New York Music
Review and Choral Advocate of 1854, entitled “Negro Minstrelsy Is Dead.” As Mark Twain said when he read
in a newspaper of his own death, “The report was grossly exaggerated,” and certainly premature. The writer of
this article was some sixty years ahead of time. After bewailing that “the minstrel show has exerted so
widespread and deleterious an influence upon the musical tastes of this country,” he went on to rejoice that
“characteristic Ethiopian melodies have ceased to sell, and though troops of singers continue to blacken their
faces, they no longer rely upon African platitudes as an attraction. The songs Jim Crow and Jim Along Josey . .
. spawned in the very lowest puddles of society . . . found their way into places of admitted respectability” to
his distinct annoyance. “But,” he added, reassuringly, “People are not tired of its burlesques upon a degraded
race, of its vulgarity, its silliness, and its insipidity . . . It diverted attention and patronage from worthy and
elevating concerts, and made musicians feel that their only road to success was through buffoonery and
badinage.” And so, gleeful over its downfall, he begged in conclusion that the unsold copies of Foster’s Uncle
Ned be the minstrel’s winding-sheet, and that the banjo and bones be buried with him.
Yet, inconsistently enough, in the course of the same year, the Choral Advocate sang a wholly different
tune. “Before bidding adieu to Jullien and his masterly associates . . . we must say that we regret that none of
the celebrated soloists can properly play an American air. (They) do not seem to enter into the spirit of
American airs, nor to understand the oleaginousness of Ethiopian melodies. Perhaps they think such things
beneath their office; if so, we simply wish to inform them that few European composers have written better or
more artistic melodies than the Old Folks at Home, Ethiopian, or ‘nigger’ though it be called.”
Under the rough and ready, catch-as-catch-can technique of the minstrel show, American song
assumed a special character. Wholly apart though it was from the field of art song, and remote as the minstrel
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band was from the symphony orchestra, there was, nevertheless, an interaction between the two. The same
audiences listened to both. The wise composer took heed of both. And many of the true Negro songs were
poured through the funnel of the minstrel show into that dilute, composite fluid known as American music,
bringing to it sentiment, humor, and the beginnings of ragtime and jazz.”
With continuity and to have a cast of characters working out a plot, it was not long before we have the
first Negro musical comedy. Out of this success grew the partnership of Bob Cole and Billy Johnson and later
the still more famous trio combination of musical comedy talent, Bob Cole, James Weldon and J. Rosamond
Johnson. Negro songwriters and composers began to spring up as if by magic: Will Marion Cook with his
“Darktown is Out Tonight,” Al Johns with “Go Way Back and Sit Down,” Will Accoe, Hillman and Perrin,
Tom and Charles Turpin, and many others. Will Marion Cook, who will be mentioned again later, along with
Bob Cole, was the guiding genius of the movement. A thorough musician, trained in the violin and harmony
under Joachim at the Berlin conservatory, Cook saw the serious potentialities of Negro ragtime music. As
early as 1898 he wrote the score for the next great musical success “Clorindy, the Origin of the Cake-Walk.”
With the collaboration in the lyrics of Paul Laurence Dunbar. “Clorindy” was years ahead of its time; its hints
of the symphonic development of Negro syncopation and harmony were not to be realized for another ten or
fifteen years. In many ways the American ear was just being broken in to the Negro tempo; and its subtleties
were missed in the consternation over the new fast pace and swing of “raggin’” TUNES.
While the Negro performers and songsters were pioneering on the stage, the white pioneers were
staking the fortunes of ragtime in Tin Pan Alley. Many Negro performers were too close to the subject to
sense its originality and its financial prospects. They often gave the canny Tin Pan Alley scribes real nuggets
of gold by letting them “set their stuff.” Ernest Hogan’s immortal “All Coons Look Alike to Me” was set to a
“rag accompaniment” by a certain Max Hoffman, and one of the first musical notations of “rag” appeared in
D. A. Loews’s setting in 1896 of Bert Williams; “Oh, I Don’t Know, you’re Not So Warm.” Rag was reduced
to a technique of piano writing and made a popular song vogue in this way, and soon America would be trying
to imitate this syncopation swing. Ben Harney, credited with being the first white to transcribe ragtime for the
piano, published his “Ragtime Instructor” in 1897. Goldberg says: “Harney had served as accompanist to a
Negro and had toured the West and the Middle West long before he The American
Negro - Alain Locke
Alain Locke spends a chapter in his book on the Ages of Minstrelsy. The first age of minstrelsy in
from 1850-1875. He states that “the early minstrel, black or white, was no lyric troubadour, but an
improvising clown.” He continues:
“Music was in the bottom of his bag of tricks; his main show was antics, capers and eccentric dancing.
And stage minstrelsy proceeded the musical age of minstrelsy by fifteen or twenty years just as plantation
minstrelsy had preceded it for generations. However, the tradition which gave American music “Dixie” (Dan
Emmett, its author, was a minstrel) - “The Old Folks at Home” (Stephen Foster was a minstrel’s bard) “Listen to the Mockin’ Bird,” and “Carry Me Back to Old Virginny” (James Bland, its Negro composer, was a
minstrel) - commands the attention of the musical historian and the music-lover.”
Locke then goes into the history of Minstrelsy:
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“Minstrelsy originated on the slave plantations of the South. Weldon Johnson tells us: “Every
plantation had its talented band that could crack Negro jokes, and sing and dance to the accompaniment of the
banjo and the ‘bones’ - the bones, being the actual ribs of a sheep or other small animal, cut the proper length,
scraped clean and bleached in the sun. When the planter wished to entertain his guests, he needed only to call
his troupe of black minstrels,” At times these bands became semi-professional and traveled around a circuit,
but the limitations of chattel slavery set definite bounds to that.
Negro minstrelsy came to the American stage, however, in a counterfeit imitation of this by white
actors, who began comic Negro impersonations as “black-face” acts before 1830. But in that year in
Louisville, Dan Rice, the father of stage minstrelsy, put on an act copied from a Negro stable hand, named
Crow reputedly, which was such a success that it was introduced at the old Bowery Theatre in New York,
November 12, 1832, to begin formally what was to be the entertainment vogue of two generations of the
comic American stage and what has been correctly called “one of the most completely original contributions
America has made to the theatre.” But as a stage tradition, minstrelsy was and remained a caricature of Negro
life and ways, and when Negroes themselves came into stage minstrelsy, the mould was too set to be radically
changed. They had to accept “almost wholly the performance pattern as it had been 2worked out and laid
down by the white minstrels during the preceding twenty-five years, even to blacking their faces, an expedient
which, of course, never entered the minds of the original plantation artists” (Johnson). However they brought
to the fore not only a more genuine and cleaner humor and a new vivacity, but brought music and instrumental
expertness on many instruments besides the banjo to add to the main attractions and appeals of orthodox
minstrelsy. But before that in 1843 a quartet of white men had appeared in New York City as “The Virginia
Minstrels”: their tenor was Dan Emmett, the composer of “Dixie,” which ironically enough was Negro before
it was “Confederate.” Its first official title was: “Dixie-Land: Ethiopian Walk ‘round.”
Minstrelsy was instantly popular and profitable. Rice was not only the box-office success of his day,
but spread the minstrel vogue by several trips abroad. In 1933, he introduced Thomas Jefferson at the age of
four to the stage as a co-minstrel singing the same “Jim Crow.” Even the elder Booth at the time was not
above Negro character parts. He appeared in several with his life-long friend and associate Rice, who died in
1860. Despite the fact that “this first native form of stage entertainment” was launched by white comedians
and that where the “white man began by imitating the Negro, the Negro began by imitating him in turn,” the
first Negro troupes brought a real contribution to the “Minstrel show.” The two really great Negro minstrel
troupes of these days were “Lew Johnson’s Plantation Minstrel Company” and the “Georgia Minstrels.” The
latter was the first successful all-Negro group and was founded in 1865 by Geo. B. Hicks, a native Georgian.
This company, with many changes of management, name and personnel made extraordinary contributions to
the American stage and American music. Reorganized first under a white manager, it was known until 1878 as
“Callender’s Original Georgia Minstrels,” then bought by Jack Haverly, it was managed by Gustav Frohman
as “Haverly’s European Minstrels,” and finally in 1882 reorganized by Charles Frohman as “Callender’s
Consolidated Minstrels.” Three series of European tours in 1876, in 1880 and 1882, made them worldfamous.
But celebrated comedians, singers, dancers and instrumentalists matched celebrated managers. The
greatest of the early Negro comedians, Billy Kersands and Sam Lucas were members of this troupe. James
Bland, the composer of “Carry Me Back to Old Virginia” and other less known but really important melodies,
was a star performer in the Haverly period. The celebrated Bohee Brothers, perhaps the most sensational
banjoists of generations, were crack instrumentalists in this troupe. At the height of its success, about 1876,
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the Georgia Minstrels” were an aggregation of twenty-one performers, most of them trained musicians, who
really so dignified the tradition that they played in concert halls and attracted the attention of the cultivated
musical public. They introduced serious music on their programs, to the best of their ability to work it in with
the stereotype of minstrelsy, and were recognized for their contrast with the slapstick school of minstrels. In
fact it may be said that minstrelsy was born in the slapstick of burlesque and died in the straw of the circus.
There was a period in between when it rose to a sturdy, healthy prime of clean comedy and pleasantly diluted
fork music. This was its romantic period, and it was minstrelsy’s musical hey-day as distinguished from its
vaudeville phase. There were two stellar geniuses of this romantic period, one white, one Negro - Stephen
Collins Foster and James Bland. . . .”
Locke describes the two types of Negro music - Banjo music and guitar music:
“It is interesting to note, even as early as the minstrel period, the double strand in Negro music which
today divides it as “sweet jazz” and “hot jazz.” Then it was the twanging, swift “banjo music” and the more
stately, sugary “guitar music.” As the minstrel tradition drew toward its close, the burlesque motive dominated
and the banjo-picker was in the ascendant; but Foster and Bland were the sweet minstrels responsible for the
romantic Southern legend and the sentimental ballad that for two generations dominated American song.
Tracing its derivation, Goldberg says: “Traveling southwards, along the banks of the great river and its
tributaries, - (Mississippi) we encounter a decidedly new and more melancholy and refined musical element.
Its sadness blended with the strains of the English ballads of fifty or sixty years ago, and reproduced, with a
certain indescribable charm, in one or two of the more ancient Christy Minstrels’ ditties. The element we
speak of proceeds doubtless from the Creole stock in Louisiana, and is, perhaps, mixed with the tango of the
Cuban Negro."”
To say that one of these strands is more Negro than the other is entirely out of place, even though the
melodic vein may have fused with old English forms and the 17th and 18th Century tunes transplanted by the
colonists. Because when the Negro fusion came, it brought a glow and emotional warmth that is easily
recognized as different and more compelling. Even after its heyday, it has reechoed powerfully through later
American music in the lullaby and the “pickaninny croon,” suffering usually from atrociously sentimental and
silly ditties for words, whereas most of the original renditions were wordless croons and humming phrases.
Although this more melodic and melancholy element in Negro song is nowadays associated with the
deeper south, particularly Louisiana. Foster and Bland prove that it was just as native to Kentucky and
Virginia. Without it we would never have had such art songs as the later “Go to Sleep, My Little Pickaninny,”
“Lil Gal,” or even Mighty Lak a Rose.” Isaac Goldberg rightly comments that there are two strands in Negro
music, - “music of the heels” and “music of the heart” as he calls them. He is also right in tracing the
sentimental strain in American popular song to a Negro main source, long before the vogue of the Irish
sentimental ballad. He quotes Gus Kahn as thus explaining the vogue of the romantic South in our popular
music: “The South is the romantic home of our Negro; he made it a symbol of longing that we, half in
profiteering cold blood, but half in surrender to the poetry of the black, carried over into our American song,”
Much, therefore, that is typically American in mood and sentiment was precipitated in the minstrel period and
by the minstrel tradition.”
The second age of minstrelsy Locke gives the dates of 1975-1895. This period is probably the period
that is recognized by us as typical of what the minstrel show is pictured in our minds:
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“Musical taste generally was not high in America before 1875, but the cheapening effect of
commercialism had not yet touched what music there was. But 1875-1995 was the circus age in American life,
and music was hitched to the circus chariot; it became gaudy and cheap. There is no wonder that in these days
there was such a bitter feud between popular and classical music. But for the triumphant vindication of the
genuine folk music by the re-discovery of the spirituals through the work of the Jubilee singers, true Negro
music would have been extinguished. Thus, the best Negro musicians of this period had to make common
cause with “classical music” in self-defense. The music thought representative of the Negro by the general
public was the “jig,” the “clog” - a terrible hybrid of Negro and Irish dance figures, the “Double shuffle,” the
“Pigeon wing” and their musical companions, - the “minstrel ballad,” usually a slap-stick topical ditty and the
“coon-song.” The minstrel tradition died down to a long twilight of burlesque and buffoonery, in spite of
carrying along with it considerable talent which it seriously dimmed.
An Age of Caricature. - From 1875-1895 was a period of artistic decline even in the midst of an
increasing popularity of the minstrel tradition. Note that it was an age of slap-stick caricature, and that the
burlesque spirit, once the vogue began, spread from the Negro folk types to the Irish and the Jewish in quick
succession. Music declined in quality with this cheapening of the content of the stage. Oddly enough as the
emphasis on Negro mannerisms and traits grew stronger, the actual racial characteristics in song, dance and
speech idiom were lost sight of and caricature versions substituted. Much of the minstrel stock in trade had its
Negro, Irish and Jewish versions that underneath separate false dialects were pretty much the same. Dr.
Goldberg is right in saying: “The old minstrel show, truth to tell, for all the sentimental memories that are
linked to it, must have been a pretty dull affair. Its wheezes were old when Cleopatra was a child. Read them,
if you have the courage, in the sere chapbooks. Its tunes were undistinguished, for the greeter part, though they
had the country by the ears. The words of its ditties chiefly served to fill space.” . . .”And yet,” he continues,
“it is from the minstrel show that we get our patterns of modern popular song. And if, even today, an Al
Jolson or an Eddie Cantor seems somehow not himself without the blackface make-up (and Goldberg could
have added ‘Amos and Andy’), it is because he got his start in these troupes of pseudo-minstrels. Almost
every song-and dance man of note, from the times of Harrigan and Hart down to our own sophisticated day,
began behind the burnt cork.”
“Pseudo-Negroes” is an inspired term. Not only were these latter-day minstrels predominately white
performers in make-up, but they were pseudo-Negroes spiritually. Even the real Negro minstrels were, too, in
the psychological sense. Superficially they reflected some of the characteristic traits of the Negro, but instead
of his real peasant humor, his real folk farce, his amazing ribaldry, the minstrels made a decoction of their
own of slap-stick, caricature and asininity. It was this period that fixed the unfortunate stereotype of the Negro
as “an irresponsible, happy-go-lucky, wide-grinning, loud-laughing, shuffling, banjo-picking, dancing sort of
being.” It should be noted how different the Negro types of the Foster era were in mood, traits and sentiments.
If anything, the Negroes of the first age of minstrelsy were too pathetic and romantic and too serious, just as
those of the second period were too comic and over-ridiculous. Eventually the full blast of the circus tradition
struck the minstrels and there was little difference; everything was freakishly exaggerated, squeaky music and
falsetto singing were almost standard, fat men impersonated “colored cook-ladies, horse-play was more and
more emphasized and if there had been good music, it would have been drowned out in continuous
convulsions and explosions of laughter. Certain musical interludes were provided, usually barbershop
quartets, equally unrepresentative of the Negro folk singing they were supposed to derive from.
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So pseudo-Negro characterization led to misrepresentative music. In this interval between the old-time
ballads, which, in their way, had folk flavor and ragtime, which were even more folksy and genuine, the
popular types of Negro music and song were bad and superficial. Even serious singing took on the trite form
of the “barber-shop quartet”; Negro harmony was supposed to be the “barber-shop chord,” and you could
make any song Negro by sprinkling it with Negro dialect. Negro musical taste itself became seriously
corrupted as the common notions prevailed. We took to the melodeon organ and the piano, instruments not
suited to folk music even as well as the banjo and the guitar. Not until the jazz age did genuine Negro
harmony and rhythm conquer the piano or Negro techniques of singing and playing re-appear. For a long time,
then, Negroes played and sang not as they originally did but as they were supposed to sing and play.
This was inevitably a time of decadence for both Negro music and American music too. For when
popular music becomes cut off from sound roots in folk music, and good music has to wall itself about to keep
from being contaminated by popular music, music is in a precarious condition all round. This was the situation
in American music, with few exceptions, between 1875 and 1895. In the second period of minstrelsy, Negro
music was doing little besides marking time and tuning up its audience. Meanwhile from Christy to Weber
and Fields, “Bones,” “Tambo,” “Interlocutor” and the minstrel formula were dominating popular
entertainment and laying the basis for the great American vogue of burlesque, vaudeville and musical
comedy.”
The best and worse in popular music was still to come. The third period is the beginnings of Negro
music on Broadway and the beginning of the cakewalk, the coon song and ragtime. It is the era of Tin Pan
Alley. Serious music was influenced and took in the new substance and energy as the age of ragtime and jazz
passed over into the present-day phase of “classical jazz.” In the third age Locke states:
“The break with minstrelsy came first in 1891. The Creole Show opened that year with a nucleus of
veteran minstrels - Sam Lucas, Fred Piper, Billy Jackson and Irving Jones, doing a refurbished minstrel
entertainment, but with a chorus of attractive Negro girls in smart dances and fancy costume and a singing
chorus of the best musical talent. That not only broke the tradition of “blackface” shoe what, but also brought
the straight appeal of music and dance to the foreground. This show played a whole season in Chicago during
the World’s Fair in 1893, where also, oddly enough, a strain of genuine Negro music that was to revolutionize
American music had come up from Memphis and the Mississippi. For W. C. Handy had come to the World’s
Fair with Mahaly’s Minstrels seeking a fortune they did not get but with a future they could not have dreamed
of.
For a time these two forces, destined ultimately to fuse, went their separate ways. Eventually, however
the tap-stream of undiluted folk music and dance was going to be channeled into American life and
entertainment through the stage talent of vaudeville and Negro musical comedy. The Mississippi was
preparing a musical flood, which is not over yet.
One was to lead to Cole and Johnson, Williams and Walker, Ernest Hogan, Miller and Lyles, Eubie
Blake, Florence Mills, Ethel Waters, and the other, to Handy’s St. Louis and Memphis Blues through the
blues-singing Bessie, Clara and Mamie Smiths to the Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellingtons and “Cotton Club”
of contemporary jazz. Moreover, it was to produce Jim Europe, will Marion Cook, and many other creative
pioneers of Negro music. In fact, it was to usher in the age of Negro music, in contrast to which the periods we
have reviewed to date must be put down as merely an age of Negroid music. At first it would seem that the
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revival of the spirituals would be the exception to point this rule; but only a few organizations like the original
Fisk Jubilee singers had any conception of the spirituals as “folk music” to be presented pure and undefiled.
The popular rage of the spirituals in the 80’s and 90’s called for highly diluted and doctored versions. Not
until ragtime and jazz had opened the way, did the spirituals come into their full heritage and complete
appreciation.
“The Creole Show” was followed in 1895 by “The Octoroons,” also presented by John W. Isham, a
Negro manager who knew and believed in the musical possibilities of Negro talent. The Octoroon was
performed at the Bijou Theatre, Melborune, and Australian on the 9th of June 1877. In 1896, evidently leaning
backward to avoid the tradition of blackface, he presented the first all-colored show to play Broadway under
the title “Oriental America” at Wallack’s Theatre. Into it he put Sidney Woodward, a native of Memphis, who
had already won a reputation as a concert tenor, J. Rosamond Johnson, the composer, Wm. C. Elkins, who had
an honorable part in developing serious Negro folk choirs, and others of an order of talent and training not
recognized before by the burlesque and variety stage. We might say that Negro musical comedy made its way
by luring its audience with comedy farce and then ambushing and conquering them with music. This was
eminently true of the next success, “Black Patti’s Troubadours,” that was written and scored by the talented
Bob Cole and had as its star attraction Madame Sisseretta Jones, who was really one of the great soprano
voices of her generation and who already had an international reputation. “Black Patti,” as she was called
interrupted her concert career for this show, which ran several years and toured the entire country, but she
made no other concessions to vaudeville; she sang her operatic and concert repertory, with ensemble numbers
with what was one of the first really good Negro stage choruses.
While ragtime’s audience was being captured, it itself was in the making. “Rag” made a Cinderella
appearance in the mid-nineties in the humble rags and ashes of the “coon-song.” But behind her at the magic
hour was a golden slipper for Tin Pan Alley and a coach and prancing horses for Negro music. The “coonsong” was a relic of the worst minstrel days; slap-stick farce about “razors, chickens, watermelons, hambones, flannel shirts, and campmeetings.” But the appeal was not in what they said, but in the rhythm and
swing in which they said it. The public was either tiring of the sentimental waltz ballads in which early Tin
Pan Alley had gotten its hold on the public ear and purse, or else the Negro thing was in itself more
compelling. Anyhow, as early as 1893, astute entertainers like Geo. M. Cohan, May Irwin, Marie Cahill Harris
and Von Tilzer knew that the new black music had a future. They skimmed off the new rhythm to ditties like
May Irwin’s “Hot Tamale Alley” and the notorious “Ta-ra-ra Boom de Ay.” Meanwhile the Negro comedians
were countering with “Smokey Mokes” and I Don’t Care if You Nevber Comes Back.” This was Gussie L.
Davis, a former Haverly’s Minstrel, who knew his plantation rhythm. Then finally in the cakewalk
performances of the increasingly successful Negro shows this rhythm took up its conquering sway. For the
Negro performers on Broadway had as much and more to do with starting this vogue than Tin Pan Alley.
Just as this juncture the Negro composer and songwriter picked up the baton and gave America its first
experience of genuine Negro tempo. Goldberg says “The earlier ragtime, for all its debt to the white writers
and the white performers, was definitely and refreshingly black. The rule of the white upon the pseudo-Negro
minstrel stage was virtually over. The Negro upon the vaudeville and musical stage was achieving a certain
revindication.” In 1898, Bob Cole presented his “A Trip to Coon-Town,” much more pretentious than the
name, - since an authority thinks it “the first Negro show to make a complete break from the minstrel pattern;
the first that was not a mere potpourri, the first to be written came East to start the rage of ragtime in Gotham.”
What passed for ragtime was not the full rhythmic and harmonic idiom of the genuine article as used, for
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example, by Will Marion Cook and the Negro musical comedy arrangers who had chorus and orchestra at
their disposal, but the thin and rather superficial eccentric rhythm as it could be imitated on the piano or in the
necessarily simplified “accompaniments” of popular sheet music of the day. Still a few artists, like the famous
Scott Joplin wrote real rag in compositions like his “Maple Leaf Rag” (1898) and “Palm Leaf Rag” (1903).
Also, Kerry Mills, with his “Georgia Camp Meeting.” (1897); “Rastus on Parade,” “Whistlin’ Rufus” set the
pace that was to catch the whole country and culminate in that instrumental classic of matured ragtime - Irving
Berlin’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Two outside forces of great significance combined to re-enforce the
contagious singing and dancing of the Negro performers and the salesmanship of the Tin Pan Alley magnates,
now growing rich on popularizing ragtime. The first was the sudden vogue of the cakewalk as a fashionable
dance, and the second was that the hectic enthusiasms of the Spanish-American war music were to be
seasoned with the new condiment of ragtime. Its most popular marching song was “There’ll Be a Hot Time in
the Old Town Tonight,” (Sic: a Negro cabaret song and dance from St. Louis) hybrid ragtime, and all
America stepped to it until it began stepping still faster and higher.
The importance of this is not merely to document the Negro source of a tune that after all is no musical
gem, but to show that ragtime, like its successor, jazz, is a child of the Mississippi bends and levees, and
Memphis and St. Louis in particular. From these catch-pools, this music followed a circuitous route, spreading
to places like Cincinnati and Chicago, and thence to New York. Williams and Walker, it will be remembered,
came out of the West to bring the most genuine brand of Negro humor that had reached us to that date.
From 1896 to 1909 they had only Cole and Johnson as rivals in presenting authentic Negro music,
tempered, of course, to Broadway’s taste. Considering purely commercial control it is rather remarkable that
there was a little dilution as there was. In the jazz age a decade later, the box-office had a tighter grip on Negro
talent. But irrespective of that Ernest Hogan, Bob Cole, George Walker, Alex. Rogers, Will Marion Cook,
Ada Overton (later Mrs. Walker), Jim Europe, were artists to the core, most unmercenary, - to a fault in fact,
in view of the financial exploitation of their wares by others. They also wrote their own shows for the most
part, often managed them, and several of them “walked out” rather than compromise or submit to managerial
dictation. They were their own best critics, knew the effects they wanted, and Bert Williams was the only one
to survive into the era of organized profits and regimentation.
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So to the commercial successes of the ragtime era, there can fortunately be added such serious musical
contributions as Will Marion Cook’s “Mandy Lou,” “Exhortation,” “Rain Song,” “Swing Along, children,”
Rosamond Johnson’s “Since You Went Away,” “Lit’l Gal,” Cole and Johnson’s musical operettas “Trip to
Coon Town” (1901). “The Shoofly Regiment” (1906); “The Red Moon” (1908) and “Sho-Fly Regiment”
(1907); Cook’s shows for Williams and Walker “In Dahomey” (1902); “In Abyssinia” (1906) and “In
Bandanna Land” (1908). Much of the truly artistic possibilities of this period were snuffed out prematurely
with the death of George Walker in 1909 and that of Bob Cole in 1911.”
One of the lesser known shows of Cole and Johnson Was Sho-Fly Regiment written in 1907. The
Cleveland Journal contains the following article about the show:
“COLE AND JOHNSON SHO-FLY REGIMENT. Distinct Departure From the Average Show Beautiful Music reflects Credit on Composers - Harry Williams, Clevelander, Gets Credit.
The small party of Clevelanders who were fortunate enough to witness Cole and Johnson’s new
production was well repaid for their trip to Akron. The play is doubly interesting, in view of the recent
Brownsville excitement, and is a distinct departure from the average show of its kind, having a note of
sincerity which is new and refreshing. Nor does this detract from the humor of it. Bob Cole thoroughly
understands his theme, and while there is no attempt to make a race issue anywhere, he has so ingeniously
interwoven the humorous with the sincere that the spectator leaves the theatre with a feeling of the great
possibilities for professional Negro drama in the near future.
The plot is simple. It is a soldier story, in which Edwin Jackson, a graduate of Tuskegee and sergeant
of the fifty-fourth U. S. V., is called to service in the Philippines. He gives up his school and starts bravely
forth with his company, leaving his sweetheart, Rose, and his mother in tears. The latter sobbingly says, upon
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his departure, “My por’ boy! I jes’ know youse gwine over der and get shot full o’ cannon balls!” Fortunately
her prediction fails, and after gallant service, in which there is plenty of shooting in a real fight with Filipinos,
Edwin returns to Dixie as a lieutenant, and amid much rejoicing reclaims his sweetheart.
The first act is laid in Lincolnville, and we see the industrial school and the fields of growing crops,
while the students illustrate their various arts and crafts with songs. The second act is laid in the Philippines
and we see the waving palms and beautiful tropical vegetation of the Far East. The third act shifts back to
Lincolnville once more, and the abundant preparations for the return of the soldiers typify the hospitality of
the south.
Cole and Johnson work well together. Rosamund Johnson, as the dashing young sergeant, acted his
part to perfection and sang well. Bob Cole, as janitor of Lincolnville Institute, is even funnier that he used to
be as the tramp in the “Trip to Coontown.” His mere appearance on the stage provoked merriment, and his
songs and jokes caused roars of laughter. Theodore Pankey as Lieut. Dixon carried himself well, as did Fannie
Wise as Rose the sweetheart.
The music is beautiful and throughout reflects the talent and reputation of the authors as musical
composers. The distinct song hit of the evening was “won’t You Be My Little Brown Bear,” sung by Fannie
Wise and a sextet of pretty girls. The gallery appreciated this hugely.
Much credit is due to Prof. Harry A. Williams for his efficient work as conductor. The supporting
chorus of 40 is decidedly above the Average. Edwin J. Chesnutt.”
Brief Timeline of Minstrel Show High Points
The Emergence of blackface usage was around 1815. In 1828-31 Thomas “Daddy” Rice created his
“Jim Crow” with a song and dance routine. In June of 1842 the Virginia Minstrels were organized. The
minstrel show now was in two parts. In the 1850’s immigrant Irish begin to infiltrate the minstrel scene and
the minstrel show now was in three parts. In 1860s black minstrels began to participate in minstrel shows. In
the early 1900s immigrant Jews replaced the Irish in many minstrels. The first sound movie “The Jazz Singer”
stars Al Jolson came out -1927.

Minstrels on the Broadway Theatre Stage
Minstrel troupes mainly were touring groups, traveling throughout the nation performing their show
in both large and small cities and hamlets. In 1866 the San Francisco Minstrels opened and meeting with
success, remained for the Broadway show season. The minstrel show soon invaded the Broadway scene and
was the predecessor of vaudeville. In 1896 the Coon song was included in May Irwin’s show “The Widow
Jones” and the “Bully Song” became the influence for a decade of similar type tunes for both white and black
entertainers. The following is a survey of Negro influenced Broadway shows and the appearance of minstrel
shows on the Broadway scene. The age of the Broadway Minstrel lasted from 1896 to 1929.
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1866-67 - The San Francisco Minstrels opened their season on Sept. 3rd. Three weeks later the troupe
interpolated a burlesque of the historic drama The Black Crook. The travesty so delighted audiences it was
retained on the bill for most of the remaining season. While the San Francisco Minstrels had quickly
established a reputation as “the most dignified, the most settled” of blackface bands, demands for their sort of
entertainment held steady enough to allow a number of other organizations to flourish. In New York, Kelly
and Leon’s Minstrels and George Christy’s Company provided season-long competition. On March 2 a new
playhouse, known in its first year both as Lingard’s and as Woods’ Theatre Comique, opened with an attempt
to have the best of both worlds. It presented for its patrons’ amusement “minstrels, pantominists and ballets.”
Both managements failed, although in a few years the house was to know a brief period of glory.
1867-68 - The minstrels who had been entertaining New Yorkers all season long brought out their
biggest guns in Feb. The scandal-ridden Kelly and Leon’s Minstrel (Kelly had shot a rival performer at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre) came to life when Leon returned to the stage in “The Grand Dutch ‘S’.” Mounted with
a lavishness hitherto unknown in such things,” the skit enjoyed the longest consecutive run in Minstrelsy, Feb.
3 to June 6. In the east was George Christy, now without his own troupe and making what proved to be his
final Manhattan appearance. A week later the San Francisco Minstrels unveiled their most popular skit of the
season “Under the Kerosene Lamp,” a takeoff on Augustin Daly’s popular Under the Gaslight. Earlier in the
year they had also enjoyed some success with a travesty of Robertson’s caste rechristened “Caste from
Memory.”
1870-71 - The San Francisco Minstrels got off to an early start on August 29 but their audience petered
out and their year ended on April 1. Their competition, both occupied with opening new auditoriums started
later. Kelly and Leon’s raised its curtain on Sept. 12, but financial problems forced the troupe to move to
Brooklyn in Dec. Bryant’s new house nearby Booth’s was not ready until Nov. 23. Once opened, Bryant
outlasted his principal competitors, running happily until June 7. Inductively, far longer season were chalked
up by the new variety houses, with Tony Pastor’s in the lead and the Theatre Comique not far behind.
1871-72 - With Kelly and Leon’s gone only Bryant and the Francisco troupe remained as blackface
regulars. They were augmented on and off throughout the theatrical year by the brief appearance of other
bands. These included one black troupe, the Georgia Minstrels, who began a month’s stay at Lina Edwin’s
Theatre at the end of the season.
Of course, for pleasure seekers preferring minstrelsy both the San Francisco Minstrels and Bryant’s
Minstrels provided the expected entertainment. Bryant’s troupe was augmented by Kelly and Leon. They
played from August 26 to June 25. The San Francisco Minstrels opened their season on the same night as
Bryant’s. But their season ended March 1. Lack of business was not the reason. They had sold their house to
make way for the new Fifth Avenue Theatre; their new home was not yet ready to receive them. Although
minstrelsy was slowly being strangled by variety, it was still profitable enough to think in terms of new
houses.
1873-74 - Minstrels fared less happily than vaudeville. The San Francisco Minstrels, learning their
new house would not be ready for the season, spent the year on the road. Bryant had the filed virtually to
himself. His skits included one called “Mme. Angot’s Kids.”
1874-75 - During the season, minstrelsy noted the death of Dan Bryant, the closing of his troupe, and
the return of the San Francisco Minstrels in a new house.
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1875-76 - Negro minstrelsy, once all raging, was reduced in New York, In 1875-1876, the new ‘rage’ ‘The Variety Show’-was beginning to rise in popularity and the minstrel shows were reduced to only one
permanent company.
1876-77 - Harrigan and Hart were now the management of the Theatre Comique. Their first sketches
in their opening show included “Down in Dixie” and “Walking for Dat Cake.” (An early cakewalk).
Minstrelsy had dwindled to a lone stronghold, the San Francisco Minstrels, although Kelly and Leon did
attempt a brief comeback late in the season at Darling’s Opera House. Ironically, Darling’s had long been Dan
Bryant’s theatre. Both variety and minstrelsy continued to spoof the hits of the season a practice that would
continue for years. In these skits they continued to tinker with the forms of future revues and musical
comedies.
1877-78 - Minstrel shows continued to be represented by the San Francisco Minstrels.
1878-79 - Minstrelsy remained primarily in the hands of the competent San Francisco minstrels. They,
too, joined in the fun at the expense of Gilbert and Sullivan. Their spoof was entitled “His Mud Scow
Pinafore.”
1879-80 - The San Francisco Minstrels kept the torch of blackface entertainment aflame. There is
some indication that even though this torch sputtered now and then it can be gleam from a notice in the Times
on Jan. 4 advising playgoers to attend a performance, since “the patient gentlemen of the San Francisco
Minstrels have discovered two new jokes, which will be utilized until further notice,” Their efforts for the
season included a spoof entitled “The Pirates of Sandy Hook.”
1880-81 - Although minstrelsy was past its heyday, a number of bands still flourished. Several of these
had come under the banner of J. H. Haverly, who also ran Niblo’s and the 14th St. Theatre. As a result two
minstrel troupes made rare appearance at houses normally given over to more standard fare when Haverly’s
Genuine Colored Minstrels played Niblo’s from Dec. 6. To Dec. 18, and Haverly’s Mastodon Minstrels
returned from Europe in March to further applause at the 14th St. Theatre. Since minstrel burlesque followed
closely on recent successes the same play or opera often found itself travestied a number of times in short
order. The mastodon minstrels joined the field in spoofing Il Trovatore. With the well-liked Billy Emerson
leading the funmakers, they called their version “Ill-True-Bad-Doer,” with Emerson as man-Wreck-Oh. The
villain was count Di-Loony (E. M. Rayne) and the heroine, played by a man, Lean-O’er-Her (Paul Vernon).
May Irwin made her appearance with Lillian Russell in The Pie-rats of Penn Yann...Her Freddy was
set down as an “indentured prowler.”
1881-82 - Haverly’s touring troupe, the Mastodon Minstrels, made the first of two brief appearances
during the theatrical year at the 14th St. Theatre on Oct. 31. (They returned to the house in March.) Waning
interest in minstrelsy had, as has been noted, forced Haverly to offer increasingly elaborate productions with
larger and larger companies. His current band boasted over 100 performers. Among them were men like Lew
Dockstader who would attempt to keep blackface alive to the very end. Inevitably the troupe acknowledged
the raging success of the show Patience with its burlesques, Thompson Street Aesthetics and Patient Wilde. In
the latter, Leon, one of Kelly and Leon’s donned his customary drag to play Miss Patient Wilde, a young lady
partial to sunflowers.
Just off center-stage, minstrelsy continued to wane and vaudeville to flourish. According to Odell,
“minstrelsy had become a fountain of burlesque.” The San Francisco Minstrels’ programs included Hamlet,
Prince of Dunkirk and Patients, or Bunion-Salve’s Bride.
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1882-83 - On May 16 Haverly brought his Mastodon Minstrels into his 14th St. Theatre for a two-week
stand.
The Casino’s first season coincided with the last full season of minstrelsy in New York. Minstrels now
seemed too far removed from contemporary rhythms and complexities to remain viable. As they had in recent
years, the San Francisco Minstrels relied heavily on burlesquing popular plays. Iolanthe, for example,
reappeared as High and Lengthy. The play on words seem not especially funny. But comedy is one thing to
one generation, another to a second.
1883-84 - Revivals and minstrels accounted for all of October’s openings except its last. The Thatcher,
Primrose, and West Minstrels arrived on the 15th for the first of three brief stands. Their later runs came in late
Jan. and late Feb. On Thursday, Nov. 29, the Herald sadly acknowledged, “This is the last week of the Old
San Francisco Minstrels” Two night later, Dec. 1, 1883, minstrelsy disappeared forever as a permanent New
York fixture but companies remained elsewhere, in Philadelphia, for example. And New York would still
have seasonal visits from a number of traveling companies. In fact some of the defunct troupe’s performers
could be seen at The People’s, a combination house, on Dec. 17, when Haverly’s American-European
Consolidated Spectacular Mastodon Minstrels arrived for a week’s stand.
1884-85 - April 6-the Thatcher, Primrose, and West Minstrels came in for a brief stay at the 5th
Avenue Theater. Hyde and Behman’s became a refuge for many old minstrels, although its confused bills were
anything but pure minstrelsy.
1885-86 - The Thatcher, Primrose, and West Minstrels romped into Niblo’s on Oct. 5. It was the first
of several visits this troupe and other touring minstrels would make to Manhattan during the year. These led
Odell to see “the revival, 1885-86, of the black-face art.” True, there was an unusual bustle of activity.
Thatcher, Primrose, and West’s, ensemble alone spent a total of two months in five separate stays. But their
evening consisted largely of a burlesque of Adonis (9-4-94), called simply Black Adonis. They and the troupes
that played lesser, more out-of-the-way houses all deviated noticeably from the old, traditional formula, which
most audiences had tired of. If the minstrels were busy they were occupied not with preserving classic forms
but with establishing acceptable new entertainments. Extended burlesques and vaudeville seemed the answer.
On Nov. 2 the Thatcher, Primrose and West Minstrels briefly dropped their twitting of Adonis to poke
fun at The Mikado instead. In their retelling it came out Mick-ah-do. In the year they returned to perform
Black Mikado, may have been the same On this Jan. visit they also reached far back to Kid Humpty Dumpty as
Hughey Dougherty. The burlesque reflects the continuing popularity of the old pantomime, even if New York
had seen the last of it. However, a careful look at minstrel programs shows the form had degenerated into little
more than variety. The bill that included The Mick-ah-do also regaled its patrons with the boy soprano Master
Witmark (later a famous music publisher) singing “Baby’s Lullaby,” with trained dogs, drum majors’ parades,
and acrobats. (Variety also spoofed The Mikado).
McNish, Johnson, and Slavin’s Minstrels followed the successful practice of troupes such as the
Thatcher, Primrose, and West entourage by concentration on burlesque. They chose the still running The Little
Tycoon, distorting it under the name Little Fly Coon. The company was rewarded with two weeks of good
business.
1886-87 - August was busy, despite hot weather. Minstrelsy headed the parade when Lester and
Allen’s troupe arrived August 9 for a fortnight. October also played host to a return visit of the Thatcher,
Primrose, and West Minstrels. The group returned in Feb. for a second short stay. But lovers of minstrelsy
could take heart when what promised to be a new permanent blackface band settled in as Dockstader’s
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Minstrels. Both groups continued to give increasing emphasis to the burlesque portion of the bill. For instance,
Dockstader rushed in his spoof, Little Black Shepherd, just two weeks after Goodwin’s opening.
1887-88 - Jan. 9, Thatcher, Primrose, and West spent a week at Niblo’s. They were the second
blackface entourage to entertain there, the Progressive Minstrels, a lesser touring band, having played the
house for a week in Nov. but minstrelsy was undeniably dying. Dockstader’s Minstrels, who had attempted to
follow in the path of the San Francisco Minstrels by offering New York a permanent company, threw in the
towel in Feb. and took to the road.
1888-1898 - The Thatcher, Primrose and West Minstrels played a week at Niblo’s. They were the
second blackface entourage to entertain there, the Progressive Minstrels, a lesser touring band, having played
the house for a week in November. But the minstrelsy was undeniably dying. Dockstader’s minstrels, who had
attempted to follow in the path of the San Francisco Minstrels by offering New York a permanent company,
threw in the towel in February and took to the road.
1889-90 - No better indication of the fading of minstrelsy and the telling influences of the new English
shows could be offered than the fate of the old San Francisco Minstrels’ Theatre. Rechristened Dockstader’s
in recent years, Lew Dockstader himself appeared there only from Oct. to Dec. The house closed at the end of
1889 only to reopen in Feb. of 1890 as the Gaiety!
1890-91 - The first of the minstrel bands to play New York followed Hendrik Hudson at the 14th St.
Theatre. The Cleveland Minstrels featured Billy Emerson and Barney Fagan. Their format was a reversion to
more traditional blackface bills, minimizing the recently expanded burlesque portion and concentrating on old,
beloved songs. Their two-week stand was part of a national junket. George Thatcher had broken away from
Primrose and West during the preceding year. Both in 1889-90 and in 1890-91 Primrose and West made
several appearances in outlying combination houses, but Thatcher’s troupe succeeded in getting a week’s
booking at the Bijou beginning Nov. 3. John Wild, so long the leading player of blackface roles in the
Harrigan and Braham shows, costarred with Thatcher.
1891-92 - Sept. - the return of W. S. Cleveland’s Minstrels. Theirs was an art falling, as rapidly out of
vogue as Niblo’s spectacles. The Minstrels’ single week at the park was all the blackface entertainment the
Rialto was offered during the season, at least in any semblance of the old minstrel show.
A Trip To Chinatown included a simulated “coon” song, “Push Dem Clouds Away,” is sung after
Uncle Ben says, “I want you four young people to get ‘round the piano and sing me my favorite quartette.”
One of the earliest appearances of a “coon” song on Broadway in a legit show.
1892-93 - Outside the theatrical mainstream a phenomenon occurred that would have more
significance in the long run than anything else in the period. Afro-American music became popular.
Ragtime’s origins were untheatrical. Ben Harney first brought the infectious rhythm to New York in 1896. His
success, while not as dramatic as sometimes thought, was immediate. Ragtime spread with remarkable speed
in the burgeoning vaudeville circuits, and before long singers were interpolating so-called ragtime into loosely
structured farce-comedies and the new revue form. The popularity of ragtime helped briefly to revive old
songs from which he waning minstrel tradition. Together they were responsible for the “coon” song rage of
the turn of the century. May Irwin appeared in Lady Windemere’s Fan as Ophelia and A Fairy.
1893-94 - A Country Sport opened Dec. 25 - a comedy-farce the kind of show Irwin would bring in the
‘Coon’ with regularity. It became on of the hits of the season.
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The same night saw George Thatcher’s troupe present something between a farce-comedy and a
minstrel show, Africa. In an age of musical filled with gimmicks, Africa was no exception, having all names
begin with the letter ‘M.’ A touring production, it lingered briefly, returning in Jan. for two weeks at the park,
then went its way.
1894-95 - More minstrelsy enlivened New York when Primrose and West, combined for the moment
with Dockstader’s organization, raised the curtain at the Grand Opera House on Oct. 27. But the merger of the
two groups betrayed the fact that the heyday of the minstrels had ended.
1895-96 - May Irwin, the great “coon-shouter” interpolated a number of “coon” songs into the
“farcical conceit” J. J. McNally created for her. The Widow Jones (9-16-95) at the Bijou. The show was the
first to honor her with stardom. The press was happy to note “elevation to stardom has not changed her in any
respect. She is as round, as blond, as innocent looking, and as blue-eyed as ever.” To underscore the event,
Miss Irwin introduced what is often considered her best number, Charles E. Trevathan’s The Bully Song. Its
lyrics recited in Negro dialect the singer’s determined search for ‘dat nigger dat treated folks so free.” Miss
Irwin played Beatrice Byke, who escapes her fortune hunting suitors by running off to Maine and pretending
to be the widow of a man drowned the year before. She soon finds herself saddled with the man’s debts, his
daughter, and, eventually, the “drowned” man himself.
A touring show that had originated at Detroit’s Whitney Opera House stopped briefly at the people’s
Theatre on Jan. 27. Down on the Suwanee River was a musical spectacle by R. H. Stephens. Forty of the fortytwo performers in its cast were black. Essentially a pageant of black history it moved its players from Africa to
a Southern Plantation to Rafferty’s Hall in New York, where the evening ended with a giant cakewalk.
Although Down on the Suwanee River played an out-of-the-way house, interest in black music seems to have
exploded all over New York’s theatrical heartland in the following month. Several times during Feb. 1896 the
Times carried notices such as this:
New Negro Melodies, Flora Irwin will sing in the second act of “Gentleman Joe” at the Bijou Theatre
to-night two new and original darky songs, which have been composed and written for her. They are called
Honey Does Yer Love Yer M” and Nigger with a White Spot on His Face.
On Feb. 16 newspaper advertisements for Keith’s Union Square Theatre announced that the next day
would mark the “Debut on the High Class Vaudeville Boards of the noted Western entertainer,” Ben Harney, a
white man, accompanied by his black stooge, Strap Hill, first regaled Broadway audiences with a new form of
black musical composition, ragtime. Listed eleventh on a bill of fifteen acts, Harney failed to elicit so much as
a simple notice from reviewers of The Times, The World, or The Herald. But the public was taken with the
new style. Ragtime, more than any other black musical form of the era, fueled the coon song rage and
permanently established Afro-American modes as the main influence on American popular song. By the end
of the month Primrose and West revealed they had hired Madison Square Garden for an evening of
cakewalking with 200 dancers.
1896-97 - The Gold Bug opened on Sept. 21 with music by Victor Herbert. Included in the cast were
Williams and Walker. “Two performers not given characters to play and not even listed by name on the
program were nonetheless shortly to make an indelible mark on the history of the American Musical theatre’
Bert Williams and George Walker.”
A completely different sort of lady arrived at the Bijou Dec. 29. May Irwin, the leading singer of coon
songs, stalked on stage in John J. McNallly’s newest farce-comedy, Courted Into Court. Two of Miss Irwin’s
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biggest hits came from songs added to the play: Mister Johnson Turn Me Loose (by the same Ben Harney who
had brought ragtime to New York) and All Coons Look Alike To Me (Ernest Hogan).
1897-98 - in the farce-comedy A Hired Girl (1-10-98) Willis J. Sweatman, who, in the role of Link
Missing, sang many of his old minstrel favorites.
A lone new offering appeared in April. It appeared at an otherwise obscure, out-of-the-way theatre;
and it appeared only briefly. But A Trip To Coontown, which opened at the Third Avenue Theatre on April 4,
was a landmark in that it was entirely written, performed, and produced by blacks. It was the creation of two
particularly talented Negroes, Bob Cole and Billy Johnson. Johnson played Jim flimflammer, a “bunco
steerer” (what today we would call a “con man”) who tries to fleece old Silas Green out of a $5,000 pension,
but is outsmarted by the old man. Cole played a tramp called Wayside Willie. The show created no stir on
Broadway, but New Yorkers would shortly pay more respectful attention to Cole and the Two Johnson
brothers (Rosamond and J. W.) with whom he worked.
1898-99 - On July 5, 1898, saw the opening of Rice’s Summer Nights and was destined to make a
theatrical landmark, the evening ended with an extended afterpiece, called The Origin of the Cake Walk or,
Clorindy. The playlet had a libretto and lyrics by Paul Lawrence Dunbar and music by Will Marion Cook. Its
cast of forty (later reduced to thirty) was led by Ernest Hogan. All were blacks. The premiere marked the first
time an all-black effort played at a major house - abeit a roof garden - patronized exclusively by whites. The
piece itself was so wildly successful it remained on the bill most of the summer. Relatively short though it
was, it followed the practice of longer shows by making revisions intermittently from July 25 on. Its
popularity-which The Times called “sensational”-prompted imitations. Rice himself quickly had black
material performed by others on his changing bills. In August the main attraction at Koster and Bial’s was
Cole and Johnson’s Kings of Koon-dom, with “over twenty of the Darktown contingent.” At least one log
popular, if now forgotten song, Darktown Is Out Tonight, came from Clorindy’s score. But while the show
represented a successful breakthrough, its artistic importance is sometimes overstated. The cakewalk and
ragtime had both been working their way into the theatrical mainstream. And, as A Trip To Coontown
demonstrated, black artists were already venturing into full-fledged musical works. Although prejudice kept
them out of the better houses, these longer shows were the real precursors of later black musicals.
Haverly’s Minstrels opened at the 14th St. Theatre. In the show A Reign of Error opened on March
2. It featured songs by its conductor Maurice Levi that included the songs The Origin Of The Coon Song and I
wonder What’s That Coon’s Game.
1899-1900 - In the show The Rogers Brothers in Wall Street, some Stephen Foster songs were heard
(also including some marches by Sousa) it ran three months. In the show the song Whirl-I-Gig was sung by
Lillian Russell. The first part of the evening was the customary vaudeville, with Miss Russell attempting her
first coon number When Chloe Sings Her Song.
1900-01 - May Irwin featured in a farce with music Madge Smith, Attorney, In a unique departure from
common practice, the songs were not scattered throughout the plot. Instead they were all offered in a single
extended medley.
1901-02 - Primrose and Dockstader’s Minstrels competed for first-nighters with Miss Simplicity, a
new opening show of the season. Obviously aware of how provincial they had become, the entertainers let it
be known that there would be no semicircle, no bones or tambourine, and no plantation set. Instead, these
modern minstrels used a Mediterranean setting as background! Critics suggested the old scenery only
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underscored how American the material was. This material included Dockstader monologues, twin midges,
Johnny and Will Foley, in an old-fashioned double clog; and the Jackson Family, a troupe of dancing women.
1902-03 - Tap-dancing was born by Ned Wayburn. On Feb. 18, 1903, the New York Theatre was the
scene of one of the most important events in American Musical history. This was the first full-length musical
written and played by blacks to be performed at a major Broadway house. There had been some misgivings in
theatrical circles. The New York Times opened its review with the startling report, “A thundercloud has been
gathering of late in the face of the established Broadway managers. Since it was announced that Williams and
Walker, with their all-Negro musical comedy, In Dahomey, were booked to appear at the New York Theatre,
there have been times when trouble breeders foreboded a race war. But,” the paper concluded with relief, “all
went merrily last night.” It was impossible for most reviewers to separate the show and its artists. However,
when they did, by and large they reached the conclusion that the material was ordinary, even thought he lyrics
were by the distinguished black poet Paul Laurence Dunbar and the music by Will Marion Cook. Cook’s
numbers included a cakewalk in which the audience by its applause determined the winning pair of dancers.
The Times man felt “the whole was well up to the not very exalted average of this kind of show,” while
Theatre Arts’ reviewer, who had a few more days to make an evaluation, employed almost identical words, “It
is about on the same level with the average Broadway show.” J. A. Shipp’s libretto told how a group of
unscrupulous Boston Blacks form the Get-the-coin Syndicate and broadcast their ambitions to colonize Africa
with down-and-out American blacks. They send the hustling Rareback Pinkerton (George Walker) to Florida
to bamboozle a senile old man out of his fortune. A good-natured simpleton, Shylock Homestead (Bert
Williams), accompanies Rareback. But Rareback makes the amazing discovery that Shylock is worth far more
money than the doting old fool he has been assigned to cheat. Rareback fast-talks the slow-witted Shylock into
making him his trustee, and before long Rareback is strutting his way in the latest peacock clothes in the
cream of Florida and Dahomey society. When the boys are made governors the natives break out in an orgy of
wild African dancing. Inevitably, Rareback loses all sense of proportion and restraint, till even the tolerant
Shylock rebels:
Rareback: Shylock, I really must have the ten thousand dollars.
Shylock: And I say “No.”
Rareback: Do you mean to say that you refuse?
Shylock: No, I don’t refuse. “no” and “refuse” is two defiant words. They don’t sound alike. You don’t
even spell ‘em alike. I say “No.” N-O-E. No!
Critics agreed “the headliners were the whole show. Williams in particular . . .” If fact The Theatre
went so far as to pronounce Williams “a vastly funnier man than any white comedian now on the American
stage.”
Egbert ‘Bert’ Williams was born in Antiqua, in the British West Indies, sometime between 18873 and
1876, but most likely on Nov. 12, 1874. Coming to American as a young man, he soon found work as a banjo
player in minstrel shows. Light-skinned, educated, and well spoken, Williams hoped to carve a niche for
himself in the legitimate theatre. But the prejudices of the times precluded any such career for a black man.
Williams was forced to darken his face with burnt cork and to assume the mannerisms and speech of the
accepted stage “coon.” While working on the West Coast he met George Walker, and the two created a
vaudeville act that became popular on western circuits. With time the team moved east and began to appear in
musical comedies written for the handful of theatres catering to blacks. In Dahomey had been created
originally for these same houses.
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Ex. 24 – Bert Williams

Although Williams and Walker remained a popular and successful team, disparities bred of
discrimination prevented their ever achieving the sustained runs that Montgomery and Stone enjoyed. The 53performance run of In Dahomey can nonetheless be regarded as a triumphant breakthrough. A year later, when
the show went to London, it was received with open arms and ran seven months.
A show entitled The Blonde in Black opened (6-8-03) the plot is around a vaudeville performer who
has come to Paris in a black wig ostensibly to promote the cakewalk. In the following season Eva Tanguay
toured with the piece, under the title The Sambo Girl.
1903-04 - Ned Wayburn devised a miniature minstrel show for seventeen girls entitled The Minstrel
Misses The bill managed a mere 30 showings.
Cole and Johnson again are the composers of the show The Girl From Dixie (12-14-03) with six
contributions. Opening on Dec. 16, it was 1903’s last New York show. It barely made it to the New Year. Two
shows opened: The Medal and the Maid Inserted In Zanzibar and An English Daisy with Big Indian Chief,
written by Cole and Johnson. Both were classified as “coon” songs. The “Coon” song When Mr. Shakespeare
Comes To Town was used in Hoity-Toity.
1904-05 - Lew Dockstader returned to Broadway. Only the first half of his entertainment was pure oldfashioned minstrelsy. May Irwin returns with the show Mrs. Black Is Back (11-7-04) singing several “coon”
songs. The show Humpty Dumpty had music by Cole and Johnson including Sambo and Dinah. Cole and the
Johnsons’ composed music for the short run show In Newport, which ran only for three weeks.
1905-06 - Cole and Johnson continue to compose songs for Broadway shows. In Moonshine they
wrote The Conjure Man.
Lew Dockstader and his minstrels returned on Jan. 15. Once again only about half his program was
traditional blackface material - this time including Dockstader’s own rendition of Bert Williams’ Nobody. In
Feb. we find the show Abyssinia (2-20-06) Assembled by the team that created In Dahomey, (2-18-03 for
many of the same players, including the stars, Williams and Walker, it marked an obvious advance in writing
and staging techniques for the group. After Rastus Johnson (George “Walker) wins $15,000 in a lottery,
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Rastus and Jasmine Jenkins (Bert Williams) decide to visit the land of their ancestors, which they have
determined was Abyssinia. Their ignorance of foreign ways leads Rastus and Jasmine into several misadventures culminating before the throne of Abyssinia’s iron-fisted monarch, Men like Will Marion Cook and
Williams supplied the score. No long-lived favorites emerged from it, but it represented the best black popular
musical writing of the period, with native and international styles in reciprocal influences. Negro shows had to
be particularly careful. No serious love interest could be included. No “suggestion” was allowed. Abyssinia
ran for 31 performances.
1906-07 - Lew Dockstader’s Minstrels displayed their wares beginning Dec. 17. The interlocutors and
end men and all the old standbys lingered a paltry 26 performances, then headed back to the road.
1907-08 - The Shoo Fly Regiment (8-6-07) was an all-black show by Cole and Johnson, designed to
entertain “an audience composed mostly of whites.” One outstanding number was Lit’l Gal, a song written for
The Cannibal King, an earlier Cole and Johnson effort that never reached the big time. The Regiment
marched off in two weeks. Feb. 3 brought a solid American show Banadana Land. Ray Comstock, one of the
most enlightened producers in Broadway history, brought together much of the leading Negro talent of the
day. Williams and Walker were the stars. Most of the music was by Will Marion Cook, with supplemental
numbers by Williams and by Chris Smith. Alex Rogers, who did most of the lyrics, combined with J. A. Shipp
to write the libretto. Williams and Walker lead a show-stopping cakewalk at the end of Act I. The lyrics, in
frequently resorting to Negro dialect, were more patently racial than the music. The show was well received
and played eleven weeks at the Majestic.
Flournoy Miller and Anbrey Lyles wrote the libretto for the all-black musical, The Oyster Man,
which played Negro neighborhoods in Nov., did eventually receive their share of Broadway acclaim.
1908-09 - Two shows opened August 3. One was the Cohan and Harris Minstrels, at the New York.
Cohen and his partner, Sam Harris, boldly attempted to resuscitate a dying tradition. Their minstrels included
George Evans, Eddie Leonard, and the great female impersonator, Julian Eltinge. Although the 24performance run was a limited booking from the start, grosses were disappointing. Cohen and Harris were not
discouraged. They promised to bring the troupe back again the next year.
In the 1909 edition of Ziegfeld’s Follies featured “Moving Day in Jungle Town. The show allowed
Ziegfeld to offer the first of the many jungle spectaculars the series would offer.
1909-10 - Cohen and Harris opened with their promised Cohen and Harris Minstrels. The
entertainment included beloved old songs of the minstrel era such as Down Where The Watermelons Grow
and The Rose of Killarney. Cole dances and “an old-fashioned breakdown” were offered as part of Scenes
form Blackville. A contingent of blackface soldiers marched in front of a drop depicting lighted battleships at
sea. For two weeks tambourines jingled and end men joked at the New York, but this was virtually the last
time a traditional minstrel show played the heartland of Broadway. The minstrel show era was over.
But blackface acts were far from finished. Two weeks later McIntyre and Heath, probably the most
popular blackface duo of the day, presented their new vehicle In Hayti (8-30-09). The show played seven
weeks and toured.
Nov. 1 saw the opening of Mr. Lode of Koal with Bert Williams. Bert Williams was alone after paresis
incapacitated George Walker. Its plot was the sort of delicious minstrel nonsense Williams reveled in. The
best Negro talents of the day provided the material-J. A. Shipp, Alex Rogers, Rosamond Johnson and Williams
himself-but they provided nothing of lasting worth. Williams was responsible for what little appeal the show
had. With this show he began to develop the droll monologues he used for the rest of his career.
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1910-11- Florence Ziegfeld’s Follies of 1910 opened the season on June 20 with Bert Williams and
Fanny Brice, probably the two finest performers Ziegfeld ever presented. For Williams the debut signaled the
acceptances of a major black artist in an important, otherwise white musical. Williams’ numbers in his debut
included: You’re Gwine To Get Something What You Don’t Expect, That Minor Strain, and I’ll Lend You
Everything I’ve got Except My wife. In this last tune Williams made a generous offer to lend his audience
anything he owned except his wife. After a pause he confided, “I’ll make you a present of her.”
One of the great American entertainers appeared in the show la Belle Paree singing a Coon song
Paris is A Paradise For Coons. The new comer was Al Jolson.
1911-1912 - The Ziegfeld Follies of 1911 again featured Bert Williams. Sophie Tucker, who had
appeared in 1910 in Merry Mary, appeared in 1911 in the show Louisiana Lou. Tucker was noted as a ‘Coon
shouter” and was to become a big star on Broadway.
1912-13 - The Follies of 1912 again had Bert Williams as one of its stars. He sang three numbers and
appeared in a comedy skit with Leon Errol.
The Sunshine Girl (2-3-13) presented the rage of Paris - Vernon and Irene Castle. Dancing the new
tangos and ragtime dances and gave birth to the phenomenon known as “The Dancing Craze.”
1913-14 - The ragtime era was seen on Broadway and soon jazz would be the thing. In the show Oh I
Say one interesting musical sideline was “the effective use of saxophones in the orchestration at a time when
the saxophone had not yet begun to dominate popular musical scoring.” The Follies of 1914 featured Bert
Williams providing the high spot by singing Darktown Poker Club, featuring his famous card routine.
1914-15 - Ragtime was now the thing on Broadway. It was a new American idiom-most often a patois
called ragtime. In the new G. M. Cohan show Hello, Broadway included a Jesse James Glide, a Barnum and
Bailey Rag, and an Old Fashioned Cakewalk. The show Fads and Fancies included a blackface dialogue about
beating the insurance companies.
1915-16 - Bert Williams again appears in the Follies of 1915 clowning as a put-upon house boy. The
Follies of 1916 had Bert Williams spoofing Othello.
1917-18 - Within a nightclub setting in the show Maytime, the rage of New York is “Jump Jim Crow.”
A dance that was rather shocking. Al Jolson appeared in Sinbad doing his most famous blackface number: My
Mammy, Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody and Swanee. Which was introduced late in the run and
made Gershwin famous overnight. It was not brought in until the road tour was under way.
1919-20 - The Follies of 1919 included Bert Williams and Eddie Cantor another blackface entertainer.
Williams sang You Cannot Make Your Shimmy Shake on Tea. In the first-act finale, ‘The Follies Minstrels,”
Williams and Cantor combined to sing another Berlin number, I Want To See A Minstrel Show. This marked
Williams’ last Follies appearance. He died in 1922. The show during the year Hello Alexander, included some
minstrel number
1920-21 - The Negro show Shuffle Along appeared on Broadway (5-23-21) written by Noble Sissle and
Eubie Black.
!921-22 - The show Spice of 1922 (7-6-22) introduced an American classic Way Down Yonder In New
Orleans and also included Yankee Doodle Blues, with the show-stopper An Old Fashioned Cake Walk with
the entire ensemble dressed in bright reds. On 7-17-22 the show Plantation Revue appeared using spirited
black dancing-buck and wing, lively tap routines, and cake walks.
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1923-1926 - Another Black show Runnin’ Wild appeared (10-29-23) which featured the new dance
‘The Charleston.’
1927-29 - Three Black shows appeared: Bottomland (8-27-27), a show the critics did not like as it
“appeared too white,” Africana (7-11-27), and Rang Tang (7-12-27) containing the “Cake Walk Strut. Another
show Deep Harlem (1-7-29) had the same difficulty as similar shows appearing earlier - “New York would
never let black shows be different,”
The attitude of the audiences of the Broadway show again surfaced for the show Bamboola (6-2629) featuring Bill Robinson and twenty top hoofers. The Evening Journal reflected the continuing insistence of
most New York reviewers that black revues should be distinctively black in their vitality, tackiness, and
naivete. The paper proclaimed, “The Negro IS funny. He’s very funny when he’s allowed to be funny in his
own way.”
While the Cakewalk has been lost in time, now and then we hear its name again. In 1975 the show
Chicago opened on Broadway with Choreography by Bob Fosse. Fosse staged a cakewalk, Charleston (the
show retained its 1926 setting), and soft-shoes vivacious and identifiably angular.
Minstrel Dancing
Early minstrelsy was much more about theatre and dance than about music. Half of each verse of “Jim
Crow” is the chorus and all the choruses were in motion. It was called “Jump Jim Crow,” the connotation was
that it was movement.
Charles Dickens described a minstrel dancer as:
“Suddenly the lively hero dashes in to the rescue. Instantly the fiddler grins, and goes at it tooth and
nail; there is new energy in the tambourine; new laughter in the dancers; new smiles in the landlady; new
confidence in the landlord; new brightness in the very candles. Single shuffle, double shuffle, cut and crosscut; snapping his fingers, rolling his eyes, turning in his knees, presenting the backs of his legs in front,
spinning about on his toes and heels like nothing but the man’s fingers on the tambourine; dancing with two
left legs, two right legs, two wooden legs, two wire legs, two spring legs -all sorts of legs and no legs - what is
this to him: “
When “Daddy” Rice jumped “Jim Crow,” he was doing a variation of the shuffle, “in which his feet
remained close to the ground and upper-body movements predominate. Dave Cockwell in “Demons of
disorder” remarked:
“Lest one think that these dances were for professional black or blackface performers only, many,
many accounts from the period find white, common (and, sometimes, not so common) people in the friendly
circle of a tavern, dancehall, or brothel dancing the shuffle or some other ostensibly “black” dance. In short,
shuffles were danced by blacks, whites, and minstrels all.”
He continues:
“Then there are the nominally “white” dances, principally the breakdown - not a step at all but a
generically fast, energetic dance. Very early on this dance is associated with minstrelsy. In October 1833 Rice
concluded his performance at the Baltimore Theatre with “A Virginia Break Down.” John Diamond, Dick
Pelham, Frank Brower, and other minstrels made the energy of a breakdown central to their reputation.
However, breakdowns were also claimed and danced by blacks, and one authority has maintained that any
“dance in Negro style was called a ‘breakdown.’ African Americans danced “white” dances, and whites
danced “black” ones.
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Minstrel dancing was of 2 types: one was a fast style in wooden-sole shoes, called buck and wing and
the other was a soft-shoe, a smooth, leather-sole style made famous by George Primrose. By the 1920'’ both of
these styles gradually evolved into using metal plates, or taps added to the leather-soled shoes leading to tap
dancing.
Minstrel dances were mostly comic oriented. The Irish jig, a dance, which originated in Ireland, was a
popular one to be performed by minstrels. A good jig dancer could perform 14 to 15 taps per second. It should
also be noted that many minstrels were Irish.
The minstrel dances did not degrade the Negro; it didn’t quite help him. Real, scientific, out-and-out
trial of skill since that between Dick Pelham and John Diamond at the Chatham; but it appears we are soon to
have another of these refined and elevating exhibitions.
A match has been made between John Diamond and a little Negro called “Juba,” by some of the
sporting community, and is to come off in the course of a few weeks. The stake is large, and an unparalleled
display will be the result.
As with the cakewalk there were “dance matches” between leading blackface (and sometimes-black
dancers, such as Pelham, John Diamond, and Juba. In the New York Sporting Whip we read:
“The favorites are now the dancers, and he who can cut, shuffle, and attitudinize (sic) with the greatest
facility is reckoned the best fellow and pockets the most money. Match dances are very frequently got up, and
seem to give general satisfaction, if we are allowed to judge from the crowds who throng to witness them. We
have not had a real, scientific, out-and-out trial of skill since that between Dick Pelham and John diamond at
the Chatham; but it appears we are soon to have another of these refined and elevating exhibitions.
The minstrel dance as seen through the talents of white minstrel dancers is said to have been
researched by the white dancers from the plantation dances. The Creole Show, a black revue staged on
Broadway, brought minstrel dance styles, as well as other plantation dances, to a wide audience.
We know, as previously mentioned that Dixie was originally a walkaround.
Negro Vernacular Dancing
Negro vernacular dancing finally reached Broadway, the center of show business toward the end of the
19 century. Previously groups of Negro dancers had been included in various white productions: Harrigan
and Hart’s Cordelia’s Aspirations used Negro dancers in a number called “Sam Johnson’s Cakewalk” in
1883; the Passing show, one of the earliest revues, included “a dozen colored youths” in a plantation dance in
1894.
th

The Broadway stage was the path through which Negro talent found its best opportunity for
expression. Musical comedy (born around 1894) began to employ various types of song, dance and subject
matter, an area, which the Negro entertainer had much to offer.
From the minstrel stage unto the Broadway stage the Negro entertainer now had a chance to ‘show his
wares.’ In 1897 a brilliant period for Negro entertainment, lasting something more than a brief decade, was
inaugurated. It produced musical comedies or extravaganzas, which assembled the talents of William Marion
Cook, Ernest Hogan, Will Vodery, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Ada Walker, Jesse Shipp, Bob Cole, and many
others. The bright particular stars were the famous minstrel team of Williams and Walker. This period was
noted for the rise of ragtime and the worldwide popularity of the Cakewalk.
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Bert Williams was the most popular Negro entertainer of this era. While Walker was the more refined
dancer, Williams was what might be called an eccentric dancer. In the Boston Traveller of 1909 we read:
“Bert Williams doesn’t exactly dance, that is, in the orthodox style, he just wiggles his legs, crooks his knees,
falls over his feet, bends his back.”
In the Green Book of 1912 we read: “The fact is that Williams is awkward on his feet, by sheer hard
work he evolved a series of grotesque slides and glides, the very awkwardness of which constituted their chief
merit.
During this era critics were hard-pressed in commenting upon American Negro dances-the shuffle, the
strut, and especially the hip movements of the grind-and resorted regularly to the word grotesque as well as
elaborate theories to explain it. They even managed to suggest that Bert Williams was a great dancer because
he could not dance.
Williams was known as an ‘eccentric’ dancer, more of an imitation of the catchall style of southern
tent show comedians. He did a lazy grind, or ‘mooche,’ said Dancer James Barton, who idolized Williams.
This style was popular among Negroes in the South, with rotary hip slinging and maybe a hop or shuffle.
During this era white audiences saw the dancing of Bert Williams as a clumsy but endearing effort.
The break from the minstrel show pattern had begun a few years earlier - around 1889. The Creole
Show, one of the first shows to discard blackface makeup, opened in Boston and then arrived in New York
and stayed for several seasons. With a Negro cast, organized by Sam T. Jack, a white manager, anticipated one
of the big attractions of A Gaiety Girl which featured a chorus line of 16 chorus girls, plus a minstrel circle of
women including the interlocutor.
This procedure of including women in stage productions was due to the new emphasis on dancing in
couples. Dora Dean, the talented actress made her first hit in this show doing a cakewalk. She went on to
become one of the few Negro acts on the Keith circuit with husband Charles Johnson.
Still a few Negro shows was cast in the minstrel mold were arriving to play New York. The South
Before the War came north from Louisville in 1891 with twelve-year old Bill “Bo Jangles” Robinson in a
small part, and played for a few seasons.
In 1895 The Octoroons, featured girls in the leading roles. This show closed with a “Cakewalk
Jubilee.”
In 1896, Isham’s Oriental America left the burlesque houses and was the first production with a Negro
cast to open on Broadway. Encouraged by the success of the Black Patti Minstrel Troubadours, this show
introduced a medley of operatic selections in the third part, instead of the usual cakewalk finale. (Black Patti
ended her show with selections from operas.)
By 1898 several pioneer efforts came to the fore. Bob Cole, who had written the book for the traveling
company of Black Patti’s Troubadours, produced his own show, A Trip to Coontown, which lasted for three
seasons. Besides being the first show owned and operated entirely by Negroes, A Trip to Coontown had
characterization and plot and was in the words of James Weldon Johnson, “the first Negro musical comedy.”
Bandleader Noble Sissle noted that A Trip to Coontown was an operetta based on European models,
and Cole’s later productions - The Shoofly Regiment (1906) and The Red Moon (1908) are proof that Sissle
correctly analyzed the style of these shows as more of an operetta in musical style. In the shows the customary
cakewalk was omitted.
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The summer of 1898 produced some remarkable dancing. Dancing occurred in a sketch, with music by
W. M. Cook and lyrics by P. L. Dunbar, entitled Clorindy-The Origin of the Cakewalk, opening at the Casino
Roof Garden in New York.
Clorindy featured the Negro actor/comedian/dancer Ernest Hogan, whose real name was Rueben
Crowder (changing to take advantage of the popularity of Irish comedians during this era) Born in Kentucky,
Hogan had played in various “Tom” (Uncle Tom’s Cabin) and minstrel shows in the South, being known
more as a comedian than a talented dancer.
During the early nineties, in a minstrel troupe - The Georgia Graduates, he had introduced a dance
step, the Pasmala - a walk forward plus three backward hops with incidental gestures. Hogan, like Williams,
was a fine eccentric dancer, and among other things, he did a wonderful imitation of a crab and a fish. At one
time or another, Hogan played with the best-known roadshows, including Black Pattis’ Troubadours and the
Smart Set. He reached stardom in Clorindy.
Many who saw Hogan dance say that he was the best dancing comedian who ever lived, although Bert
Williams was the idol of the era.
James Weldon Johnson stated: “Hogan was a notable exception among blackface comedians, his
comic effects did not depend upon the caricature created by the use of burnt cork and a mouth exaggerated by
paint. His mobile face was capable of laughter-provoking expressions that were irresistible, notwithstanding
the fact that he was a very good-looking man.”
In 1896 Hogan committed what proved to be the unpardonable sin of composing the ‘coon’ song hit
“All Coons Look Alike To Me,” sung by both black and white entertainers. The song helped create the ‘coonsong’ craze during the nineties.
In 1907 after appearing in the Memphis Students and Rufus Rastus, Hogan opened in The Oyster Man,
written by Flournoy Miller and Aubrey Lyles. He became sick during its run, retiring to a small home in
Lackewood, New Jersey, where he died in 1909.
The dancing of the cakewalk put the Negro before the world. It was a great exhibition dance and
served as a Negro re-entry to the entertainment stage. There were few white dancers that could compete with
them.
George Walker and Bert Williams gained little from the cakewalk vogue. The part they played
however was crucial. The music and the dance of the cakewalk that they helped create were the raw elements
of 20th century popular music acquired a style that would supersede the various ballroom dances such as the
waltz, polkas, schottisches and the cotillions of the 19th century.
There were many Negro dancers, including women. One such was Susie Beavers, who joined the Pat
Chappell’s Rabbit Foot Minstrels at the age of 15. I sang and did what you’d call Buck dancing. The troupe
numbered about 60, including a brass band, and we went to work at noon with a parade to drum up trade for
the evening performance.
Another parade was staged by the Florida Blossoms who marched off the train to parade the town they
were playing in, some carrying a banner to advertise the evening performance. The show was divided into
three parts; a dancer-comedian act, a series of specialties (including a juggler and a hoop roller), and a playet,
an “after concert” consisting of a few acts from the regular show and a cakewalk finale was added with an
extra admission fee.
Minstrel Troupes
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It is not possibly to list all the minstrel troupes that existed we can list some of the most famous of
these minstrel troupes. From 1843 to the 1900s we find the following 124 minstrels:
A. B. C. Minstrels
Apollo Club Minstrels 1886
Arlington’s Minstrels 1913
Atlantic City Steel Pier Minstrels
Barlow, Wilson and Rankin’s Minstrels 1885
Beech & Bower’s Minstrel 1895-1901
Billy Birch Minstrels
Bishop’s Georgia Minstrels
Harry Bloodgood’s Minstrels 1880
Bohee Operatic Minstrels 1890
Boston Minstrels 1843
Brooklyn Minstrels
Bryant’s Minstrels 1857-1868
Buckley’s Serenaders 1831-1860
Burton & Burke’s Minstrels 1888
Callender Minstrels 1883
Campbell’s Minstrels
Carncross Minstrels 1887-89
Billy Casad’s Minstrels 1895
Christy’s Minstrels 1848-1863
W. S. Cleveland Minstrels 1891-1902Cohan & Harris Minstrels
Coburn’s Minstrels
Congo Minstrels
Cook’s Majestic Minstrels
Cotton & Sharpley’s Minstrels
Criterion Theatre Minstrels 1887
Charleston Minstrels
Jack Curry Minstrels 1900
Billy Kersand’s Georgia Minstrels
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Dandy Dixie Minstrels 1905
Dixie Strutters Minstrels1923
Dockstader’s Minstrels 1888-1912
Down in Dixie Minstrels 1910
Donnelly & Hatfield Minstrels 1906
Madame Duflo’s floating Minstrels 1883
Dumont’s Minstrels 1907-16
Duprez & Benedict’s Minstrels
Duprez & Green’s Minstrels 1861-63
Emerson, Allen and Manning’s Minstrels
Emerson’s Minstrels 1870-81
G. Evans & His Honey Boy & Girl Minstrels 1900-14
Gorman Bros’ Minstrels
Fellow’s Minstrels 1850
Female Minstrels 1872
Al G. Field’s Minstrels 1869-1915
Fenton’s Empire Minstrels
Gordon’s Minstrels
Gorton Bros’ Minstrels
Griffin & Christy’s Minstrels 1867
Sam Hague’s European Minstrels
Great Harlow Minstrels 1908
Haverly’s Mastodon Minstrels 1879-1901
Hi Henry’s Minstrels
Gus Hill’s Minstrels 1920
Indian Minstrels 1898
Iron Clad Minstrels
Julien Serenaders
Mooley & Campbell’s Minstrels
Mooley’s Minstrels 1860Moredock & Watson’s Minstrels 1912
Murphy’s Minstrels 1914
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Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels 1894
Kelly & Obrien’s Minstrels 1884
Billy Kersands’ Minstrel 1885-1906
La Rue’s Carnival Minstrels 1867
Leavitt’s Gigantean Minstrels 1882-84
Lester & Allen’s Minstrels 1885
Lloyd & Bidaux’s Minstrels
Mammoth Minstrels 1899-1916
Mahara Minstrels 1899
Martin & Seig’s Mastodon Minstrels
McNish, Johnson & Slavin’s Minstrels 1885
Moore & Burgess’ Minstrels 1878-93
Moran & Thomas’ San Francisco Minstrels 1888
Moran’s San Francisco Minstrels 1888
Morris Brothers, Pell and Trowbridge’s Minstrels
J. C. O’Brien’s Georgia Minstrels 1897
Ordway’s Minstrels
Olio Minstrels
K. Neil O’Brien’s Minstrels
L. Palladium Minstrels
M. Plantation Minstrels 1872
N. Pello & Trowbirdge Minstrels
Tom Powell’s Minstrels
Primrose & Dockstader’s Minstrels 1889-1914
Primrose & West’s Minstrels 1875-1896
Primrose & Wilson’s Minstrels 1913
Dr. Pratt’s Minstrels 1884
Progressive Minstrels
Rabbitt Foot Minstrels
Rice & Wooley’s Minstrels 1930-31
Rich-Palm Minstrels 1908
Richards & Pringle’s Minstrels 1895
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Richards, Pringle, Rusco & Hollands Minstrels
Harry Robinson’s Minstrels 1874
Rockefeller Minstrels 1874
Sanford’s Minstrels
San Francisco Minstrels 1865-1884
Oliver Scott’s Minstrels 1898-1900
Sam Sharpley’s Minstrels 1868
Dan Shelby’s Minstrels
Shepherd’s Minstrels 189901900
Simmons & Slocum’s Minstrels 18870-71
M. T. Skiff’s California Minstrels 1881-82
South Carolina Minstrels 1880
Spencer, McIntyre & Heath Minstrels
Tennessee Quadroon Minstrels
George Thatcher’s Minstrels 1891-94
Thatcher & Johnson’s Minstrels 1895
Thatcher, Primrose & West’s Minstrels 1885-1888
Tute’s Minstrels 1876
John R. VanArrnam’s Minstrels
Virginia Minstrels 1843
Vogel’s Minstrels 1902-1905
“Happy” Cal Wagner’s Minstrels 1875-1883
Ward & Wade’s Minstrels 1903
Waverly Minstrels 1877
Welch, Emmett & his Minstrels
T. J. West’s San Francisco Minstrels
Wm. H. West’s Big Minstrel Jubilee 1899-1907
Wheeler’s Ideal Minstrels 1867
Whitmore & Clark’s Minstrels1872
White’s Minstrel 124 Wood’s Minstrels 1861-65
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Jack “Papa” Laine tried his hand at a minstrel troupe in New Orleans in 1910. He was unfortunate and
a hurricane blew away the tent pictured below.
Ex25 – Laine’s Minstrel Band

One of the most popular minstrel troupes was the Rabbit Foot Minstrels that contained a number of
jazz greats.
Rx. 26 – Rabbit Foot Minstrels

The Banjo In Minstrel Shows
When one thinks of the minstrel music one thinks of the banjo. It is pictured on covers of sheet music
(Sic: see page __ for a number of these covers) and is written about in articles in leading music and
commercial magazines of the era. It is said to have been the principle instrument on Southern plantations.
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In Notes On Virginia Thomas Jefferson wrote:
“The instrument proper to them is the Banjar (banjo), which they brought hither from Africa, . . . its
chords (i. e. strings) being precisely the four lower chords of the guitar.”
The banjo is said to have come from Africa. In an article in the Critic of Dec. 17, 1883 we find a view
of whether the banjo was a principle instrument of the Negro slave. The article continues:
“Quite recently one of the Critic’s metropolitan contemporaries - The World, made a statement to the
effect that the Negroes of the South would doubtless be proud to hear that their favorite instrument - the banjo
- was making its way in fashionable circles at the North. Commenting upon this somewhat lightly and
flippantly, a Georgian newspaper - The Atlanta Constitution - reminded The World that the Negroes of the
South know little about the banjo and care a great deal less. This comment has evidently been copied into
some of the Northern exchanges of The Constitution, for I have before me a number of letters from friends and
correspondents in New York, Massachusetts and elsewhere, making inquiries as to the authenticity of the
statement which the Atlanta newspaper makes by inference concerning the relations between the hilarious
plink-plunk of the banjo and the musical accomplishments of the Negro. These inquiries are all very pointed
and eager. For instance, a young lady who dates her letter from Brookline, Massachusetts declares: “I see a
paragraph in the evening paper that really distresses me.” After giving the substance of the paragraph she
continues: “I should be shocked to learn that the Negroes of the South know nothing of the banjo. Somehow it
has been a great comfort to me to associate them with that instrument.”
It is not difficult to understand the feelings of the young lady. All her life, in common with the people
of the whole country, including a large majority of the people of the South, she has been accustomed to
associate the Negro with the banjo, bones, and the tambourine. Especially with the banjo. Here sentiment, and
romance, and probability join hands and sing ‘ring around the roses;’ and they make a tough team when the
partnership, as in this instance, receives the approval of custom. Romance may become a little frayed around
the edges, but sentiment is a very stubborn thing. It is sometimes stronger than facts; and the ideal and
impossible Negro will continue to exist in the public mind as a banjoist only less expert than Dobson or
French,’ or the inimitable and unapproachable Sweeny. What’s more natural? In the Negro minstrel show,
which is supposed to present to us the Negro as he was and is and hopes to be, an entire scene is devoted to
the happy-go-lucky darky with his banjo. The stage is cleared away; the pleasant and persuasive bass voice of
Mr. Hawkins the ‘interlocutor,’ is hushed; there is silence in the pit and gallery until a gurgling ripple of
laughter, running merrily through the audience, announces the appearance of Mr. Edward McClurg, in his
justly celebrated banjo act. Mr. McClurg, disguised by burnt cork, is black, and sleek, and saucy. He wears a
plug hat, enormous shoes, and carries his banjo on his shoulder. He seats himself, crosses his legs, waves an
enormous shoe, and looks at the audience as much as to say, “Here is where the laugh comes in.” Mr.
McClurg is garrulous. As he tunes his banjo (inlaid with silver and costing seventy-five dollars) he tells
several stories that were in last year’s newspapers, and makes various allusions that savor strongly of the
plantations through which the back streets of New York City run. Passing his nimble fingers lightly over the
strings, he gives “Home Sweet Home” and “The Mocking-Bird” with variations, just as they were played on
the plantations that exist on the stage. To audiences in nearly every part of the country this scene is real and
representative, because it falls in with their ideas of the plantation Negro. Only the other day the editor of the
Philadelphia Times remarked that “it is doubtful if the real Negro can be got very clearly into literature except
by the way of minstrel shows and the comic drama.” This statement, ridiculous as it may seem to those who
have the opportunity to compare the real Negro with the stage Negro, suggest the truth. It is not only difficult,
but also impossible, to displace the stage Negro in literature with the real Negro. The stage Negro is ground
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into the public mind, and he cannot be ground out. It is so at the North, and, in a great measure, it is so at the
South, the first song the writer ever learned was a string of nonsense with this chorus.
“Oh, Susanna! Don’t you cry for me. I’m gwine to Alabama, wid my banjo on my knee!”
There was another in which the refrain advised everybody to hang up his banjo on the wall, and there
was still another in which a Negro, who was supposed to have lost his Nelly Gray, declared that he would
“take the banjo down and sing a little song.” Nelly, in the mean time, was down in Georgia “a-toiling in the
cotton and the cane.” These songs, and hundreds of similar ones, were written by white men who knew even
less about the Negro than they did about metre; but the ditties were sung all over the country, and there was
nobody in the South willing to laugh good-humoredly at the idea of a Negro girl (or man) toiling in the cane in
Georgia. If the cane had been insisted on in Negro stage literature as strenuously as the banjo has been, there
would be few persons willing to laugh as it is today.
Now, I am not going to laugh at the banjo any more than I laughed at the idea of the Negro girl toiling
in the Georgian cane. The banjo may be the typical instrument of the plantation Negroes, but I have never seen
a plantation Negro play it. I have heard them make sweet music with the quills - Pan’s pipes; I have heard
them play passably well on the fiddle, the fife, and the flute; and I have heard them blow a tin-trumpet with
surprising skill; but I have never seen a banjo, or a tambourine, or a pair of bones in the hands of a plantation
Negro. This statement, however, should not be misunderstood. It covers an experience, which was limited to
plantations in the counties of Putnam, Jasper, Morgan, Greene, Hancock and Jones in Middle Georgia. The
banjo may have been greatly in vogue on other plantations and in other parts of the south, but if on other
plantations, why not in Middle Georgia? In the counties I have named there were hundreds of Virginian
Negroes - Negroes of every stripe and kind. If the banjo had been a favorite instrument among the Negroes of
any part of the country, surely it would have been in vague in Middle Georgia; surely it would have been
played on some of the Putnam plantations on the Conee.
I have seen the Negro at work and I have seen him at play; I have attended his corn-shuckings, his
dances, and his frolics; I have heard him give the wonderful melody of his songs to the winds; I have heard
him fit barbaric airs to the gulls; I have seen him scrape jubilantly on the fiddle; I have seen him blow wildly
upon the bugle, and beat enthusiastically on the triangle; but I have never heard him play on the banjo. A year
or more ago, a band of Negro serenades made its appearance upon the streets of Atlanta. The leader of this
band carried a banjo, upon which he strummed while singing. His voice drowned out the banjo, but a close
observer could see that he was thumping the strings aimlessly. I have heard of another Negro since the war
who could play the banjo, and there may be dozens who have acquired the art. But I think it is not wide of the
truth to say that the genuine plantation Negro left the banjo and banjo-playing to nimbler fingers. But the old
traditions will remain. What the Negro did not care to do, the sentiment which has grown up around the stage
Negro has done for him, and he will go down to history accompanied by his banjo. A representation of Negro
life and character has never been put upon the stage, nor anything remotely resembling it; but, to all who has
any knowledge of the Negro, the plantation darkey, as he was, is a very attractive figure. It is a silly trick of the
clowns to give him over to burlesque; for his life, though abounding in humor, was concerned with all that the
imagination of man has made pathetic.” Joel Chandler
In the journal Musical Opinions and Musical Trade Review of Feb. 1913 we read “The banjo seems to
have been very little used.”
While there was controversy during the early days of the popularity of the banjo it is now thought that
a form of the banjo did evolve from Africa. It was a hollowed out gourd and had no more than three strings.
The Africa did not feature ‘chords,’ and had to learn the Western European harmony system to begin using a
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chordal instrument. What was the playing technique of early slave banjoists? We know that the slave musician
favored the fiddle roughly 98 percent of the time. The banjo was a colorful instrument with his strings over a
gourd but at first it could not have been an instrument that chorded like a guitar. We know also that the early
jazz musicians in New Orleans favored the guitar over a banjo. The banjo was favored in the Chicago era of
jazz because of its volume. There is controversy whether the Southern Plantation slave played banjos. There
are interviews about its use on both sides. It probably never will be known when the chordal banjo came into
vogue but once the appearance by minstrels singing Negro songs, it was accepted as a Negro instrument and
its popularity was assured. “
The title page on sheet music often used an illustration of a banjo player. Below we have a few
beginning in 1843 through 1915.
Ex. 27 – Early Minstrels on Stage - 1843
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Ex. 28 – Sheet Music Cover – 1843

There are 6 figures with banjos
Ex. 29 – Negro Melodies – 1843

Ex. 30 – Alabama Joe – 1843
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Ex. 31 – Jenny Get Your Hoe Cake Down – 1843

Ex. 32 - Lutzows Wild Hunt – 1843
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Minstrelsy - Its Beginning and Its End
Of all entertainment, only the black face minstrel is original with this country. It was on Feb. 6, 1843,
that the Virginia Minstrels made their first appearance at the Bowery Amphitheater in New York. Dick
Pelham rattled the tambourine, Dan Emmett obliged with the fiddle, Billy Whitlock played the banjo, and
Frank Bower manipulated the bones, which in those days were the shinbones of a horse. Whitlock claimed the
conception as his own idea, and all evidence seems to bear him out.
From such a humble beginning came the great minstrel shows. Greatest of all were the Cohan and
Harris Minstrels who toured the country in 1908. George Cohan staged the show with “Honey Boy” George
Evans as the star and “One Hundred Honey Boys” in his support. That cast included among the endmen Eddie
Leonard, Alf Gibson, John King and Ernest Tenney. Julian Eltinge, famous female impersonator, adopted
sepia makeup to sing “Don’t Go Near the Water, daughter,” “The Gibson Coon,” and half dozen other
numbers. Eddie Leonard led the dancing crew and there was a one-act musical comedy, The Belle of the
Barbers’ Ball. George Cohan wrote the entire show and much of the music, with other numbers by William
Jerome and Eugene Schwartz.
This was the most elaborate minstrel show ever to tour the country, surpassing even those of Al G.
fields, Primrose and West, and primrose and Dockstader. Since it was a short-lived special production, dyedin-the-wool blackface troupers looked upon it disdainfully. After all, they trouped in all sorts of weather under
all sorts of conditions, and their livelihood depended upon continuing in their chosen field.”
While the account is interesting of course it is just a small item in the history of the minstrels
throughout their long history but enlightening in some of its facts.

Minstrelsy Comes to Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
There is a good account of a minstrel troupe coming to a small town in Beaver Dam, Wisconsin during
the last decade of the 19th century. Written by H. R. Hoyt, it is entitled “Town Hall Tonight.” Hoyt gives a
small account of the history of minstrelsy:
Ex. – 57 – Beaver Dam Minstrels
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Hoyt, in his book gives a very good account of the life of a minstrel troupe as it visits the small town of
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. It is a good look into the life of a minstrel troupe and the way a minstrel troupe
arrives in a small American town to present a minstrel show. Hoyt carries a sign “Tonight, Hi Henry’s
Minstrels Concert Hall” in the traditional minstrel parade that begins their arrival in the town to present their
entertainment.
“All shows arrived in Beaver Dam on the ten o’clock train from the east and all left the same way.
…. Hi Henry’s Minstrels had its own private car. The name was emblazoned the length of the long yellow
coach and through its dusty windows one could glimpse bits of bedding and odd clothing and the brassy gleam
of bass horn or a sousaphone. It was a mousey joint, but it attracted curious villagers who gawked and
speculated on what was within; which, after all, was only berths, baggage space and toilet facilities. The
visitors ate at the Clark House or the Milwaukee House, or filled up on beer and free lunch at a convenient
saloon.
By the time the car was shunted into place and the props and trunks loaded on to Tom Brown’s
dray, it was well along toward noon; and the minstrels, grips and instruments in hand, came straggling up the
steep stairs. Their salutation never varied.
‘Say, lad, what town is this?”
‘Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.’
‘Um-so? Not so bad. Say, where’s the water?’
‘There ain’t no water.’
‘This is one hell of a hall.’
With which declaration, they wandered on to get set for the street parade. The noon parade was the
opening wedge with which a traveling company burst upon the quiet life of a community. Minstrels and Uncle
Tommers offered the best display, particularly the latter with its Great Danes, Eva’s pony cart, and Marks the
Lawyer astride his mule bringing up the rear.
All minstrel parades followed a single pattern. The drum major - in this instance Sergt. Cummings,
the musket-juggling Zouave - led the way, a boy with a banner by his side. Next came Hi Henry, a portly man
with florid face, closely cropped mustache and gray hair. With his top hat, Prince Albert coat and striped
trousers, he exuded an atmosphere of alluence belied too often by the box office returns. His was a
commanding personage.
Followed the band and then the minstrels two by two, stretched out to make the line more
impressive, with small boys at intervals lugging signs proclaiming the virtues of Hi Henry’s Minstrels. A
cymbal player added to the musical total, and one unfortunate youth was impressed to lug the bass drum on his
back.
The parade uniform was a top hat, a long coat, more or less gaudy, and a cane. Trousers and shoes
didn’t matter so much, but the cane was indispensable. It set the tempo, marked the step and without its
measured swing the procession would have become a rank of stragglers. Swing up! One-two-three-four!
Swing down! One-two-three-four - while the band blared “The Pillsbury March” with plenty of schmaltz from
the trombones.
The parade was an easy one and I got back to the hall somewhat winded but ready for what might
come next. It was a brisk early November day, clear and dry. When there was snow or rain, a parade was sadly
different. The bedraggled marchers picked their way along the roadside, avoiding ruts and dodging mud
puddles, taking to the plank sidewalks, wandering aimlessly while the band dissembled its melancholy with a
dispirited tune. If he came along at all, Hi Henry rode in Bill Wade’s hack.
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By the time I had parked my sign, theater trunks were brought up and properties piled about ready to
set up the show. This was a tricky business, so Uncle Bee took charge. From beneath the stage he produced
two posts, black curtains and a bundle of canvas. The ten-foot posts were fitted into square holes at either
front corner of the stage. Each top had a large eyebolt with a corresponding eyebolt in the proscenium arch. A
long hooked rod connected them and braced the uprights. The front drop was moved forward for full stage
depth and black side curtains were put up.
The canvas was stretched from each post tot he side of the hall, forming a dressing room at either
side. Water barrels were filled and rolled upstairs. Pails and sponges were laid out. A minstrel’s trunk was his
dressing table and these were ranged in line with chairs to match.
It was my job to crawl under the stage and hand out half-dozen stout saw horses. Built up with
planks and covered with the ground cloth, they elevated the orchestra upstage. Chairs for the circle were
disguised with elaborate slipons, footlights were checked and in the two dressing rooms, costumes and
properties laid out.
Most of the company wandered off to lounge up and down Front Street and pick up some of the
town girls. In this undertaking, sad to relate they were most successful, for no Lothario ever surpassed a
blackface minstrel man in his conquests. A couple of the less fortunate were assigned to pick up a cigarbox
full of corks at the drugstore and burn them over lighted candles. Prepared cork had not been invented, so you
burned your own or went without.
At seven o’clock the kerosene lamps were lighted and Uncle Bee gave the two stoves an extra
stoking of hard coal. The minstrels straggled in, nibbling contentedly on toothpicks while the bandsmen, not
bothering to don uniforms, gave their concert in the street below. Hi Henry opened the box office and arranged
his pasteboards. His ticket take camped at the head of the stairs along with Grandfather. The first patrons
showed up as the winded musicians took it at the double-quick to blacken up and get into their costumes.
By eight the hall was filled. A measured stamping of impatient feet and shrill whistles of the town’s
youngsters mingled with an occasional outburst of voices behind the canvas and the exasperating thumping of
some moving object. But these were stilled by the first dissonant whimperings of the orchestra tuning up on
stage.
Chandeliers were lowered and maps turned down, leaving a single watch light by the stairs. The
footlights were turned up. There was a blare of music and the Bay of Naples dried up, disclosing the entire
company and “over three hundred yards of the costliest Silks, Satins and Velvets used in our Gorgeous first
part Decorations.” These were the standby of every minstrel show. Like diamond dyestuff they were quickly
packed in a trunk. With properties and a trick set or two they rounded out the equipment.
Minstrel shows all followed the same pattern. The orchestra was banked in back; the circle of
blackfaces broke either side of the white-faced interlocutor, otherwise “the middleman.” There were six
endemic, introduced in pairs at intervals: the bones to your left, the tambourines to your right. Each dragged
on his own chair to assure himself an end seat.
After crossfire by the first pair and interlocutor came a tenor solo, the “second edition of premiers,”
more crossfire and a baritone solo; the top endmen, a comic song by one of them, crossfire and the quartette.
More crossfire, a solo by the star “contra-tenor,” crossfire and a bass solo by the interlocutor. A general ruckus
by the six endmen, interlocutor participating, and a song by them, in this instance, “The Bell Goes A-Ringing
for Sarah.”
Like many other minstrel favorites the song came from the British music halls. An endman ducked
off stage to don wench makeup. His recital concerned the trials of a serving maid on the jump all day to
answer the bell. Then the chorus:
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“The bell goes ringing for Sarah, for Sarah, for Sarah,
The bell goes a-ringing for Sarah, All the livelong day.”
First it was a small table bell that was rung. As the song progressed, others were added, increasing in
size and din. Then came the family dinner bell and finally a deep throated bell on wheels borrowed from the
Beaver Dam fire Department. What it lacked in harmony it surely made up in noise. While the stage was being
cleared, the orchestra filed out in front for a couple of selections. The remainder of the program was a variety
of acts: banjo solos, songs and dances, the ubiquitous quartette; Sergt. Cummings, who had performed his
musket drill, dropping the sergeant for a time to appear as Mr. P. F. Cummings in “No One at Home,”
juggling this, that and everything; a blackface monologue and then Monsieur Albo laTour appeared “In
Picaresque and Unique Exercises with Roman Implements of War.” We suspected him to be the doughty
sergeant again since burnt cork and change of costume covered plenty of doubling in a minstrel show.
Hi Henry reserved next to closing for himself. An expert cornetist, he featured a “gold instrument,”
triple-tonguing the variations of “The Blue Bells of Scotland” and “Home, Sweet Home.” He may have known
other numbers, but if so he never played them. Year after year, he stalked to the footlights and bugled away as
if it was a new experience.
The customary close for a minstrel show was its afterpiece. Lucinda’s Beaux needed an interior with a
closet door, a bed and numerous exits. Every company carried an expert at playing wenches. No female
impersonator in any sense, he wore another Hubbard, buckle shoes and a sunbonnet and specialized in
wielding a broom and in pratfalls. Lucinda’s Beaux brought on most of the company as her suitors, piling in
one after another, each concealed in turn beneath the bed, in the closet, behind a chair or curtain, to spring out
occasionally and beat up one another with slapsticks or stuffed sausages. It offered no sense but plenty of
action.
But Hi Henry for his climax staged a Transformation Vampire clog. Three pairs of pedestals of
graduated height formed a triangle to the backdrop. On the first, Rowley Brothers opened with a clog routine.
Whalen and Gorman followed on the second with trick solo work. On the last and highest, Cary and DeLancy
did a fancy waltz clog, joined in by all for the finish. They wore close fitting green costumes with skullcaps,
and draperies hung from their arms. At the finish, they wheeled about, facing the backdrop, raised their arms
and were transformed into red-clothed demons with plenty of red fire in the wings. The Grand Transformation
Tableau, Hi Henry modestly announced, was “one of the most sensational and elaborate features ever offered
on the minstrel stage.”
During the performance, I had been deputed by Sergt. Cummings to peddle the famous Hi Henry
songster. I was all blown up by the confidence imposed in me until Uncle Bee pointed out that the sergeant
had taken my hat to ensure my making an accounting to him.”
Hoyt also writes about other minstrel shows that came to Beaver Dam:
“Over the years about every minstrel show on the road visited Beaver Dam. MyIntyre and Heath came
with Spencer’s Minstrels long before Broadway knew them in The Ham Tree. They were doing the same
routine then. There were the Georgia Minstrels, and Shephard’s Great Minstrel Jubilee, and Gorman Brothers
Minstrels with an orchestra built about a saxophone quartette. These were the six Brown Brothers, early
favorites of the gramophone.
Over the years came Thatcher, Primrose and West; William N. West with Billy Emerson, singing “I
Feel Just as Happy as a Big Sunflower”; Simmons and Slouch, Delahenty and Hengler, Dan Bryant, Cool
Burgess and practically every minstrel show on the road hit the town at one time or another.
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The minstrel show was a family institution and its effect upon America’s popular music was far
reaching. There was no Tin Pan Alley and at first phonograph and radio were unknown. The piano occupied a
prominent place in the parlor and much of its sheet music came with the minstrel show. The troopers visited a
town annually, bringing with them the songs they sang in sheet music and songbooks.
Because each stand was a certain sales spot, Ed Christy willingly paid Stephen Foster that he might
sign his own name as the composer of “Old Folks at Home.” Dan Bryant claimed “Dixie” for the same reason,
though Dan Emmett composed it. Mother’s pile of music increased with every show and in it was the song
accredited to Christy; “Willie, We Have Missed You,” autographed by Foster; and a number of old songs with
Christy’s signature which, incidentally, he signed “Christy.”
Banks Winter wrote, “White wings” and sang it with W. S. Cleveland’s Minstrels. Paul Dresser was
heard in “I Believe It For My Mother Told Me So,” and “The Pardon Came too Late,” both of which he
composed long before he took his decrepit organ to New York to produce “Just Tell Them That You Saw Me”
and “The Banks of the Wabash.”
Contemporaneous with Foster was Will Hays, who divided his time between piloting a Mississippi
steamboat and working in a music store. “I’ll Remember You, Love, In My Prayers” (1869) was a standby for
contra-tenors while much parodied was “Mollie Darling,” and for many seasons the circle joined lustily in his:
“Angels meet me at the crossroad-meet me!
Angels meet me at the crossroad-meet me!
Angels meet me at the crossroad-meet me!
Don’t charge this sinner any toll.”
A great debt is due those minstrel shows for those who enjoy the old time songs. Had it not been for
Christy, Steve Foster might never have attained his great fame. Lackadaisical from youth, he was whipped to
production through Christy’s demands with the certainty of a ready market. The same was true of James A.
Bland, the colored genius, whose seven hundred compositions include “Carry Me Back to Old Virginny,” and
“In the Evening by the Moonlight.” Paul Dresser started singing his compositions in a minstrel show, and
many a lesser composer wrote his songs and ballads for the blackfaced crew.
They were a happy-go-lucky band, those minstrel men, good dressers on and off, though too often they
lacked the price of a square meal. Their skins had a rich olive complexion from years of burnt corking and on
their faces, wrinkled by the wind; the moldboard of laughter had marked its genial furrows. Nor rain, nor hail,
nor flood, nor sudden death ever discouraged them in the conviction that things would be better at the next
stand.
Eternal optimists they had to be as I found when Mrs. George Primrose showed me the little
memorandum book that her husband carried to record the night’s receipts. Primrose and West had dissolved,
and after four years, George joined Lew Dockstader. In 1902 he struck out on his own. His was a full
complement befitting his tradition, with forty people playing cities and one night stands. It must have been
disheartening for even such a hardened trooper as he to enter receipts of $30, $60, and $70 a night, with an
occasional $100 or better.
George Primrose carried his own show and backed another for Dan Quinlan, famous interlocutor and
the first to leave his position to carry on with the endmen, an innovation necessitated by a larger circle.
Quinlan lost money, too, and Primrose ended up doing a vaudeville turn. His soft-shoe routine to “lazy Moon”
was a classic.
With passing years I returned to Beaver Dam to find that the famous old minstrel show of Beach and
Bowers was no more. They came each year, sometimes in the winter to play the hall, sometimes in summer
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under a tent. Their manager, a man named Smith, was clerking in concert Hall Drugstore and his son-in-law,
Doc Blair, had opened a dental office across the way. Smith came to me with a proposition.
”Otis Bowers has passed on,” he said, “and Bobby Beach died in Watertown. Beach and Bowers
Minstrels belong to me. Tent, stage, stringers, light plant, poles, scenery, costumes - they’re all stored where I
can get at it. I can get the old company together with an ad in Billboard. Doc’s willing to go out again. Let’s
you and me take out the show again. It won’t cost much and we can whip it together in no time.
“What’s the nut?” I asked.
“The storage fee and such. It’s in an old building over in Columbus, ten miles away. I’ll start booking
and you dig up the storage fees. And we’ll need $100 in reserve.”
What’s the hundred for?”
“That,” he replied, “why, that’s to get us back home when we go broke.”
Verily the blackface monarchs of minstrelsy played for the pure love of it and let the money go hang.”
From Hoyt’s writings one understands that the minstrels were not just a group of entertainers belittling
the Negro race. The minstrels used familiar songs that their audience would recognize. When the cakewalk or
coon song was popular it was included in their repertoire. When ragtime and jazz came into the front, the
minstrel show featured them. As we read the minstrel troupe of Hi Henry was more of a variety show in
blackface, featuring the songs that were popular during their touring years. Many of the variety shows on TV
were in reality minstrel shows without blackface that included songs, dances and skits.

Minstrels in Southern Louisiana Towns
From 1855 - 1927
The local newspapers of towns in Louisiana mentioned the entertainment available for its citizens.
Beginning in 1855 we find articles on local and visiting minstrel troupes to these towns. It gives us an idea
that even in a southern state the minstrels did present their wares. Many minstrel troupes did not visit the
South and were often not well received by the critics:
1855 - July 15, Baton Rouge - Christy Minstrels Review - Stale jokes, bad singing, no originality,
disgusting. The first fiddle might take a few lessons more, without injury, and then instruct the second how to
stumble the office of vamping. The banjo did not know its part.
1855 - July 19, Baton Rouge - The concert of the Christy Minstrels. Singing was mediocre. Hopefully
tonight’s concert will be better.
Minstrels were also presented on ‘floating theaters. One such a boat comes to Baton Rouge.
1856 - May 10, Baton Rouge - The Banjo is coming. Just before going to press, we had the pleasure of
learning that the magnificent floating theatre, Banjo, having on board Ned Davis Band of the Olio Minstrels is
to be in Baton Rouge on Friday and Saturday next. The New Orleans papers say that the troupe is the best that
ever appeared in that city and a rare treat of music and fun may be anticipated.
1867 - Feb 27, Baton Rouge - The minstrel show is a popular form of entertainment. The Fenton’s
Empire Minstrels and the Iron Clad Minstrels perform at Pike’s Hall.
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1877 - March 3 - Donaldsonville - The Waverly Minstrels of New Orleans visits Donaldsonville. The
Waverly Minstrels is cited in the newspaper for a visit to be given at the Donaldsonville Silver Cornet Band
Hall.
1880 - Dec. 29 - Monroe, La. - THE MINSTRELS The South Caroline Minstrels arrived on time.
Their reception at the depot by an eager and expectant populace was worthy of the fame of the troupe and in
keeping with he generous consideration our people are already ready to show merit. They appeared on the
stage at 7:45, in the grand overture, in presence of a crowded and appreciative audience. No company could
have been more handsomely received or given more general satisfaction. Their selections were made with
great taste and executed with admirable skill, power and conception.
For the benefit of those who had the misfortune to be absent we append the program:
Part First
Overture………….Company
Opening chorus (Minstrel song) ……..Troupe
Meet Me Katie ……………………….Ed. Lockwood
Sly Old Coon …………………………A. S. Wombold
We Sat Beneath the Maple ………… J. Mulligan
Kemo Kimo………………………… Eph Tambour
Putting on Air ……………………….A. S. Wombold
Eilleen Allanna………………………..C. C. White
Gwine to Climb dem Golden Stair……Tony Dumont
Good-Bye, Lind ……………………A. S. Wombold
Cradle’s Empt ………………………Ed. Lockwood
Angais Looking at Me ……………… A. S. Wombold
cows by the Corn …………………… J. Mulligan
Grand Finale (J. Brown)…………….. Eph Tambour
Part Second
Quartette-Come Where the Lillies
Bloom ……………………….Lockwood, White, Mulligan, Goldsmith
Stump Speech…………………………G. L. White
Clog Dance……………………………Dumont
Old Cabin Home upon the Hill……… C. C. White
Banjo Lesson - Professor - Wombold
Pupil - Lockwood
Pupil - Baccus
Traveling Through Georgia ………… G. L. White
Duet - Larboard Watch (by request)… White & Mulligan
The Rival Barbers
Jonas Swindlem Charley Baccus
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Simon Fluke
Geo. Washington
Jasper Cluke
G. L. White
Goose Green
Tambour
Carl
Lockwood
Mrs. McFadden A. S. Wombold
Citizens, soldiers, Police, etc.
It would be out of place in us to make comparisons - all the performers did well and if there was any
falling behind it was this part and not in the man. The minstrels have our thanks for their splendid
entertainment and our best wishes for their success on every stage. The proceeds were $275 and will be
devoted to the Masonic Lodge.
1883 - Dec. 29 - Donaldsonville - The Wagner Minstrels were supposed to perform in Donaldsonville
but ‘didn’t show-no-excuses.’ This frequently happened, either because of bad weather and the risk of
traveling or because these traveling groups would accept an offer of one or more nights in their previous
engagement perhaps for a bigger house and salary than a smaller town could provide.
1884 - Feb. 9 - Donaldsonville - The Leavitt’s Gigantic Minstrels are in town at Phoenix Hall.
This group is followed by another minstrel troupe performance at Blue Bucket Hall (sic: a Negro
hall)
1884 - March 1 - Donaldsonville - Minstrel at Blue Bucket hall of K of P. Music was furnished by
LeBlanc’s String Band, under the leadership of Mr. Jules LeBlanc of St. James parish and it was very fine.
1884 - April 19 - Donaldsonville - The Dr. Pratt Minstrels come to Donaldsonville via a showboat.
1885 - Nov 16 - Baton Rouge - This year ends with an announcement of the appearance of the famous
Georgia Minstrels on Nov. 20th at Pike’s Hall.
Perhaps the most famous minstrel song was Dixie, by the minstrel man Dan Emmett. There appears
in the Thibodaux paper of Nov. 5, 1887 an article about the song, which was as usually found in local
newspapers a reprint of an article from the New York Sun:
1887 - Nov. 5 - Napoleonville - Dan Emmett, the old-time Negro minstrel, is still performing in the
West. He is the author of “Way down South In Dixie,” which was first a ‘walk around’ chorus written in 1859
for Bryant’s Minstrels, then at Mechanic’s Hall, Broadway. Emmett lately said to a reporter; “I Wish I Was In
Dixie,” which was a northern circus expression, and not a southern one, as many have supposed. I have
traveled a great many years with circuses in my younger days, and ‘the South’ was then considered all that
portion below mason and Dixon’s Line, called for short “Dixie” by showmen. In the early fall of the year,
when a frost would overtake a south-bound circus still in the North, the boys would think of the genial warmth
of the section they were heading for, and many’s the time on such an occasion have I heard them say, “Well, I
Wish I Was In Dixie’s Land now.” It was this that gave me the ‘catch line’ for my song.” Two years afterward
the rebellion broke out, and Emmett’s air, which had become popular in the South, was made the
representative tune of the rebels. The author says that the work has paid him about $800.
(Sic:) The Gorton’s Minstrels and the Mammoth Minstrels appear in Baton Rouge. The paper remarks
that all minstrels carry bands. The Mammoth Minstrels seem to be a local group that puts on minstrel shows.
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!891 - April 11, Baton Rouge - Mammoth Minstrels - Capital City quartet-Noyarell-banjo - performers.
Concluded with most fashionable ball of the season.
1891 - Oct. 16, Baton Rouge - Mammoth Minstrels tonight. Prof. Fourrier and his superb orchestra
will furnish the music. (The orchestra was called the Baton Rouge symphony Orchestra.)
1891 - Dec. 17 - Napoleonville, La. - The Thibodaux Minstrels are steadily rehearsing and progressing
nicely with the entertainment that they propose to give in the near future, for the benefit of the Home Circle
Orchestra.
1895 - Jan 1, Baton Rouge - Richard’s and Pringle’s famous Georgia Minstrels, headed by the great
Billy Kersands (Sic: of Donaldsonville, La.) troupe includes the famous Crescent City Quartette. Watch for
the band paraded at 11:30. Free concert at 7:15 in front of the theatre. Formal show at 8:00.
(Sic:) The great minstrel Billy Kersands seems to always return to his hometown of Donaldsonville
for the summer. During the season Billy traveled extensively and probably needed the relaxation of his home
town:
1896 - May 28 - Donaldsonville - Billy Kersands Is Home - Billy Kersands, who enjoys the distinction
of being at the very heart of Negro minstrelsy and at the same time the highest salaried performer in that line
of amusement has arrived at his home in this city for the summer vacation. Billy entered the profession in
1867 when he became a member of the famous Callender and has been continuously on the road ever since.
He spent two years in England and at her command appeared before Queen Victoria. He has visited every city
and town in the Untied States, Canada and Mexico. For a man of 50/60 Billy holds his age well and is as
sprightly as he was 25 years ago. In an interview with a representative of this paper today Billy said that of the
members who constituted the original Callender all but himself are dead. He regretted that he had never had
his mouth copyrighted for he believes that he could have made a million dollars out of it as it is used by
almost every show as an advertisement. He was married in this city two years ago and has a most comfortable
home here and has saved enough money to assure him a competency through the rest of his life. (Sic Kersands
was famous for his large mouth and is said to be able to put a cup and saucer in it.
1898 - Jan. 17 - Donaldsonville - The famous Georgia Minstrels, with two bands, appear in
Donaldsonville on Jan 17th.
1898 - July 1 - Donaldsonville - The Indian Minstrels perform at the phoenix Opera House with the
music of the Comstock Orchestra.
1899 - June 10 - Thibodaux - The Nashville Jubilee Singers and Georgia Minstrels, an aggregation
numbering 30 strong with an orchestra and brass band, under the management of H. Webb Chamberlain, will
be at the Corde Opera House Monday, June the 19th. This is a Negro Minstrel organization.
1899 - Oct. 21 - Napoleonville - Another minstrel visits Thibodaux - The Mahara Minstrels
performing at the Corde Opera House.
1899 - Dec. 23 - Napoleonville - The Minstrel troupe of Richards, Pringles, Rusco and Hollands,
featuring the great Billy Kersands, of Donaldsonville, appear in December.
1899 - Jan 19 - Napoleonville - Minstrel show - Gorton’s Minstrels - One novelty introduced by the
Gorton Co. is a sextet orchestra, composed of brass instruments which comprise part of the best minstrel band
ever heard in this city.
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1900 - Jan 6 - 1900 - Thibodaux - The famous Gorton’s Minstrels give a performance on Jan. 13.
1900 - Thibodaux - The year 1900 begins with the presence of the Gorton Minstrel troupe on Sunday,
Jan. 4 . Another minstrel troupe, the Jack Curry Minstrels come to town for performances on Feb. 10th and
11th. Jack curry sings Ave Maria at church, accompanied by the minstrel orchestra (Feb. 17).
th

1901 - Dec. 28 - Napoleonville - Every season something new seems to be the motto of Richard and
Princle’s big minstrel aggregation that appears at Corde Opera House Tuesday, Dec. 31. This season it has
grown to mammoth proportions and presents a bill of features never equaled by any similar organization in
America. Bright, brisk novelties run though its program, and the big, varied acts are so cleverly blended and
strung together that it forms a most enjoyable evening’s entertainment.
Forty popular colored minstrel and vaudeville entertainers are included in its roster, among who are
Billy Kersands, Clarence & Dick Thomas, James Moore, Will Cooper and Charely Friday.

(Sic:There were both black and white minstrels traveling the circuit, performing in various towns
around the nation. One of the leading Negro Minstrel troupes is the Black Patti Troubadours:
1902 - April 3, Baton Rouge - The greatest aggregation of Afro-American singers, dancers and
comedians in the world, the Black Patti Troubadours will be the attraction at the Elks’ Theatre on Monday
April 7th. Messrs. Voelokel and Nolan, who are directing the tour of the company, are managers who are well
known and highly respected in the theatrical profession. They have been for years associated with various high
class attractions, some of which are known as the biggest enterprises on record, and they have been invariably
successful in all their undertakings. They have invested the Black Patti Troubadours with a dignity and artistic
standard heretofore unknown with attractions of this kind. It is the largest and best company of colored artists
ever organized. The people of the company were selected with excellent care and judgement, and their
performance is as diversified as it is interesting and amusing. Seldom has the American stage beheld such a
splendid blending of the comedy, vaudeville and opera, which constitutes the stage scheme of the Black Patti
Troubadours.
(Sic:) Some of the citizens of Baton Rouge are not pleased with the group using the local Elks’ Theatre
and we find this attitude mentioned in the local paper in a lengthy article:
1902 - April 4, Baton Rouge - Black Patti. The Advocate is a conservative journal. It is conservative in
all things, but a stand as monitor to warn the people of error and to point out perils as well as give the news
and record passing events.
We have on previous occasions adverted to the reprehensible practice of turning our playhouse over
for Negro performances. Our views have not been modified, but strengthened as to the wisdom and propriety
of continuing such practices.
There is no occasion for criticism of our resident colored citizens. The issues involved concerns the
while element alone. They affect their interest and welfare and we can understand why many Black Minstrel
shows did not want to play the South:
The coming of the Black Patti to occupy the stage at the Elks’ Theatre is an outrage and a disgrace
to this city.
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The argument that this aggregation appeared at the Crescent is totally without merit. If New Orleans
and every other city and town on the continent desires to violate the rules of decency and propriety, it is no
excuse for our doing so. If we of the south permit the line of demarcation between the races to be wiped out in
any slight degree, we menace our civilization.
The tendency, in many ways, is distinctly in that direction. If the matter of a few paltry dimes and
two hours of questionable entertainment can suffice to break through these lines, they are merely ropes of sand
that can be broken and obliterated by the first breath of the sea. We have before stated that the effect of
placing Negroes on our stages, permitting them to occupy our dressing rooms and to appear as our entertainers
is less reprehensible in a large city than in a place like Baton Rouge. It is the difference between pitching a
bucket of sewerage product in our home cistern and pitching it into the river. This states the case accurately.
A few months ago, when the Georgia Minstrels occupied the boards here, the effect upon the
community was noticeable at every hand. It was to be seen in the conduct and bearing of the local colored
contingent, both before and after the coming of the dark Georgia cloud. The moral effect of such a class of
entertainment was likewise clearly observable. Coarse and questionable jokes, dowdy costumes and worse
music characterized the performance. Now, comes “Black Patti” with her aggregation of Negro wenches and
big-mouthed coons, to act as entertainers of the ladies and gentlemen of Baton Rouge. It matters not if this bill
for Monday, the 7th inst., were the perfection of art. It is a disgraceful shame that it should be inflicted upon
this community. Every self-respecting citizen ought to turn his back upon such an enterprise. There are enough
reputable white entertainers in the land, without the necessity of turning our new and dainty-opera house into a
coon-dancing house. Some of the leading Elks promised us that this stage should not be so desecrated again.
On Monday night the dressing rooms and lavatories and the mimic drawing rooms of the stage are to be used
and occupied by this Negro crowd, and fast upon their heels, the first ladies and children of the city are to be
forced to use these same rooms, lavatories, etc. etc. The Advocate cares not a rap who it hurts, or who it
please. It is earnest and determined in its opposition to mutually between the Negroes and white people, in
sharing the only house of amusement in the city. It will stand like a rock against it.
It will declare it to be nauseating and disgraceful. We will condemn the promoters, patrons and
advocates of it. We have announced a sound principle and on a previous occasion. “White theatres for white
actors, and Negro theatres for Negro actors.”
The argument that this is a commercial transaction is disgusting. Our hotels and bars are
commercial transactions. Who will advocate a mutual sharing of these? The stage and the playhouse become,
for the nonce, our private drawing rooms. They are more personal in their relations than our hotels and bars, or
restaurants. The people of the South may well plant themselves against every aggression against the line of
demarcation between the races. Let every self-respecting man and woman in Baton Rouge resent the place of
Black Patti upon our opera stage by its management, But refusing to patronize it. It will then not be repeated.
(Sic:The minstrel show was a popular form of public entertainment. It is one of the main sources of
exposing Negro music to the public, although in what is considered today as not suited in terms of image of
the Negro race. It is however, important in the exposure of Negro style music. There are many minstrel
troupes that perform in Baton Rouge and we read an article about “Minstrels of Today.” After the stand that
the paper took on the Black Patti Troupe there appears this write-up of minstrelsy:
1902 - August 5 - Baton Rouge - Minstrelsy of Today. Lew Dockstader compares it with the Old Style.
The Public to Blame For the Changes That Have Come About. As Popular as Ever. Old Minstrels Retired and
Living in Clover.
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I read with considerable pleasure yet infinite regret, the interesting editorial in The Sun about the
passing away of men famous as minstrels in playgoers of two generations ago,” said Lew Dockstader to a New
York Sun reporter, “But still many of the old timers are living.
It was only lately that I received a call from Sam Sanford, who is the early days used to make us all
happy with his quaint sayings and jokes. Sam is over 70 now and is reported to be wealthy. He retired many
years ago, and his son, in conjunction with Frank Dumkont, is now running a stock minstrel show in
Philadelphia.
Sam witnessed our performance the other night and was much surprised at the program that this
style of entertainment has made since he quit. He admitted, and I humbly agreed with him, that it was nothing
like the minstrelsy of by gone days. Yet he was willing to agree that during his career it was impossible to
gather crowded houses for weeks at $2 for the best seats. In the balmy days such a thing was impossible.
It is not the fault of the performers that this class of amusement has deteriorated. The blame, if
anywhere, should be placed on the producers.
What would Stephen Foster, whose songs did a great deal toward making minstrelsy dear to the hearts
of past generations, shy if he were alive and saw an up to date minstrel show? Imagine him sitting in the
audience and hearing My Old Kentucky Home, and, Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming, rendered by up-todate tenors, surround by expensive scenery, to the accompaniment of a full orchestra. Shades of Julius Caesar
wouldn’t it jar him?
In his day such a thing was unheard of. The only music the performers relied upon then was bones,
banjos and a few trombones, and the only scenery was a few flats and an ordinary stage setting.
I beg to differ with The Sun as to the statement that minstrelsy is on its last legs. It will never die as
long as the feathers of the minstrel chickens are not all plucked.
Minstrelsy today in my opinion is just as popular as it ever was. Take any other kind of entertainment
and spirit of its femininity and see how long it will last. What show can do without its feminine element and
yet retain enduring qualities as minstrelsy has done? None, I’m sure.
The death of Billy West, Billy Emerson, Neil Bryant and Billy Rice have indeed left a gap in the
ranks of those who follow my present calling. But there are a few of us left yet, thank God.
There is Frank Howard. Who of the old-timers will not recall with pleasure his antics, his sweet
voice and the songs Only A Pansy blossom and When The Robins Nest Again, which he wrote and made
famous. Howard retired years ago and is now running a stock farm somewhere near Independence, La.
Then there is Dan Emmett, who composed Dixie, Hughey Dougherty, Willis P. Sweatham, George
Thatcher, Lew Bennedict, George Wilson, Carroll Johnson, George Primrose, Frank McNish, John L.
Carngross, Frank Dumont, The Guy family, seven in number, Rave Reed, Hi Henry, Charles Goughton, Ben
Cotton, Billy Arlington, Ad Wheeler, George Frothingham and Charley.
Fromthingham is now, I think, with the Bostonians. Shuttuck has retired and is now devoting his
time to arranging music. He is a clever musician and composed One Hundred Fathoms Deep, which had a
long vogue.
Poor Charley got the worst deal of his life with this song. When he went to England several years
ago and wanted to sing it he found that he could not for some one had forestalled him, stolen his composition
and had it copyrighted and he was prevented from singing it.
Frank McNish was the original “silence and fun man,” although he has had many imitators. John L.
Carngross and, like Hi Henry, is wealthy. Henry owns interests in mines and does not have to do any
worrying.
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Dave Reed, who ranks with Sanford and Emmett as one of the oldest minstrels alive, is over 72.
Reed had a great following and was the best bone in his day. Billy Arlington is not in the business any more.
Wheeler is out of the game too, and lives somewhere on Long Island.
Frank Cushman and Banks Winter are still alive. Winter and Cushman are doing turns on the
vaudeville stage today and have not lost their old-time power to amuse. Frank Cushman’s delineation of an
old darky is a classic and many people are humming today the tuneful songs Winter wrote. They are White
wings, and Little Robin, Tell Kitty I am Coming.
I have been asked by my friends why we don’t use in our shows more of the stuff, which we utilized in
the old days. The reason is simple. The public won’t stand for it, that is all. They want things up to date.
And another fact is that the Negro has progressed with time. Very few of the Negro characters
which the former minstrels loved to impersonate can be found in flesh and blood today. You’ve got to go to
the woods to get the follows with the broad dialect which Emmett, Emerson, Bryant, Rice, Luke Schoolcraft
and Johnny Wild used to imitate so well.
Some of them are to be found at Pine Bluff, Ark.; about 7,500 Negroes reside there and I’ve been told
that the town always goes democratic. Doesn’t that indicate that the colored man in getting wine?
No, and I can say it without reserve, minstrelsy will never die as long as there are clever people in the
business to give a clever and first-class entertainment.”
1903 - Nov. 12 - Thibodaux - Ward and Wade’s Minstrels at opera House Oct. 11th.
1903 - Dec. 24 - Thibodaux - Georgia Minstrels - William Malone was charge of the largest and best
orchestra ever with a minstrel show. Prof. Wm. Blue has charge of the big string band.
The leading Negro bandleader in Baton Rouge, Toots Johnson, had formed a band beginning in 1904.
He began calling his band the Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels, probably to cash in on the popularity of the
minstrels. His group plays for a University dance:
1904 - April 30 - Baton Rouge - Kappa Alpha entertains friends with dance in w woodland forest,
Thursday. Toots Johnson and his tribe of Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels rendered their best musical wares during
the dancing.
1904 - May 20 - Baton Rouge - Kappa Alpha entertains friends with dance. Toots Johnson and his
tribe of Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels rendered their best musical wares during the dance.
1905 - Sept. 13 - Thibodaux - The Dandy Dixie Minstrels comes to town on Sept. 13th with the Cotton
Pickers Band. The paper calls this minstrel troupe “the best real Negro minstrel show in the world.
1905 - Nov. 28 - Thibodaux - The Billy Kersands Minstrels give a performance with the James H.
Lacey challenge Band and Orchestra composed of all Negroes. (Sic: Billy Kersands was a very famous Negro
minstrel and was from Donaldsonville, La.)
1905 - Nov. 25/Dec. 22 - Thibodaux - Two minstrel shows appear in Thibodaux - The Dandy Dixie
Minstrels and the famous Billy Kersands Minstrels.
(Sic:) A minstrel troupe comes to Napoleonville and performs for the town. The interesting item in
this article is that the famous contemporary of Buddy Bolden, Prof. John Robichaux, directs the music:
1906 - Sept. 22 - Napoleonville - Gordon Colored Minstrels Coming - The theatre season will open in
Napoleonville on Tuesday September 25th. The opening attraction will be the Gordon colored Minstrels. The
following press notice of this company appeared in the Baton Rouge times.
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According to the advance agent the show is featuring Lew Kenner and his pickaninnies, who have
pleased the public in all the vaudeville houses of the Keith and Protector Circuit throughout New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago the past year.
The Gordon Minstrels claims to be one of the largest, strongest and most refined and moral
organizations of its kind ever put on tour. The company is composed of 30 artists, and carries their own
Imperial band, under the leadership of James Williams, and presents a street parade worth coming a mile to
see. Gordon’s first parts has become the talk of the town wherever this company has played, especially for its
magnificent setting and special costumes; also the beautiful music rendered by the Gordon’s symphony
Orchestra - Prof. J. Robichaux, musical director. Taking the first part as a whole, it is one of the most dazzling
spectacles ever seen in modern minstrelsy, introducing all the latest and popular songs of the day. In the olio
will be seen ten special acts, such as Claiborne, the great equllibrist, and the Midnight Bell Quartette. Another
one of the fun - Anathole Pierre, a monologist of rare wit, one of the most refined turn s of the show. There is
a treat, indeed, to any one who can see Billy Cherie in his impersonations and comicalities. Never has his
equal been found who can get more laughs out of an audience than this same Billy Cherie.
1906 - Dec. 29 - Napoleonville - A popular feature with the Donnelly & Hatfield magnificent
Minstrels touring again this season under the personal direction of A. G. Field, is the daily street parade and
band concert. A band of 40 musicians is offered by this minstrel organization this year. James Finnin, a
celebrated cornetist, heads the list.
1907 - Jan 28 - Hammond - The Barlow. & Wilson. Minstrels pass through town and the paper
remarks that ‘The orchestra was good and a few of their renditions were really the feature of the evening.
1907 - Jan. 31 - Thibodaux - The Barlow and Wilson Minstrels appear in Thib.
1907 - Feb. 21 - Thibodaux - The white-Gorton Minstrels appear at the Opera House in Thibodaux.
1907 - Nov. 9 - Donaldsonville - George Pons the talented young son of Mr. And Mrs. C. Pons of
Donaldsonville, after studying for two years in Paris, France, has been awarded a diploma as violinist and will
shortly return to his native home. Mr. Pons’ second son, Albert, is playing first flute in the excellent band and
orchestra connected with Dockstader’s Minstrels. Both of these young men are musicians of note and promise,
and it is believed by their legion of friends in this community that they will soon achieve wide prominence in
their chosen sphere of endeavor.
1908 - Jan 23 - Hammond. The Barlow and Wilson Minstrel accompanied by what is called ‘an
excellent band and orchestra’ make another appearance in Hammond, La.
1908 - Jan 2 - Thibodaux - A minstrel performance will be given at the Thibodaux Opera House
during the latter part of this month for the benefit of the Thibodaux Concert Band. Local talent will furnish the
programme.
1908 - Feb. 1 - Thibodaux - THIBODAUX MINSTRELS - Next Sunday night the Thibodaux
Minstrels will hold the boards at the local opera house. As the name indicates the aggregation is purely local
in its talent. It is under the direction of Prof. L. J. Trone, who has the singing in hand and who was the
instructor. He is a professional in this work and coupled with his love for music and his ability in the musical
and theatrical line, we can well imagine what the results will be knowing the ability of our local people. There
will be good singing, the kind that cheers, good buck and wing dancing, good clog dancing and other novel
European dancing. Comedy will be plentiful. In the gymnastic line there will be turns that will be marvelous
and surprising, that will startle you, something you would think beyond the power of amateurs. This attraction
is guaranteed in every respect and is bound to please. Comparison with any professional minstrel in
challenged, and there is no doubt that the Thibodaux Minstrels will be all to the good. Full band and orchestra.
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At the Opera House Sunday, Feb. 3rd, 1908, for the benefit and under the auspices of the Thibodaux Concert
Band.
1908 - Feb. 6 - Thibodaux - J. A. Coburn Minstrel (a white minstrel troupe) will appear in Thibodaux
on Feb. 6th.
1908 - Feb. 8 - Donaldsonville - The Coburn Minstrels are coming to town- formerly known as the
Great Harlow Minstrels.
1908 - Feb. 13 - Thibodaux - Maraha’s Minstrels (colored minstrel troupe) This troupe carry their own
band and orchestra and will give a novel street parade on the day of the show.
(Sic:) Both a circus and a minstrel troupe presented a parade to advertise the coming of an
entertainment. This tradition was prevalent in all the towns that minstrel troupes visited. No different in Baton
Rouge, La.:
1910 -Nov. 8 - Baton Rouge - Down in Dixie Minstrels - Headed by the incomparable and distinctly
original colored comedian John Hacker, the Alabama Blossom with music contributed by the Golden Seal
cornet Band, Barton and Wiswell’s famous Down in Dixie Minstrels will give a monster street parade. The
parade, which is said to be the most unique ever offered by a similar organization, will be held tomorrow night
at Bernard Hall. A number of superstars are promised. The Down In Dixie Minstrels which contains forty of
the best dancers, singers and fun-makers now before the public will be the best attraction at Bernard Hall.
Four private cars (Sic: train cars) are used in the transportation of the organization, which embraces a monster
scenic outfit. Plenty of vaudeville features, singing, and catchy songs.”
1910 - Oct. 19- Baton Rouge - ‘Easily the greatest of its kind’ appropriately applies to Barton &
Wiswell’s famous all colored down in Dixie Minstrels, which, with its large and well equipped company of
singers, dancers and real comedians will be the next attraction at Bernard Hall tomorrow night. Nothing has
been spared by the management to make the engagement the treat of the year. John Rucker, pronounced by the
ablest critics to be the best delineator of genuine Negro comedy in the country, heads the troupe, which should
be a sufficient guarantee in itself. The gold Seal cornet Band of 20 musicians: Campbell and Warfield, March
Craig, John Pamplin and Clark & Taylor, and a monster street parade are a few of the other noteworthy
attractions offered by the company. There will be an increase in prices and the usual matinees will be given.
1911 - Feb. 4 - Donaldsonville - Coburn’s Minstrels Coming. That popular attraction, Coburn’s
Minstrels, with their funny comedians, splendid dancers, laughter-provoking end men and jokers, will be seen
again this season at the Gondran Theatre next Friday night, Feb. 10th. No guarantee is required as to the merits
of this company as a first-class, reliable and progressive old-time minstrel show. The singers are the best, the
music the latest, the comedy the cleanest, and the fun the funniest presented by any minstrel company which
visits this city.
The old saying that ‘all minstrel shows are alike’ does not hold good with Joe Coburn’s attraction,
for the reason that he always brings a new show every year, new faces, new novelty and comedy features, new
scenery, costumes, music and comedians. The performers must be ‘live ones,’ their music, jokes and acts the
latest, or there is not place for them with this show. Coburn’s Minstrels never disappoint, never fail to please,
and never break a contract wither with the manager or the public. It is usually a good, wholesome, clean
attraction, and will doubtless play to a crowded house on the occasion of its appearance here next Friday night.
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(Sic:) Besides the traveling minstrel troupes most towns during the year would present their own
minstrel shows. In Baton Rouge the leading Negro orchestra leader was Toots Johnson. His orchestra
furnishes music for a local minstrel:
1912 - Nov. 28 - Thibodaux - J. A. Coburn’s all white minstrel troupe appears on Nov. 28th
1912 - Dec. 19 - Thibodaux - Moredock and Watson’s Minstrels with Ellison’s famous concert Band
appears on Dec. 19.
1913 - Nov. 28 - Baton Rouge - St. Amani Club Minstrels. Music was furnished by Baton Rouge’s
Toots Johnson.
1914 - Jan 8 - Thibodaux - The Murphy Minstrels are to appear in Thibodaux Jan. 8th.
(Sic:) Toots Johnson furnished music for parades, dances and most other social functions
demanding music. Toots also formed his own minstrel troupe:
1919 -April 30 - Baton Rouge - Kappa Alpha’s entertained friends with a dance in a woodland forest,
Thursday. Toots Johnson and his tribe of Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels rendered their best musical wares during
the dancing.
1920 - Dec 9 - The Virginia Minstrels make an appearance in Thibodaux.
1921 - April 29 - Baton Rouge - Kappa Alpha’s entertains friends with dance. Toots Johnson and his
tribe of Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels rendered their best musical wares during the dance. (From La. State Univ.
newspaper “Reville")
1921 - Oct. 14 - Baton Rouge - Smoker given by kappa Alphas October 7th on house on campus. In the
other wing sat Toots Johnson with his tribe of Ebony Ethiopian Minstrels who displayed their musical wares
in true and characteristic form adding much to the pleasure of all.
1923 - Nov. 17 - Donaldsonville - The Dixie Strutters Minstrels appear in Donaldsonville on Nov. 17.
1924 - March 28 - Pontchatoula - Coburn’s Minstrels visit the city and are given a good review in the
paper of March 28th.
1924 - July 19 - Abita Springs - Morgan’s Spa opens with a ‘fine dancing platform’ and the Abita
mayor, who also runs the famous Lyric Theater in New Orleans, brings his orchestra and his celebrated
Minstrels to entertain at his inauguration celebration.
(Sic:) The minstrel troupe are beginning to be more of a variety show and more of what one would
expect to find in vaudeville. Minstrel troupes on Broadway become more ‘modern’ as the old type is going
out. Former minstrel entertainers appear with entertainment units that feature minstrel acts but not in the same
format. We see this when the Louisiana Troubadours come to Thibodaux. While the early minstrels presented
the early minstrel songs, then the cakewalk and coon songs, now it is presenting the new rage of the era, Jazz:
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1926 - Tomorrow night at the Grand Theater - The Louisiana Troubadour Entertainers will be a t the
Grand Theater tomorrow, Friday night, in a medley of music songs, dances and comedy. The attraction comes
here with the highest recommendation from all parts of Georgia, Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana as one of
the best attractions of its kind on the road today. Mr. Paul Walsdorf, the tenor soloist of the company, has an
exceptionally fine tenor voice, being very mellow and sweet. Jimmy Dale, the ace of spades, the blackface
comedian, formerly an end man with the O’Brien Minstrels, is one of the best in the business at the present
time. He will positively chase away your worries. The four-piece orchestra will render jazz and sweet music,
so don’t miss this opportunity to see the best vaudeville acts that the Grand has had the pleasure of bringing to
the people of Thibodaux. The entertainers will appear on the stage after the 1st and 2nd shows. Prices of
admission: 15, 20, and 35 cents.
(Sic:) The minstrels continue to add new fads to their ware. Many minstrel shows now include jazz
on their program:
1927 - Jan. 29 - Donaldsonville - Lasses, Minstrels to Hold the Boards at Theatre Wilbert. Despite the
prediction made by many critics during the past few years that jazz was but a fad of monetary popularity and
would be forgotten very soon it would seem to have grown in favor with the multitude and certain it is that of
all the volume of music of various kinds that ‘Lasses’ has incorporated in the current offerings of his all-star
minstrels which comes to theatre Wilbert, Plaquemines, Sunday, Feb. 6th. None have enjoyed greater favor
than the jazz numbers for the rendition of which Bob Feagin and his Melody Boys have won the critics’
praise. “Lasses” has arranged a special number for “The Jazzy Syncopators” and to it has given an
arrangement of jazz numbers which as played by the all-stars never fails to win a commendation. The Melody
Boys are: Roland O’Donnell, Bob Maurin, Charles Pease, Eddie Allen, Charles McFeely, Emmett McAtee
and Director Fengin.
(Sic:) The minstrel show presented new types of entertainment such as tap dancing, cakewalks,
coon songs that became the fads of the country. In our next article we read about the beginning of the term
“the jitney dance.” It appeared in the local Thibodaux newspaper:
1927 - July 16 - Thibodaux - Term “jitney’ traced to Louisiana Negroes - The word ‘jitney’ which has
been used intermittently and in various sections of the Untied States for many years, and which suddenly
sprang into general use at the time the 5-cent dance had a curious origin.
A minstrel troupe was playing in Baton Rouge, La., in a theater where the highest gallery was
reserved for Negroes. No gallery tickets were sold, a member of the troupe being placed at the door to take
cash. The door was in a poorly lighted space; and later the collector discovered two-score of plain metal disks
the size of a 5-cent piece, that had been passed as nickels.
One of the minstrels showed the disks to a Negro, who explained ‘Dem’s jitneys.’
They were jettons-the metal disks used as markers in a gambling house. A Negro attendant had
stolen the jettons and was passing them as money. The minstrel troupe seized upon the word and thereafter a
5-cent piece was a jitney, and the word spread until it came into common use.

Social Meaning
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The influences of the minstrels cannot be over emphasized, whether for good or bad. By trying to
rewrite the history of the minstrels or by trying to ignore its existence or claim that there was no good results is
not giving them the credit they are due for all of society. Just as the American Revolution had its Americans
loyal to the British king, the minstrel show had those that though it was only bad and derogatory. While the
minstrel show started out as caricatures of some elements of the Negro race, it soon developed into a stage for
social protest and through its efforts new social attitudes developed.
In Black Literature in White America, Berndt Ostendorf argues that despite its reliance on
demeaning caricature, minstrelsy introduced white Americans - if only indirectly - to the “influence and influx
of black American culture.” Perhaps more immediately important, minstrelsy was a response to profound
strains within white society.
James Clyde Sellman, in this article on minstrelsy states:
“During the 1840s and 1850s, the United States received its first massive influx of European
immigrants. To many native-born Anglo-Americans, these newcomers seemed frighteningly alien. At the
same time, American society had clearly acquired the beginnings of a working class; although the permanence
of its membership was a matter of debate, it was without question growing. Profound economic dislocations
accompanied America’s industrial Revolution, as seen in national depressions during the late 1830s and early
1840s and the mid-to late 1850s and in the strikes and conflicts of the early labor movement. And the everpresent and highly divisive political issue of slavery threatened to set white Americans against one another.
In an atmosphere marked by political acrimony and social tension, minstrelsy had a vital unifying
function for white Americans. By constructing an image of happy-go-lucky plantation slaves and irresponsible
free black dandies, minstrel shows made light of slavery and emancipation as political issues and denied the
human suffering that the institution exacted daily. In addition - much like their medieval counterparts antebellum minstrels and their absurd antics served not only to entertain, but also to reassure their patrons of
their own superiority. By defining blackness so ludicrously, antebellum minstrels constructed a cultural
“other” over whom all whites - whether immigrant or native-born, urban or rural, working class or well-to-docould feel superior. Thus minstrelsy provided indirect but not inconsequential grounds for white social and
political unity - at the expense of African Americans.”
Jochen Scheytt, in his paper on minstrel addresses the social aspects:
“It is no coincidence that the immense success of the minstrel shows and the growing consciousness
of the American public over the issue of slavery happened at the same time. The problem of the treatment of
blacks in American society persisted in people’s minds; it was something they had to deal with sooner or later,
whether they wanted to or not. But the people living in the North had no real idea what blacks were like. There
are reports that in the early days of minstrelsy minstrels were sometimes mistaken for real blacks. So the
minstrels in a certain way satisfied the curiosity of the Americans concerning the slaves. But they did not
provide the audience with an authentic image of blacks, rather with an image that was shaped for the needs of
the people. “From the outset, minstrelsy unequivocally branded Negroes as inferiors.” By portraying blacks on
the stage either as childlike, stupid, happy and always singing (sic: and dancing) fools, or as good old slaves
loving their master and being content with their fate, they kept them at a non-threatening distance.
The Northern whites and the minstrels had an ambivalent position concerning slavery. On one hand
they wanted to abolish slavery and were furious about the cruelties they had heard from the South, but on the
other hand they feared the changes that a new social position of the blacks would bring them. At the same time
as they attacked the south for the injustice of slavery the minstrels created an idealized and romantic world for
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the Negroes on the southern plantations. They created the character of the wandering darkie, who couldn’t find
his place in the free world and longed to be back on his plantation, where an idyllic and carefree life waited for
him. This nostalgic talk that was most frequently used in the sentimental songs of Stephen Foster assured the
people that the Negro had his place in the South and not in the North. So laughing at and with the minstrel
clown served as a vehicle for the mixed feelings of the audience towards this question.
The continuous stressing of the ideal world on the plantation had a side effect. “These sentimental
songs sharply contrasted the stable, loving families of an idyllic rural life to the harsh realities and social chaos
of (Northern) cities.” Maybe not knowingly the minstrels emphasized family values that were threatened by
progress and urbanization and offered the audience symbols of escape from their own world.
But the minstrels not only used the blackface mask to give the audience an idealized image of how the
blacks were supposed to be, they also used it in the way of the classical fool. In the tradition of the comedian
'delli arte' the blackface served just as a mask that freed the artist from all conventions and allowed him to
poke fun at everything. “Through the antics and opinions of these characters, audiences could laugh at some of
their own difficulties and anxieties while being assured that someone was more ignorant and worse off than
they.” Through this mask they could also express serious criticism without being taken seriously. Social
criticism became more and more prevalent in the 1860s, when the Civil War radically changed Americans and
their consciousness. Minstrels could not escape the topic of the war and they did not want to. As a result they
gradually shifted away from Negro topics and added a lot of social commentary. In the end this widened range
of themes and the constant addition of new elements added to the decline of the minstrel shows. The blackface
mask had lost its original sense. But it was also the radically shifting American society, turning to other
entertainment products like the vaudeville that led to the disappearance of the minstrel show.”
Minstrelsy provided invaluable experience for countless Negro entertainers, musicians and music
composers but these Negro minstrel performers did not necessarily accept its general racist connotations. Mel
Watkins stated: “Many of the epithets and referents of minstrel humor was not accepted by the minstrel
show’s racist connotations.” Robert Toll noted that: “Most early black minstrels did not wear burnt cork,
although the endmen used blackface as a comic mask.” (One may compare the use of blackface in minstrel
shows to the exaggerated facial makeup of the circus clown. The obvious distinction is that minstrelsy created
a comic mask that ridiculed the Negro race.
The late 19th century racial hostilities sharpened throughout the United States and white audiences
came to expect that all minstrels, black a well as white, should appear in blackface, and the practice became
general among even black minstrel troupes. Bert Williams comes to mind and he remarked that “I found it
liberated me as a comedian, I began to find myself. It was not until I was able to see myself as another person
that my sense of humor developed. Williams never felt comfortable however, with blackface but it was a
practice that he was personally forced to accept for success in his line of work.
The minstrel show had a powerful impact on American entertainment. While it had its many critics for
its demeaning stereotypes and its nostalgia for plantation slavery its influence last to this day. Minstrelsy had a
powerful impact on Vaudeville. Many early vaudeville performers, both black and white, had their first
professional experience in minstrel companies. (Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, George M. Cohen - the list is too
numerous to mention) The routines of many black vaudeville comedians - Stepin Fetchit, Jackie “Moms”
Mabley, Bert Williams, again the list is too numerous to mention, clearly reflected the influence of minstrelsy.
Sellman writes on the minstrel influence:
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“Minstrelsy helped transform American humor and, to a lesser extent, African American popular
music. Minstrels’ energy and verbal inventiveness - including fast-paced repartee, puns, double entendres, and
assorted malapropisms - had a major impact on an emerging American comic tradition, as can be seen not
only in such vaudeville comedians as Williams and Mabley but also in literature, above all in the humor of
Mark Twain. Evan Esar’s The Comic Encyclopedia observed that minstrelsy’s endmen, the most popular
minstrel characters, were “chiefly responsible for turning riddle wit in America into gags.” During the 20th
century, their comic legacy would help shape not just vaudeville but also American musical theater, motion
pictures, radio, and television.”
The musical legacy of minstrelsy, when examined as to its musical contents becomes obvious as to its
importance. While written mostly by whites, these white composers endeavored to re-create true Negro
musical elements and eventually led to ragtime and jazz.
Negro performers made another key musical contribution in their overall musical performances of
authentic Negro culture to a wider audience. Black minstrel companies often featured renditions, in harmony,
of spirituals, jubilee songs, and sentimental ballads. Along with such trained choirs, such as the Fisk Jubilee
singers - the professional Negro entertainers had a profound influence on subsequent vocal harmony groups
and leading to gospel quartets. These professional and college choral groups presented artistic versions of
Negro music and provided an eye-opening experience for white audiences and inspired numerous young
Negro artists. For example, W. C. Handy played his first amateur minstrel show in Florence, Alabama, as first
tenor in a vocal quartet. Handy remembered:
“We had seen the famous Georgia Minstrels in Florence. We were all acquainted with Billy Kersands,
the man who could “make a mule laugh” . . . We had seen Sam Lucas and Tom Mcintosh walking at the head
of the parade in high silk hats and long-tailed coats. We had an idea of how the thing should be done, but I
suppose our trouble was lack of experience. All the best black talent, the composers, the singers, the
musicians, the speakers, the stage performers, the minstrel show got them all.
The Minstrel Dancers
Imported slaves could not bring their tangible arts with them, but they could bring their music and
their dance. These two arts became major influences in American musical and artistic circles. The dancing in
Congo Square, in New Orleans is legendary. The minstrels (as seen in Jim Crow) used dancing as a major part
of the minstrel show. Negro plantation dance became an integral part of the minstrel show.
These plantation dances entered the American stage in the 1800s. The most popular and most often
done of these was the cakewalk, introduced on Broadway by Williams and Walker in 1897.
In 1891 The Creole Show, a Negro revue staged on Broadway brought minstrel dance styles, as well
as other plantation dances, to a wide audience. Clorindy or The Origin of the Cakewalk, appeared on
Broadway on 1896. Other Negro-influenced dance trends that spread to the white population followed: the
Charleston in the 1920s, the Lindy Hop and the jitterbug in the 1930s and 1940s, and the twist in the 1960s.
Shuffle Along (1921) was an important creation with an all black cast, was immensely popular with Broadway
audiences. Tap dancing was featured in The Darktown Follies (1913) along with African-influenced shuffle
dances - most notably the buck-and-wing. Performers such as Lane, Williams and Walker, Bo Jangles
Robinson were very popular performers first starting as minstrels, then on to the Broadway stage. Black
musical theater, derived from minstrels show, continued to popularize and legitimize black dance traditions
and does so even to this day.
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Negro stars of the minstrel were known throughout the land and were treated like the celebrities
they were when they came to a city on their tour. Such is the case when the members of “Bandanna Land”
came to Cleveland on October 10, 1907:
“WILLIAMS AND WALKER CATERERS’ GUEST. Male Members of “Bandanna Land”
Extended Genuine Hospitality at Caterers’ Club on Prospect Avenue - Those present.
The Caterers’ Association added new laurels to their glowing wreath of genuine American
hospitality by giving a smoker to the male members of the Williams & Walker Company Friday evening,
September 27. About 10 o’clock the guests began to arrive at the pleasant clubrooms of the association on
Prospect Avenue. At 11:30 p. m. the rooms were well filled, the boys were sitting and standing in groups,
renewing old acquaintances and forming new ones. With the arrival of Bert A. Williams and George W.
Walker, chaperoned by prince William Hunley, the festivities were in full blast. Charley Martin, Chairman of
the committee; Messrs. D. e. Moore, Bell and J. c. Brown, members, and the president of the association, s. t.
Boyd, as well as all the members, joined in making the guests and visitors feel “to home.” A short program
was rendered consisting of violin selections by Prof. James d. Johnson, and Mr. Wickfield of Jamestown, N.
Y., bass solo by Mr. Thomas, Paul Laurence Dunbar reading by H. T. Eubanks and a monologue by D. E.
Moore. Harry A. Williams of “Shoo Fly Regiment,” accompanied. The boys served a “fast word” Dutch
lunch, as it was getting to be “late hours,” everybody left in good humor, feeling like “Bon Bon Buddy.”
Famous Minstrel Names
Famous American composers wrote minstrel songs. Stephen Foster, G. M. Cohen, Irving Berlin and
even J.P. Sousa composed songs used in minstrel shows. Minstrel shows, while not as prevalent in the 20th
century, did last until well into the early 1940, ending after the 2nd War World and the Civil Rights movement.
One composer, who is now forgotten, rivaled Stephen Foster in popularity during Foster’s life. His name William Shakespeare Hays.
Stephen Collins Foster
Though he wrote his Ethiopian melodies for the blackface minstrel - George Christy was his principal
patron - Stephen Collins Foster was far from popular with the minstrel companies of the eighties and nineties.
“Old Black Joe” and “The Old Folks At Home” might be sung occasionally, but times had changed and a new
crop of minstrel men were not only writing their songs but singing them as well.
With Billy Rice’s Minstrels, Paul Dresser was a featured tenor, singing his motto song, “I Believe It,
For My Mother Told Me So” and “The Pardon Came Too Late.” Banks Winter wrote and sang “White
Wings” with Thatcher, Primrose and West; and Raymond Moore came up with “Sweet Marie,” his musical
setting to Cy Warman’s poem. And the interlocutor, always a basso profundo, might take a turn at “The Old
Sexton,” “The Bell Buoy,” or “Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep.”
Foster’s melodies were popular before and after these twenty years, but during these two decades they
were largely relegated to concert and lyceum performers. Most of this music was carried by the minstrel shows
as a sideline, and Foster’s were prime sellers for Christy. The composer thought so little of “The Old Folks At
Home” that he allowed Christy to present it as his own composition for a payment reported anywhere from
$15 to $500. The true amount probably was somewhere between these extremes.
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To further the sales, some of these compositions were signed, as “Willie We Have Missed Out” and
“I’ll Throw Myself Away.

William Shakespeare Hays
Ex. 55 – William Shakespeare Hays

William Shakespeare Hays was born in Louisville, Kentucky on July 19, 1837 and died there at the age
of 70 on July 23, 1907. He was an eccentric genius and prolific composer writing approximately 500 songs.
Hays opposed Foster bitterly, claiming that the Pittsburgh composer stole his songs from the
composition book of a mysterious German. Hays also claimed that he wrote Dixie, which caused Dan Emmett
no end of raucous laughter.
Hays divided his time between newspaper work and song writing. During the late sixties and seventies
he worked the Mississippi from New Orleans to Pittsburgh as a pilot. Then he became marine editor of the
Louisville Courier Journal but continued to turn out his songs until some three hundred of them had been
published. “I’ll Remember You, Love, in My Prayers” was a favorite with minstrel tenors, and “Molly
Darling” and is still heard from time to time.
“Angels Meet Me at the Crossroads” was a standard number with minstrel men. It had a rousing
chorus with a soloist taking off and the entire circle joined in on each “Meet me!” A quartette rounded it off
with “Don’t charge a sinner any toll.”
In the late eighties, Hays grew ambitious and backed his own company in Louisville, advertised as
“The Creme de la Creme of Negro Minstrelsy.” It flopped. Saddened and wiser, he returned to his song
writing and in the late eighties published a book of songs and poems.
Included in his large body of works are sacred, patriotic, sentimental ballads and minstrel songs. Some
of his popular minstrel songs included: Nigger Will Be Nigger” (1864), sung by the Arlington, Kelly & Leon’s
Minstrels, The Gay Young Clerk in the Dry Goods Store (1868), sung by the Emerson, Allen & Manning’s
Minstrels, Mistress Jinks of Madison Square, sung by the Manning’s Minstrels, The Little Cabin In The Lane
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(1871), sung by Manning’s Minstrels, Oh Sam (1872), Old Caleb (1872), Early in De Morning (1877), Roll
Out! Heave That Cotton (1877), and Hannah, Is Yar Dar (1880),
His most popular songs were: Evangeline (1862), The Drummer Boy of Shiloh (1863), We Parted By
The River (1866), and Angels Meet Me at the Cross Roads (1875).
Hays music mirrored the sentimentality of the times. He sought recognition from both the north and
the south. His songs lacked musical originality. He wrote many plantation or “coon” songs and attempted to
use Negro dialect. The publishing of “My Southern Sunny Home” in 1864 has a curious story that shows the
attitudes and atmosphere during and after the Civil War in regard to Negro music. The publishing of the song
by A. E. Blackmar was probably not an accident for Blackmar was a very colorful publisher and Hays was an
opportunistic songwriter. Northern music publishers published most of Hay’s songs. This particular song was
so popular in the Confederacy after the war and it evinced such strong anti-Yankee feeling that Union Major
General B. F. Butler (in charge of the city of New Orleans where Blackmar published), said he’d put Hays in
jail and throw away the keys if he ever caught him.
Blackmar was the major wartime southern publisher, issuing about half of the songs brought out
during the war, and a highly visible figure in New Orleans. Gen. Butler arrested him in 1862 for publishing the
“Bonnie Blue Flag”. Butler destroyed all the stock of Blackmar’s publishing house after he captured the city.
He burned the building to the ground and confiscated all confederate states copyrights. Also a composer
Blackmar wrote the song “Stuart” which is a glowing tribute to the memory of the Confederacy’s Gen. J. E. B.
Stuart,
Hays considered himself a legitimate rival of Foster and even charged him with lifting many of his
tunes from a manuscript book of an old German composer.
Stephen Foster, while growing up, heard the music of the Black stevedores on the docks of Cincinnati
and they were one of the main influences in his music. In the spiritual “Lord Remember me” there is a section
of the melody that resembles “Camptown Races."
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Foster died not knowing that his melodies were to become classics of American folksong, but Hays
lived on to realize that the man he had belittled had become a national institution.

Black Patti
Matilda Sissieretta, (Black Patti) was born in Portsmouth, Virginia on Jan. 5, 1869 and died June 24,
1933. Known as Black Patti, she was considered the greatest black American in her field in the late 19th and
early 20th century. At the age of six, Matilda’s family moved to Providence, Rhode Island. Her formal study of
voice began at the age of fifteen at the providence Academy, where most of her time was spent with Italian
prima donna, Baroness Lacombe. She sang for the public at an early age and at 18 attended the New England
conservatory in Boston. She began to draw public acclaim and sang before 5,000 people at Boston’s Music
Hall. In 1888 she made her successful New York debut and was hired to tour the West Indies with a Black
troupe. This first major tour was from August, 1888, to January, 1889.
As her fame grew, she began to be known as “The Black Patti,” a phrase invented by a New York
newspaper, which compared her to the great Italian opera singer Adelina Patti.
In 1892 she sang for President Benjamin Harrison in the White House. This appearance is written
about in the March 5, 1892 issue of the “Cleveland Gazette” It states:
“Wash. D. C. - Mme. M. Sissierretta Jones, the justly titled “colored Patti” of the United States,
appeared for her first time before a Washington audience at the Metropolitan church, Fifteenth and M Streets,
Monday evening, Feb. 22, and was greeted by a large and appreciative audience. She is the happy possessor of
an extraordinarily musical voice, with an abundance of sweet tones, which she imparts to her hearers in the
most pleasing manner. Madame Jones, by previous appointment, appeared before the chief executive of the
nation, President Harrison and family and the guests of the White House, on Wednesday morning, and
rendered the following selections to the delight of those present: “Cavatina,” by Meyerbeer; “Suawanee
River,” a waltz by Pattison; and “Home, Sweet Home.” (March 5, 1892)
Another write-up speaks of her appearance in Cleveland, Ohio for a concert:
“THE BLACK PATTI - and the Mozart symphony club. Miss Jones, the Black Patti, whose exquisite
vocalism but recently touched the hearts of over four thousand people in Music Hall, is to be here again and at
the same place on Monday evening next, the occasion being the concert given by Messrs. Welfare and Coan,
of the Opera House. These gentlemen had already engaged the famous New York Mozart Symphony Club, the
leading concert organization of America, consisting of eight prominent artists, of which the New York herald
recently said: “The celebrated Mozart symphony Club, with its array of distinguished artists, played its
programme with exquisite finish and irreproachable ensemble, more than justifying all that had been said of it,
and it is a great pity that there are not more such grand organizations."
”In order to give the Cleveland public the strongest musical entertainment ever given in this city at
popular prices they engaged the renowned songstress, the Black Patti, to appear in conjunction with the
Mozart Club forming an aggregation of musical artist seldom seen at one concert. The sale of seats is now
open at the Opera House box office, and it is to be hoped that Messrs. Welfare and Coan will be amply
rewarded by their great outlay and pluck, relying upon the fact that amusement seekers are not slow in
appreciating a good thing.” (Dec. 17, 1892)
Signing a three-year contract with Maj. J. B. Pond, her fees began to rise, being paid $2,000 for a
week’s appearance at the Pittsburgh Exposition. Traveling to Europe she sang for the Prince of Wales and the
Kaiser.
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In 1896, she formed her own touring company, Black Patti’s Troubadours, which toured for the next
20 years, playing for both black and white audiences alike. The show included her singing as well as
vaudeville and minstrel acts. After the breakup of the Black Patti Troubadours in 1916, she lived in obscurity
until her death.
About 1916, she retired to her home in Providence, Rhode Island. By the time she died in 1933, her
savings were almost gone
Until about 1896 she sang in concert, opera, and vaudeville halls in solo recitals and with such groups
as the Patrick Gilmore Band. She appeared at a “Grand African Jubilee” at Madison Square Garden in April of
1892 and at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. Her tours took her to Canada, England,
and continental Europe. Her programs included Negro Spirituals, ballads along with grand and light opera.
Ex. 60 - McIntyre and Heath

One of the greatest blackface teams of all time was that of McIntyre and Heath, who played small time
houses for years before they made the grade in vaudeville and went on to The ham Tree and In Hayti.
James McIntyre and Tom Heath are remembered as Alexander, the pessimistic, gullible colored boy;
and the boasting, domineering fakir who led him on and on. Soon after their association, they had their own
specialty company and joined later with Lew Spencer as Spencer, McIntyre and Heath’s Minstrels. After a
term with Lew Dockstader they worked out their routine of their famous Georgia Minstrels, went on to
vaudeville, to musical comedy, and back to vaudeville again.
McIntyre was given to the bottle, and toward the last it was necessary to carry an understudy to replace
him when the wine was too red. They saw little of each other off stage. McIntyre was the one who gave the
newspaper interviews, possibly because he was the more genial. He had a routine that was as good as any
performance the two gave on the stage. They had worked together so long they could go on and on for two
hours or more and never repeat themselves.
McIntyre and Heath were truly great. Amos and Andy followed their pattern when they won fame on
the radio.
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James Bland
The Composer of such great legendary popular songs as “Carry Me Back To Old Virginny,” “In The
Evening By The Moonlight,” and “Oh Dem Golden Slippers,” was born in 1854 and died in 1911.
As a young boy his family moved to Washington D.C. where he attended high school, and often sang
and accompanied himself on the banjo. After graduating from Howard University he met his ambition to be a
stage performer when he joined the Billy Kersands all-Negro minstrel troupe. He toured the U. S. with
Kersands and with Callender’s Original Georgia Minstrels and with other companies.
In 1881, as a member of the Callender/Haverly Minstrels, he performed before Queen Victoria. Not
saving his annual salary of $10,000 a year he returned to the U.S. and died penniless in Philadelphia in 1911.
He is said to have written over 700 songs in his lifetime.

Bert Williams
Bert Williams began his show business career in 1892. He was born in Antiqua, West Indies, on Nov.
12th, 1874. His grandfather was Danish, his mother a West Indian woman who was ¾ Spanish and ¼ African.
Bert’s mother was a West Indian quadroon; thus his heritage spooned his light complexion. In 1885 the family
moved to riverside, Ca. Bert was a graduate of Riverside High School. He attended Stanford University briefly
before he dropped out because of financial reasons. He began to tour CA with a quartet of his friends giving
shows along the way. Disbanding in San Francisco, Williams began entertaining at the “free & easies” of the
Barbary Coast where he gained valuable experience. Joining a small traveling troupe touring coast to coast
between San Francisco and Eureka, Ca. Realizing a Negro entertainer would not be accepted in the “Legit”
entertainment business he fought using blackface, a practice he hated throughout his life. He became a
member of Martin and Seig’s Mastodon Minstrels. It was during this time that he met George Walker and
formed one of the greatest and famous show business teams in American entertainment.
It was during this early experience that their act consisted of a duet with Williams strumming the banjo
while George sang a “coon” song “See Yer Colored Man.” For two years (after Bert had quit the Mastodons)
they performed at the “Midway Plaisance” in San Francisco from 1893-1895 - still not using blackface. Both
men had great ambitions to be successful in show business. They felt they needed to go east to do this. To earn
money to do this they joined a traveling show bound for Texas. While appearing at the “Topic Theater” in
Colorado they had accumulated enough money to make the trip to Chicago. When in Chicago they joined the
show “Octoroons” but found the audience cold to their talents in the show. It was during this time that they
began billing their act as “Two Real Coons.” Finally giving in to the blackface fad they first used burnt cork
while doing a booking in Detroit. When in French Lick Springs, Indiana, they met Thomas Clancy who was
impressed by their act and offered them a spot in a new Negro show “The Gold Bug” with music by the young
Victor Herbert. Unfortunately the show closed after one week.
Their big break came when they were booked into “Koster and Bails Music Hall in New York. Their
famous cakewalk routine began on Jan 23, 1877 and was the inspiration for a worldwide fad of the cakewalk
dance and cakewalk contests.
They were now playing the bigger theaters in the country and one of the most successful careers was
well on its way. They were in the hit show “In Dalhonay” a show, which, after a successful run toured
overseas where they played before royalty.
On Jan 19, 1907 Williams & Walker appeared in the production of Abyssinia, and when the production
appeared in Cleveland the local newspaper had the following item in its Jan 19, 1907 issue:
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“ABYSSINIA Takes The Palm. Foremost theatrical Organization Among Colored people - Messrs.
Williams and Walker Came From bottom To Top.
“Williams and walker are in town.” “Yes, I saw them, and I tell you they’re fine.”
Such is the dialogue going the rounds this week about “Abyssinia,” in which George Walker and Bert
Williams take the leading rolls.
Williams and Walker have always been favorites in Cleveland. They have not appeared here for four
seasons; at that time they were touring “In Dahomey.” Since then they have been in England and Paris, of
course, and at present the American colony. From Dixie, via Kansas, is chumming with King Menelik, of
Abyssinia, and his subjects.
The production is by far the highest-class show on the road conducted by colored people. The Plain
dealer pays the flowing compliment: “The production itself is the best seen at the Lyceum this season.”
Williams and Walker have gone a notch, yes several notches farther, in the colored show profession.
They have a production that shows merit. The whole thing from A to Z - scenery, dialogue, costumes, music is by Negroes. They have gotten away from the old time cork face show; there is good drama in Abyssinia, in
fact a little more than the regular theatre audience is accustomed to seeing in shows by our people. The show
ought to be in the Opera House. That’s why it has not been in Cleveland sooner. But the management will not
stand for a “colored show,” for, as they claim, several good reasons. It is claimed that colored people “buy”
the theatre during the week of a colored performance, while they are seldom seen on other occasions, thus the
regular patrons are kept away. And then, the managers of the big houses say that instead of purchasing seats
within means, the employee is found getting better seats than his employer, So it goes.
Jesse Ship and Alex Rogers are quite equal to the occasion in the part they have contributed to
Abyssinia. Lottie Williams and Aida Overton Walker take prominent parts, but Monday evening Lavinia
Gaston, Miss Walker’s understudy, filled her place. Miss Gaston has a charming personality and the future, no
doubt, holds many victories for her.”
Upon George’s death Williams appeared solo and was part of a number of Ziegfeld Follies.
There is an article that appeared in the Cleveland Advocate of June22, 1918 that expressed Williams'
state of mind upon the death of his partner. Williams, after appearing solo; decided to quit the follies giving
the reason that he was not given enough work in the present show:
“Bert Williams Quits “Follies” New York, June 14 - Bert Williams, premier comedian of the
American stage, has quit the “Ziegfeld Follies,” with which company he has been connected for several
seasons since the death of his partner, George Walker.
The reason given is that Mr. Williams felt he was not given enough work to do? In other words his
name was carried to help the show, but he was not given parts commensurate with his ability or reputation.
Mr. Williams is the first and only Colored man to star in a White company, and when he first joined it he was
given all the spotlight, but in late season he has been pushed back.”
Williams' legend grew and he was one of the most respected entertainers in the world, gaining the
respect and admiration of both entertainers such as Eddie Cantor, W. C. Fields and Al Jolson. W. C. Fields
called Williams “the funniest man I ever saw.”
Bert Williams Timeline
1875 - Egbert Williams born in Antigua, West Indies
1885 - Moves to Riverside, California
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1892 - Begins career in show business
1895 - Williams & Walker arrive in Chicago
1896 - Join cast of The Octoroons
1896 - Join cast of The Gold Bug
1896 - Booked in Koster & Bial’s
1898 - Join cast of Clorindy, or the Origin of the Cakewalk
1899 - Join cast of A Lucky Coon
1900 - Join cast of Sons of Ham
1902 - Join cast of In Dahomey
1903 - Tour Europe with In Dahomey
1905 - Williams writes Nobody
1908 - Join cast of In Abyssinia
1908 - Organizes the “Frogs”
1909 - Williams joins Ziegfeld Follies
1909 - Joins cast of Bandana Land
1910 - Joins cast of Mr. Lode of Koal
1910 - Joins Follies
1911 - George Walker dies
1911 - Again is in the Follies
1912 - In Follies with Leon Errol
1914 - In Follies Again
1915 - In Follies Again
1917 - In Follies, after year absence.
1918 - In Follies
1919 - In Follies
1920 - Joins cast of The Broadway Brevities
1922 - Joins cast of Under the Bamboo Tree
1922 - Bert Williams dies, March 4th.
Negroes were prevalent on the American stage with Williams leading the way. Other Negroes made
strides on the stage. We find an article by Lester A. Walton entitled “Negro on the American Stage” (Jan
1913)
“Just as the Negro is making advanced strides in many other avenues of endeavor, so is he in the
world of make-believe. True, conditions generally so far as they affect the colored thespian are not of such a
roseate nature as to occasion genuine enthusiasm, for the colored show business today is at a low ebb. Not for
a decade has the dramatic field been so barren and so unproductive to the colored performer. However, as our
advancement is oftimes measured by individual success, it can be said that the race is slowly but surely
assuming a higher and more prominent status in the theatrical realm.
To my mind the position of the colored performer today is somewhat analogous to that of the
colored politician. While there are less traveling musical shows and not as many standard vaudeville acts as a
few years ago, yet at this writing the race can boast of a colored man who is the star of a white Broadway
production. I refer to Bert A. Williams, who, while not so officially designated on the billboards, is recognized
by press and public as the principal attraction in the “Follies of 1912,” a dazzling, spectacular musical show
which is enjoying a run at the Moulin Rouge. There are over one hundred men and women in the production.
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Mr. Williams is the only Negro. I must admit that Mr. Williams’ name does not appear in front of the theater
in large lights, but his managers are well aware of the prejudice they are compelled to fight, and are putting the
colored comedian forward step by step and not in leaps and bounds only two season ago, when Mr. Williams
became first associated with the Follies company, he was only permitted to come out on the stage alone and do
his specialty and then retire to his dressing room. This season he has scenes with the other prominent members
of the cast, both male and female, and there is no excitement over what a few seasons ago, would have been
termed an alarming and aggravated case of “social equality.”
It is my aim to discuss in this article the Negro on the American stage, tracing his progress from his
rude beginning up to now, from “Jim Crow” minstrelsy to pretentious productions presented by colored artists,
whose performances were stamped with refinement, and depicted the cultured, talented, good-natured Negro.
Most writers would probably first discuss the colored performer’s beginning instead of starting their articles
by discussing present conditions, as I have been guilty of doing, but there is “method in my madness,” I find it
far easier to write of the doing of the colored theatrical profession of the past decade, having been directly
associated with the colored thespian for the last six years. Of recent happenings I can rely on my personal
knowledge, but to discuss interestingly and with some authority the days of minstrelsy and “Uncle tom’s
Cabin” I am compelled to engage in conversation such old-timers as Sam Lucas, who is in his seventies and
known as the dean of the colored theatrical profession. Negro entertainment first consisted of a competition of
talent between the slaves of the neighboring plantations. In 1872 two Mississippi boatmen selected a handful
of Negro levee laborers and advertised them in the North as the “Georgia Minstrels.” Minstrelsy in this
country was thereby established, which opened a field for the Negro who had aspirations behind the footlights,
as well as making a fortune for the promoters. Not only were such old performers as Sam Lucas and Billy
Kersands (both of whom are alive and active) products of minstrelsy. But this form of entertainment is also
responsible for Williams and walker, Cole and Johnson, Ernest Hogan and S. H. Deadly. Years ago, when
minstrelsy was in full bloom, the troupes not only played in the principal cities of the South and West, but
there was a time when an aggregation of colored minstrel men, headed by Billy Kersands, Sam Lucas, tom
McIntosh or some other burnt-cork celebrity, came to new York, played at a prominent theater and captured
the Gotham playgoers by storm.
In the seventies the colored performer became associated with other theatrical organizations besides
minstrel troupes. In 1874 a musical show was produced entitled “Out of Bondage.” The Hyer Sisters and Sam
Lucas were among the principals of this musical piece, which was in two acts and six characters. “Out of
Bondage” was the first musical show ever put on by colored artists. Sam Lucas also starred in a blood-andthunder play, which was called “The Black Diamonds of Molly McGuire.” Although the show lasted but four
weeks it marked the first appearance of a Negro in melodrama, surrounded by a white cast. It was in the
seventies when Negroes were also employed to appear in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” in
the role of Uncle Tom. The author of the play is quoted as saying that the most artistic performance of Uncle
Tom was given by a colored man, whose work she complimented highly. Even today there are about for Uncle
Tom’s Cabin companies on tour, and at least two of them are doing a good business.
Minstrelsy was also the stepping-stone to vaudeville, then known as variety, for the colored
performer. It was up to Williams and Walker, however, to come to new York from the West about fifteen
years ago and enjoy a year’s run at Koster and Bail’s, which was at that time the leading vaudeville in
Manhattan, before the colored artist became a headliner at the acknowledged first-class vaudeville houses of
the country. About the time they went to Koster and Bial’s the cakewalk craze burst upon the American public
with startling effect and became contagious as some infectious disease. No vaudeville bill was complete
without one or two colored acts doing the cakewalk and singing ragtime numbers. When the craze subsided
the demand for the colored vaudevillian was not so great, and those who refused to get new material and new
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methods of entertaining suffered. The cry of the manager: “There is too much sameness about colored acts,”
was made, and is still made. Today you can count the colored acts playing over what is known as “the big
time” on one hand. Last year conditions were better, and the year before even better. There is plenty of work
on “the small time” for colored variety artists, however, which means more work and less money. The first of
the year will mark the departure to Europe of a number of colored acts of high standing, which have found it
difficult to get booking in the best vaudeville houses this season. In London just now they are ragtime crazy,
and the situation is being greeted with pleasure by colored vaudevillians of ability.
The big musical show was the last stage of development that evolved from minstrelsy. It was then
that the female colored performer came into her own. Sam T. Jack, a white man, put on the first big musical
show with colored people in the nineties. His company was known as the “Sam T. Jack’s Creoles,” and it was
the first to be booked for a regular season in recognized theaters throughout the Untied States. John W. Isham
with his “Octoroons,” the Al G. Field’s Darkest America Company and the Black Patti Company followed. It
is pleasing to relate that Mme. Sissieretta Jones (Black Patti) is now in her eighteenth season, under the
management of Rudolph Voelekel. The first colored musical show to be launched under colored management
was “A Trip To Coontown.” “Bob” Cole and “Billy” Johnson were the leading comedians as well as
promoters. Later the public was treated to such pretentious musical shows as “The Policy Players,” “The sons
of Ham,” “In Dahomey,” “Abyssinia” and “Bandanna Land,” in which Williams and Walker successfully
starred; “Rufus Rastus” and “The Oyster Man” in which Ernest Hogan was the moving spirit, and “The
shoofly Regiment” and “The Red Moon,” vehicles used by Cole and Johnson “Bandanna Land,” which was
produced at the Majestic Theater, now known as the Park Theater, during the season of 1908-9, was the only
colored attraction that had the distinction of playing a long and successful engagement on Broadway, New
York.
The deaths of Ernest Hogan, George W. Walker and “Bob” Cole within the past four years have
proved disastrous to the colored theatrical profession, as hundreds have been thrown out of employment and
forced to enter vaudeville or pursue other avocations. Messrs. Walker, Hogan and Cole were regarded as the
brain of the colored theatrical profession, and the three largest shows, known for their large choruses and
brilliant spectacular effects, were made fond memories of the past when the grim reaper took them away. Now
we have the smart Set Company, with s. H. Dudley as leading comedian; the Black Patti Musical comedy
Company, the Southern Smart Set Company, with S. Tutt Whitney and Homer Tutt, and McCabe’s Georgia
Troubadours, shows that are doing their utmost to hold up the end of the colored thespian in the musical
comedy world until conditions become better.
The most serious work on the stage has been done by Ira Aldridge, a native of New York, and s.
Morgan Smith, a native of Philadelphia, but conditions were such that they were compelled to go abroad to
achieve more than ordinary success.
As has been the case with all races and classes of people, the Negro performer’s lot has not been
strewn with roses. He has and is experiencing ups and downs, trials and tribulations that are inevitable in order
to reach the goal spelled success. The career of the Negro on the American stage has been interesting, but the
part he is bound to play as an actor, singer and dancer will be more so. Nature has fitted him to be an
entertainer of the first water, and as soon as he learns that with an educated throat and feet he must combine
educated brains, there is no telling how brightly he will shine as a disciple of Thespis.
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Articles About Minstrels from
Leading periodicals & Journals
1863 - Continental Monthly - August
Under The Palmetto: . . . While in Beaufort, I attended a concert given by a band of genuine
“Negro Minstrels.” The company had taken the name of the Charleston Minstrels, and was composed mainly
of refugees from Charleston, who were then servants to various officers in General Saxton’s Department. The
concert was held in the Episcopal Church, and the proceeds devoted to the benefit of the sick and wounded of
the First South Carolina volunteers. The first view of the performers, as they sat round the stage, a dozen
finely formed and good looking Negroes, caused the spectator to fancy himself in the presence of the famous
band of Christy, or some other company of white Ethiopian Serenaders. Soon, the opera glass revealed the
amusing fact, that, although every minstrel was by nature as black as black could be, yet all the performers had
given their faces a coating of burnt cork, in order that their resemblance to Yankee minstrels might be in every
respect complete. There were excellent voices among the singers, and some of the players handled their
instruments with surprising skill, but the presence of an audience composed entirely of white people, and
including many of the highest officers in the Department, evidently caused great embarrassment to performers
so unaccustomed to the stage. Not a single song which could be called comic was included in the programme,
and, with the exception of a few patriotic airs, the songs were of the “lily Dale,’ half-mournful sort. Between
the pieces there was the customary telling of anecdotes and cracking of jokes, some of which were quite
amusing, while others excited laughter from the manner in which they were told. As an imitation of our
Northern minstrelsy given by a band of uneducated Negro musicians, the performance was a wonderful
success. Yet the general impression left upon the mind of the hearer was far from pleasing. One could not help
feeling that a people, whose very natures are attuned to harmony, are capable of something better than even
the most perfect imitation of those who have so grossly caricatured their race.

1869 - NATION - JULY
THREE YEARS AS A NEGRO MINSTREL - Negro minstrels were, I think, more highly esteemed at
the time of which I am about to write than they are now; at least, I thought more of them then, both as
individuals and as ministers to public amusement, than I ever have since. The first troupe of the kind I saw
was the old "Kunkels," and I can convey no idea of the pleasurable thrill I felt at the banjo solo and the
plantation jig. I resolved on the spot to be a Negro minstrel. Mr. Ford, in whose theatre President Lincoln was
assassinated, was, I believe, the agent of this company. I made known my ambition to that gentleman and to
Mr. Kunkel himself, and they promised, no doubt, as the best means of getting rid of me, to take me with them
the next year. Meantime I bought a banjo, and had pennies screwed on the heels of my boots, and practiced
"Jordan" on the former, and the "Juba" dance with the latter, till my boarding-house keeper gave me warning. I
think there is scarcely a serious friend of mine acquainted with me at that period, who does not remember me
with sorrow and vexation. The racket that I made at all hours and in all places can be accounted for only by the
youthful zeal with which I "practiced," and which I despair of describing in anything so cold as words. I was
then in my twelfth year, and my own master. At the mature age of eleven, I had run away from Buffalo, N. Y.,
where I had been placed at school, and traveled during six months all over the Western lakes, with one suit of
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clothes, a solitary shirt, and a cash capital of five copper cents. I was impelled by the same romantic instincts,
I suppose, which at twenty, prompted me to undertake the "barefooted" tour of Europe, on the sum of one
hundred and eighty-one dollars in United States currency. In which of these two adventurous enterprises I
came nearer starving to death it would be difficult now to say. I had no parents to grieve after me, and knew
little and cared less about the broad prairie in Ohio, which was my patrimony and place of nativity. If was my
relatives from whom I fled and to whom I never returned. Towards the close of my eleventh year, I found
myself possessor of a considerable sum of money in bank, which I had made out of my five coppers, after
carrying them through all the hunger and squalor of my six months' wandering. (I had these coppers, I
remember, in one pocket-it was also the only pocket-of my ragged pantaloons, in the dusk of that summer
evening when I escaped from the benevolent gentleman, at Detroit, who purposed taking me to the House of
Vagrancy.) I had made my money by selling papers and books on the lake steamer Northern Indiana,
commanded by the late Captain Pheatt. I mention this kindly old gentleman, because he suffered a great deal
from my early penchant to perform the clog dance on the thin deck above his stateroom. It is unnecessary to
repeat here the eager and emphatic remonstrances, which the good captain would make, when I had
inadvertently seized the occasion of his "watch below" to shuffle him out of a profound sleep. Just before the
steamer was laid up for the winter, I had taken my leave of her at Toledo, Ohio, where I was boarding and
going to school on my earnings when I met Messrs. Ford and Kunkel. About the same time my landlady gave
me warning to take myself and banjo and obstreperous feet out of her house. In the course of a month or two, I
left school that I might have more time to devote to minstrelsy. I found another boarding-house, however,
where the plastering of the apartment below mine was proof against the coppers on my heels and the
complicated shuffles of "Juba," and organized a band of boys into a minstrel troupe, and appointed myself
musical director, though I knew no more of music than of chemistry. I spent my money for instruments for the
company, and for furniture to deck the room in which we met for rehearsal. The musical instruments,
however, were the least of the expense, since these consisted, if I well recollect, of the banjo before mentioned
three sets of bones, a tambourine, a triangle, and an accordion. With these, nevertheless, we succeeded in
making it very unpleasant for some quiet-loving Teutons, who were accustomed to dream over their beer at a
Wirthschaft in the same wooden building, and indeed just under the apartment in which we rehearsed every
evening. On certain occasions, when I executed my "Juba" dance, or in company with others performed the
Virginia Walk-around, these honest Germans would leave their beer, and sometimes their hats and pipes,
behind them in terror, and rush precipitately into the middle of the street. There they would stand and gaze in
silent amazement up at the windows, or utter their surprise and wrath at the proceedings in the expressive,
speech of fatherland. The host, a portly gentleman with a red nose, remonstrated with us about four times a
week, to little purpose. The owner of the building also remonstrated, but we had rented the apartment and
would not leave till our time was out. We were constrained, however, to forego our jig and Walk-around. Still
our music and singing, to which we were now confined, came near breaking up the poor retail Gambrinus of
the saloon beneath. His "stem-guests" fell off one by one and sought a quieter neighborhood for their evening
potations. It was only the bravest of them that could be prevailed upon to return for anything more than their
hats and pipes, after having been driven into the street on any of our siege-nights. The best praise I can give to
the young gentleman who played the accordion is that he was worthy to be under such a musical director as
myself. He could play only one tune from beginning to end, and that was the "Gum-Tree Canoe." Now it
happened none of us could sing the song, which, as is well known, is of the slow, melancholy, sentimental
order; so this single tune would have been of very little benefit to us, had we not, luckily, pressed it into the
incongruous double service of opening overture and closing quickstep. The songs that we sang, or attempted
to sing, were executed to the accompaniment of the three sets of bones, the tambourine, triangle, and banjo,
with an uncertain ghostly second on the accordion, which, being the same for all tunes and following no lead
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whatever, was of a sufficiently lugubrious and dismal nature, when it was not wholly drowned by the clangor
of the other instruments. My company, it must be confessed, had zeal, but little talent, I spent what was left of
my summer's earnings before I could get them up to a point that would, in my judgment, warrant a hope of
success, should we give the public exhibition for which my minstrels were clamorously ambitious. After many
long months of fruitless trial, the rent for our room becoming due, our furniture and instruments were seized;
the landlord turned us out of doors; the German beer-seller crossed himself thankfully; and I was as
completely ruined as many a manager before me. It may as well be owned that I had no natural aptness for the
banjo, and was always an indifferent player; but for dancing I had, I am confident, such a remarkable gift as
few have ever had. Up to this day, I do not think I ever have seen a step done by man or woman that I could
not do as soon as I saw it-not saying, of course, how gracefully. I am not, however, so vain or proud of this gift
as I used to be, and should hardly have written the foregoing sentence at all, had it not seemed necessary to a
proper understanding of subsequent passages in this narrative. I was still so small of stature, and yet capable of
producing so much noise with the coppers on my heels, that, by the wholesale clerks and young bloods about
town, I was considered in the light of a prodigy, and made to shuffle my feet at almost all hours and in almost
all localities. It was by this means, at some place of convivial resort, that I attracted the notice and admiration
of a conductor on the Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad. He determined to have so much
talent with him all the time, and prevailed upon me to be his train-boy. Here, as on the lake, I had the
exclusive privilege of selling books and papers to the passengers. The great railways were not then farmed by
a single person or firm as now. I was my own agent and the regulator of my own prices and profits. Both of
these latter I found it convenient to make large, and was again the possessor of more money than I cared to
spend. It was my business to carry water through the cars at stated intervals. On a day train, I could afford to
perform my duty with promptness, when I had sufficiently worried the passengers with my merchandise. But
on a night train-which came to my lot just as often as a day train-I took a more lucrative and, I fear, less
reputable means of quenching the thirst of travelers. There were no sleeping cars in those times, and, I believe,
no water-tanks in the passenger-cars. My memory may fail me in this matter of the water-tanks, but I am
certain that I never filled them, if there were any on our road. I don't know whether more people traveled then
than now, but I remember the trains were exceeding long ones in those hot summer nights, and the people
became terribly thirsty. And this is the way I comforted them. Taking a barrel of water, a painful of brown
sugar, and a proper amount of a well-known acid, I concocted lemonade, which I sold through the train for
five cents a glass. When thirsty lips asked piteously for water, I would tell the sufferer, with perfect truth, that
there was not a drop of pure water left on the train. I blush to write that I sometimes sold fifteen dollars' worth
of this vile compound in a night. I was taught how to prepare it by a man who traveled with a circus, and who
assured me that all his ice-cold lemonade was concocted in the same way; and that, far from having killed
anybody, it gave perfect satisfaction to the gentlemen and ladies from the country, who were his principal
customers. The only excuse I have to offer for myself now, is that I was not conscious then how great a villain
I really was. Toward the middle of the summer, the cholera became so prevalent in the Western cities that I
thought it prudent to retire from the active life of a train-boy, and live quietly on my earnings. I settled myself,
therefore, at a fashionable boarding house in Toledo. Here the landlady, fearful of the dust and anxious for the
integrity of her carpet, made a remarkable compromise with me to the glory of aesthetics. Whenever there was
a pressing request from the boarders for me to exercise my feet, she would bustle in with a large roll of
oilcloth, and spread it uncomplainingly on the parlor floor, near the piano to the music of which I danced. This
was, I think, the first introduction of clogs at a drawing-room entertainment. I soon came to be invited out as a
sort of cublion; and thus it happened that the rumor and dust of my accomplishments spread gradually
throughout the city. One evening I strolled into what is now the St. Nicholas, and stepping to the bar which
came just up to my juvenile shoulders, I demanded authoritatively of the bar-tender if he had any good pale
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brandy. He said that he had. I told him in the same imperative tone to give me a ten-cent drink, "and none of
his instant-death kind either." This made somewhat of a sensation among the requesters of that fashionable
resort. They evidently mistook this brandy-bibbing as a swaggering habit of mine; whereas, I was honestly
prescribing for myself what had been recommended to me as the best preventive of cholera. Having
swallowed and paid for the brandy, I was preparing to withdraw, when I heard this dialogue going on behind
me: "Who for pity's sake is that?" "That? Why, that's just the boy you want. But can't he dance though!"
Turing, I saw a couple of well-dressed men seated together at the end of the room. I had barely time to observe
that one was a stranger to me, when the other called me to him and introduced me to Johnny Booker. Now I
had heard the songs, then popular, "Meet Johnny Booker in the Bowling Green," and "Johnny Booker Help
Dis Nigger"; and when I was aware that I was standing before the person to whose glory these lyrics had been
written, I was very much abashed. I looked upon a great Negro minstrel as unquestionably the greatest man on
earth, and it was some time before I could answer his questions intelligibly. In the course of a few minutes,
however, I was conducted into a private room, where I was made to dance "Juba" to the time which the
comedian himself gave me by means of his two hands and one foot, and which is technically called "patting."
My performance, it seems, was satisfactory, for I was engaged on the spot. Mr. Booker was then waiting for
the rest of his company to join him; and when they arrived, I was instituted jig-dancer to the troupe, with a
weekly salary of five dollars and all my traveling expenses. It is impossible to convey an idea of the gratified
ambition with which I prepared for my first appearance on the stage. The great Napoleon, in the coronation
robes which can be seen any day in the Tuileries, was not prouder or happier than I when I made my initial
bow before the foot-lights, in my small Canton flannel knee-pants, cheap lace, gold tinsel, corked face, and
woolly wig. I do not remember any embarrassment, for I was only doing in public what I had already done for
the majority of the audience in private. If I had acquitted myself much worse than I really did, my debut would
still, I am convinced, have been considered a success. So great, indeed, was the local pride of the good
Toledans in their infant phenomenon, that after the company had exhibited a week, my name-or rather the
nom de guerre which I had assumed-was put up for a benefit. On that day, I had the satisfaction of seeing hung
across the street, on a large canvas, a water-color representation of myself, with one arm and one leg elevated,
in the act of performing "Juba" over the heads and carts and carriages of the passers-by. At night the house
was crowded, and I was called out three times; but what afterwards struck me as unaccountably odd was, that I
received not one cent from the proceeds of this benefit. When my salary was paid me, at the end of the next
week, I was assured that "this benefit business" was a mere trick of the trade, and I was forced to content
myself with the fact that I had learned something in my new profession. We now started on our travels, staying
from one night to a week in a city, according to its size, stopping always at the best hotels, and leading the
merriest of lives generally. I had the additional glory of being stared at as the youthful prodigy by day, and of
having more than my share of applause, accompanied sometimes with quarter-dollars, bestowed on me at
night. There was in our troupe a remarkable character by the name of Frank Lynch, who played the tambourine
and banjo. He and the celebrated Diamond had been in their youth among the first and greatest of dancers.
Too portly now to endure sustained effort with his feet, he was yet an excellent instructor; and I was
constantly under his training. Lynch and I were together in another troupe afterwards. I never knew him, in all
the time of our association, to talk ten minutes without telling some story and that always about something,
which had happened to him personally in the show business. In the long nights, when we had to wait for cars
or steamboats, he would sit down, and, taking up one theme would string all his stories on that and that alone,
for hours. His manner would make the merest commonplace amusing. We had been together a year or more, I
think, when Barnum's Autobiography came out, I shall never forget my comrade's indignation when he read
that passage of the book which runs something in this way:" "Here I picked up one Francis Lynch, an orphan
vagabond," etc. etc. I was really dangerous after that for a man to own, in his presence, to having read the life
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of the great showman. Henceforth, Lynch omitted all his stories about the time when he and P. T. Barnum
used to black their faces together. Lynch professed to live in Boston, though he had not been there in fifteen
years. During all this time, he had been earnestly trying to get back to his home. He would often spend money
enough in a night to take him to Boston from almost any place in the broad Union, and back again and then
lament his folly for the next week. Once he left our company at Cleveland, Ohio, for the express purpose of
going back to Boston. Unfortunately a night intervened, and, in the middle of it, the whole Weddell House
was aroused from its slumbers by poor Lynch in the last stage of intoxication, vociferating at the top of his
lungs that he had been robbed of the money with which he was going back to Boston. By some means, he had
got hold of a lighted candle without a candlestick, and with this he purposed to search the house. The clerks
and porters were called out of bed, and, led by Lynch with his flickering taper, came in melancholy procession
up the long stairs to the rooms occupied by our troupe. Lynch insisted that we should all be searched, -a whim
in which, under the circumstances, we thought it best to humor him. This having been done, without finding
his lost treasure, he bolted the doors, and proceeded to examine the surprised clerks and porters. Meeting with
the same ill success, he finally threw himself upon his bed, and wailed himself to sleep. The next morning he
found all the money which he had not spent in the side pocket of his overcoat, where he had carelessly thrust it
himself. And his joy was so great at this, and his sorrow so lively when told that he had searched us all, that he
insisted on spending what money was left to celebrate his good luck and the triumph of our honesty. Lynch
never got back to Boston. He died several years ago, somewhere out in the Far West. Since then it has
transpired that Barnum was wrong in calling him an orphan, at least; for his father sought him a long time,
before hearing of his death, to bestow upon the poor fellow a considerable fortune that had been left him by
some relative. Johnny Booker was the stage manager of the company with which I left Toledo. Our first
business manager and proprietor was a hobble-hearted follow, who has since distinguished himself as a
colonel in the late war; but the managership changed hands after a while, and we finally arrived at Pittsburgh.
Here we played a week to poor houses, and one morning, awoke to find that our manager had decamped
without paying our hotel bills. When this became known, through the papers or in some other way, the
landlord got out an attachment on our baggage. The troupe was disbanded, of course. When, therefore, I
desired to take my trunk and go home, the hotelkeeper told me that I could do so as soon as I paid the bills of
the whole company. This was appalling. After a great deal of wrangling, the landlord was convinced at last
that he could hold us responsible only for our individual indebtedness. Accordingly Mr. Booker, Mr.
Kneeland, a violinist, and myself were allowed to pay our bills and depart with our baggage. I never learned
exactly how the greatest part of the company escaped, but it certainly could not have been by discharging their
accounts; for they were generally of that reckless disposition which scorns to have any cash on hand, or to
remember where it has been deposited. The sentimental ballad-singer, - the one who was the most careful of
his scarfs, the set of his attire, and the combing and curling of his hair; and who used to volunteer to stand at
the door in the early part of the evening, and pass programmes to the ladies as they came into the hall, -this
languishing fellow, I am sorry to say, was obliged to leave his trunks and the greater part of his wardrobe
behind him in the hands of the inexorable landlord. Frank Lynch had led this nomadic life so long that he
never carried any trunk with him. He had already sacrificed too much, he averred, to the rapaciousness of
hotelkeepers and the villainy of fly-by-night managers. He contented himself, therefore, with two champagnebaskets, one of which, containing his stage-wardrobe, always went directly to the hall where we were to play,
while the other, containing his linen, went to the hotel, where, in company with the baggage of the whole
troupe, it excited no suspicion. Whether or not Lynch left one of his champagne-baskets with the Pittsburgh
landlord, I cannot say. When I next heard of him, he was at Cincinnati in search of an engagement. The two
gentlemen with whom I left Pittsburgh accompanied me to Toledo, where Mr. Booker set to work to get up
another company. Lynch was accordingly sent for Mr. Edwin Deaves, also a member of the former troupe, -
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and now, by the way, a veteran scenic artist at San Francisco, -was brought from some other place; and the
"Booker Troupe" set out on its travels. This company prided itself on its sobriety and gentlemanly conduct. It
was the business of the four other members to keep poor Lynch straight, and if, in the endeavor, some of them
occasionally fell themselves, it was put down to the reckless good-fellowship of the merry veteran, and hushed
up as expeditiously as possible. There were so few of us that we could afford to go to smaller towns than the
other troupe had ever visited. It was deemed a good advertisement, as well as in some metaphysical way
conductive to the morale of the company, to dress as nearly alike as we could, when off the stage. This had the
effect, as will be readily understood, of pointing me out more prominently than ever as the juvenile prodigy,
whose portrait and assumed name were plastered about over the walls of the towns and cities through which
we took our triumphal march. The first part of our performances we gave with white faces, and I had so
improved my opportunities that I was now able to appear as the Scotch girl in plaid petticoats, who executes
the inevitable Highland fling in such exhibitions. By practicing in my room through many tedious days, I
learned to knock and spin and toss about the tambourine on the end of my forefinger; and, having rehearsed a
budget of stale jokes, I was promoted to be one of the "end-men" in the first part of the Negro performances.
Lynch, who could do anything, from a solo on the penny trumpet to an obbligato on the double-bass, was at
the same time advanced to play the second violin, as this made more music and helped fill up the stage. In
addition to my jig, I now appeared in all sorts of pas de deux, took the principal lady part in Negro ballets, and
danced "Lucy Long." I am told that I looked the wench admirably. The "Booker Troupe" wandered all over the
Western country, traveling at all hours of night and day and in all manners of conveyances, from the best to
the worst. The life was so exciting, and I was so young, that I was probably as happy as an itinerant mortal can
be in this world of belated railway trains, steamboat explosions and collisions, and runaway stage-horses. We
were on our way east from Chicago, exhibiting at the towns along the line of the Michigan Central Railroad,
when Ephraim came to us. Ephraim was one of the most comical specimens of the Negro species. We were
playing at Marshall, Michigan, when he introduced himself to our notice by bringing water into the dressing
room, blacking our boots, and in other ways making himself useful. He had the blackest face, largest mouth,
and whitest teeth imaginable. He said there was nothing in the world, which he would like so well as to travel
with a show. What could he do? Why, he could fetch water, black our boots, and take care of our baggage. We
assured him that we could not afford to have a servant travel with us. Ephriam rejoined that he did not want
any pay; he just wanted to go with the show. We told him it was simply impossible; and Ephraim went away,
as we thought discouraged. The next morning, as we were getting into the railway car, whom should we
discover there before us but Ephraim, with his baggage under his arm, a glazed traveling-bag of so attenuated
an appearance that it could not possibly have had anything in it but its lining. To the question as to whither he
was bound, he replied, "Why, bless you, I's goin' wid de show." Again he was told that it could not be, and
made to get out of the car. This occurrence gave Mr. Lynch the theme for a long series of stories about people
he had met, who were what he called "show-struck"; and with these narratives our time was beguiled till we
reached the town at which we were to perform that night. As we walked out towards the baggage-car, what
was our surprise to see Ephraim there, picking out and piling up our trunks, and bestowing sundry loud and
expressive epithets upon the baggage-master, who had let a property-box fall upon the platform. I think we
laughed louder now than we had at any of Mr. Lynch's stories. Ephraim deigned not to notice us or our mirth,
but, having picked out the baggage that went to the hall where we were to exhibit, he called a dray and rode
away with it. He made himself of great use during our stay in that place, in return for which his slight hotel
expenses were paid; but he was told positively that he could go no farther. We knew that he had no money, yet
did not dare to give him any, lest he should be enabled to follow us to the next town. So, when he came to go
away, we expressed our regrets to the ingenuous darky, and once more bade him good-by. He disappeared in
the crowd, and the train moved off. When we arrived at the next town, however, there again was Ephriam, at
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the baggage-car, giving his stentorian commands about out trunks and properties, and taking not the least
notice of the surprise depicted on our faces. The discharge and mysterious reappearance of Ephraim occurred
in about the same manner at every town along the road, until we reached Detroit. We never could find out how
he got from place to place on the cars; but where our baggage was, there was Ephraim also. We had to
succumb. His persistency and faithfulness and perfect good nature carried the point; and he became a regular
attach‚ of the "Booker Troupe." The story of the fights and beatings that poor Ephriam sustained in his jealous
care of our luggage would alone make a long chapter. He was always at fisticuffs with the Irish porters of the
hotels. On one occasion, when remonstrated with for his excessive pugnacity, Ephraim explained himself in
this way: "For one slam of a trunk I gen'lly speaks to a man; for two slams I calls him a thief; and when it
comes to three slams, den deres gwine to be somebody knocked down. Now you heered me!" On our arrival at
the hotel in Detroit, we observed that the porter was an Irishman, and were really surprised that he and
Ephriam did not quarrel in handling the baggage, -an anomaly which was satisfactorily explained to us
afterwards, by the fact that the porter had lately come to this country, and was, moreover, only about halfwitted. Now Ephraim was in the habit of taking his meals in the kitchens, and of sleeping in whatever attic
was assigned him. On our first night in Detroit he had been sent into the servants' chamber, somewhere in the
topmost part of the hotel. Ephraim ascended, disrobed himself, and, with his usual recklessness, got into the
first of the many beds he saw in the large room. At twelve o'clock, when his watch was over, the Irish porter
also proceeded to the same apartment, with the purpose of retiring. Opening the door, he discovered by the
dim gaslight something dark on the pillow of his own bed. This brought all his old world superstition into play
in a moment, Going as much nearer as he dared, he saw that it was a black head, and believing firmly that the
Devil was black, he was sure that the Devil was in his bed. The affrighted porter gave an unearthly yelp, at
which Ephraim started up in terror. Whereupon the Irishman seized one of the Negro's boots from the floor by
the foot of the bed, and fell to beating the supposed Devil over the head with all his might. The attack was so
sudden that Ephraim never thought of defense, but, springing to his feet, fled precipitately down the six flights
of stairs, out into the middle of the street, crying, "Watch, watch!" at the top of his voice. Here a policeman
came along, and took poor Ephraim off to the station house just as he was, and is spite of all his protestations
of innocence. The next morning Mr. Booker carried his clothes to the unfortunate Negro, and brought him
back to the hotel. In the course of time the "Booker Troupe" was disbanded, and Ephraim, as well as
ourselves, was, in greenroom parlance, out of an engagement. I never saw him or Lynch afterwards. I found
myself, after some minor adventures, at Cincinnati, where the once notorious Mike Mitchell left the
Campbell's Minstrels, and took me with him into a company which he organized in that city, under the title of
"The Mitchells." We played for some time at the largest hall in Cincinnati, and traveled afterwards through a
few of the neighboring States. This troupe, too, having gone to pieces, I was one of the volunteers at the grand
complimentary benefit given to Mitchell in Cincinnati, with the proceeds of which he was sent out to
California to join his friends Birch and Backus. Mitchell, poor fellow, like Lynch and Sliter and so many of
my old associates in the cork-opera, has passed away, let us hope, to a quieter stage, beyond the doubledealing of managers and the contumely of publicans. An old showman is, in truth, a being sui generis. You
rarely meet one who will not tell you he has been twenty-two years in the show business. He always talks in
hyperbole, uses adjectives for adverbs, and arranges all the minor incidents of his life, as well as his self; he is
not naturally worse than the majority of men, but has more temptation. A good Negro minstrel would, in any
other profession, be an Admirable Chichton in respect to morals. While acknowledging with pride that I met
in this calling some who deserved even such praise, it is due to the truth to state also that I have known many
and many a poor fellow who was, in the language of Addison, "Reduced, like Hannibal, to seek relief from
court to court, and wandered up and down, A vagabond in Africa." The day after the farewell benefit of
Mitchell, I was engaged by Dr. Spaulding, the veteran manager, whose old quarrel with Dan Rice has made
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him famous to the lovers of the circus. He was then fitting out "The Floating Palace" for its voyage on the
Western and Southern rivers. "The Floating Palace" was a great boat build expressly for show purposes. It was
towed from place to place by a steamer called the James Raymond. The Palace contained a museum with all
the usual concomitants of "Invisible Ladies," stuffed giraffes, puppet-dancing, etc. The Raymond contained,
besides the dining-hall and state-rooms of the employees, a concert-saloon fitted up with great elegance and
convenience, and called "The Ridotto." In this latter I was engaged, in conjunction with "a full band of
minstrels," to do my jig and wench dances. The two boats left Cincinnati with nearly a hundred souls on
board, that being the necessary complement of the vast establishment. We were bound for Pittsburgh, where
we were to give our fist exhibition; purposing to stop afterwards, on our way down, at all the towns and
landings along the Ohio. Everything went well on our way up the river till we came within about twenty miles
of Wheeling, Va., when the Raymond stuck fast on a sandbar. It was thought best for the people to be
transferred to the Palace so as to lighten the steamer, and let her work off. When, accordingly, we had all
huddled into the museum, our lines were cast off and our anchor let go; but we were carried half a mile down
stream before the anchor caught. Here, all day, from the decks of the Palace, we could watch the futile efforts
of the Raymond to get off the bar. The only provision for the inner man, on board of our craft, was a drinkingsaloon, which was of very little comfort to the numerous ladies of the party, to say the least. Towards night we
became exceedingly hungry, but no relief was sent us from the steamer. One Riesse, an obese bass singer, who
was a terrible gourmand, and who had been for the last five hours raving about the decks in a pitiable manner,
rushed suddenly out upon the guard, about eight o'clock declaring that he saw a boat-load of provisions
coming from the Raymond. A shout of joy now went up from the famished people, that shook the stuffed
giraffes and wax-works in their glass cases. It was a boat, indeed; but it contained simply the captain, mate,
and pilot, who had come all that way after their evening bitters at the drinking-saloon. They expressed
themselves very sorry for us, and were confident that they could now get the steamer off the bar. This liquid
stimulus was all that had been needed from the first. With this mild assurance for a foundation to our hopes of
relief, they took their departure, and we waited on and on through the long night. Riesse, the bass singer, never
slept a wink, or allowed many others to sleep, his hungry voice, like a loon's on some solitary lake, breaking in
upon the stillness where and when it was least expected. Wrapped in the veritable cloak of the great Pacha
Mohammed Ali, I drowsed through the latter part of the night, crouched down between the glass apartments of
the waxen Tam O'Shanter and the Twelve Apostles. In the morning there were several more steamers on
ground in the neighborhood, but no better prospect of the Raymond's getting off. We were finally taken off to
her in small boats, and allowed to break our long fast. Instead of rising, the river fell, and we were left almost
a week on dry land. Our provisions giving out, it was thought best for the performers to be taken up to
Wheeling by a little stern-wheeler that happened to come along. At that city we gave several exhibitions at
Washington Hall. Proceeding thence down the river, on the stern-wheeler, to play at the towns along till we
should be overtaken by the Palace and the Raymond, we passed those unfortunate boats, still laboring to free
themselves, and were greeted with hearty cheers by the people on board. One night the river rose suddenly,
and, in a day or so, we were overtaken by the whole establishment, at Marietta, Ohio. The purposed trip to
Pittsburgh was abandoned. We commenced our voyage down the river, exhibiting in the afternoon and
evening, and sometimes in the morning, at two, and often three, towns or landings in a day. It needed not this
excess of its labors to tire me with the showman's life. Several months before I had begun to doubt whether a
great Negro minstrel was a more enviable man than a great senator or author. As these doubts grew on me, I
purchased some school-books, and betook myself to study every day, devouring, in the intervals of arithmetic
and grammar, the contents of every work of biography and poetry that I could lay hands on. The novelty and
excitement of this odd life, indeed, were wearing away. All audiences at last looked alike to me, as all lecturegoers do to Dr. Holmes. They laughed at the same places at the performance, applauded at the same place, and
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looked inane or interested at the same place, day after day, week after week, and month after month. I became
gradually indifferent to their applause, or only noticed when it failed at the usual step or pantomime. Then
succeeded a sort of contempt for audiences, and, at last, a positive hatred of them and myself. I noticed, or
thought I noticed, that their faces wore the same vacant expression whether their eyes were staring at me or the
stuffed giraffes or the dancing puppets of the museum. I obtained my first view of the great Mississippi and of
the practical working of Lynch law at the same time. The night of our advent at Cairo was lit up by the fires of
an execution. A negro, it seems, was the owner or lessee of an old wharf-boat, which had been moored to the
levee of that town, and which he had turned to the uses of a vigilance committee, then governing Cairo, had
frequently endeavored to lay hold of the negro and bring him to trial; but he had secret passages from one part
of the wharf-boat to the other, by which he always eluded his pursuers. Having no doubt that he was guilty of
several murders, the vigilantes, on the night of our arrival, had come down to the levee, two or three hundred
strong, armed, equipped, and determined to make the wretch surrender. In answer to their summons, they
received nothing but insults from the Negro, still out of sight and secure in one of his hiding-places. At a given
signal, the wharf-boat was set afire and cut adrift, and, as it floated out into the current, the vigilantes
surrounded it in small boats, with their rifles ready and pointed to prevent the escape of their victim. When the
wharf-boat was well into the stream, the Negro appeared boldly at the place which, in the middle of all rivercraft of that kind, is left open for the reception and discharge of freight. And now a scene occurred, so
sensationally dramatic, so easily adaptable to the stage of these latter days, that I would not dare to relate it for
truth, if I had not witnessed it with my own eyes. The Negro was not discovered till he had rolled a large keg
of powder into the middle of the open space just mentioned. As he stood in the light of his burning craft, it
could be seen by the people in the small boats in the river, that he had a cocked musket with the muzzle
plunged into the keg of powder. Then the Negro dared them to come on and take him, pouring upon them at
the same time such horrible oaths and curses as have rarely come from the lips of man. The small boats kept a
proper distance now, their occupants caring only to prevent his escape into the water. As the flames grew
thicker around him, there the Negro stood, floating down into the darkness that enveloped the majestic river,
with his cocked musket still in the keg of powder, and cursing and defying his executioners. He was game to
the last. We heard the explosion down the stream, and saw the wharf-boat sink. The next day, I spoke with the
leader of the band in the small boats,-a short, wiry little man, with a piercing eye. He said that he had not the
heart to shoot the "nigger'," because he showed such pluck. He even confessed that, for the same reason, he
felt almost sorry for the victim, after the explosion had blown him into eternity. We saw, indeed, a great deal
of wild life in the country we visited, for we steamed thousands of miles on the western and southern rivers.
We went, for instance, the entire navigable lengths of the Cumberland and Tennessee. Our advertising agent
had a little boat of his own, in which he preceded us. The Palace and Raymond would sometimes run their
noses upon the banks of some of these rivers where there was not habitation in view, and by the hour of the
exhibition the boats and shore would be thronged with people. In some places on the Mississippi, especially in
Arkansas, men would come in with pistols sticking out of their coat-pockets, or with long bowie-knives
protruding from the legs of their boots. The manager had provided for these savage people; for every member
of the company was armed, and, at a given signal, stood on the defensive. We had a giant for a door-keeper,
who was known in one evening to kick down stairs as many as five of these bushwhackers, with drawn knives
in their hands. There were two other persons, employed ostensibly as ushers, but ready to fight the wild men
of the rivers. These two gentlemen were members of the New York prize ring, one of whom, I believe, went to
England with Heenan at the time of the international "mill," and whose name I saw in a New York paper, the
other day, as the trainer of a pugilistic celebrity of the present time. The honest fellows scorned to use
anything but their fists in preserving order; and it is strange, considering the number of deadly weapons drawn
on them, that they never received anything worse than a few scratches. Nor did they, indeed, ever leave their
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antagonists with anything worse than a broken head; except in a solitary case, which befell at a backwoods
landing on the Upper Mississippi, where a person who had made an unprovoked attack on the boats was left
for dead on the bank, as we pushed out into the stream. We never heard whether he lived or died. Besides
these pugilists, we had in our company other celebrities; for instance, the amiable and gentlemanly David
Reed, whose character-song of "Sally Come Up" made such a furor, not long ago, in New York and, I believe,
throughout the country. His picture is to be seen at all the music stores. One other of our company has since
had his name and exploits telegraphed to the remotest ends of the earth; I remember to have read of him
myself, in a little German newspaper, on the banks of the Danube. This was Professor Lowe, the balloonist,
late of the Army of the Potomac. I doubt very much whether the professor had dipped very deeply into
aeronautics at that time. He was an ingenious, odd sort of Yankee, with his long hair braided and hanging in
two tails down his back. His wife, formerly a Paris danseuse, was my instructor in the Terpsichorean art. By
the aid of a little whip, which she insisted was essential to success, she taught me to go through all the
posturing and pirouettes of the operatic ballet girls. I was forced often to remonstrate against the ardor with
which she applied her whip to a toe or finer of mine which would get perversely out of the line of beauty.
Professor Lowe and Madame, his wife, conducted the performances of the "Invisible Lady," a contrivance that
may not be familiar to all my readers. A hollow brass ball with four trumpets protruding from it is suspended
inside of a hollow railing. Questions put by the by-standers are answered through a tube by a person in the
apartment beneath. The imaginations of the spectators make the sounds seem to issue from the brass ball. It
used to be amusing to stand by and listen to the answers of the "Invisible Lady," alias Madame Lowe, whose
English was drolly mixed up with her own vernacular. But if the responses were sometimes unintelligible, this
only added to the mystery and success of the brazen oracle. The Professor was passionately fond of game. He
was struck with the abundance of turkeys in one of the southern States where we chanced to be, and, throwing
his gun across his shoulder, sallied forth to bring some of them down. He returned shortly, with two large
black birds, which he exhibited about the decks, amid the grins and suppressed laughter of the crew. It was not
till the Professor took his game into the kitchen to have it dressed for dinner, that he was informed not only
that his birds were not turkeys at all, but that he had been breaking one of the statutes of the State, which
prohibits, under a pecuniary penalty, the killing of turkey-buzzards. In his social relations a performer, like
many another great man or woman, is liable to mistakes of head and heart. The ladies of the profession are
sometimes given to gossip and back biting in as great a degree at least as are the gentlemen. Jealousy may be
as rife on a Mississippi show-boat as in the antechamber of any court in Europe. I have known a danseuse to
furnish boys with clandestine bouquets to throw on the stage when she appeared; not that she cared at all for
the praise or blame of the audience, but that she did care to crush a cleverer rival. I have known men, whose
names have made some noise in the world, to measure with straws the comparative sizes of the letters in
which they were announced on a poster. In our company on board the Palace and the Raymond we had strange
contrast in human nature. It would happen, for instance, that the man who could not sleep without snoring
would be placed in the same state-room with the man who could not sleep within hearing of the most distant
snore. The man who could not eat pork was seated at table just opposite the man who doted on it. We had one
gentleman-the fleshy bass singer already mentioned-who spent all his leisure in catching mocking-birds; and
another, who passed his spare hours in contriving new and undiscoverable ways of letting these birds escape
from the cages. There were on board ladies who had seen more prosperous days, when they were the chief
attractions at the theatres of London, Paris, and New York,-according to their own stories; other ladies who
had never associated with such vulgar people before; other ladies who hoped they would die, if they did not
leave the company at the very next landing, but never left; and yet other ladies, I am rejoiced to add, who were
lovely in nature and deed,-kind mothers and faithful wives, whose strength of character and ready cheerfulness
tended as far as possible to restore the social equilibrium. In the course of the long association grotesque
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friendships sprang up. The man who played the bass supplied the two boats. The pretty man of the
establishment, he who played the chimes on the top of the museum and the piano in the concert-room-at
present a popular composer at St. Louis,-this young gentleman, who broke all the hearts of the country girls
that came into the show, was the inseparable friend of the pilot,-a great, gruff, warm-hearted fellow, who
steered the Raymond from the corners of his eyes and swore terribly at snags. The man who dusted down Tam
O'Shanter and the Twelve Apostles in wax, and had especial care of the stuffed birds, giraffes, and alligators,
was on most intimate terms with the cook. The youngest of the ladies who hoped to die if they didn't go ashore
at the next landing and never went,-or died either, for that matter,-well, she was, or pretended to be,
desperately in love with the treasurer of the company, a thin, irascible old fellow, with a bald head. On the
arrival of another danseuse in the company, the two dancers, who were before deadly enemies, became sworn
friends and confidants, united in their jealousy and hatred of the new-comer. The lady who was loudest in
proclaiming that she had never before associated with such low people as the performers on board of these
boats seemed to enjoy herself most, and indeed spent most of her time, in the society of Bridget, the Irish
laundry-woman of the establishment, who on one occasion, after excessive stimulus, came very near hanging
herself overboard to dry, instead of a calico dress. As a general thing, however, the ladies, performers, and
crew of our boats were not so quarrelsome as I have seen a set of cabin passengers on a sea voyage between
America and Europe, or especially on the three weeks' passage to or from California. When I consider that
there were so many of us together in this narrow compass for nearly a year, it seems to me strange indeed that
there was not more bad blood excited. Madame Olinza was, I believe, the name of the Polish lady who walked
on a tight-rope from the floor of one end of the museum up to the roof of the farthest gallery. This kind of
perilous ascension and suspension was something new in the country then. It was before the time of Blondin,
and Madame used to produce a great sensation. Now it may be interesting to the general reader to learn that
this tight-rope walker was one of the most exemplary, domestic little bodies imaginable. She and her husband
had a large state-room on the upper deck of the Raymond, and she was always there with her child when
released from her public duties. One afternoon his nurse happened to bring the child into the museum when
Madame Olinza was on the rope; and out of the vast audience that little face was recognized by the fond
mother, and her attention so distracted that she lost her balance, dropped her pole, and fell. Catching the rope
with her hands, however, in time to break her fall, she escaped fortunately without the least injury; but, ever
after that, her child was kept out of the audience while she was on the rope. Going up the Mississippi from
Cairo, we passed, one Sunday, the old French town of Cape Girardeau, Missouri, and its Roman Catholic
college on the river bank. The boys were out on the lawn under the trees, and I became as envious of their lot
as I ever had been before of a man who worked on a steamboat or who danced "in the minstrels." I suddenly
resolved that I would go to that college. We did not stop at Cape Girardeau till our return down the river, some
weeks afterwards. Then I went boldly up, and sought an interview with the president of the institution. I found
him to be a kindly mannered priest, who encouraged me in my ambition. He told me it would be well to save
up more money than I then had, and that he would do all he could for me. I returned to the Palace, and
immediately gave warning that I purposed to leave as soon as some one could be got to fill my place. It struck
me as somewhat odd that it was six months from that date before I could get away. It has been explained to me
since. The fact, is, I received what, as a boy, I thought a good salary, but nothing like what I earned. It took
two men afterwards to fill my place. I have been told since, that more than a year before that time, and prior to
this last engagement, the late E. P. Christy had written for me from New York, but that the letter had been
intercepted by those whose interest it then was that I should not know my own value in the "profession." I
used to see that my name was larger than almost any other on the bills, but was led to believe that it was
because I was a boy, and not likely to excite the jealous of the other members of the company. It may not be
very soothing to my vanity, but dwelling upon these things dispassionately, I have my honest doubts now
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whether I was not always a greater success as an advertisement than as a performer. I was promised at New
Orleans, that if I would go over to Galveston, Texas, with the minstrel troupe, I should certainly be allowed to
retire from public life. So we left the Palace and the Raymond as the levee of the former city, and took passage
in the regular steamship, crossing the Gulf to Galveston. We performed there two or three weeks with great
success. Few minstrels then had wandered that way, and thus it happened that my farewell appearance as a
dancer was greeted with a crowded house. Except as a poor lecturer, I have never been on the stage since I left
Galveston. Still resolved to go to college at Cape Girardeau, I returned to New Orleans, and took passage to
Cairo on the Steamer L. M. Kennett. Barney Williams and his wife were on board during the tedious voyage;
but I suppose they have long since forgotten all about the urchin who surprised and bored them with his
minute knowledge of the early history of the country through which we passed. The river above Cairo, very
much to my sorrow, was frozen over, for it was midwinter. There was no alternative for me but to proceed to
Cape Girardeau by land,-a long, difficult, and expensive journey in those times. After a great deal of trouble
and some danger, I arrived at the gates of the college, and proceeded directly to the room of the president. The
kindly face that I remembered so well again beamed upon me, as I stood before him and said that I had come
to stay a year, at least, at his school. At his good-natured question as to how much money I had, I emptied my
pocket of just thirty-five dollars in gold. That was the sum to which the unforeseen expenses of my long
journey had reduced me. The president, being aware that the river was frozen,-so that I could not get away
even if I had money enough to go with,-and having much greater discretionary power than the presidents of
our Protestant colleges, told me that I might stay. At the end of my year the river was again frozen; and the
good president was again prevailed upon to keep me till the close of that college term, which would be in the
middle of the ensuing summer. So I was for sixteen months in all a student in Saint Vincent's College. Most of
the students were the sons of French planters of Louisiana, and the institution was more French than English.
Things were ordered very much as they are in the religious houses of Europe. We slept in large dormitories,
and ate in a refectory, some one reading aloud the while from an English or French book. The college had its
own tailors and shoemakers; and by the favor of the president, who seemed to take a great liking to me. My
credit was made good for anything I wanted, and I was provided for as well as the richest of them. The
instructors were all priests, and generally good men. I was never required to change my religion, or to conform
more than externally to their worship. The president, Father S. V. Ryan, has since met the recognition which
his piety and abilities so justly deserved. Within the past year, if I have read the papers aright, he has been
made Roman Catholic Bishop of Buffalo. I applied myself so zealously to study, that, at the expiration of my
sixteen months, I was nearly prepared to enter Kenyon College, in which I spent the next four years. When I
came to leave Saint Vincent's, I drew out a deposit which I had in a band in Toledo, and gave it into the hands
of the college treasurer, reserving for myself only what I thought would be enough to take me back to Ohio.
As good luck would have it, the little steamer Banjo, a show-boat belonging to Dr. Spading, the manager of
the Floating Palace, was advertised to be at Cape Girardeau the week in which I purposed to leave there.
Seeing the names of some of my old comrades on the bills, I waited to meet them. They generously made me
bring my trunk on board, and have a free ride to St. Louis, or, if I chose, to Alton, where I was to take the cars
for Chicago. The remembrance of this trip up the river with these jovial, reckless souls has made it my duty
always to defend my old associates, when I hear the censure heaped on them by inconsiderate ignorance or
blind prejudice, and I can take my final leave of the show business and of show people in no better way, I
think, than in relating an incident which occurred on this little steamer. On the afternoon before our arrival at
Alton, as I was sitting on the deck by the side of one of the performers, Mr. Edwin Davis, who had been a
member of our company on the Floating Palace, he asked me to let him see my money, adding that I might
have had imposed upon me some of the wild-cat" bills then afloat. Taking out all I had, I place it in his hands.
He counted it and scrutinized it thoroughly, and, folding it up carefully, returned it to me with the remark that
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my bills were all good. I had no occasion to use my money till I came to pay my railway fare at Alton, when I
discovered that my wealth had increased by nearly half. He added deed, been a better judge than myself of my
necessities; for, with his generous addition, I had barely enough to take me to my destination. I met Mr. Davis
in New York, years afterwards, and offered him the sum he had added to mine, but could not prevail upon him
to take it. And this is the way he stated his reason: "No; it does not belong to me. Keep it out, till you see some
poor fellow as much in need of it as you were then on the Mississippi, and give it to him.

1884 - Cleveland Gazette - July 26
THE MINSTRELS IN LONDON - An Ovation Accorded the Troupe on the Opening Night successful Career of Those Who Remained in England.
London, May 19 - After a very quick and uneventful passage of seven days, two hours and eighteen
minutes, we arrived safely at Liverpool. While our baggage was passing the Customs, the first persons to greet
us on the dock were Billy Taylor and Webster Sykes, formerly of Haverly’s Genuine Colored Minstrels. It
may be remembered that they remained in England when the Haverly Company left for America some two
years ago, together with Jas. Ned Geo. Bobee, Jas. Bland, Chas. Onsley, Billy Allen and Billy Otter. Sykes and
Taylor were both looking well, Taylor especially so. Billy still wears his beautiful diamond pin and good
clothes. He has joined the Callender party while it is on route through England, but positively affirms his fixed
purpose of remaining in England. Sykes is now doing a wonderful turn on the music hall stages of London,
and says he has the best chance at the present ever offered him, although he claims to have earned 10 pounds a
week in the Provinces and I do not doubt him for an instant.

1887 - Cleveland Gazette - Feb. 19
MINSTRELS Degrade Negroes - Minstrels here, there or anywhere, in as much as they engage in
the business of caricaturing the Negro race, tend to belittle and degrade them rather than elevate and dignify
them. They never were intended to benefit the people whom they deride. They excite only a feeling of ridicule
and contempt. The profession has been always speculative, never at any time doing justice to the virtues and
characteristics of those whom they would despise. In no way more surely are the feelings of prejudice and
alienation engendered than by the exaggerated habits and manners of a race struggling into a higher and more
cultivated life. Singularly strange that in an age of advanced enlightenment the better classes throughout
Christendom show an inordinate passion for that which operates deleteriously upon the life forces of society.
Those who visit the minstrel show, and who have a just appreciation of the refining influences of the social
system, know the demoralizing effects of the minstrelsy. Yet in palliation of the practice, the popularity of the
pleasure-seeking masses is given us a reasonable ground of defense. But if we would condemn any practice as
an evil deserving to be suppressed, their can be no excuse for those who denounce popular evils and at the
same time encourage another. Now, while it is true that the best classes frequent places of amusement where
the minstrel is applauded, it can not be denied that many of the light-minded and giddy-headed spend most of
their spar time with such amusements. No class of people can continually join in seeking pleasure at these
gatherings without considerable risk to their moral standing. The minstrelsy, like the low comedy, seems to be
gathering a secret influence, which, if not brought into disfavor, will demoralize the whole social system. The
practice is maintained at fearful odds against the Negro, and it is time that every good citizen and every
colored man commence an uncompromising system of warfare against this villainy perpetrated upon the
colored people throughout the world.

1900 - Cleveland Gazette - Feb. 6
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COLORED MINSTREL SUES - The Hogan colored Minstrel Company wanted to go from
Honolulu to Victoria, in Australia, and was refused accommodation by the Canadian-Australian Steamship
Company. The result is that each member of the company has sued for $25,000, making a total of one-half
million. The agents of the steamship company claim that they were not taken for fear of the plague or deterrent
effects as a result of their having been in countries where the plague was rampant. The minstrels claim that
they were refused on the score of color or race.

1901 - COSMOPOLITAN - OCT.
FROM BREAKDOWN TO RAG-TIME - by Charles Reginald Sherlock - The most genuine things
that have been done upon the stage in the guise of Negro portraiture are as far apart as 1830 and 1895. The
attempt began with the breakdown of Thomas D. Rice and George Washington Dixon and ends with the ragtime of May Irwin and Fay Templeton; as an example of fidelity to nature the "Jump Jim Crow" of sixty-five
years ago is to be compared only to the modern self. "You won't get no money you needn't come runnin'. In
the main the intervening years have been filled with various forms of mimicry of the American Negro that can
be described in no other way than as broad caricature of the subject. You would look in vain in real life for the
counterpart of the traditional darkey of the stage, as depicted so delightfully by a long line of Negro minstrels,
among whom performers like Dan Bryant, Eph Horn, Billy Birch Charley Backus, Cool White, Nelse
Seymour, Cal Wagner, Dan Emmett, Dave Reed, Sam Devers, Harry Stanwood, Hughey Dougherty, Billy
Emerson, Lew Benedict, Mike Barlow, George Thatcher and George Wilson take rank as premiers. Amusing
they were, beyond question, but they sketched so roughly in burnt cork that their portrayals were as unreal as
most of the theatrical properties" which went along with them. It has been many years, indeed, since
performers of the highest repute in Negro minstrelsy have attempted to imitate even the dialect that still
remains one of the distinguishing marks of the race they represented. As a matter of fact, Dan Bryant-and who
ever wore the sable mask with greater honor?-was never so happy as when singing "Shamus O'Brien" in black
face and an Irish brogue! In costuming the different creations with which their fame was identified all these
celebrities went to the farthest extremes, gross exaggeration being the invariable rule. With something akin to
underline action by the most famous performers has been distinguished by big feet and diminutive hats,
trademarks that seemed destined to resist innovation for all time. Only with the advent of rag-time, four or five
years ago, did this style of dress start on its way to the rag-man. So it happens that the stage copy of the
genuine Negro is to-day nearer the original in essential characteristics than anything that has gone before, for
we have him in the modern form as New York knows him on Thompson Street, and as he disports himself in
the colored colonies of other cities. Miscegenation, or something worse, has peaked the nose of the negro of
slavery days, has taken the kinks out of his wiry locks, and has holy stoned his complexion, but the shuffle of
the tarheel still remains, as do his ingrained love of song and dance, his heedlessness of life in general and his
love of show in particular. In these traits, accentuated for theatrical purposes, he is being made visible to-day.
It is to be said, therefore, that the modern performer has ceased to seek the extreme and fantastic at the
expense of truth, and is now going to original sources for his material. This is what was done at the beginning,
or what may be termed the beginning, by Thomas D. Rice, whose "Jim Crow" was for so long a period the
accepted type of the stage negro. Blackened faces had figured in the drama long before Rice's time - as far
back as the date of a first production of "Othello"- but to him seems to belong the distinction of having
brought the Negro forward as truthful picture. Rice, and Rice's predecessors in burnt cork, and "danced Juba"
and executed breakdowns, in every description of motley wear, regardless of the actual quaintness of the droll
people they pretended to represent. Rice found an old cripple of a nigger, doing odd jobs around a livery stable
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in Louisville, and made him his own. By the closest mimicry he put "Jim Crow" on the stage, dressed in tatters
as he dressed, shaking his palsied legs as he did and singing his very words:
"Wheel about, turn about, Do jis' so. An'; ebery time I wheel about I jump Jim Crow."
Rice seems to have originated the only real Negro of his day. The cotton fields of Georgia, the sugar
plantations of Louisiana, the wide acres sown with tobacco in Virginia, as well as the levees of New Orleans,
of Natchez and of Memphis, swarming with black people, seem to have been fallow ground in the estimation
of the actors of fifty, sixty and seventy years ago. "Jim Crow" ran his course, and in quick sequence was
followed by the "Dandy Jims," the "Spruce Pinks," the "Bone Squahes," all fanciful delineations of the Negro,
in so far as they avoided use of the better material at hand. Except that the cars now set apart by law for the
occupancy of colored folks in certain Southern States usually go by the name of "Jim Crow," this designation
is only a memory. Even the fact that Joseph Jefferson, the grand old man of to-day's stage, made his first
appearance as a pocket edition of Rice's "Jim Crow," and with Rice, when the former was a toddler of three
years, has not made the title more familiar.
After "Jim Crow," the stage seems to have returned to a Negro representation that scorned the truthful
picture, droll as the truthful picture ought to have been. But the fact is, we have had a traditional, not a real,
Negro on the stage. First of all, he has not dressed the part. After smutting their faces, the performers most
famous in this line have done little else to keep up the illusion. May Irwin in rouge and rice powder gives a
better imitation, in as much as aside from the black face she is the beau ideal of somebody's "baby," or
somebody who loves his "baby." Looking for the genesis of the art, we find that for whole epochs the "longtailed blue" was the prevailing fashion. This garment got its name from a song that had its reign in 1838.
Aside from the perennial use of tremendous soles and miniature hats, the rule has ever been to deck out the
Negro in pantaloons of red-and-white checks of titanic size and coats of outlandish pattern. Variations of these
general forms have come down to us like heirlooms. There came a period along in the '50's when there was a
break in these vain devices, the outcome of which was the introduction of a plantation darkey who wore
"pants"-the costumers who made the garments cut the word as well as the gunnybag-held up by one suspender
in a very precarious manner. This type of Negro came as close to nature as the profession ever got. He was the
shiftless, good-for-nothing nigger, whose companion-piece many years later was Topsy in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." With the advent of the darkey whose badge was the one suspender came a style of dancing that most
resembled the dancing of the real Negro. It was called the "Essence of Ole Virginny," and may be said to have
reached its highest perfection many years later in the performances of Dan Bryant. The jig and reel in one
form or another appear to have antedated the "essence" so -called, the widest departure from these dances
having been in the efforts of those who "jumped Jim Crow." The rocking heel, which is an element of pedal
motion in every Negro dance, was first exemplified by Rice as "Jim Crow." In that respect his dancing was
typical of the Negro race, even if its originator did draw his inspiration from a single source. Frank Brower
and Murt Sexton, two performers of note in their day, had both danced "essences" as Dixon had danced to the
song "Old Zip Coon," seven or eight years earlier. Old prints of Dixon in this specialty show him doing a step
that must have been the foundation of the "essence," a dance that made work for the hands as well as the feet,
the palms being held at right angles with the wrists, while the arms were extended in a sort of pushing gesture.
The essence had a long lease of life, due, no doubt, to its having been made a conspicuous feature of Negro
minstrelsy, in the regulation form of the entertainment, after it had been established as such by Billy Whitlock
and Dan Emmett in 1843. Until their band was organized and made a bid for popular favor, the stage Negro
had been an unattached straggler whose individual efforts had been sandwiched between the acts of dramatic
productions, chiefly as interludes to a bill of farces, but occasionally as a sugar-coat for a heavy dose of
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Shakespearean tragedy. In their new combination of talent, including Whitlock, Dan Emmett, Frank Brower
and Dick Pelham (whose "Ginger Blue" is a pleasing memory), new possibilities were quickly developed, and
one of the results was the gradual evolution of the half-circle in which, from that day to this, the "first part" of
every minstrel performance is given. The Christys (E. P, and George) are, however, credited with the eventual
arrangement of the minstrel bill into acts in about the order that has since prevailed. Next in historical
succession came the walk-around-and as an accompaniment to it the older breakdown, for which Dan Emmett
wrote a long list of songs. "Lucy Long" walk around, if not the first, was among the first, and there followed
"Old Dan Tucker," "Walk Along, John," "Chaw Roast Beef," "Early in the Mornin'," "I Ain't Got Time to
Tarry," "High Low Jack," "Loozyanna Lowlands" and others. The walk-around was always made the finale of
the first part, and was usually repeated at the end of the show as a spectacle on which to drop the curtain. It
was intended to be written in march-time, and to its spirited strains the whole company would circumnavigate
the stage, in a dance-step that was little more than a jerky elevation of the legs below the knees, much like the
"Buck and Wing" dances of the present day. It was as long ago as this-the walk-around being in highest estate
with Bryant's Minstrels in the sixties-that the spatting of dance-time with the outspread palms on the knees
was invented. To this manual accompaniment the breakdowns were often done. Cleverly executed, this tattoo
will set the saltatorial nerves in motion as quickly as the catchiest music.
As the minstrel troupes multiplied in number, and new acts were demanded to enliven the programs,
the clog-dancers came to the fore, and faithful representation of the Negro drifted farther away from its
moorings. The clog, danced in shoes with wooden soles, bore no earmarks of Dixie. The darkeys never did it.
Half the battle in the clog-dance was a gaudy costume, consisting of a ruffled shirt, silken knee breeches,
spangled stockings and red leather shoes. By and by the dancers mounted high pedestals, on which, with
marble slabs for a footing, they cut graceful capers. They tacked pennies loosely on their heels to make a little
jingling accompaniment for the music, and when dancing in duets, trios or quartettes, devised steps which
involved taps upon each others' heels. There was too much poetry of motion in this dancing to resemble in the
slightest degree what the Negro did, or could do, on his feet. The essential element of grotesqueness was
entirely absent. Female impersonation, of which the Only Leon and the Great Eugene were the best exponents;
the banjo soloists, among whom Harry Stanwood and Sam Devere ranked highest, and stump-speak
progressive members were sitting up o' nights trying to hit on something novel. All sorts of efforts were made
to get out of the old ruts, but not until the specialty known as the "song and dance" was developed did the
Negro minstrels reach a milestone. Like the clog-dance, however, the best that could be said of it was that it
was graceful and pretty. It did not go to original sources. It was like a revival of the "Dandy Jim of South
Carolina," which Barney Williams, afterward the Irish comedian, did in 1838. It set the performers who went
with the tide singing love-songs, and not a few of them were skillfully written and beautifully scored. Unusual
chances were afforded men who had vocal gifts. Of these, perhaps Billy Emerson was the foremost. His
singing of a waltz like "Love among the Roses" was a grateful reminder to old theater-goers of the good times
in minstrelsy when "Old Folks at Home," "Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground," "Way Down Upon the S'wanee
river," "Oh, Susanna, Don't you Cry for Me," and other songs as tuneful and plaintive, were made to suggest
the melody of the wind soughing in the canebrake. It can be said of the older minstrels that they did not often
believe the name they took. They could sing. Emerson and Bobby Newcomb, too, were personifications of
grace in their movements, and in the natty dress which the fashion of the specialty prescribed; they made
pictures that are painted on the memory in fast colors. This dress was a jaunty silk or plush jacket, with
bobtails and wide lapels, a flaring waistcoat and knee breeches of the same material, all in bright color; silk
stockings, usually striped in red or blue, and a nobby straw hat. The idea was to portray a very genteel member
of the colored population.
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Contemporary with Emerson and Newcomb, as well as a host of seconds in command, Delehanty and
Hengler, who sang and danced double, did as much as anybody to popularize this style of entertainment. Their
"Little bunch of Rose by My side" was a genuine treat of its kind. They struck on the little trick, everywhere
copied in later years of making their entrance to low music from opposite sides of the stage, backing in to a
dance-step. After a time the exquisiteness of this form of song and dance was relegated to the rear-though not
absolutely-to be replaced by a modification of it, introducing a team in which one member appeared as a
wench. This act was usually dressed in the traditionally grotesque way-big shoes, little hats, checkered
trousers- and immediately the musical value of the song went by the board. Of this kindred were "I Really
Shall Expire," "The Yellow Gal That Winked at Me," "Big Sunflower." "Sally Come up," and loudest voiced
of all, "Shoo fly, Don't Bodder Me." This song is said to have been picked up on the Isthmus of Panama,
where it was indigenous to the soil, by a negro who taught it to Billy Birch and his partner, Charley Backus,
but its success was so great that it was soon appropriated by every mountebank who had a match and a cork to
burn. The refrain of this tropical ditty became engrafted into the American tongue as a catch-phrase, and on
one occasion in the House of Representatives was so viciously hurled at a party leader-noted as a
parliamentary wit-who was interrupting a debate, that he staggered under the shock. Thus was the laugh of the
country turned on "Sunset" Cox.
The song and dance lasted long enough to bear fruit. For example, there was an acrobatic song and
dance, in which the dance was elaborated by the performer throwing flipflaps in circus style. This was Charley
Walters' device, and he came from the sawdust arena to do it. Other tumblers, looking for winter employment,
followed suit, and in due course the minstrels and variety-halls were being recruited from the tented ring. It is
of interest here to remark, possibly, that in the infancy of Negro delineation black-face acts were performed on
the backs of circus horses, and that Robert Farrell, an equestrian, claimed to have been the original "Old Zip
Coon." As an incident of the genteel song and dance, Charley Diamond performed it with a harp slung from
his shoulder, to the delicate pickings of which he warbled and shuffled.
Much that has had the merit of newness has had a place in Negro minstrelsy during the past twenty or
twenty five years. It is true nevertheless, that the old-time brand of performance in black face has not
undergone improvement, for its sphere of usefulness has been superseded by the variety-hall and after that by
the vaudeville houses. Now and then only, during these years, have entertainments under the old name been
given equal in rank to those remembered at the hands of Bryant, Buckley's Serenaders, Kelly and Leon, Lew
Benedict, Sam Sharpley, Birch, Wambold, Backus, Budworth and the rest. Across the stage have paraded long
processions of "musical mokes," "Knock-abouts" and "monologists," while the singer and the dancer have
vainly sought restoration to their pristine glory. Performers like Lew Dockstader, George Thatcher and George
Wilson, who have done a stint of work driving dull care off the face of the earth, pretend to sing, but as Billy
Florence used to say of Bardwell Slote, "those who have heard them say they don't." We had glimpses of oldtime minstrelsy in such things as Luke Schoolcraft's "Watermelon Man," Happy Cal Wagner's "Funny Old Gal
from the South Carolina State," and Milt Barlow's inimitable mimicry of Negro old age, but they have been as
fleeting as summer clouds. It began to look as if the Negro delineator, like Uncle Ned, would have to "hang up
the diffle and the bow," for minstrelsy was of a truth on its last legs. Not a theater in New York was devoted to
it, where once it held high revel. And yet the Negro can never wholly lose his place on the American stage.
Even where the old-time darkey has not been preserved, his melodies are sung and his steps are executed by
the vaudeville artists or the ballad singer, and even the Irish comedian often tells a "coon" joke. There are,
moreover, but few light operas or plays which can afford to ignore the darkey lullaby or rag-time, and it is safe
to say that while the Negro may be slighted for a time he has left a lasting impress on the American stage.
The Mungos, Fridays, Gumbos, Sambos and Boneses of the old days are gone, but the American
Negro lives again in Mr. Johnson, Mr. Jackson and Mr. Washington, of Thompson Street, who were antedated
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no doubt by the advent of Harrigan and Hart's "Full Moons," who, with Johnny Wild at their head, carried
everything before them in Ned Harrigan's series of stage pictures of New York life. With an ear thus attuned to
darkey melody the stage was ready to listen, two or three years later, to a new herald of the south the
"mammy's lullaby"-which strangely enough had waited all this time for its deserved recognition, some
desultory attempts of the long past to introduce it having come to naught. "Louisiana Lon" was in this class of
song one of the most noteworthy. Others as plaintively sweet followed, and it was not long before the whole
country was crooning in the minor chords of this tender music. Our colored brother is with us once again, a
type, too, claiming reasonable likeness to what he is in actual life. The remorseless processes of civilization
have lifted him above the level of his venerable ancestor. "Jim Crow," but he boasts the same distinction at
last. He is real in many things. In the back streets of most southern cities the eccentric evolutions of the buckand wing- dancers have been known for years. Even the rag-time, that decidedly unique development of
harmonies, is a child by adoption of the stage. As for the cake-walk, it had been a waiters' diversion in
hundreds of hotels long before it was subjected to the glare of the footlights, and introduced into ballrooms to
relieve the monotony of the Virginia reel.
Who can say whether rag-time is not the much-vaunted music of the future? Verily it has had a
glorious past already, for was it not to the joyous acclaim of "There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight" that the American victors in Spanish Santiago signalized the long-delayed end of tyranny in the West
Indies, July 1, 1898? From the uxonions Moor in the first "Othello" to the crap playing "Mr. Nigger" in May
Irwin's song is a far cry, but in the end the American Negro has come into his own, and that he reads his title
clear is proved by his determination to share the rewards of minstrelsy with his white imitators. The Georgia
Minstrels were the most notable of the early organizations in which genuine black men replaced the usual
white performers, and in these latter days the company of real "coons" and "yaller gals" and "pickaninnies"
with its cake-walks and characteristic rag-time songs has almost a monopoly of the Negro minstrelsy field.
The real Negro is on the stage himself in full feather, for the first time in his history the professional disputant
of the white actor in the same line.

1905 - NAPOLEON PIONEER - SEPT. 22
GORDON COLORED MINSTRELS COMING. The theatre season will open in Napoleonville (Ed.
Louisiana) on Tuesday September 25th. The opening attraction will be the Gordon Colored Minstrels. The
following press notice of this company appeared in the Baton Rouge Times: According to the advance agent
the show is featuring Lew Kenner and his pickaninnies, who have pleased the public in all the vaudeville
houses of the Keith and Procewtor circuit throughout New York, Philadelphia and Chicago the past year. The
Gordon Minstrel claims to be one of the largest, strongest and most refined and moral organizations of its kind
ever put on tour. The company is composed of thirty artists, and carries their own imperial band, under the
leadership of James Williams, and presents a street parade worth coming a mile to see. Gordon's first part has
become the talk of the town wherever this company has played, especially for its magnificent settings and
special costumes; also the beautiful music rendered by the Gordon's Symphony Orchestra. Prof. J. Robichaux,
Musical director (Sic. The Robichaux of New Orleans fame and contemporary of Buddy Bolden) Taking the
first part as a whole, it is one of the most dazzling spectacles ever seen in modern minstrelsy, introducing all
the latest and popular songs of the day. In the olio will be seen ten special acts, such as Claiborne, the great
equllibrist, and the Midnight Bell quartette. Another one of the fun makers Anathole Pierre, a monologist of
rare wit, one of the most refined turn of the show. There is a treat, indeed, to any one who can see Billy Cherie
in his impersonations and comicalities. Never has his equal been found who can get more laugh out of an
audience than this same Billy Cherie. John Lewis is another one of the funsters who never fails to bring down
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the house or to be called back time and again. The Wilson Family are high class musicians of note and a sure
winner. Another feature is the swells, Myles and Johnson, introducing the latest song and dance hit, featuring
"Lazy Moon." Special scenery for the acts enables one to see the pickaninnies at work by the light of the
moon. While working they render some of the real Negro songs and airs that have made the Southern darkies
famous. Last is Lew Kenner and his pickaninnies in the song, "No Chickens Roost Too High for Me." This is
Kenner's own song, composed for him specially and also featuring his new act the animated Watermelon
scene, using special scenery. Prices, 25, 50, 75 cents.

New York Sun. 1907- THE CREST MUSICAL BULLETIN, OCT.
THE EVOLUTION OF MINSTRELSY - Albert Carlton. The man who hath not music in his soul, and
is not moved by a concord of sweet sounds, is fit for treason, stratagem and spoils.
Man has always been more or less swayed by music, and his destiny has often hung in the balance and
finally been decided in an antipodal direction by a sweet strain of music, or the sound of a voice awakening
tender memories from a lethargic slumber.
So close is music associated with our very existence in these latter days that it is difficult to conceive
of a time when life was and music was not. One of the earliest modes of expressing music was by the harp,
and one of the first minstrels mentioned in history is King David, who in his pastoral days as a shepherd
composed many beautiful psalms, and was called in the Bible the "sweet singer of Israel!"
Again, in the days of Alfred the Great, King of West Saxony, prior to the year 1000, when Alfred was
forced to flee, he disguised himself as a strolling minstrel, and was consequently treated as such. But the
genuine minstrel became prominent in England after the Norman Conquest. At first they were professionals,
and composed their ballads which they sang, to the accompaniment of their own instruments.
The man who was gifted with the poetic spirit, and a musical voice to give expression to his thought,
naturally turned towards the profession of minstrelsy, even though he were of high degree. In the fifteenth
century, however, not alone the man of talents, but the idle vagabond, rogue or worthless fellow, essayed to be
a minstrel, and instead of original verse makers they became ordinary story tellers and buffoons.
It must be remembered that when this form of minstrelsy was in its palmiest days there was little done,
and what was done from necessity or though an adventurous spirit was at the risk of life and limb. Stage
coaches were unwieldy, slow and cumbersome, and were subject to highwaymen and robbers, or of being
overturned on dark and perilous roads. Horsemen were liable to attack and slaughter, so that the castle and the
lord welcomed the daring, venturesome traveling minstrel as an entertainer, a purveyor of news, an enlivener,
and one who relieved the tedium of weary hours.
Traveling did for the minstrel what it has continued to do ever since-broadened man's mind and made
keen his wit, so that he appeared as a hero, at least to the gentler sex. The tender of the drawbridge never
refused him entrance, nor the lord of the castle a cozy corner with an abundance of food and drink. With
flames roaring up the fireplace, and with a generous supply of home-brewed ale in the tankards, from the king
to the lowest retainer all were ready to give ear to the utterance of the man from the outside world, who was
waiting to disseminate the knowledge he had gathered since last he had sat at their board.
Rich gifts rewarded the minstrel's efforts, unless, perchance, the owner of the castle or manor house
was an unusually surly person, or who had the gout, which caused him to recall by its twinges that life was not
all merrymaking and song. Bright eyes, too, always flashed a welcome to him who could tell more entrancing
tales and sing more potent love songs than any other retainer within.
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Without opera house, theatre or music hall in those days, the minstrel was obliged to find his audience.
As the people could not go to him, he was forced to seek an outlet for his talents, and, incidentally, as soft a
berth for himself as his charms could command.
In France and Italy the minstrel was known as a troubadour, and was considered the originator of a
kind of lyric, the subjects of which were love, chivalry, etc. Men of high stations, even Knights, became
troubadours, and cultivated the high arts of music and poetry. They were held in high esteem, but with them
also the art declined. In Provence still ancient customs and traditions prevail amid the roses and the vineyards,
notwithstanding they are keenly alive to modern money values.
From the troubadour descended the truvere, an epic poet who flourished from the eleventh to the
fourteenth centuries. Oliver Wendell Holmes declared that "it is to them we look for the true origin of our
modern literature."
In Germany, despite slow and stolid natures, the people have ever been open and receptive to music. In
the eleventh and twelfth centuries the Minnesaenger sang in Swabian high German of the fickle springtime, of
nature and of the lady of his heart. Often he was of knightly rank, and his music was complicated and difficult,
while sweet and alluring. His patrons were men of influence, including some of Austria's dukes.
So if the profession of the minstrel declined, the desire of the people for entertainment but increased
the more. Gleemen and choristers in England have always been approved of, and still go round on special
occasions, notably on Advent Night, singing their carols and receiving gifts. In our own country the
picturesque negro of the South, with his overflowing spirits and his natural love of rhythm and melody, sitting
at the door of his little cabin, twanging his banjo, or up at the big house where his services were called into
requisition to make music for the dance, he may be said to have been suggestive of American minstrelsy.
(Albert Carlton)

1908 - THE CREST MUSICAL BULLETIN - JAN.
NEGRO MINSTRELSY FROM ITS ORIGIN TO THE PRESENT DAY. The first minstrel troupe
appeared in public January 31, 1843. They appeared for the benefit of one of their number, Dick Pelham. The
troupe comprised just four - Dan Emmett, the author of "Dixie"; Frank Brower Bones, dancer and comedian;
Billy Whitlock, banjoist and dancer, and R. W. Pelham (Dick), who played the tambourine and danced also.
The four had been connected with circus companies - introducing dancing and Negro songs in the ring, and
meeting in the winter of 1843, they conceived the idea of merging their talents for the benefit of their brother
performer, Dick Pelham, who was appearing between the acts in the National Theatre, Chatham Street, near
Roosevelt, afterwards known as Purdy's National Theatre. Previous to this, individual singers of Negro songs
had appeared, notably "Daddy" Rice, who sang "Jump Jim Crow," and from whom the sugar store figures
"Jim Crow" and at present the "Jim Crow" cars of the South got their name, and are still reminders of that
great and popular exponent of Negro songs and dances. But it remained for Emmett, Brower, Whitlock and
Pelham to organize and present the very first minstrel troupe in the world. I have the program of this initial
performance (perhaps the only one in existence), and the songs and dances it contains are of the plantation
variety entirely, viz: "Such a Gettin' Up Stairs," "My Old Aunt Sally," "Gwine Over de Mountain," "Old Dan
Tucker," "I Wish I was in Ole Virginia," "Dance de Boatmen Dance." Then a trail breakdown or a jig dance
enlivened the bill, and a banjo solo such as the "Coon Hunt," "Buffalo Gals, Are You Coming out to-night?"
or "Jordan Am a Hard Road to Trabble." This made up a bill which probably lasted a half-hour. The novelty
was so pronounced and so successful that the four, who called themselves the "Virginia Minstrels," appeared
the night following at the Bowery. Amphi-Theatre, which was located about where the Windsor Theatre is
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situated, nearly opposite the old Bowery Theatre. The four went on a short tour as far as Boston and sailed for
England, where they took London by storm.
Meanwhile other Negro performers or "Negro Singers" as they were then called, formed bands, and the
minstrel troupes began to multiply and flourish. One of the earliest was the "Congo Minstrels," organized by
the Buckleys, father and three sons, Bishop, Fred and Swaine. They were very talented and thorough
musicians. They were the first to harmonize the Negro melodies and songs. Several years afterwards they
traveled under the name of "Buckley's Serenaders." Fred Buckley was a composer of note. He was the author
of nearly all the popular songs of his day. He was the first to introduce an instrument of great compass and
sweetness. In shape it resembled a guitar, with 84 keys in its handle connecting to steel reeds in the body of
the instrument. This instrument is now in my possession. About the time the Buckleys began to attract
attention a banjoist by the name of E. P. Christy organized a small troupe in Buffalo. This was about 1845 or
1846. They did not at first call themselves the "Christy Minstrels," but a year afterwards their bills announced
"Christy's Minstrels."
A wonderful genius by the name of George Harrington was with this troupe. He afterwards became
famous as George Christy. This troupe appeared about 1846 at the Society Library Rooms, New York, and
next at Palmo's Opera House, Chambers street, near Broadway. In 1847 they opened at 472 Broadway,
Mechanics Hall, and remained there until 1854.
Christy retired wealthy, but at the beginning of the war, 1861, he began to fear the loss of his money
and securities, and in a moment of dementia hurled himself from an upper window. He lived but a short time
afterwards, and died, universally regretted. He was the greatest actor, dancer, singer and burlesque artist of his
time, and is ever mentioned in connection with minstrelsy.
Ramsey and Newcomb, also the Campbells Minstrels flourished for a decade before the war. All the
minstrels of note were with these troupes. Jerry Bryant ,W. W. Newcomb, Frank Brower, Eph, Horn, Matt.
Peel, Luke West, Sam Wells, Dave Wambold, Pony Moore, Fred Wilson, Tim Noron, Billy Birch, Ben
Cotton, John Mulligan, Dave Reed, J. R. Thomas, the composer; Hughey Dougherty, Paul Bergen, M. Ainsley
Scott, Billy Arlington, Kelly and Leon, R. M. Hooley, C. W. H. Griffin, Cool White, S. S. Sanford, Archie
Hughes and others.
Wood's Minstrels began at 444 Broadway about 1851, succeeding Fellow's Minstrels. Charley White
had a Minstrel Hall at 53 Bowery, where all the famous minstrels appeared. Sam Harpley and Ben Cotton
were located at 514 Broadway. The Bryant's Minstrels opened 472 Broadway on February 23, 1857, and
remained there many years before going up to Tammany Hall (Pastor's Theatre). Dan Emmett wrote "Dixie"
for a walk around in 1859. During the Civil War the Confederates took the song as a "War Hymn." One line in
it made it dear to the Southern heart, "In Dixieland I'll take my stand to live and die in Dixie." The great
singers of the Bryant's were Tom Penderegast, Dave Wambold, Jules Stratton, C. C. Templeton, S. C.
Campbell, J. W. Hilton, Napoleon, W. Gould, Ainley Scott, Frank Leslie, Charles Henry, W. P Grier, Master
Adams, Rollin Howard, etc.
It is strange to look back over the old collection of songs and see the evolution both in minstrelsy and
the style of ballad long before the war. Such songs as "Cottage by the Sea," "Rock Me to Sleep, Mother," "Old
Dog Tray," "Belle Brandon," "Willie, We Have Missed You," "Rosalie the Prairie Flower," "Bonnie Eloise the
Belle of the Mohawk Vale," "Annie Lisle," "Annie of the Vale," "Nellie Gray," "Nellie was a Lady," "Nancy
Till," etc., were great and popular songs. Then came the war, with its ballads, "When This Cruel War Is Over,"
"Mother Kissed Me in My Dream," "Brother Fainting at the Door," "Tramp, Tramp," "Rally Round the Flag,"
"Tenting To-night" and "Babylon is Fallen." Then came another change, in which the titles of songs were
about a sweetheart's name, and she invariably died in the second verse. Then came a swarm of "Mother
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Songs" all about mother. But one song was written about father, and that was called "Come Home Father,"
and, as Billy Birch used to say, "They had to get the old man drunk before he would go home."
Kelly and Leon's Minstrels were at 720 Broadway for quite a while, beginning about 1866 or 1867.
Birch, Wambold, Bernard and Backus opened 585 Broadway in April, 1865, and became the most popular
troupe ever located in New York. They continued popular as ever up to 1883. In this troupe were some of the
greatest singers and comedians in the world. Billy Birch, Charley Beekins, Dave Wambold, George Thatcher,
Billy Sweatman, Bob Slavin, Johnson and Powers, Edwin French, T. B. Dixon, J. P. Witmark, Arthur Cook,
C. F. Shattuck, W. H. Frillman, Frank Wilson, Harry Roe, W. S. Mullaly, Frank Dumont, Harry Kennedy,
Harry Richmond, Stanley Grey, J. M. Woods, Beaumont Read, A. C. Moreland, and a host of talent, including
Schoolcraft and Coes, Frank Cushman, the Only Leon, the Big Four, and Ricardo were members. The early
minstrels appeared in striped pants, checked shirts, and sometimes wore straw hats intending to represent
plantation darkies. Later on they appeared in evening dress and announced themselves as "Dandy Darkies of
the North." This portion is the one now retained as the first part in minstrelsy. Ordway's Minstrels were
located in Boston from 1849 to about 1860. Fred Wilson was the first to introduce a clog dance in minstrelsy.
With them was Gilmore's Band; P. C. Gilmore playing the tambourine. Then the Morris Brothers were their
successors. The first to wear the full evening dress, swallowtail coats, white vests and black pants were
Dumbolton's Serenaders, who flourished from 1845 to 1850. Jerry Bryant and Matt Peel were members of this
company. When E. P. Christy went to England the name survived, it being applied to any and all minstrels;
our English cousins calling them "Christies."
In later days we have had some very popular minstrel companies, the progenitors of these companies
have brought modern minstrelsy up to a very high plane, and have yet retained all of its original charm.
Among the most notable of these are Al G. Fields Minstrels, a popular organization known from coast to coast
as the exponent of all that is best in minstrelsy; Haverly's Minstrels (everybody knew and loved Col. Jack
Haverly, whose famous "forty, count 'em," is known wherever minstrels have played); Lew Dockstader's
Minstrels, headed by Lew Dockstader, whose personal magnetism is wonderful, and who stands at the front in
humorous monologues and coon songs; McNish, Johnson & Slavin's Minstrels; Barlow, Wilson, Primrose &
West's, which later became Thatcher, Primrose & West's, then Thatcher withdrew to give us his Minstrel
novelty" Tuxedo" of pleasant memory, and Primrose & West Minstrels continued together under that title;
then Primrose' Minstrels, with George Primrose at their head, and West's Minstrels, New Orleans Minstrels,
Gorman Bros.' Minstrels, Vogel's Minstrels, Gus Sun's Minstrels, Richards & Pringles, Kersands Minstrels
and many others have been continually before the public.
For permanent minstrels New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco and London claim the honor of long
continued runs.
In New York the San Francisco Minstrels had an uninterrupted course of prosperity and fun for many
years. In San Francisco Billy Emerson's Minstrels played a long continued engagement. In London a theatre
that could boast of not closing its doors for 28 years on this favorite form of amusement. There the famous
Moore & Burgess Minstrels held forth. In Philadelphia Sam Cartee leased the Eleventh Street Opera House
and opened it on December 4th, 1854, with the "Jilien Serenaders" or Minstrels. Then came Sandford's
Minstrels, and in 1862 Carncross and Dixey and their minstrels opened there, and continued until about fifteen
years ago, when the famous old home of minstrelsy passed under my control, and here "Dumont's Minstrels"
hold forth mightily.
Some of my singers and comedians have been with me ten years or more, and from this stage
graduated Chauncey Olcott, Eddie Foy, Jack Raffael, John C. Rice, George Frothingham, Daly Brothers, Lew
Dockstader, Carroll Johnson, Press Eldridge, Weber & Fields, W. P. Sweatmen and many, many others, some
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of whom have long since been "gathered unto their fathers," while others are still spreading their gospel of
sunshine.
The Institution of Minstrelsy is upon a firmer footing to-day than ever before, and many thousands of
dollars are expended for the scenery, costumes and electrical effects, which give it its present grand
spectacular setting and which tend to make it more popular than ever.

1925 - MARCH 7 - SATURDAY EVENING POST
THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTRELS by Marian Spitzer - The passing, a few months ago, of Lew
Dockstader, famous minstrel, was more than just the death of a well-loved man. It was also the symbol of the
death of an American institution. Minstrelsy, the one single purely native form of entertainment, a form that
flourished mightily in its day, has been dying for years. One by one the figures that gave it vitality and charm
have died or gone into other pursuits, and no new figures have come to take their places.
A decade ago there were more than thirty minstrel shows of high repute in the country; today there are
scarcely half a dozen. There is nothing left but the shell of minstrelsy - an occasional troupe of old-time
prominence still valorously touring the provinces, a straggling handful of third-raters still barnstorming, and
that is all. The spirit is gone. The old form is abandoned, the old traditions discarded.
There have been a number of good reasons given for the decline of minstrelsy, all sound economic
reasons. The inroads of vaudeville and motion pictures, for instance. Every little town which formerly
depended on the minstrel show for its occasional entertainment now has and has, had for years its own movie
or vaudeville house, or both
Tambo and Bones
The fact that good minstrel artists were gobbled up by the producers of burlesque shows, musical
comedies and vaudeville, who offered them more money and an easier life; the fact that minstrel shows were
composed altogether of men, and that no entertainment can flourish today that hasn't its quota of pretty girls;
the inevitable amateur minstrel show, put on by the Elks or the Rotary Club or the volunteer firemen - these
too, they say, helped kill the professional minstrel show.
Logical reasons, all these; but the point is, the day is dead. If there were enough people left who
wanted to see minstrel shows, then the minstrels would be able to compete with the vaudeville and movie
houses. If there were enough people left to patronize the minstrel shows, then they would be able to pay their
stars enough to keep them. But the day is dead. Minstrelsy was a simple, unsophisticated form of
entertainment, just as the source from which it sprang was simple and unsophisticated. The theater-goers of
today are on the whole neither one, nor do they look for either quality in their amusements.
It is said that minstrelsy is disappearing, for it was the one true essentially American form of theatrical
art. It would not be unfitting for the Museum of Natural History to put on exhibition in its Americana room a
tambourine and a pair of bone castanets as the relics of a bygone era in American life. And they might even
encase in glass, as they do reproductions of the redskins, a semicircle of waxen minstrel men, with blacked-up
faces and gaudy costumes, so that future generations will have some record of this phase of our native
development.
The source of minstrelsy was the soil of the old South. The plantation Negro slaves, with their
crooning melodies and their shuffling dances, were the models upon which the first minstrel performers
patterned themselves. Indeed, it was a decrepit old darky, singing a curious little song that gave to Thomas
Dartmouth Rice, the accredited father of minstrelsy, his conception of a Negro characterization. There are
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records of black-face performers in America before the time that Rice began his career as a minstrel, but they
are scattered and casual. As early as 1799 there was an announcement in the Boston Gazette of a performance
at the Federal Theater during which one of the entertainers would sing, in character, a song called the Gay
Negro Boy, and many circuses of the early nineteenth century had black-face clowns. Authorities on
minstrelsy, however, agree that the genuine minstrel performer had his inception with Daddy Rice, who has
come down to posterity surrounded by quotation marks. He was known as "the father of minstrelsy" and "the
original Jim Crow." The story of how he created this character has become legendary; and like all legends,
differs in its details with each telling. The essential points, however, agree.
Thomas Dartmouth Rice was a young comedian of mediocre standing but considerable ambition, when
he stumbled on the old darky upon whose antics he built not only his own fame and fortune but a whole
institution. The accepted date of the occurrence, I believe, is 1831; the place is given sometimes as New
Orleans, sometimes Cincinnati.
Deplorably little, incidentally, has been written about minstrelsy. Most of the information on the
subject is obtainable only through the verbal reminiscences of old-timers; and these, though extremely
interesting, are likely to be somewhat inaccurate. Aside from a few scattered papers and a casual chapter or
two in general books on the theater, there is a single volume on the subject, and that an encyclopedia rather
than a history. This volume was compiled in 1910 by Edward LeRoy Rice, son of William Henry Rice, a
famous minstrel. The author had a brief career as a minstrel himself, but his activities were mainly along
managerial lines. He is still active as a writer and producer of vaudeville acts. His volume, Monarchs of
Minstrelsy, was a labor of love, and privately printed. It is out of print now; but Mr. Rice, who is regarded
throughout the theatrical world as a leading authority on the subject, is planning someday to write a complete
history of minstrelsy.
The Famous Jim Crow

The Jim Crow story relates that Daddy Rice, while wandering along the levees of New Orleans, or the
streets of Cincinnati, whichever you choose to accept as the setting of the drama - New Orleans is much the
more romantic; but since Edward LeRoy Rice, not a descendant of the original minstrel, by the way, credits
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the Mid-Western city, that is probably the correct one - came upon an ancient, forlorn, dilapidated negro,
gnarled and bent with rheumatism, who, utterly oblivious of being watched, was doing a curious shuffling sort
of dance to the accompaniment of an odd little song which he crooned to himself.
Something in this figure arrested the attention of young Rice. Some instinct told him that this ludicrous
yet pathetic old man, with his hobble, his shuffle and his brooding song, was a symbol of the race of slaves;
and that if he could reproduce on the stage what he was witnessing on the street, he would have something
with which really to fire the imagination of his audience. So there he stood, watching and listening,
photographing mentally every pose and attitude of the old darky, and memorizing the words of the almost
meaningless little song. Jim Crow was the song, and it has come down through the years until not long ago, in
a modernized version, it was incorporated into a popular musical comedy. The original words were something
like this:
First on de heel tap, den on de toe, Eb'ry time I wheel about I jump Jim Crow;
Wheel about and turn about and do is so, an' eb'rytime I wheel about I jump Jim Crow.
His instinct had been right. When, clad as nearly as possible like the dilapidated old negro, his features
hidden beneath a coating of burnt cork, the youthful performer shuffled out onto the stage of a Pittsburgh
theater soon after and introduced himself with the song, Jim Crow, the effect was sensational. Added to its
original words were several quatrains of topical and local interest. Rice as a performer was made; and the
song, setting a precedent for many future ditties, was an overnight hit. The melody was simple yet insistent,
and the words easy to remember. Within a week everybody in Pittsburgh was humming Jim Crow.
Before he introduced Jim Crow to the public, Rice was a performer of little importance. After its
introduction, he became more and more prominent and was sought by theatrical managers as a big drawing
card. Although he is credited with having originated minstrelsy, he did not appear in many minstrel shows
himself. He was with Charley White's Serenaders for some time, and played a starring engagement with
Wood's Minstrels in New York; and like most of the minstrels who followed him he played Uncle Tom at one
time in his career. After his success in this country was established, he went to England, where he repeated his
triumph with Jim Crow. In addition to performing as a Negro, Rice wrote several Negro farces, the best
known of which was Oh, Hush.
The first minstrel show, composed of four men, was not given until twelve years after Daddy Rice
brought Jim Crow to the stage. In January or February - it has never been definitely established which - 1843,
a quartet of friends, Billy Whitlock Dick Pelham, Dan Emmett and Frank Brower, presented in the Bowery
Amphitheater, New York, "the first night of the novel, grotesque, original and surpassingly melodious
Ethiopian Band entitled, The Virginia Minstrels."
Billy Whitlock, who was a typographer on the New York Herald by day and a performer by night, was
particularly proficient on the banjo, as well as being a comedian of some standing. One day he went to visit his
friend Dan Emmett, also a talented musician, and droll; and they were practicing on the banjo, when another
friend, Frank Brower, dropped in on them. Emmett produced a pair of bone castanets and they played in trio.
After a while the fourth friend, Dick Pelham, came in, also by accident.
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Virginia Minstrels

It occurred to one of them that they would make an excellent and novel quartet, so Pelham went out
and bought a tambourine, and they practiced for a while, then tried out the act on some of their acquaintances
in a bowery billiard parlor. The result was the Virginia Minstrels. They played for several weeks in New York,
exciting much favorable comment; then they went to Boston for a few weeks, and later sailed for England,
where they had a successful engagement at Liverpool before going to London. There is an idea among
legitimate and vaudeville performers that the custom of American actors going to England for an engagement
is one of rather recent date, but it seems that practically every minstrel organization of any standing went
overseas to tour when going overseas was not the casual matter it is today. The Virginia Minstrels did not
remain together long. By midsummer of the year which saw their organization they had disbanded in England.
Dan Emmett achieved the greatest fame of all the Virginia Minstrels; not so much because he was a
better performer than his partners, but because he was the composer of Dixie, which later became the war
song of the Confederate Army, and is even today looked on as little short of sacred in the south. It is
interesting if somewhat disillusioning to learn that Dixie was not written in the heat and emotion of patriotic
zeal, but quite in cold blood, and presumably for money. Dan Emmett wrote it as a marching song for Bryant's
minstrels, and it was first sung at Mechanics' Hall on lower Broadway on September 12, 1859.
After the success of the Virginia Minstrels, similar organizations began to spring up rapidly, although
through the mist of the years only one of that same date stands out as having been really important to the
history of minstrelsy. That organization was the Buckley Serenaders, organized by James Buckley, who was
an orchestra leader in Harrington's museum in Boston. In 1843, a few months after the Virginia Minstrels took
New York by storm, James Buckley and his three sons, R. Bishop, G. Swayne and Fred, began a minstrel
troupe which they first called the Congo Melodists. Later they changed the name to the New Orleans
Serenaders, and finally they took the family name, by which they became really known to fame. They played
successfully in Boston, where they remained for two years, and in 1845 came to New York. The next year they
followed the lead of the Virginia Minstrels again, and went to England, where they were equally popular.
Later, after touring the country with great success, they added two men to their organization and thus
became the largest minstrel troupe up to that time.
The minstrel show in the form we know it now was first presented by one of the most famous
minstrels of all time, Edwin P. Christy. It was Christy who originated the idea of seating the men in a
semicircle on the stage, with the interlocutor, or middleman, in the center making the announcements and
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acting as feeder to the comedians, who were also the tambourine and bone players, seated at either end or
being known as end men.
With this beginning, the minstrel show gradually came to take on as arbitrary and immutable a mold as
any French verse form. The show was divided into two parts, the minstrel first part and the olio. When the
curtain went up on the minstrel first part, the men, attired in bright-colored swallowtail suits and tall hats, the
uniforms of the end men a little more gaudy than those of the rest, were standing in a semicircle. A chord from
the orchestra - "ta-ra." A command from the interlocutor, "Gentlemen, be seated!" Then the show began.
A Ceremonial Rite
"Good evening, Mr. Tambo," said the middleman. "Who was that lady I saw you with last night?"
"Good evening, Mr. Bones, I have a little question I want to ask you, Why does a chicken cross the
road?"
Jokes, ballads and comic ditties. Such songs, over a period of half a century, as Lucy Long, The Old
Oaken Bucket, Always Take Mother's Advice, The Letter That Never Came, Silver Threads Among the Gold,
Seeing Nellie Home, and a host of others. Solos on the banjo, hard-shoe dancing, more jokes, more ballads,
more comic ditties, a grand finale - the end of the minstrel first part. This became a rite. To digress from it by
the slightest detail would be lese-majeste. It was the minstrel show.
The olio section of the show was simply an aggregation of separate acts, like a small vaudeville show.
There would be, for instance, a humorous sketch, a quartet of singers, a monologue by the chief comedian, a
two act, a miniature revue, a hilarious afterpiece, burlesquing all that had gone before.
The minstrel parade, of course, became an integral part of every show, and just as important, especially
in small towns, as the circus parade. In some communities they even used to close up the shops on the day the
minstrels came to town, because there wasn't any business anyway. Everybody turned out to watch the parade
and listen to the band.
In these, the pioneer days of minstrelsy, the emphasis was placed on the musical side of the
performance. The full development of Tambo and Bones into farce comedians did not come until sometime
later. Sentimental songs of slave life, the violin and banjo music of the plantation were the things given in the
minstrel show of ante-bellum days. It was by Edwin P. Christy that the beautiful songs of Stephen Foster were
first introduced, although it was not until many years later that they were recognized by musicians as the only
authentic folk music ever produced in America. Foster, sharing the fate common to men of genius, often poor
and unrecognized. His songs, which retained the real flavor and atmosphere of slave life, with its pathos and
yearning, contributed much to the success of others, but nothing to himself.
Christy was a banjoist and an actor, as well as a manager; but he was best known as a singer of ballads,
and My Old Kentucky Home, Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground. Suwanee River, Old Black Joe and many
other songs of this kind were first sung by him. This and the fact that he is credited with having originated the
idea of the half circle of minstrels make his name important in the annals of minstrelsy.
Success in England
Christy's Minstrels held continuous sway at the famous old Mechanics' Hall in New York for seven
years, from 18447 to 1854. Their fame brought them an offer of an engagement in San Francisco, but they met
with indifferent success in the West. Some old-timers attribute their failure to the fact that George Christy,
who had been associated with Edwin for many years, left the troupe sometime before it set sail for California,
and with another man organized another minstrel company known as Wood and Christy's Minstrels, in which
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he played one of the end men. Under his auspices minstrelsy began to branch out. He opened another theater
and played in both houses, appearing in the minstrel first part in the original theater, and doing specialties in
the olio part in the second house. By the middle 50's minstrelsy was well established as a popular form of
entertainment, and in 1857 the first theater built especially for minstrel performances was erected in New
York. It was called Wood's Marble Hall of Minstrelsy, and was situated at 561 Broadway, now part of the
manufacturing and wholesale district of the city. George Christy, by the way was not related to Edwin P.
Christy. His real name was Harrington and he only assumed the name of Christy after his association with the
founder of the troupe.
Meanwhile some of the original members of Christy's Minstrels organized a troupe and went to
England, using the original name of the organization. Their success in England was tremendous. Several
subsidiary companies grew from this first one, and the name "Christy's Minstrels" came to be almost a generic
term in that country. For years all minstrel companies there were called Christy's.
It is rather curious that minstrel shows attained real popularity only in English-speaking countries.
Some of the American companies essayed Continental tours, and several English performers, emboldened by
the success of the Americans in England, got together and tried their luck in France and Germany, the
ludicrousness of their cockney accent trying to sound like American Negroes apparently never occurring to
them. The French never took very kindly to minstrelsy; and as for the Germans, it seems that they somehow
got the impression that they were being imposed upon; that these men with blackened faces were trying to
pass themselves off as genuine Negroes, a supposed fact which their Teutonic minds deeply resented.
In England, though, minstrelsy gained almost as strong a foothold as it did in the United States.
Gladstone proclaimed it his favorite form of entertainment and used to attend minstrel shows as an antidote
for the cares of state, just as Woodrow Wilson, when he was president, attended vaudeville shows every week
as a relief from the pressure of the war administration.
Thackeray, too, admitted himself under the spell of the minstrel man, and once penned a brief but
eloquent tribute to his art.
"I have gazed at thousands of tragedy queens dying on the stage and expiring in appropriate blank
verse," he wrote, "and I have never wanted to wipe my spectacles. Behold, a vagabond with a corked face and
a banjo sings a little song, strikes a wild note and sets the heart thrilling with happy pity."
Those few words of Thackeray's conjure up an authentic picture of the old-time minstrels, who
presented not caricatures but genuine character studies, real portraits of the plantation negro of the South.
This type of minstrel began to disappear around the time of the Civil War; and it was an early as that,
some of the very old reminisces - dead now, almost all of them - claimed, that minstrelsy began to
disintegrate, although there are many to dispute that claim, as some of the most illustrious minstrel troupes
and minstrel men did not begin to flourish until after the war. Col. Jack Haverly, for instance, who organized
the first big minstrel troupe, one of the best known in the world, and who developed some of the greatest of all
minstrels, did not begin his minstrel career until 1864, and his troupe of Mastodons was not organized until
1878. McIntyre & Heath, among the few old-time minstrels active today - they are still impersonating the
Georgia Minstrels in vaudeville, and last year celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of their partnership - joined
forces in 1874, but it was four years later when they organized their own minstrel company. Lew Dockstader
made his debut in 1873; Al G. Fields, who at the time of writing has a minstrel show on tour, began his
minstrel career in 1871. Billy Emerson, Big Sunflower, the idol of a whole nation during the heyday of his
career, flourished all through the latter half of the nineteenth century; while George Primrose, William H.
West, George Thatcher, Honey Boy Evans, Eddie Leonard, Neil O'Brien - still conducting his own show
around the country - kept minstrelsy an important factor in American life for at least the first ten years of this
century, and even a little longer.
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Billy Birch's Minstrels
It was, however, during the years approximately between 1850 and 1870 that minstrelsy secured its
strong hold on the imagination of the American public. The names of minstrels who rose to popularity during
that time are legion, and there were a number of permanent minstrel theaters as widely known throughout the
country as the hippodrome is today. There was Hooley's, in Brooklyn, for instance, founded in 1861 by R. M.
Hooley, who had been orchestra leader with the original Christy's Minstrels. After several years' wide
experience in minstrelsy, including a tour of Europe, the Brooklyn Company was organized, and there it
stayed ten years. There are still a scattering of very, very old men in Brooklyn who can remember attending
Hooley's when they were boys. Some of the greatest minstrels of that day trod the boards of Hooley's.
The San Francisco Minstrels in New York were also a famous troupe, organized, as the name
indicates, in California by Billy Birch, an alumnus of Wood and Christy's minstrels, together with Dave
Wambold, Charles Backus and William H. Bernard. This company, after many vicissitudes, opened shop at
585 Broadway, New York, in May of 1865, and continued there for seven years. Their name was a household
word in the city.
The minstrel theater of Philadelphia, founded by John L. Carncross, famous as one of the sweetest
singers in minstrelsy, and E. Freeman Dixey, is still active, and is today the only permanent minstrel theater in
the world. Carncross and Dixey's original company was situated in the old Eleventh Street Opera House,
which was torn down not so many years ago to make room for a business building. In 1896 it went under the
management of Frank Dumont and continued its career, becoming a tradition to Philadelphians. For the past
few years it has been under the guidance of Emmett Welch, and occupies the old Ninth and Arch Streets
Museum, and is now known as the Emmett Welch Minstrels.
To give a comprehensive list of the eminent minstrels of that early era would be impossible; but a few
names come insistently to the mind - names that meant as much in their day as the biggest stars of the
legitimate and vaudeville stage do today. There was Dave Reed, for instance, one of the earliest and best
known of minstrels, who made famous and was made famous by two old songs, Shoo Fly and Sally Come up.
He was known, as a matter of fact, as the Sally-Come-Up Man.
Reed, like many other minstrels of his time, played in Mississippi River boat shows. There were Kelly
and Leon, famous in their own show, and later as part of Haverly's, Leon being particularly noted as a female
impersonator. Here is another branch of theatricals which most people are under the impression is a fairly
recent innovation; but female impersonations were among the earliest manifestations of minstrelsy, which for
some reason was never a successful medium for women, although there were one or two attempts to send out
all-feminine minstrel troupes; and at least two well-known actresses, Trixie Friganza, now a vaudeville star,
and Lotta, the famous soubrette who died recently and left a large fortune to charity, were known to black up
and play in real minstrel shows on infrequent occasions.

Forty - Count 'Em - forty
There was Matt Peel, a very talented performer-manager, whose show, after his death, was managed by
his widow, the first and practically the only woman minstrel manager. There was Charley White, who was
regarded as a really great actor and a profound student of negro dialect; G. W. H. Griffen, one of the greatest
interlocutors in the business; the Guy Brothers, one of whom, George, is still active; Fox & Ward, partners
since 1868, also still active; Joe Murphy, Cherry Gow, who died a millionaire; James Unsworth and scores of
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others. This air of the country seemed to breed minstrels, and under their influence minstrelsy developed into
an always more and more specialized form of entertainment, secure in its supremacy in the hearts and minds
of the American public.
The original semicircle idea, begun by Edwin Christy, was not abandoned. The interlocutor, who
played straight to the end men, became more and more polished in his manner; the number of end men with
each show was increased. At first there was but one Tambo and one Bones; later each show had two and
sometimes three interchangeable comedians for each end. The costumes became increasingly magnificent, the
scenery increasingly elaborate, the productions increasingly ambitious. The vogue for burlesque opera came
in, likewise the fashion for travesties on dramatic productions and take-offs of celebrities of the stage and
public life. William Henry Rice, already a popular minstrel, won undying fame by his burlesque
impersonation of Sarah Bernhardt in a travesty called, none too subtly - but then minstrelsy didn't try to be
subtle - Sarah Heartburn. The Divine Sarah, then touring the United States, attended a special performance of
this burlesque, and according to all accounts, enjoyed it hugely, laughing until the tears streamed down her
face at some of the scenes mocking her performance in Camille.
Thus the minstrel show grew and grew, and waxed bigger and bigger, until there emerged the first
example of what, for a better name, must be called modern minstrelsy - Haverly's Mastodons. With the
Mastodons a new era in that form of entertainment was instituted, and it was with the Mastodons that most
people who recall minstrelsy today began their minstrel education.
Col. Jack Haverly, it is generally conceded, did more for modern minstrelsy than any other man; and
certainly the majority of minstrels within the memory of the current public served an apprenticeship with him.
Billy Emerson, George Thatcher, Willis P. Sweetman, George Evans, Eddie Leonard and Lew Dockstader, the
real minstrel stars of the last generation, all were associated at some time in their careers with Jack Haverly.
There were many others, to be sure, but these are the most prominent names.
Haverly was not a performer. He contented himself with the managerial end of the game and the
development of stars. He was to minstrels what Ziegfeld is to chorus girls. Before beginning his career as a
minstrel magnate, he was the owner of a variety theater in Toledo, Ohio. Later he was associated with several
other men in minstrel ventures, but in the end he always stood alone. He owned and controlled a great many
theaters. He was a man of great daring and imagination, a plunger, who won fortunes and lost them and won
them again with an air of convincing unconcern. He was characteristically generous and deeply loved by all
who knew him.
Probably he would have been a good advertising man, with his aptitude for slogans. When he
organized Haverly's Mastodons in Chicago, in 1878, he coined a slogan which swept like wildfire over the
country, a simple slogan, "but it had a punch.”Forty - count 'em - forty!" it was, and it helped as much as any
other single element t make the Mastodons the huge success they became. It was the first time such a large
number of men had been used in any single show, and playing up the number brought a great deal of business.
The name, too, was a drawing card, as several other minstrel managers must have realized, for soon there
sprang up similar large minstrel organizations, entitled the Giganteans, the Megatherians, and the like. But
Haverly's Mastodons continued to be preeminent, and won as much fame in the British Isles as they did here at
home.
It was a member of the Mastodons in fact who had to his credit the amazing fact that he successfully
kidded Queen Victoria. That man was J. W. McAndrews, know as the Watermelon Man, and noted as the
singer of the famous old song, Jim Along Josie. It is one thing for performers of the current stage to joke with
the young and democratic Prince of Wales, and it is said to have been just as easy to spoof his grandfather,
King Edward VII, when he was still heir to the British throne. But to jest at the expense of Her Royal Majesty
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Queen Victoria as though she was a mere mortal - such a thing was undreamed of. Yet the Watermelon Man
did it, and what is more, he got away with it. It happened this way:
Reports of his success with the Mastondons had reached the queen's ears, and she commanded him to
give a performance at Buckingham Palace. He came, of course, and as he walked on the stage of the theater in
the palace, he noticed that the queen was sitting in a stage box. He did his monologue and started to go into a
song. It was part of the stage business of that song to remove his painfully ragged coat, fold it up carefully as
though it were something infinitely valuable and lay it down on the floor. He shuffled over to the side of the
stage under the queen's box, took off the coat, folded it with painstaking exactness and laid it down with the
utmost gentleness directly under the box and entirely within the royal reach. He started away, then looked
back at the queen, an expression of great suspicion crossing his face. Then he returned to the coat, picked it up
tenderly, carried it across the stage, indicating by every line of his face and body that it was far too precious to
be left within her grasp, and put it down in a remote part of the stage.
The court was aghast. Such effrontery had never before been witnessed. They expected the outraged
queen to rise and smite him. But she didn't. Instead she broke the horrified silence with one of her rare bursts
of laughter. The tension relieved, the entire assemblage became hysterical. And McAndrews, when he
returned to America, was the proud possessor of a watch and a ring, gifts of her royal majesty.
Billy Emerson, it is said by all who remember him, was one of the greatest figures in minstrelsy, with a
following as large and loyal as that of any modern idol. He occupied in his day the sort of place now filled by
Babe Ruth. There is nobody on the stage, the old-timers insist, who is worshipped by the public as he was.
When he walked on the street crowds followed him. Small boys besieged him for autographs and souvenirs.
Women gave him the idolatry they now squander on Rudolph Valentino.
He appeared with a number of minstrel troupes, including Haverly's and the Megatherians, as well as
heading his own company in several tours of this country, England and Australia. He was popular everywhere;
but it was in San Francisco that he was especially idolized, and return visits to that city were in the nature of
triumphal marches.
In spite of his fame, and the fortune he must have made during the years of his popularity, Billy
Emerson died a poor man and a broken one. Like so many performers of the old school, he was improvident.
The stories of the other minstrel favorites have no such tragic endings. George Evans, known to fame
as Honey Boy because he was the author of the Popular song, "I'll be True to My Honey boy." died in 1915,
and was active until shortly before his death. In fact, his old act is still playing in vaudeville under the name of
the Seven Honey Boys. His career as a performer included engagements with medicine shows, minstrel shows,
including Primrose & West's, Haverly's and the Cohan and Harris Minstrels, which he took over as his own in
1910, musical comedy and vaudeville.
He wrote many popular songs besides Honey Boy, one of the best known being "In the Good Old
summertime."
Lew Dockstader
George Primrose, whose family name was Delaney, was, among other things, conceded to be the
greatest soft-shoe dancer in the world, and the originator of that type of dancing. He also lived until a short
time ago. His death occurred in the summer of 1919 while he was living in retirement in San Diego,
California. He began his career at the age of fifteen, billed as Master Georgie, the Infant Clog Dancer, in a
minstrel show. He alternated between minstrel shows and circuses, and when he joined Skiff and Gaylord's
Minstrels in 1871 he met William H. West, who was his partner for thirty years. He was later associated with
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George Thatcher and Lew Dockstader and spent much of his time during his later years in vaudeville.
Primrose and Dockstader as a headlining team were tremendously popular in the two-a-day.
As for Lew Dockstader, of whom it is said that he made more people laugh than any other man of his
time, he achieved equal distinction as a performer and a manager. Under his real name, George Alfred Clapp,
he began his career at the age of sixteen in an amateur minstrel show. He appeared with innumerable minstrel
shows, including Carncross' in Philadelphia, and Haverly’s, always as a comedian. In 1886 he organized his
own company, which remained in New York for many years.
All the minstrels in this little group were friends, and it seems that at some time or other they were all
partners with one another. For anyone who was not following minstrelsy at the time, the switching about of
these names is very like a crossword puzzle, or maybe a Virginia reel would be most apt. At any rate,
Dockstader at one time joined forces with Primrose & West, another time with George Thatcher, and later
with Primrose alone, who had by then separated from Thatcher. Mr. Dockstader spent his declining years as a
vaudeville headliner, doing the minstrel characterization that had made him so popular.
Of all the minstrels within the memory of the present generation, none was so beloved as Lew
Dockstader. His death last October brought real grief to thousands, not only to those who had been his friends
and associates, but also to the legions who had been made to laugh by his japery, his burlesques and his
ludicrous makeup, especially the huge coat and monstrous shoes which were an integral part of his funniness.
As an end man he had no equal. He was the perfect minstrel. His aptitude for catching the
idiosyncrasies of prominent people and reproducing them from the stage brought him added fame. He was
particularly happy in his take-off of Theodore Roosevelt, who used to enjoy the spectacle of himself in
burlesque quite as much as anybody.
In big cities Dockstader was loved, in small towns he was worshipped. The occasion of his coming to
town was a red-letter day in the community. Not even the annual visit of the circus was a more important or
exciting event than the minstrel parade that afforded a glimpse of Lew Dockstader.
Favorites of Today
Among the things for which he was noted was the fact that in his long career he never missed a single
performance. He loved his work and was never so happy as when he was making people laugh. But even he,
with all his powers, could not rescue minstrelsy from the oblivion for which fate so evidently intends it. Only
three years ago he acted as principal end man in a musical show staged by De wolf Hopper, in which an oldfashioned minstrel first part was featured.
In spite of his presence, and the presence of some other widely known minstrels, the piece was a
failure. The institution was doomed.
Aside from the fame he gathered as a result of his own talents as a minstrel, Lew Dockstader is noted
as the man who started Al Jolson on his career as a black-face performer. Jolson, probably the highest paid
and most popular singing comedian in the world, who now, still under forty, has his own theater in New York,
owns a percentage of every show he plays in and get a royalty on every song he sings, because if he sings it the
song is made, was discovered by Lew Dockstader when he was playing burlesque or small-time vaudeville.
That was in 1908. Dockstader engaged him for his minstrel show, and the youth's success as a minstrel was
instantaneous. Big time vaudeville followed, then stardom in his own shows.
Unlike most of the modern black-face comedians, Jolson really plays Negro characters. Most of the
funny men who work under cork today, in spite of their sable hue, are not Negro comedians. They are Irish
comedians, Italian comedians, Jewish comedians - anything but Negro comedians. They make no attempt to
live up to their makeup. But Al Jolson is a direct descendant of the minstrel of the days before the Civil War
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in the authenticity of his characterization. he has, too, a fine sympathetic voice; and though there is a great
deal of fun poked at his exaggerated mammy songs, they seem at least to be the offspring, even if illegitimate,
of the sentimental ballads sung by the early negro minstrels.
Eddie Leonard is still very active and popular. He is headlining in vaudeville with an act built along
minstrel lines, and still employs with great effect the curious wha-wha method of singing that was identified
with him during his minstrel days. He began his career with Haverly's Minstrels, and was featured with
Dockstader's Primrose & West's, Cohan & Harris', as well as heading his own troupe.
The Cohan & Harris referred to are George M. Cohan and Sam H. Harris, who, during the years of
their partnership as theatrical managers, sent out an excellent minstrel company.
Incidentally there are scores of actors, prominent today in the legitimate and musical-comedy stage,
and even in the movies, who either got their start in minstrel shows or played in them at some time during
their careers.
First of all, there is Francis Wilson, the dean of American actors. With a partner, Jimmy Mackin, the
eminent actor was once a song-and-dance boy with the minstrel shows, among them of course, Haverly's.
After about ten years of minstrelsy he decided that he wanted to widen his scope as a performer, so at a salary
about one-quarter as large as his minstrel pay, he joined a Philadelphia stock company and was started on his
acting career.
Casting about at random, I find the names of Raymond Hitchcock, who substituted for George Evans
in the Cohan & Harris Minstrels in 1909 - the late Nat C. Goodwin, who was with Haverly's for a short time;
Fred Stone, who first entered into partnership with Dave Montgomery in Haverly's Minstrels; Sam Bernard,
Joe Cawthorne, George Beban - he began his career as a minstrel, although nobody would suspect it now;
Jerry Cohan, who was noted as a black-face dancer and tambourine player before he achieved fame as the
father of Georgie; Andrew Mack, who, with Haverly's sang that pathetic ballad, A Violet From Mother's
Grave.
The Frohmans' Minstrel Days
Julius Witmark, the music publisher, began his professional career at the age of twelve as a boy
soprano in a minstrel show. It was Mr. Witmark who first introduced such priceless gems of balladry as The
Letter That never Came and The Picture That Was Turned Toward the Wall.
Few people know or remember that the Frohmans, Daniel and the late Charles, who together
developed so many of America's greatest theatrical personages, were minstrel managers early in their careers in fact owned a troupe at one time. There is even rumor, although he has ever substantiated it, that David
Belasco, when he was a young man, appeared in black-face several times.
Paul Dresser, brother of Theodore Dreiser and author of the famous song, On the Banks of the
Wabash, Was once a minstrel for a short time; so were J. K. Emmett, Jeff DeAngelis and Corse Payton, the
idol of the ten-twenty-thirty.
There are dozens more that most people would never dream of. For instance, it seems inappropriate,
but it is true, that Chauncey Olcott, the famous Irish comedian and singer, was for many years a minstrel. And
Harrigan & Hart worked in black-face before they became musical-comedy stars. Denman Thompson, of The
Old Homestead fame, was a minstrel end man sixty-five years ago. Bert Williams, one of the few Negroes
ever to play in a minstrel show, blacked up his already dusky features; so did his partner George Walker.
Julian Eltinge was once a minstrel, and James J. Corbett, once champion of the ring and now regarded
as one of the best straight men in the theatrical business, was an interlocutor with George Evans' Minstrels for
a time. Eddie Foy, parent of the so numerous young Foys, was once a minstrel. Now he would like to wear a
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black suit instead of a black face, for it is a tradition along Broadway that the comical Eddie has a consuming
desire to play Hamlet.
All these people, and many others, were minstrels once - once, but no more. The day is dead. If further
proof were needed, I found it when I journeyed to a little Connecticut town where I learned that a troupe of
old-timers, headed by a man whose name was once a famous one, were playing a single performance. Here
would be a real minstrel show, with all its old-time flavor. The program was promising enough, with its note,
which read, "presenting all that is near and dear to traditional minstrelsy," and its long array of "comic ditties,
ballads and songs of sentiment."
Alas! This minstrel show was like the proverbial Hamlet without the melancholy Dane. Every tradition
of minstrelsy was broken. The men sat in a semi-circle, but that was all. They were in white-face and they
wore powdered wigs. There was no trace of the familiar chord, or the command, "Gentlemen, be seated!" Not
once did the interlocutor address the end men as "Mistah Tambo" or "Mistah Bones." They sang and danced
and told stories purporting to be funny, but they did not give a minstrel show. Later, when questioned about
the omissions, the leader of the troupe explained. They have to keep up to date, he said, and the show is so
long that they have to leave out all unnecessary things.
And this is one of four well-known minstrel shows still alive in the United States. So much, then, for
the American minstrel boy. In the ranks of death you'll find him.
American Negro Music Influence in France
American Negro music was accepted in Europe when John Philip Sousa brought his band to Paris in
1899. Long before, in the 1820’s Ethiopian Minstrels invaded Europe with tremendous success, the seriousminded made attempts to use the Negro idiom in good music. Of all those attempts only one piece of music
continues to exist - Dvorak’s “New World symphony” (1893). Yet though he caught rhythms and built a
couple of melodies so like the real thing that they have since been turned into Negro songs, his work as a
whole gives no suggestion of any place on earth except Bohemia.
It has been the French, then, that alone have used American idiom recognizably. And of course it
was Debussy, after hearing a Sousa Band play early American cakewalks that first made the attempt.
In the “Children’s Corner” we find the initial experiment, “Pollywog’s Cakewalk” (all the titles are
in English) is the last of this little set for piano. Debussy has taken a single syncopation which he uses as the
basis for the entire composition; and here he is wrong, for true “rag” changes its meter continually. Debussy’s
effect however is not monotonous-his ear was too sensitive to allow him to commit any such mistake-and the
middle section drops the rhythmic figure for a while. This middle section is noteworthy for its delicate
burlesque of the opening cello phrase of “Tristan.” The Teutonic super-lover becomes the grotesque Pollywog
surprised by new, sacred emotions, but these are soon swept aside by the syncopated cakewalk. In the first
volume of “Preludes” Debussy again tries American effects, and again he thinks his result sufficiently
important to place it last in the volume. “Minstrels” he calls it, again using an English title; and it is really only
this that betrays its meaning. He is giving his impression of a black-face show; we hear the drum, the
sentimental song, and so on, with a little phrase like a guffaw punctuating the music, just as the puns of the
endmen punctuate the performance. But Debussy has written this music with a characteristic bit of daring; he
has left syncopation entirely out of it. And therefore no American is likely to realize what is going on, unless
he appreciates the title.
(1918 - The Dial - August 15, American Influence on Modern Fr. Music)
Growth of Urban Negro
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After the civil War, the Negro quarters of industrial cities began to grow. Black folks and yellow
huddled in slums and the child nature of many succumbed to vice. It is only fair to say that many went up into
respectability while the few descended, but it is also only fair to state that the ragtime melody, which Negro
leaders are glad to have credited to their race, grew in lawless haunts. The Negro lives at his worst with an
abandon utterly lacking in white debaucherie. He never acquired the hard cynicism of the white sinner. He
laughs, loves, fights, gambles with an ardor, the colder race cannot imitate. When the outburst of hot
animalism dies down, and the dicer has lost his last dime, the gunman or the razor wielder is in a goal cell, the
lover and his mistress are torn apart by jealousy or death, then the Black man’s soul is overwhelmed with grief
which translates itself into song.
This is the way the early song writers pictured the Negro, those achieving success, but the percentage
of the Negro race that became as they were wrote about in the minstrel songs and later the “Coon” songs.”
Prof. David Blight has also addressed the migration of Negroes to the North and establishing a new
life:
“Black-faced minstrelsy became a popular theatrical art form in the 1920’s, largely in Northern cities.
What minstrelsy seemed to be all about in its early years was a kind of a racialization of humor in American, a
use of blackness as a form of entertainment. It was a degradation of blackness as a subject of humor.
Americans were still living in a time when the idea of race is caught up in this notion of the chain of
being, that races had certain special characteristics and traits and capacities. And, in some way, minstrelsy
probably fed off that set of ideas and fed into it. By lampooning black people, by using black dialect, by using
black faces not to produce this very popular form of American humor, it was, at least on a subliminal level,
saying that perhaps black people are not really fit for freedom in the normal sense.
At the same time minstrelsy explodes as this popular art form across the North, it is the very time
that free black communities begin to form in Northern cities, on a large scale. And these free black
communities are concerned with creating their own sense of dignity, their own sense of place, their own sense
of belonging. They’re trying to say in the institutions that they build that they’re people like everybody else,
who need to build schools, who need real jobs, who need to live normal lives like anyone else, and not the
lives in which they’re being depicted on minstrelsy stages.”

1934 - The British Musician - October
From Jim Crow To Jazz - The secular music of the American Negro became popular in the
world of entertainments about a hundred years ago. Its popularity originated in Jim Crow; or rather, in the use
an entertainer named Dan Rice made of Jim Crow’s name.
This Crow, who lived at Louisville, Kentucky, was locally famous as a singer and dancer; and Rice,
organizing a “Nigger song and Dance; entertainment put him into a song.
The song became a rage in the States; and when in the winter of 1835-1836 Rice came to England, the
English people in their turn went wild with enthusiasm over it, so that up and down the country men and
women of every rank and station hummed, whistled, or chanted.
“Wheel about and turn about and jump just so!
Every time you wheel about you jump Jim Crow.”
The song died out eventually. But its title persisted, until towards the end of the century it actually
gave its name to the Negro: thus the cars reserved on Southern railways for Negroes are called Jim Crow cars,
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-“On the Underground Railway,” says Mr. B. Washington in his Life of Fred Douglas (1906), “there were no
Jim-Crow cars, no sleepers, and no smokers.”
After Dan Rice came such troupes as the Ethiopian Serenaders. And after these - starting in the 1850’s
- came the Christy Minstrels. The most famous Minstrels of all, the Moore and Burgess, flourished in London
from 1862 to 1904.
These minstrels were not Negroes, but white men blacked up with burnt cork. And the things they sang
were not native Negro songs, but pieces composed for them by white musicians in a conventionalized idiom.
Many of these songs (as “Zip Coon,” “Coal Black Rose,” and “Ole Virginny nebber tire”) won an
enormous fame, the reverberation of which is sensible to-day, so that gramophone companies can record
Christy Minstrel Memories, and the like, in the sure and certain knowledge that not a few of the items
included in the potpourri will prove familiar to listeners.
During the 1880s and 1890s the Plantation song was one of the chief items in the entertainment world,
and thousands of examples of it were manufactured.
This was the period of Lottie Collins and “T-ra-ra-boom-de-ay.” It was also the period of the banjo;
and since the banjo had long been accepted as an instrument of the negro (which is was not), the synthetic
Plantation Song and the banjo became inseparable . . . One of these songs a lullaby with a lilting dance rhythm
and a rousingly energetic final note, had for refrain something like,
“Go to sleep my little piccaninny,
Underneath the silver southern moon;
slumber on the bosom of your old mammie Jennie,
Daddie’s going to whip you if you don’t.”
Towards the end of the century the Plantation Song became known as the Coon song. For a long while
the word “coon” (short for raccoon) had been used in America as the term for a sly, cute individual; and now it
had become a general term for the Negro, shedding its former special significance.
One of the best of the Coon singers in English music-halls was Eugene Stratton, who headed the bills
around 1900. And one of the best of his songs was the “Lilly of Laguna”:
“I know she like me,
I know she likes me because she say so;
She’s the lily of Laguna.
She’s ma honey and ma rose.”
The composer of this song was Leslie Stuart, creator of the Boer War march song, “The Soldiers of the
queen.” The “Lily of Laguna” is to-day a popular tune among cinema organists.
The Coon Song generally had an accompaniment in a rough, ragged time - the beats jerked about by
syncopation. It was therefore called a “rag-tune,” or a “ragtime.”
The dance popular during its period (the chief of these being at first the Cakewalk, - a competition
dance, in which he best parading couple won the cake which was offered as prize) had the same type of
rhythm in their music.
And from the dances and the Coon Song came the twentieth century decay of Negro secular music, the foxtrot, jazz, “syncopation,” and “hot rhythm,” which last is music of pep (music peppered and spiced with
all kinds of curious sounds, in order to please the jaded appetite).
Jazz is, of course, entirely a manufactured article. It does not represent the Negro in his native state,
even when he at his wildest and most uproarious in home-amusement.
Cultured Negroes, moreover, have never ceased to protest against it; thus as far back as 1905 Dr.
Booker T. Washington said, “Interest in the plantation songs seem to be dying out with the generation that
gave them birth, and the Negro song is in too many minds associated with ‘race music and the more
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reprehensible ‘coon song.” About the same time Coleridge Taylor remarked that rag-time is a mongrel
product, which is no more like the true music of his race than vodka is like champagne.
The secular music of the Negro, then, has been perverted by the white man and turned altogether out of
its right path. It has reached, in the dance and the entertainment world, a position of extreme degradation. And
yet it is while the secular music is in this condition that the Negro’s religious music - his “spiritual” has
suddenly came into the world of art, - a circumstance concerning which the historian of the future will have a
good deal to say.
A program has been developed presenting the music of the minstrels, from “Coal Black Rose of 1829
to “”Warmest Baby in the Bunch” of 1897. The 22 songs presented were chosen for their historic importance
and a small paragraph of each song details its musical elements such as the use of syncopation and are in
chronological order.
The Music of the Minstrels
Program
The Lake Arrowhead Early Jazz Band
Dr. Karl Koenig, Founder/Conductor
Early solo Minstrel Era
1829 - Coal Black Rose
1832 - Clare de Kitchen
1834 - Zip Coon
1835 - Jim Crow
1840 - Jim Along Josey
Beginning of ‘Group’ Minstrel Show
1844 - Dandy Jim From Caroline, Virginia Minstrels
1846 - Hutchison Family - Ghost of Uncle Tom
1850 - Dolly Day - Foster/Christy Minstrels
1854 - Few Days - Jenny Lind
1857 - The Aristocratic Nigger - Bryant’s Minstrels
1863 - The Black Brigade - Dan Emmett
1866 - Young Eph’s Jubilee - Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels
1868 - My Father Sould Charcoal - Cotton & Sharpley’s Minstrels
1874 - I’m A Gwine Down South - Will Hays
1877 - Deed I Has To Laugh - J. P. Sousa
Established Minstrel Era
1878 - Grand Minstrel Opening Chorus
1878 - Shivering & Shaking Out in the Cold - Sam Lucas
1879 - Close Dem Windows - James Bland
1880 - The Dandy Colored Waiters - San Francisco Minstrels
1884 - Dars a Lock on de Chicken Coop Door - Sam Lucas
1898 - Whar de Watermelon Grow - Primrose & Dockstader
Minstrels
The Era of the Coon Minstrel Song & Broadway
1901 - The Phrenologist Coon - Ernest Hogan/Williams & Walker
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1902 - You Can Search Me - Gorton’s Minstrels
1906 - The Countess of Alagazam - Bob Cole/Dockstader’s
Minstrel
1909 - The Brinkley Coon - G. M. Cohen & Harris Minstrels
1913 - I Want to See A Minstrel Show
Dan Emmett
Stephen Foster
Wm. S. Hays
Sam Lucas
Ernest Hogan
James Bland
Bert Williams
Bob Cole

1815 - 1904
1826 - 1864
1837 - 1907
1848 - 1916
1865 - 1909 (Real name - Rueben Crowders)
1854 - 1911
1875 - 1922
1868 - 1911
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Coal Black Rose - 1829 - was introduced as “the first burnt-cork song of comic love,” and is said to
have been ‘appropriated from an old ballad.’ Its ‘presenter’ was George W. Dixon one of the most successful
of the early blackface entertainers. One story states that the composer Henry Russell was playing the “Vesper
Hymn” and began to play it faster and it became “Coal Black Rose.”

Melody of Coal Black Rose
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Clare de Kitchen - 1832 - Popularized by “Daddy” Rice, the text is close to the tradition of Negro
humor. In a succession of nonsense verses we meet various animals; an old blind horse; a jay bird sitting on a
hickory limb; a bull frog dressed in soldier’s clothes; and a little whip poor will whose sad fate is to be eaten.
The tag “I wish a was” was destined to become a stock item in minstrel songs and folk music.
George Nichols was the first to sing “Clare” in public and is said to have adapted it from a melody
which he had heard sung by Negro firemen on the Miss. River. Stephen Foster’s family musical group the
“Thespian Company” sang this on their program. The song uses the cakewalk rhythm in its melody.
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Zip Coon - 1834 - Better know as “Turkey In The Straw” Zip Coon was one of the most successful of
the early minstrel songs. Said to have been an early adaptation of a Scotch-Irish descent. It became a favorite
fiddle tune. The famous American composer Henry Gilbert used the melody in his symphonic work
“Americanesque”
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Jim Crow - 1828 - T.D. “Daddy” Rice (1808-1860) - One of his first parts in show business was that of
a Negro field hand in a local drama titled The Rifle. Rice saw an old, deformed Negro cleaning the horses in a
stable near the Louisville Theatre, singing an odd melody and doing a curious sort of shuffling dance. Every
time he reached the chorus of his song, he gave a little jump that set his “heel a-nicken.” His right shoulder
was drawn up high and his left leg was crooked at the knee and stiff with rheumatism, so that he walked with
a limp. Rice decided to imitate this old Negro on the stage, and to copy his song, making up additional stanzas
of his own. His impersonation, his shuffling step and jump, and his song, all caught the fancy of the public. In
the innumerable stanzas of “Jim Crow” we find echoes from topical events ranging from politics to the verse
on Paganini. Thus Rice’s song became the first great international song hit of American popular music.
“I’m a rover on de fiddle,
an down in ole Virginny
Dey say I play de skientific
like massa Pagganniny.”
This verse and others like it already show the accretion of commercialized theatrical jargon in some
of the more obviously concocted “plantation melodies.”
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Jim Along Josey - 1838 - The melody uses only 5 notes of the pentatonic scale. The song itself is
followed by a lively “Dance” in which the comic actor had a chance to “do his stuff.” The popularity of the
song was doubtless due in large measure to the catchy tune of the chorus. The song became used as a “play
party song” in the Middle West and was admitted as a game even among those stricter sects that prohibited
dancing.
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Dandy Jim From Caroline - 1844 - Virginia Minstrels - The Virginia Minstrels, once formed toured the U. S.
and made a trip overseas. They were responsible for many of the early minstrel songs, either writing them or
performing them. One of the songs written for their troupe was Dandy Jim From Caroline. It is a typical
popular song of the era, with no syncopation but with8 bar introduction and a four bar ending, which was there
for the dancing which most always was a part of any minstrel music performance. It was called an Ethiopian
song.
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Ghost of Uncle Tom - Hutchinson Family - 1846 - Uncle Tom - During this era of American popular
music there were numerous singing families in America, the most prominent being the Hutchinsons. There
usually were four in the group two playing violin and cello. They were concerned with bringing music to “the
masses” They would represent what today we would call the ‘left wing,’ having in their repertoire protest
songs (Temperance, women’s suffrage, and especially abolition) religious songs, minstrel songs and even
some humorous songs.
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Dolly Day - 1850 - Stephen Foster (Christy Minstrels) - Stephen Foster is today a legend of American popular
music of the pre-civil war period. His songs are timeless and are still known in our day. Foster wrote 100’s of
songs, many used in the minstrels shows of his era. Only a handful of his songs are known however. Dolly
Day was written in 1850 and was used by the Christy Minstrels. Its chorus was sung by a quartet, which was
often used in performing minstrels, most having a vocal quartet within the troupe. “Dolly” is a simple melodic
and rhythmic song without syncopation and included the typical dance section of8 bars, with 3 additional
verses. It was called a plantation melody.
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Few Days - 1854 - Jenny Lind was brought to America by P. T. Barnum in 1850. She was a great success and
became a household name. While basically an opera singer, she composed and sang on her concerts some
Ethiopian songs, composing one, “Few Days” that became popular. There was a parody written on the music
that served for political purposes. The words for 'Few Days' was written by Lucy Long, the first line being:
“Come darkies all, we’ll sing a song, few days, few days. Subjects within the lyrics contain ideas on AfroAmericans, political platforms and parties, progress and the know-nothing party. When used by the Know
Nothing Union the words state: “Our country now is great and free, few days, few days.” Its lyrics subjects
are: patriotism, pride, and political platforms. It became a United American Song with lyrics: “A subtle foe
has plotted along, few days and the lyrics contain subjects as: patriotism, campaigns and battles, political
elections and ballots.
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The Aristocratic Nigger - 1857 (Bryant’s Minstrels) Dan Emmett, upon his return from overseas joined
Bryant’s Minstrels. It was while he was a member of the troupe that he wrote “Dixie.” He also wrote many
other songs for the troupe, of which The Aristocratic Nigger was one. Written in 1857 it is also a simple
melody and rhythmic structure and contains a quartet section at the end with 2 additional verses.
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The Black Brigade - 1863 - Written also by Dan Emmett, it is notated as a “plantation song & dance,”
Emmett was one of the original members of the first minstrel troupe, the Virginia Minstrels, he later joined the
Bryant Minstrel Troupe and wrote minstrel songs for them.
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Young Eph’s Jubilee - 1866 - (Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels) - This minstrel troupe was one of the most
popular troupes of its day. “Young Eph’s Jubilee begins with an introduction in rhythmic figures that
continues throughout the piece. There is no syncopation. There is a8 bar dance interlude at the ending which
leads to two more verses. It was performed by Thomas Gethings of the troupe and is called a song and dance.
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My Father Sould Charcoal - 1868 - Cotton & Sharpley’s Minstrels)
The meter of the song is 3/8 and contains three verses each followed by a lengthily dance of 8 bars
after the first rendition and 16 bar dance section in 2/4 meter following the 2 and 3 performing of the song. It
was sung and danced by Dick Ralph, a member of the Cotton & Sharpley Minstrels. There is, again, no
syncopation in the rhythm.
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I’m A Gwine Down South - 1874 - Will Hays - William Shakespeare Hays was a contemporary of Foster and
was a very prolific composers, having writing over 300 songs. He considered himself a ‘rival’ of Foster and
wrote for many minstrel troupes. The melody of this song is ‘foster like’ with an introduction of6 bars, a verse
of16 bars, followed by a chorus for vocal quartet of 6 bars and ends with a dance section of 8 bars. No
syncopation is found in the song.
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Deed I Has To Laugh - 1877 - J. P. Sousa - Sousa is best known for his great marches but he also
wrote opera and strangely some minstrel songs. Sousa brought American Negro cakewalks, rags and jazz to
Europe and was the first to bring this Negro styled music to the world. Sousa wrote, in 1877, “Deed I Has To
Laugh” especially for Griffin and Rice of the Carncross & Dixey Minstrel troupe. The importance of these
early minstrel tunes is that it brought to the general public the music of the Negro race and enabled the Negro
to enter show business.
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Grand Minstrel Opening Chorus - 1878 - Most minstrels now were very developed with larger troupes. They
usually began with a ‘grand opening,’ which showed the troupers capabilities and versatility. The cover sheet
states: “This is the only original genuine minstrel opening chorus ever published. It begins with a fanfare like
section of 4 bars and continues with a tutti ensemble section for band and vocal chorus. After the first section
in ¾ the 2nd section, marked Allegro, is in 2/4 meter.
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Shivering & Shaking Out in the Cold - 1878 - Sam Lucas - Sam Lucas was one of the most popular
Negro song writers of this era, coming a large number of popular songs. The picture on the cover is of Sam
Lucas in his minstrel dress. It was performed with the Callender original Georgia Minstrels, one of the most
popular Negro minstrel troupes. As usual there is an introduction, this song containing 8 bars and the meter is
3/4There are three verses and the chorus is in vocal quartet style. The song ends with a 4 bar finale.
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Close Dem Windows - 1879 - James Bland - Bland is famous for his songs: “In the Evening By the
Moonlight,” “Oh Dem Golden slippers,” and, “Carry me Back to Old Virginny.” He wrote many other songs
in Negro dialect which contains no syncopation. There is a verse and chorus for vocal quartet and ends with
what is called ‘a symphony’ and is 8 bars in length. Other songs, many of which were heard in minstrel
situations, which included Bland himself performing.
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The Dandy Colored Waiters - 1879 - San Francisco Minstrels - Birch and Backus, two great minstrel
performers did this song with help from others of the troupe. It was featured in the San Francisco Minstrels,
one of the most popular and lasting minstrel troupes of the era. It begins with a 10 bar introduction. It is a big
production number with the chorus modulating into a different key. No syncopation is used.
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Dars a Lock on the Chicken Coop Door - 1884 - Sam Lucas - Minstrels shows were the most popular
of American entertainment during the 80’s. One of the leading song writers was Sam Lucas, also a minstrel
performer. He gained national acclaim when he starred in the 1914 movie Uncle Tom’s Cabin as Uncle Tom.
He was 72 years old when he recreated his role as Uncle Tom from the earlier Broadway production.
He is considered the first Afro-American actor to receive star billing in a major film, not little due to his
popularity and fame from his early minstrel days. Lucas wrote an occasion song with no racial reference. He
became a partner with fellow song writer Gussie L. Davis, also an Afro-American who also wrote popular
music that were not racially specific, thus opening the door for the Afro-American composer to use the fame
they had gained in the minstrels to more ‘legit’ endeavors in American popular music of a more gentile nature.
Chris Smith wrote: “The Irish were Egyptians long ago” but Sam Lucas was the pioneer.
Lucas wrote “Dars a Lock” in 1884. It begins with a 6 bar introduction followed by a 16 bar first
section. The Refrain is 8 bars and is concluding section, the chorus, is also 8 bars in length, but contains the
same melody as the refrain. The melody reminds one of a Foster one and there are only a few bars using a
cakewalk rhythm with no syncopation except for those few bars. Used in the minstrels there is use of the
Negro dialect, a technique praised by James Johnson as an artistic attempt at preserving this dialect as part of
early American Negro history.
Ex. 80 - Dars A Lock on de Chicken Coop Door - 1884
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Sam Lucas starred in the movie “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”. Below are a few stills from the movie picturing
Lucas.
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Whar de Watermelon Grow - 1898 - Primrose & Dockstader
Minstrels - The Primrose &
Dockstader’s Minstrels was one of the most popular minstrel troupes of the era and Primrose and Dockstader
were two of its most popular performers. This song featured George Primrose and has a picture of him dressed
in his finest attire and in blackface just as he would be fitted to present this song. After a 4 bar introduction the
first section is 16 bars in length, followed by the chorus, also 16 bars long. We do find some use of the
cakewalk rhythm in both sections. (The cakewalk was reaching its zenith in popularity and this piece
capitalizes on its popularity with the American public. There are two verses given and each rendition is
followed by a 16 bar section for the traditional dance section. The minstrel performers were what was called
the ‘song and dance man’ of show business. The minstrels were becoming an established form and style and
were major productions, a long way from their beginning with the 4 men Virginia minstrel size.
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The Phrenologist Coon - 1901 - Ernest Hogan/Williams & Walker - Ernest Hogan had earlier written a
song in a style that became very popular in the American climate of the early 20th century. Hogan had earlier
written what was to become known as “Coon Songs” which featured racial motivated lyrics but still in the
melodic and rhythmic style of minstrel songs with little use of syncopation until later in his history. His “All
Coons Look Alike To Me” became on of the hits of this era. Hogan wrote the lyrics and another AfroAmerican composer Will Accooe wrote the music. This song The Phrenologist Coon is a comic song and was
introduced by the great, legendary and famous minstrel team of Bert Williams and George Walker. As a
matter of interest a ‘phrenologist’ is one who studies personal characteristics from the shape of one’s skull.
The lyrics declare that: “an egg shaped head is a chicken stealer; a face like a frog head can’t keep a secret.
Many more examples are present in the lyrics of the song. The sheet music covers displays 6 such heads. The
structure is similar to the songs presented so far with only a few examples of what might be called
syncopation, more do to the difference in the lyrics of each verse having to fit with a melody.
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You Can Search me - 1902 - Gorton’s Minstrels - Written by Elliott and Gorton is interesting as we are
in the era of the evolving of ragtime influenced by the cakewalk and see the increasing use of syncopation.
While this may not be the first to use more syncopation it is a good example of the ragtime style beginning to
filter into popular music. It also enters the coon song and many now have ragtime accompaniments. This is a
coon song but is not called one. The Cakewalk, the coon song and ragtime are now combined into one type
song that would be the norm in popular American music until the jazz style emerges and establishes itself as
‘the’ popular music of the land. This growth has begun and will reach its zenith after the First World War.
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The Countess of Alagazam - 1906 - Bob Cole/Dockstader’s Minstrels - Many of the lyrics of the
minstrel song were written for laughs, they were ‘comic’ lyrics and the minstrels now were spoofing ( as in
burlesque) established serious dramas, even Shakespeare was not spared. Minstrels were prominent on
Broadway and they were evolving into what would be called vaudeville, and dropped the earlier traditional
minstrel style. People were tiring of the minstrel traditional and from the section of our work on Broadway
one can read of this falling of the minstrels from popularity on Broadway, which set the trends of show
business. They would still travel the country but were now becoming so changed in character that they were
now more of a revue than a minstrel show.
The “Countess” was written by the respectable Afro-American team of Bob Cole and Rosamond
Johnson and presented by Docstader’s Minstrels. The music is presented in 6/8 and one can see that the
minstrel songs of the era contained simple melodies, with little use of syncopation, but very rhythmic. From
this song one can observe the importance of the lyrics. Most lyrics told a story and many, of course, were
comical. The minstrel song had come a long way from its beginning style lyrics which were more sentimental
in nature (ex: Foster’s lyrics), and now were more racial in nature, making fun of the emphasized (in extreme)
character of what was conceived of the Negro race.
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The Brinkley Coon - 1909 - G. M. Cohan & Harris Minstrels - George M. Cohen is known to us as one
who wrote great patriotic music and is famous for his compositions such as “Harrigan,” 45 Minutes From
Broadway,” “Yankee Doodle Dandy,” etc., but in this era he was the elite song and dance man of his day and
had his own minstrel troupe with his manager Harris. Not so well known were the ‘coon’ songs he wrote for
his minstrel troupe, which also played on Broadway. A very entertaining song, its rhymes will never go down
in poetic history as examples of great poetry. While its title suggest a coon song it really does not compare
with what we know as coon lyrics, probably given its title to cash in on the popularity of coon songs during
this era. It is given here to illustrate the popularity of the minstrel show and that most entertainers of the day
were minstrels and most got there start in these minstrel shows, names that include Al Jolson and Eddie
Cantor.
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I Want to See A Minstrel Show - 1913 - Well into the era after the First World War the minstrel show
remained popular. As vaudeville, the Broadway stage and later movies became the craze, touring minstrel
shows gradually faded and became more local and presented by small town entertainment groups such as
church or club associated talent most often to raise money for their organization. There is a nostalgic nature of
the lyrics: “I want to see a minstrel …I want to hear the endmen sing that song about Old Black Joe. I want to
hear the tenor sing that ballad so sweet and low.” Within a couple of generations the minstrel show was
replaced by other forms of entertainment. It its time it served to entertain the American public, both Black and
White, and gave numerous Afro-Americans their chance to enter the world of American show business.
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Summary
In looking at the positive results from minstrelsy from strictly an historic point of view it was the
training ground for the both Black and White entertainers of the era. Many of our most popular songs were
first introduced in minstrel shows. From the early more sentimental songs of the minstrels to the use of Negro
dance styles the Negro of this era got the chance to enter the entertainment field. Bert Williams became one of
America’s most popular and well known entertainers. Negro composers such as Sam Lucas, James Bland and
many others got their songs performed and became successful in this career. The cakewalk gained prominence
and popularity in minstrel shows and the character of the music presented in the minstrels were always the
popular style of the day. The minstrel show presented the most popular songs within its framework as well as
giving us new musical and dancing material. It gave us tap dancing and gave us vaudeville and the Broadway
revue. Negro composers such as William Marion Cook and poet Lawrence Dunbar as well as many other very
talented individuals got the chance to present their work on Broadway. Numerous Negro Broadway
productions were presented with great critical acclaim. The minstrel show was the beginning of the first
original American entertainment form and led to the great music to follow, American jazz.
In the minstrel show the arts of the dramatic, and the arts of dancing and music were stressed. In the
music the melodies were simple, most did not contain syncopation, with the words becoming more important
than melody. As ragtime evolved the minstrel incorporated the new style of rhythm. The minstrel evolved
from its sentimental beginning, to the era of the coon song, the cakewalk and finally ragtime. Each new style
of music was incorporated. By the time jazz evolved the minstrel show was on its last legs. Once the minstrel
had evolved into vaudeville the new music of jazz was included, thus ending the cycle of the evolution of jazz
into world wide acceptance.
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Minstrel Songs
1829 - The Coal Black Rose
1830s
1830 - Fair Ella Lee
1832 - Clare de Kitchen
1833 - The Bee-Gum
1837 - Zip Coon
1837 - Backside Albany
1837 - Crow Quadrilles - Zip Coon, My Long Tail Blue, Jim Brown,
Gumbo Chaff, Dinah Waltz, long Time Ago, Sambo’s Dress to
He Bred’ren, Black Sit of Albany
1840s
1840 - Jonny Boker
1840 - The Female Auctioneer
1840 - Ole Tare River (Sweeney)
1840 - Ole Virginny Break Down (Sweeney)
1840 - Tell Me Josey When You Bin
1840 - Ride On Darkies
1840 - Jumbo Jum
1841 - The Millers Maid
1841 - The Alpine Hunters
1841 - Was it Not At One
1841 - The Tyrolese War Song
1841 - The Sweetheart
1841 - The Sailor’s Boys Carol
1841 - Tyrolese Melodies - Felix Waltz, Margaret Lisette, Lonis
1841 - Moonlight Boat Glee
1841 - When the Matin Bell
1841 - The Mountain Maid’s Invitation
1842 - Miss Lucy Long
1842 - Evening At Home
1842 - The Blind Boy
1843 - “Twill Nebber Do To Big It Up So (Virginia Minstrels)
1843 - Ethiopian Quadrilles - Whar Did You Cum From, Jenny Get Your
Hoe Cake Done, Charleston Gals, Dandy Jim From Carolina,
Old Tare River
1843 - Mother’s Bible (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - Our Father’s Hearth (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - Stop Dat Knocking
1843 - We Are Happy and Free (Hutchinson Family)
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1843 - Old King Crow (Virginia Minstrels)
1843 - O Lud Gals Big Me (Dan Emmett)
1843 - My Old Aunt Sally (Dan Emmett & Virginia Serenaders)
1843 - The Old Granite State (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - The Snow Storm
1843 - Young Bowshins Bride
1843 - Cape Ann (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - Boatman’s Song (Virginia Minstrels)
1843 - De Boatman’s Dance (Dan Emmett)
1843 - Axes to Grind (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - Vespers Sung at Sea (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - We’re All Cutting (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - The Cot Were We Were Born (Hutchinson Family)
1843 - Cujos wild Hunt (Lutzows (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1844 - Dandy Jim of Caroline (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1844 - Negro Medley - The Boatman’s Dance, Jimmy come along My Darling,
Dan Tucker, Dandy Jim, Lucy Long
1844 - Oh Poor Miss Lucy Neale, Dandy Jim
1844 - Whar Did You Come From (Virginia Serenaders)
1844 - Mrs. Tucker
1844 - Alabama Joe (Virginia Serenaders)
1844 - The Band of Niggers From “Old Virginia State)
1844 - Old Bull & Ole Dan Tucker (Buckley Family)
1844 - The Old Gray Goose
1844 - Walk Along, John (Virginia Serenaders)
1844 - Ole Pee Dee (Virginia Serenaders)
1844 - Miss Lucy Neal
1844 - The Jolly Raftsman
1844 - Songs of the Congo Melodists
1844 - Do Come Along Old Sandy, Boy
1844 - Lubly Fan Will You Cum Out Tonight?
1844 -Nigger Put down Dat Jug (Virginia Minstrels)
1844 - Phillisee Charcoal
1844 - Cynthia Sue
1844 - Going Ober de Mountain
1844 - It Will Nebber Do To Big it Us So.
1844 - The Yaller Gal
1844 - The New York Gals
1844 - Quick Step Motion
1844 - The Charleston Gals
1844 - The Indian Nation
1844 - Dance on the Flat Boat
1844 - Dandy Jim (Virginia Minstrels)
1844 - Corn field Green (Dan Emmett)
1844 - Charleston Gals
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1844 - The Raftsman
1844 - Walk Jaw Bone (Virginia Serenaders)
1944 - Pompy O’Smash (Dan Emmett)
1844 - Who’s Dat Digga Dar a Peepin?
1844 - Yaller Corn
1844 - Yaller Gals (Virginia Serenaders)
1844 - Boston Gals
1845 - Years Ago
1845 - Where Can the Soul Find Rest?
1845 - The Wooneac Serenade (Baker Family)
1845 - The Mountain Ware
1845 - The Banjo
1845 - Miss Nancy Paul
1845 - I’m Smilin’ on de Old Canal
1845 - O Where is the Spot That I Was Born
1845 - The Sailor’s Boy’s Lament
1845 - Miss Julia is a Handsome Gal
1845 - Oh Give Me A Home If In foreign Land
1846 - O Lady, Sweetest Lady
1846 - Ethiopian Medley - Lucy Long, Lucy Neal, Jim Crack Corn,
Going Ober de Mountain, Rosa lee, Dearest Mae, Oh Susanna
1846 - The Rose of Alabama
1846 - The Bridge of Sighs (Hutchinson Family)
1846 - A Farmer’s song
1846 - She Sleeps in the Valley
1846 - Oh! Wake me Up In De Morning
1846 - De Skeeters Do Bite
1846 - De Banks ob de Ohio
1846 - De Blue Tail Fly
1847 - De Color’d Fancy Ball (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1847 - The Barber’s Shop
1847 - Walk in the Parlor (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - Sleeping I Dreamed Love
1847 - Alleghanians Boat Glee
1847 - The Shepherd’s Cottage
1847 - Away in Mexico
1847 - Away to de sugar Cane field (Virginia Serenaders)
1847 - Picayune Butter
1847 - Carry Me Back to Virginia (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - At Eve I Miss Thee when Alone
1847 - The Old Bell
1847 - The Parting Requiem (Baker Family)
1847 - Oh! Home of My Boyhood
1847 - Take Me Back To Old Virginny
1847 - Oh Lubly Fanny Let Me In
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1847 - Uncle Gabriel (Ethiopian Singers/Christy Minstrels)
1847 - My Pretty Yaller Gal (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - My Lovely Virginia Gal (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - Jamie’s on the Stormy Sea
1847 - Plantation Melodies (Virginia Serenaders)
1847 - The Lament of the Blind Orphan Girl
1847 - Old High Rock (Hutchinson Family)
1847 - Old Joe (Ethiopian Singers)
1847 - The song of the Shirt
1847 - The Spider and the Fly
1847 - The Lilly of the Valley (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - Rosa Dear (Christy Minstrels)
1847 - Billy Boy
1847 - Brother, Come Home
1847 - The Burman Lover
1847 - The Negro Fisherman (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1848 - The Dark Sett - Mary Blane, Old Joe, Carry Me Back, Stop That
Knocking, Darkeys Polka, Phantom chorus, Dear Uncle Ned,
My Sally I Shall See.
1848 - My Skiff is on the shore (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1848 - Stop That Knocking
1848 - Rosa Lee
1848 - Julius Quadrilles - A Life By the Galley fire, My Lubby Mae, Racoon
Hunter, Jim Crack Corn.
1848 - Tamabourine Polka
1848 - Snow Drop Ann
1848 - Gone to Alabama
1848 - Julin’s Polka (Christy)
1848 - Oh Susanna (Christy)
1848 - Let’s Be Gay (Christy)
1848 - History ob de world
1848 - Come Back Steban
1848 - The Cottage of My Mother (Hutchinson Family)
1848 - Buffalo Gals
1848 - Black Jupiter (Campbell Minstrels)
1848 - Roll On Silver Moon (Marker Family)
1848 - Poor Nelly Ann (Campbell Minstrels)
1848 - De Ole Jaw Bone
1848 - The Old Gum Tree
1848 - Way Down South In Alabama (Christy Minstrels)
1848 - Oh Sally White
1848 - Bella Rosa (Campbell Minstrels)
1848 - Belle of Baltimore
1848 - Oh Carry Me Back (Christy Minstrels)
1848 - Oh Dearest Joe, You Look So Hansum (Christy Minstrels)
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1848 - Susan Dear (Campbell Minstrels)
1848 - The new Mary Blaine (Christy Minstrels)
1848 - My Lubby Dinah Mae
1848 - Let’s Be Gay
1848 - Oh Come to de Husking (Christy Minstrels)
1848 - Revolutionary Echoes
1848 - Rosa May (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1848 - Suke of Tennessee
1848 - Wake Up Jake
1848 - We’ll Have A Little Dance Tonight (Christy Minstrels)
1848 - Brack Eyed Susanna
1849 - Salut A Washington, or, Gems of the South
1849 - Two Ethiopian Polkas
1849 - The Bonnie Blue Eyes
1849 - We Parted Forever
1849 - Commence ye Darkies All! (White Serenaders)
1849 - Coralie (Ethiopian Serenaders)
1849 - The California Gold Diggers (Hutchinson Family)
1849 - Rosa’s Wedding Day (White Serenaders)
1849 - Ten Years Ago (Baker Family)
1849 - The Red Man’s Chant
1849 - Old John Brown
1849 - The Virginia Rose bud (Virginia Serenaders)
1849 - The Styrian Exile
1849 The song of Blanche Alpen
1949 - The Old Pine Tree (White Serenaders)
1848 - Julius Bride (Christy Minstrels)
1849 - O come To me My Own True Love (White Serenaders)
1849 - Not For Gold or Precious Stones
1849 - Ladies Won’t You Marry
1849 - The Lone Starry Hours
1849 - The Mackerel Catchers
1850s
1850 - Massa Sound is Sleeping
1850 - Old Sam Grid Iron (New Orleans Serenaders)
1850 - What Shall This Darkey Do (Christy)
1850 - Poor Aunt Dinah (New Orleans Serenaders)
1850 - Binger on the Rhine (Campbell Minstrels)
1850 - Brother speak in Whispers Light (Hutchinson Family)
1850 - Good Old Days of Yore *Hutchinson Family)
1850 - Happy Are We Tonight
1850 - The Hunter’s Bride
1850 - Home Again
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1850 - Horticulture Wife (Hutchinson Family)
1850 - Im off For Charleston
1850 - Jane Monroe (Christy Minstrels)
1850 - Jenny Lane (New Orleans Serenaders)
1850 - Jimey at the Gate (New Orleans Serenaders)
1850 - Katy Dean (Christy)
1850 - The Lone Starry House
1850 - If I Were A Voice (Hutchinson Family)
1851 - Good Bye Linda Love
1851 - I’m Only sixteen
1851 - Songs of the Alleghanians
1851 - Faded Flowers
1851 - Fi, Hi, Hi (Fellows Minstrels)
1851 - She sleeps in the Grave
1851 - Nancy Till
1851 - Come Take A Sail (Woods Minstrels)
1851 - The Haunted Ground
1851 - The Laughing Darkies (Fellows Minstrels)
1851 - The Angelic Guardian
1851 - Poor Old Slave
1851 - Sensitive Coon
1851 - She Sleeps in the Grave
1851 - The standing Collar (Hutchinson Family)
1852 - The Fairy’s Serenade
1852 - A Little More cider (Fellows Minstrels)
1852 - Jenny Rose (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - Jordan Am A Hard Road to Trabel
1852 - Julius Trip To the World’s Fair (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - Fare Thee Well Kitty Dear
1852 - My Mother! She is Aged No
1852 - Hush A By Baby (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - The Household Clock
1852 - The dismal Swamp
1852 - Down on the Farm (New Orleans serenaders)
1852 - Each Deed That We Do
1852 - De Old Corn Mill (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - off for Baltimore My Sally Dear (White’s Ethiopian Serenaders)
1852 - Christy’s Old Folks Are gone
1852 - Phoebe Lee (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - Old Jessy (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - Poor Uncle Tom (Wood’s Minstrels)
1852 - The Georgian Slave
1852 - The Returned Californian
1852 - Cic’ly Dear (Christy Minstrels)
1852 - Young Folks at Home (Woods Minstrels)
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1852 - I’ll Throw Myself Away (Christy Minstrels)
1853 - I’m Going Home
1853 - Yes ‘tis true That Thy Katy now is Sleeping (Woods Minstrels)
1853 - Good Old Jeff (Christy)
1853 - Come Take A Sail (Woods Minstrels)
1853 - Lilly Bill (Buckley’s New Orleans Serenaders)
1853 - Darkies Boat Song (Murphy, West & Peels Original Minstrels)
1853 - Do They Miss me At Home
1853 - Ella Rae (Woods Minstrels)
1853 - Etty Way (Christy Minstrels)
1853 - Yes, We Miss Thee (Buckley’s Minstrels)
1853 - Annie Leigh
1853 - Carolina Belle
1853 - Yo! Yah! Yo! Strike the Old Banjo (Christy)
1853 - Rosa May (Buckely’s Serenaders)
1853 - She’s Black, But Thats No Matter (Christy)
1853 - Songs of the Campbells
1853 - The Melodies of Kunkel’s Nightingale Opera Troupe
1853 - Poor Sister Sue
1853 - Christy’s The Other side of Jordan
1853 - The Grave of Ben Bolt
1853 - Old River Farm
1853 - Little Topsy’s Song (Hutchinson Family)
1853 - Julius From Kentucky (Christy)
1853 - Kitty Crow Ballad
1853 - Sweet Home Receive Me (Woods Minstrels)
1853 - We Are Coming, sister Mary (Christy)
1854 - Old Uncle Samuel
1854 - Let Us Speak of a Man as We Find H8im (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1854 - Down the River Down the Ohio (Christy)
1854 - The Ghost of Uncle Tom (Hutchinson Family)
1854 - And Dat’s Another Pull Back (Campbell’s Minstrels)
1854 - Home Delight (Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1854 - Hop De Road’n Doo (Campbell Minstrels)
1854 - Lilly White (Buckley’s New Orleans Serenaders)
1854 - Topsy Never Was Born
1854 - We Meet Again (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1854 - Wait For the Wagon
1854 - Wake! Dinah, Wake! (Christ, Woods Minstrels)
1854 - The Wanderer’s Return
1854 - Olive Brown
1854 - Mary Gray
1854 - The Old Cottage Clock (Campbell Minstrels)
1854 - My Old House (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1854 - Oh Bid Me Not Forget (Buckely’s Serenaders)
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1854 - Old Josey
1854 - Few Days (Christy Minstrels)
1854 - Susan Jane (Christy Minstrels)
1854 - Susy Anna Simson (Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1854 - Soft Glides the Sea
1854 - Be Cheery Boys, Be Cheery
1854 - Gently down the Stream (G. Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1854 - Keemo Kimo (G. Christy)
1854 - Ring the Bell Fanny
1854 - Better Times Are coming Friends (Dumbleton’s Minstrels)
1855 - Softly, Lightly, Sweetly Sing
1855 - Twinkling Stars Are Laughing (G. Christy 7 Woods Minstrels)
1855 - Song For Mayor Wood
1855 - Luta (Campbell’s Minstrels)
1855 - Old Play Ground
1855 - She Had Such Wheedling Ways (Minstrels )
1855 - Old Aunt Neal
1855 - Poor Charlie
1855 - Father John (Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1855 - Blue Violets (Campbell’s Minstrels)
1855 - Old Bob Ridley
1855 - Massa’s Old Plantation
1855 - Hast Thou Forgotten (Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1855 - Minnie Moore
1855 - A Country Home
1855 - My Mother’s Memory (Hooley’s Minstrels)
1856 - Samuel Johnsing
1856 - Gentle Jenny Gray
1856 - When I Saw Sweet Nellie Home
1856 - Loose the Reins & Let her Went (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1856 - Lubby Cynthie
1856 - Cheer Up Sam
1856 - Root Hog, or Die (Christy & Woods Minstrels)
1856 - Where Dwell The Dead
1856 - The Old Brown Cow
1856 - Little Ones At Home (Christy Minstrels)
1856 - The Old Old Home
1856 - My Mary Ann
1857 - My Grandma’s Advice
1857 - The Aristocratic Nigger (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1857 - Oh Darkie Don’t You Linger
1857 - If Your Feet is Pretty, show It (Campbell’s Minstrels)
1857 - Oh May Jane
1858 - Mrs. Lofty And I
1858 - Tilda Horn (Christy Minstrels)
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1858 - The Old Mill Wheel
1858 - Folks That Put on Airs
1858 - Peter Gray-The Music of Morris Bros. (Pell& Hunter’s Minstrels
1858 - Down in Alabam (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1859 - A Down Easter’s Visit To St. Louis (Birch & Bowers Minstrels)
1858 - Johnny’s Equal is Not Here
1859 - On Old Potomac’s Shore (Woods Minstrels)
1859 - Sally Primer (Christy)
1859 - Gentle Millie Gay )Morris Bros. Minstrels)
1859 - With My Banjo On My Knee
1859 - Hannah’s at the Window binding Shoes )Hutchinson Family)
1859 - I’m turning Gray Dear Kate (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1859 - In The Louisianna (Morris Bros, Pell & Trowbridge Minstrels)
1859 - Come Sit By My Side
1860s
1860 - Ella Leene (Buckley Serenaders)
1860 - Up the Hudson (G. Christy’s Minstrels)
1860 - Happy Land of Canaan (Original Campbell Minstrels)
1860 - Billy Patterson (Dan Emmett-Bryant’s Minstrels)
1860 - The Octroon
1860 - Old K-Y-Ky (Dan Emmet/Bryant’s Minstrels)
1860 - Over the River (Hutchinson Family)
1860 - Jenny The Pride of the Glen (Morris Bros. El & Trowbridge Minstrels)
1861 - Mabel Clare (Skiff & Gaylord Minstrels)
1861 - Whack Rou’ De-Dow (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1861 - Aura Lea (Hooley & Campbell Minstrels)
1862 - The Little Market woman (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1862 - Gentle Annie Ray (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1862 - Sally come Up (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1862 - Song of the Negro Boatman
1862 - Poor Rosy, Poor Gal
1862 - Isn’t It a Wonder (Wood’s Minstrels)
1862 - I Can’t Help Dat
1862 - Come in And shut The Door (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1863 - High daddy (Dan Emmett/Bryant’s Minstrels)
1863 - I Am dreaming Sally dreaming (Buckley’s serenaders)
1863 - Katie Lee & Willie Gray
1863 - Kiss Me Mother, Ere I Die (Buckley’s Serenaders)
1863 - I’d Dream forever More (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1863 - The Black Brigade (Dan Emmett/Bryant’s Minstrels)
1863 - Dearest sister think of Me (wood’s Minstrels)
1863 - Come Back Massa (Woods Minstrels)
1864 - Her Name was Isabella (Buckley’s Serenaders)
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1864 - Will You Remember Me? (Wm. Hays/Arlington, Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels)
1864 - Polly Perkins of Abington Green
1864 - Road to Richmond (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1864 - Isbella and her Gingham Umbrella
1864 - My Polly Ann
1864 - Nancy Fat
1864 - Nigger Will Be Nigger (W. Hays/Arlington & Kelly & Leon
Minstrels)
1864 - Oh! Think of Me (Wood’s Minstrels)
1865 - I’m happy the Day is Long (Wood’s Minstrels)
1865 - Pleasant Dreams of Long Ago (Hooley’s Minstrels)
1865 - The Jersey Lovers ( Bryant’s Minstrels)
1865 - That’s What’s the Matter with Hannah (Murphy & Smith’s Minstrels)
1865 - Nicodemus Johnson
1865 - Fred
1865 - Striking Ile (Dan Emmett/Bryant’s Minstrels)
1865 - Susan’s Sunday Out
1865 - The Gal With the roguish Eye
1866 - Foot Prints on the Snow (Duprez & Benedict’s Minstrels)
1866 - My Little Mary Ann (San Francisco Minstrels)
1866 - I’ll Never forget Thee
1866 - Waterfalls & Frizzes
1866 - O Would I Were a Fly (San Francisco Minstrels)
1867 - O what’s This World coming To (Carnecross & Dixey Minstrels)
1867 - Old Roger the tin Maker Man (Hutchinson Family)
1867 - Pretty Little Sarah (Griffin & Christy Minstrels)
1867 - Little Sam (Wm. Hays)
1867 - Nell the Little Belle (Newcomb’s Minstrels)
1867 - Two O’clock in the Morning (Newcomb’s Minstrels)
1867 - The Two sisters (San Francisco Minstrels)
1867 - I’se a Travlin’ to de Grave
1867 - Wreck of Charlestown Bridge
1867 - The Yaller Gal That Winked At Me (San Sharpley’s Minstrels)
1867 - The Black Cook
1867 - Cinda Slow
1867 - Bonnie Scotland, I Adore Thee (Newcomb’s Minstrels)
1867 - Happy Uncle Joe
1867 - Don’t Bet Your Money on a Shanghai
1867 - Early in the Morning O’ (Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels)
1867 - She’s Lovely as a Rose
1868 - The Gay Young clerk in the Dry Good Store (Wm. Hays/Emerson,
Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1868 - George Erastus William Henry Brown
1868 - Then the Band Played
1868 - Waiting for a Broadway Stage (San Francisco Minstrels)
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1868 - Gustavus Adolphus Green (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1868 - I’ll Be Waiting in the Dell (Newcombs Minstrels)
1868 - Jenny Gossen
1868 - Josiphus Orange Blossom (Emerson,Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1868 - Mistress Jinks of Madison Square (Wm. Hays/Emerson, Allen &
Manning Minstrels)
1868 - My Father Sould Charcoal (Cotton & Sharpley’s Minstrels)
1868 - Adophus Morning Glory
1868 - The Big Sunflower (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1868 - My Jenny Jerusha Jane (Hooley’s Minstrels)
1868 - Who Say the Darkies won’t Fight? (Wood’s Minstrels)
1868 - Personals in the New York Herald (Kelly & Leon’s Minstrels)
1868 - Pop, pop, Pop (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1869 - Minstrel Nobby Samuel (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1869 - He Talks Out in His sleep (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1869 - I Fancied her An Angel (Newcomb’s Minstrels)
1869 - They Say My Foot is Big
1869 - Coming From the Matinee (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1869 - Down in the Valley Where the Daisies Grow (San Francisco Minstrels)
1869 - Clemetina Moored-Girl in the Dollar store
1869 - The Girl with the Grecian Bend (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1869 - The Girl with the Roman Nose (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1969 - Have Charity (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1869 - Shew Fly
1869 - She’s Such a Pretty Blonde (Duprez & Benedict minstrels)
1869- Something Good To Wear (Emerson, Allen & Manning Minstrels)
1870- 1869 - Old Uncle Ben (Wm. Hays)
1870s
1870 - Strawberry Joe
1870 - The Way My Daddy Went (San Francisco Minstrels)
1870 - Never Push A Man going Down Hill (Skiffs & Wheeler Minstrels)
1870 - Oh! Hannah! How’s Your Ma? (Carnecross & Dixey’s Minstrels)
1870 - Carry me Back to Old Virginny (James Bland)
1870 - Carry the News! (Simmons & Slocum’s Minstrels)
1870 - Fly Shoe
1871 - Norah Mavoureen (Duprez & Benedict’s Minstrels)
1871 - We’ll Be Dar!
1871 - The Little Old Cabin in the Lane (Wm. Hays/Manning’s Minstrels)
1871 - Put Yourself in His Place (San Francisco Minstrels. Newcomb’s
& Arlington’s Minstrels)
1871 - The Orphan Emigrant
1871 - Good Bye, Liza Jane
1871 - The Last Great Sensation song “Good Enough”
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1871 - Sitting by the Fireside
1872 - Under de Mango Tree!
1872 - Oh! Sam (Wm. Hays)
1872 - Rosey Posedy (San Francisco Minstrels)
1872 - The Old Home ain’t what It Used To Be (Original Georgia Minstrels)
1873 - Avoidupois (Frank Dumont/ Duprez & Benedict Minstrels)
1874 - Old Caleb (Wm. Hays)
1874 - What Little Sweetheart Said (Bryant’s Minstrels)
1874 - Who Struck My Mother’s Only Son?
1874 - Trabling Back to Georgia
1874 - The Old Man and What he Used To Be
1874 - I’m A Gwine Down South (Wm. Hays)
1874 - I’se Gwine Back To Dixie
1875 - She’s A Bright as the Morning Star
1875 - Angels, Meet Me At the Cross Roads (Wm. Hays)
1875 - As Pretty as a Little Butterfly (Bluff city Minstrels)
1875 - I’ll Be Dar (Chas. Benedict)
1875 - Emancipation Day
1875 - The Old Log Cabin in the Dell
1875 - Carve Dat Possum (Sam Lucas)
1875 - Dar’s A meeting Here tonight (Callenders Original Georgia Minstrels)
1875 - De Day I Was Set Free (San Lucas)
1876 - Happy times in Dixie fo’ de War
1875 - I’ve Mortgaged That Old Cabin in the Lane
1876 - Get Along Old Mule
1876 - Who’s A Gwine to Take Care of Me” (Wm. Hays)
1876 - Dem Good Ole Days Afo de War (New Orleans Troubadours)
1876 - down Among de sugar Cane
1876 - The Acrobatic Nigs
1876 - Angels Hover O’er Our Darling (New Orleans Troubadours)
1876 - Poor Ole Uncle Rufe
1876 - Since I Saw de Cotton Grow (Duprez & Benedict Minstrels-Frank
Dumont)
1876 - My Dear Old Southern Home
1876 - My Ole Home in Alabam Fo’ De War
1876 - Away Down south
1877 - There is Sunshine in the Heart (Emerson California Minstrels)
1877 - Sunlight of My Soul
1877 - Old Uncle Dan (Barlow, Wilson, Primrose & West Minstrels)
1877 - De Banjo am de Instrument For Me
1877 - Dem Good Ole Days
1877 - Oh! Don’t Get Weary
1877 - Down south Where the Sugar Cane Grows (Wm. Hays)
1877 - Darling Isabel (Billy Emerson)
1878 - Maggie Juda
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1878 - Keep in de Middle ob de Road (Wm. Hays)
1878 - De Gospel Raft (Frank Dumont/Duprez & Benedict’s Minstrels)
1878 - I’m Going Back To Alabam’ to Die
1878 - Dancing Blue Eyes
1878 - Let Me Dream While Life Shall Linger
1879 - Put On The Long White Robe (Sam Lucas)
1879 - I’m Going Home To Clo
1879 - Billy’s request (Bill Birch/San Francisco Minstrels)
1879 - The Immensely Pop end song “In the Morning by the Bright Light
(James Bland)
1879 - I’se Gwine to Leave Old Dixie
1879 - Rambling Thro’ the Clover (James Bland)
1879 - O Blow de Horn! (George Root)
1879 - Oh Dem Golden Slippers (James Bland/ Spragues Georgia Minstrels)
1880s
1880 - That Old Cabin Upon the Hill (Frank Dumont)
1880 - Our Touchlight Parade (Frank Dumont/Birch & Backus San Francisco
Minstrels)
1880 - Settle Dat Bill (Haverly/Dandford Minstrels)
1880 - De Slavery Chain Am Broke at Last (James Bland)
1881 - Old Nicker Demurs )Sam Lucas)
1881 - Uncle Tom’s Gwine to Stay (Sung by Sam Lucas)
1881 - Old Joe’s Dream
1882 - De Ole Home Am Gone
1883 - On My Wedding Day
1883 - Pleasures of Boarding (Dockstader/Primrose & West Minstrels)

1884 - Sweet Roses Will Bloom Again (Emerson Minstrels)
1884 - Uncle Adam’s Going Home
1884 - We’ll Raise de Roof Tonight (Barlow & Wilson Minstrels)

1887 - Slumber and Rest (Wilson & Rankins Minstrels)
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Partial Listing of Wm. S. Hays Musical Compositions
1837-1907
Hays wrote more than 500 songs with a combined sheet music sales exceeding 20 million copies.
Below are patriotic songs, minstrel songs, sentimental ballads and even political campaign songs. His
biggest success was “The Drummer Boy of Shiloh” written in 1862. This song was so popular that it was
sung by both the Northern and Southern troops during the Civil War. Around 1876 Hays began to
write Negro dialect songs including: “Walk In de Middle of de Road,” “Early in de Morning,” “Roll
Out, Heave dat Cotton.” He did write a song for the Arlington, Kelly & Leon Minstrels in 1864 entitled
“Nigger Will Be Nigger.”
1854 - Cockade City Quickstep
1856 - Little Ones at Home
1857 - The New Play Ground
1858 - Ella Bell
1858 - The Grave of Gentle Annie
1858 - Annie
1859 - Darling Kate
1859 - Fourteen Years Ago
1859 - Harry, the Beau of Mohawk
1859 - The Dear Ones at Home
1860 - Away Down in Dixie’s Land
1860 - Blued “Eyed Bonnie Ball
1860 - Marian Gray
1860 - Un Rayon D’Amour
1860 - We May Never Meet Again
1861 - The Union Forever
1861 - Let Us Have Peace
1861 - That Southern Wagon
1862 - Evangeline
1862 - Lone Grave By The Sea
1862 - Woodland Whispers
1862 - Yes, We Think of Thee at Home!
1863 - We May Never Meet Again
1863 - The American Flag
1863 - Marian Gray
1863 - The War Will Soon Be Over, John
1863 - Katy Darling
1863 - The Constitution As It Is, The Union As It Was
1864 - The Old Sergeant
1864 - My Southern Sunny Home
1864 - McClellan Is The Man!
1864 - Will You Remember Me?
1864 - Nigger Will Be Nigger
1864 - Call Me No More, Mother!
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1864 - Oh! I Wish This War Were Over
1864 - The Old Sergeant (“A Hero of Lookout Mountain”)
1865 - Drummer Boy of Shiloh
1865 - The Wandering Refugee
1865 - Canary Bird
1865 - I Am Dying, Mother, Dying
1865 - Our Boys Have All Come Home
1865 - Sherman and His “Gallant” Boys in Blue
1865 - The Unhappy Contraband
1866 - Mary’s Waiting At The Window
1866 - Write Me A Letter From Home
1866 - Take Me Back Home
1866 - We Parted By The Riverside
1867 - O! Let Me Kiss The Baby
1867 - The Moon Is Out Tonight
1867 - Mary! O! Come Back To Me
1867 - Nora O’Neal
1867 - Kiss Me Good Bye, Darling
1867 - Little Sam
1867 - Troubadour
1868 - The Gay Young Clerk in the Dry Goods Store
1868 - Good Bye, Old Home
1868 - Mary O’More
1868 - Driven From Home
1868 - Mistress Jinks of Madison Square
1868 - Beautiful Girl of the South
1869 - I’ll Remember You in My Prayers
1869 - Song of the Sewing Machine
1869 - Up in Das Pallon
1869 - Why Don’t You Write To Me?
1869 - She’s The Sweetest of Them All
1869 - When I Went Home With Belle
1869 - Old Uncle Ben
1870 - Riding In A Sleigh
1870 - Good Bye Till I See You Again
1870 - Shamus O’Brien
1870 - O! Pshaw! Gal! You Won’t Do
1870 - I Don’t Can Tolt You Vy
1870 - Kiss Me, Good Night, Mamma
1870 - Oh! Give me a Home in the South
1870 - The Night My Father Died
1870 - Truly Yours
1871 - Number 29
1871 - My Dear Old Sunny Home
1871 - The Little Old Cabin in the Lane
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1871 - Susan Jane
1872 - Meet Me Maggie
1872 - My Southern Sunny home
1872 - Oh! Sam
1872 - Mollie Darling
1872 - Do Not Turn Me From Your Door
1872 - Oh! Give Me A Home In The South
1872 - Papa Stay Home
1872 - Oh! Sam
1873 - Get Up and Shut The Door
1873 - I Have No Home
1873 - Ada Rays
1873 - Dinna Forget Yer Mother, Sandie
1873 - May Heaven Protect Our Child
1873 - Save one Bright Crown for Me
1873 - That Little Girl of Mine
1873 - Where Has Ida Gone?
1874 - I’m Captain of The Guards
1874 - Old Caleb
1874 - I’m A Gwine Down South
1874 - Sitting Round the Grate
1874 - Follow Up The Plow
1874 - Angels Guard My Little One
1874 - Be Still, Poor Heart!
1874 - Close the Shutters Gently
1874 - Dinna Forget Yer Promise, Jamie
1874 - Don’t Drink Any More
1874 - Kitty McKay
1874 - Listen to My Prayerful Pleading
1874 - Susan Jane
1874 - I’m Sitting by the Window
1874 - Jolly Fellows Galop
1874 - Lennie Darling
1874 - Listen to My Prayerful Pleading
1874 - Maudie Moore
1874 - Mollie McGuire
1874 - My Lost Louise
1874 - Nora, the Pride of Kilkee
1874 - Oh, Remember Them in Your Prayers
1874 - Out in the Snow
1874 - Out on the Sea
1874 - Poor Old Grandpa
1874 - Sweet Little Mays
1874 - Then and There
1874 - Walking on the Lawn
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1875 - Alone, and at Home
1875 - Barney Machree
1875 - Bessie, Will You Love Me?
1875 - Don’t Forget Me, Hannah
1875 - Dora, Darling
1875 - Down Yonder in the Lane
1875 - Flirting on the Lake
1875 - I Will Be Home Tonight, Love1875 - Is Mother There?
1875 - Jennie, the Flower of the Dell
1875 - Jimmie Brown
1875 - Madelaine Grays
1875 - My Dear Old Home
1875 - O! Miss Susie!
1875 - Sing, Darkies Sing!
1875 - The Crape on the Door, Willie’s Dead!
1875 - The Little Log Cabin’s the Home After All
1875 - The Maid of Avondale
1875 - The Nobby Swell
1875 - When Little Mamie Died
1875 - Where is My Love One Tonight?
1875 - Don’t Forget Me!
1875 - Footstep on the Stair
1875 - Good Bye to Drink
1875 - Put the Right Man At The Wheel
1875 - The School House On The Hill
1875 - Angels, Meet Me At The Cross Roads
1875 - Beesmark
1876 - Song of the Sewing Machine
1876 - Who’s A Gwine to Take Care Of Me?
1876 - 100 Years Ago
1876 - I Would Like To See de Massa’s Face Again
1876 - Poor Little Wanderer
1876 - Beautiful Child
1876 - Bonnie Jean O’Dair
1876 - Bring Back My Child
1876 - Busted, an’ a Long Ways from Home
1876 - De Bad Bob Lee, Fang Mo-Rang O-Hays
1876 - I Wish I Had a Home
1876 - Robin, Tell Willie I’m Waiting
1876 - There’s No Home Like the Old Home
1876 - Write to Me Often
1877 - Take This Letter To My Mother
1877 - Cow Bells in the Lane
1877 - Good time’s Come Again
1877 - I Took her to the Ball
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1877 - Meet me by the River Side
1877 - Only a Flower There
1877 - Take This Letter To My Mother
1877 - The Old Gate on the Hill
1877 - Alone, All Alone
1877 - I’ll Remember You Love, In My Prayers
1877 - Early In de Mornin’
1877 - Roll Out! Heave That Cotton
1877 - Down South Where the Sugar Cane Grow
1878 - Come Unto Me
1878 - Eily Darling
1878 - God helping Us, We Will
1878 - Keep in de Middle ob de Road
1878 - Old Fashioned Fire Place
1878 - The Cabin on the Hill
1878 - When I Left My Home in Erin
1878 - Wife, Little Ones, and Home
1879 - Farwell! But Not Forever!
1879 - Maggie Lee
1879 - Maide of Miami
1879 - Nellie Wilder
1879 - The Gelsemine Vine
1879 - Whoa! I Tell You!
1879 - You’re Been a Friend to Me
1880 - Hannah, See You Dar
1880 - Hancock Is Our Man
1880 - How Much Does the Baby Weigh?
1880 - Minnie Mays
1881 - Kiss the Baby One for Me
1881 - Leaving Stella Yet a Little While to Wait
1882 - God Bless the Loved Ones at Home
1882 - Kiss Papa Goodnight
1883 - She Sleeps
1883 - Down In de Co’n Fiel’
1884 - Cleveland is the Man!
1884 - Mother’s Parting at the Gate
1884 - Sunlight, Moonlight, Starlight
1884 - Sweet Birds Singing
1887 - Minnie May
1892 - Cleveland Is The Man!
1898 - Good Night, Little Girl
1900 - On The Meadow
1902 - Down On The Farm
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Partial Song List of James Bland (1854-1911)
1879 - Oh Dem Golden Slippers
1879 - Close Dem windows
1879 - In the Morning by the Bright Light
1879 - Father’s Growing Old
1879 - Rambling Through the Clover
1879 - The Old Homestead
1880 - De Angels am a Coming
1880 - Won’t We Have a Jolly Time
1880 - In the Evening By the Moonlight
1880 - Way Up Yonder
1880 - De Slav’ry Chains Am Broke at Last
1880 - Dancing on the Kitchen Floor
1880 - De Golden Wedding
1880 - Keep Dem Golden Gate Wide Open
1880 - Listen To the silver Trumpet sounding
1880 - Songs of Ham
1880 - Oh My Brother
1881 - Tell ‘Em I’ll Be There
1881 - Oh! Why Was I So Soon Forgotten
1881 - Dandy Black Brigade
1881 - Come Along Sister Mary
1881 - Traveling Back to Alabam
1881 - Mid’st Pretty Violets
1881 - Colored Hop
1881 - Darkies Moonlight Picnic
1881 - My Own Sweet Wife To Be
1881 - Gabriel’s Band
1881 - Tell All de Children Good Bye
1881 - That Old Fashioned Cottage
1881 - Only To Hear Her Voice
1881 - You Could Have Been True
1881 - Tell All de Children Good By
1883 - Old Fashioned Homestead
1887 - Uncle Joe
No Date
Hand Me Down My Walking Stick
The Town
Pretty Little Caroline Rose
You Could Have Been True
Christmas Dinner
You Goota Stop Kicking My Hound Around
There’s a Long Long Trail
heaven is My Harbor
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Sporting Girl
De Angelsam a Coming
Kem dem Golden Gates Wide Open
Partial Song List of Sam Lucas
Sam Lucas was born in 1848 and died in 1916. There is little data on his life although he
performed in minstrels, wrote songs both minstrel and popular songs many of which were not in the
traditional racial lyrics style. He was an actor and was the first Black actor to have star billing. In 1914
he portrayed Uncle Tom in the Movie version of his performance in Uncle Tom on the Broadway stage.
He wrote music for the Broadway stage production of “Out of Bondage.”
1875 - Carve dat Possum
1876 - Since I Saw de Cotton Grow
1877 - Good-By, Old Cabin Home
1877 - Grandfather’s Old Arm Chair
1878 - De Day I Got Rid of My Burden
1878 - Hannah Boil dat Cabbage Down
1878 - Shivering and Shaking Out In the Cold (in “Out of Bondage”)
1879 - When We Meet In The Sweet Bye and By
1879 - Dem Silver Slippers
1879 - Put on My Long White Robe
1879 - Dem Golden Slippers
1879 - I’se Gwine in de Valley
1880 - De Young Lambs Must Find de Way
1880 - Oh, I’ll Meet You Dar
1880 - Talk About Your Moses
1880 - De Gospel Cars
1881 - Dem Golden Shoes
1881 - Uncle Sam’s Silver Wedding
1881 - You Know the Sort of Fellow I Mean
1881 - I’m Grant and I’ve Travelled ‘Round the World’
1881 - Mother’s Calling Baby Home
1881 - Dis Darkey’s Growing Old
1881 - Don’t You Hear the Baby Crying?
1881 - On de Banks By de Ribber Side
1881 - Meet Me At de Sunrise in de Morning
1881 - I Done Got Rid of My Burden
1881 - Every Day’l Be Sunday by and by
1881 - De Ole Ship ob Zion Song
1881 - Ole’ Nicker Demus de Ruler ob de Jews
1881 - What Kind of Shoes You Gwine to Wear
1882 - Strolling in the Park in the Moonlight
1882 - Starlight on the Sea
1882 - Jeremiah Brown
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1882 - Gentle Mary of the Lea
1882 - Dem Golden Shoes
1882 - Get Up With the Lark
1882 - Uncle Tom’s Gwine to Stay
1883 - Dem White Kid Slippers
1883 - The Jolly Dude
1883 - Ring Dem Heavenly Bells
1884 - The Coon’s Salvation Army
1884 - Down by de Sunrise
1884 - My Thoughts Are of Thee
1884 - Susan Brown’s Wedding
1885 - Rasper’s Birthday Party
1885 - Ole Coon dat Had de Razor
1885 - Dar’s A Lock on de Chicken Coop Door
1885 - Things That Make a Man Feel Like A Fool
1885 - That’s What the Little Bird Whispered To Me
1892 - We Ought to be Thankful For That
1892 - Thankful Every Time
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Greeley Tribune, CO, Dec. 20, 1876
Original Tennessee Jubilee Singers - There are many people in this world who think that a white man
can imitate a black one, but if they want to see their theory vanish like mist, before the morning due, let them
visit the Grand Opera house, where the Original Tennessee Jubilee singers are nightly holding forth to
crowded houses and they will be convinced that all the white people in the world cannot imitate these ten
colored people. We venture to say that no ten white singers in the world could succeed in attracting each
immense audience as they, for arch a length of time, this being their third week, and our people seeming as
eager as ever to see the. (New York Tribune)
The Grand Opera House was packed from pit to gallery last night by an audience composed of the
more refined and intelligent parties of our wealthiest citizens, to welcome as their return from Europe, the
Original Tennessee Jubilee singers after an absence of a little more than six months, is being their second tour
of the Old World. Chicago Tribune)
Greeley Tribune, March 28, 1907 - The Al G. Field’s Minstrels.
Paul La Londe, the famous Canadian vocal director, has charge of the singing contingent of the Al
G. Field Minstrels which are to be seen here Saturday, March 30th. Mr. La Londe is a graduate of the great
conservatories of the continent and came to this country under contract with Mr. Field. He is being paid the
highest salary ever paid a musical director by a minstrel manager.
The long list of funny comedians with the organization this season is headed by Al. G. field in
person. He is without a doubt the greatest living delineator of the Negro character and dialect. His work stands
out by itself when compared with that of competitors. His opportunities for studying the Negro in his every
day life have been unlimited and in “Dreamland Phantoms,” the great scenic spectacle being offered by his
this season, he has made excellent use of them. He has transplanted the Negro character to the stage in a
manner charming in its naturalness. The result is seen in the perfect portrayal of the existing types of the
Negro race. Mr. Field is to be seen in an up-to-date program of funnisms that tickle the risibilities of a stole.
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Chicago Defender, July 8, 1911
The Original and Only Billy Kersands At the Monogram - Bert Murphy, Too. By Sylester Russell.
The monogram broke all records on Fourth of July eve, afternoon and evening when the strongest
bill ever given in a small house on State Street was presented. The strong card that kept the house full at every
performance was the one and only Billy Kersands. The most famous comedian in the world. He was assisted
by his wife, Louise Kersands, and to say that their act was a scream and their general reception large is
unnecessary. Their dialogue was not only up-to-date but quite as original as Billy’s work ever was. Time has
not robbed him of his humor or his voice and his disrobing finale was funny, sure. Mrs. Kersands singing was
a glad surprise, for she has never been heard to a better advantage, nor has she ever been seen to hand a
ragtime song over with such assurable agility. Bert Murphy was the next strong card in turn, whose popularity
was expressed in the hearty applause accorded him as a usual reception on his entrance. Murphy is decidedly
an actor, one distinguished by personality and original humor and his songs are even better than his
monologue, all of which meet with a heavy demonstration.
The Chicago Defender - Oct. 7, 1911
Billy Kersands and wife, who are appearing on the bill (Sic: at the Monogram) bring to us
reminiscences of days gone by. Mrs. Kersands’ singing is loud enough but, sad to relate, it only fills you with
the assurance that her lungs are in fine condition. It is deplorable, but true, that many performers remain on the
stage until the last curtain is rung down, leaving us nothing of their days when they were famous for what they
were doing, not for what they had done. Mr. Kersands, in his revival of George primrose’s “essence in fune”
dance was fair but tiresome. These two comedians should at this time in their lives be able to live on the
interest of their money and retire.
New England Magazine, Feb. 1899 - It is a little strange that just when the breaking up of Primrose’s
West Minstrel troupe might seem to indicate, and probably does indicate, a decline of interest in the burnt cork
show that has been so popular for generations, and still is popular in England, there should be a great increase
of so called “Coon Songs,” some of whose airs are very pleasing, arranged for the piano.
Kmen in his book “Music in New Orleans” writes about the Negro peddler who sang named Corn
Meal. Kmen has this to say about Corn Meal and his probable influence on minstrels such as Dan Rice, Mick
Saunders, and George Nichols:
“On a Friday night, May 20, 1942, New Orleans’ old folk-singer died. That the passing of a Negro
street peddler in that day was noted with respect in the city’s leading journals is proof enough of the mark he
had made. The most staid and conservative of New Orleans’ newspapers, the Bee, said it would give his
Christian and sur-names if it but knew them, and called for “a commendable eulogy on his virtues and peculiar
qualities.” For its part, the bee had this to say: “Poor old Corn Meal is gone. Never again shall we listen to his
double toned voice-never again shall his corn meal melodies, now grumbled in a bass-now squeaked in a
treble, vibrate on the ear. He was as public-spirited a character as any we ever met with, and was as thoroughly
known as a popular politician-and as good humored as a man who has got rid of his municipal notes at par.
{They had just tumbled.}” Quite an obituary for anyone.
But did his passing mean so definitely that never again would Corn Meal’s style be heard? Some
who have written of the American minstrel show have argued that the minstrel Negro character was drawn
from the town Negro rather than from the plantation slave, and that before the Civil War the portrayal was
more accurate than it later became. In his history of the minstrel show, Tambo and Bones, Carl Wittke states
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that one of the very first minstrels, the circus clown George Nichols, learned much of his material from two
New Orleans singers, Picayune Butler and Corn Meal.
The source of Wittke’s statement is an article by T. Allston Brown on “The Origins of Minstrelsy”
in an old book called Fun in Black. Since this book was published in 1874, it is entirely probable that Brown
had much first-hand information. Brown himself says that “Nichols first sang “Jim Crow” as a clown,
afterwards as a Negro. He first conceived the idea from . . . a banjo player, known from New Orleans to
Cincinnati as Picayune Butler,” who sang and accompanied himself “on his four-stringed banjo. . . . But,”
continued Brown, “an old darkie of New Orleans known as ‘Old Corn Meal’ furnished Nichols with many
airs, which he turned to account.
It is a pity that Picayune Butler sang his songs before newspapers concerned themselves with local
color. His story will probably never be told. He did exist, however. Just before Christmas in 1930, an actor
who used blackface in the Camp Street Theater in New Orleans was judged a bore. “We trust he will not . . .
again . . . play Juba,” hoped his critic. “If he does, we would recommend him to borrow old butler’s banjow
{sic}, as an admirable accompaniment.” This is undoubtedly a reference to Picayune butler, one which
indicates he had been quite well known for some years prior to 1830. Later that same season, George Nichols
often sang “Jim Crow” in New Orleans, first in Bailey’s and then in Brown’s circus. So it is wholly probable
that Nichols did hear Picayune butler strum and sing.
It was in the 1830’s that Corn Meal became so prominent. While it is true that we first specifically
hear of him in 1837, when he went on the stage, that fact and the way he was billed show that he had been
popular for some time already. Brown mentions that Corn Meal often sang in front of Bishop’s Hotel, a place
famous in its day. This hotel opened in April, 1832, and changed names six years later. Since George Nichols
returned to New Orleans for several season after 1830, he could hardly have missed hearing old Corn Meal
sell his wares.
But what about the great Thomas D. “Daddy” Rice himself, American’s first internationally famous
blackface entertainer, whose character of Jim Crow and whose subsequent “Ethiopian Operas” were the
immediate forerunners of American Minstrelsy? Aside from anything he may have borrowed from Nichols
and hence indirectly from corn Meal, Rice too must have gone directly to the source. Daddy Rice first came to
New Orleans in 1835, when Corm Meal’s popularity was soaring, and again in 1836 and in 1838 when Corn
meal was at his height. Surely it is significant that in his second season in New Orleans Daddy rice prepared a
skit entitled “Corn Meal.”
It is of course impossible to assess neatly the lasting influence of performers like Corn Meal who
lived before the inventions of film and sound recordings. But the foregoing story does permit at least some
strong suggestions. For one thing, Corn Meal helped focus attention on the Negro as a valid and valuable
source of American entertainment. Corn Meal brought his own art to the white theater and hotels of New
Orleans, where he impressed both residents of the city and travelers like Sheridan. In the great fusion of
various national musical traditions then taking place in New Orleans, Corn Meal did his part to inject Negro
interpretations and originations. For another thing, besides Mick Saunders, George Nichols, and Daddy Rice,
other blackface entertainers came through New Orleans in those years appearing either on the stage or in the
circus. They too must have heard Corn Meal and probably borrowed from him. Corn Meal, Picayune Butler,
and no telling how many others left their mark on American minstrelsy.
It is not here, then, in street minstrels such as Corn meal; in the dance halls and churches; in brass
bands and opera; in fiddlers and dancers and banjoists; in the whole overpowering atmosphere of music in
New Orleans that the Negro began to shape the music that would eventually be Jazz? Certainly all these
strands were a part of his life, and if to the weaving of them he brought something of his own, it was as an
American rather than as an African. Or so it seem to this writer.”
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Karen Linn in her book That Half-Barbaric Twang writes about the banjo being included in minstrel
shows. She states:
“By the late 1820s, blackface acts had become a popular part of circuses and as a skit presented
between the acts of plays. In the 1830s, some performers, most notably Joel Walker Sweeney (who claimed to
have learned to play from a black slave in Virginia), used a banjo in their blackface act. By the early 1800s,
Americans had become familiar with the idea-though not necessarily with the reality-of the banjo as an
instrument of black culture….The banjo, as an African instrument for an early nineteenth-century audience,
bestowed authenticity upon the cork-faced musician.”
Linn also remarked on the first minstrel show’s use of the banjo and its effect on the minstrels that
followed the Virginia Minstrels:
“The troupe included two banjo players, Dan Emmett and Billy Whitlock. The show enjoyed
tremendous success and within a few years many minstrel troupes toured throughout the country and western
Europe playing in large cities and small towns… Along with the blackface minstrel show, the banjo also
enjoyed a related popularity in Anglo-American culture.”
Linn also remarks about the banjo as a black instrument:
“The actual banjo, the repertory, and the playing style offered by the white minstrel banjoists of the
late nineteenth century increasingly had little foundation in black tradition. Early minstrel banjoists of the
1840s, though problematic as to assert to what extent, were more grounded in black tradition than their latterday counterparts. But that did not really matter; what generated meaning for the audience were not the
particularities of musical style nor the decoration and construction of the instrument, but rather the suggestive
quality of a banjo in the hands of a make-believe black man.
Joel Chandler Harris, in an article that started the banjo controversy, included a lengthy description of
a 1880s minstrel banjo player, and his perception of how minstrelsy had affected the thin king of Americans:
“The people of the whole country, including a large majority of the people of the South. I have been
accustomed to associate the Negro with the banjo, the bones, and the tambourine. Especially with the banjo.
Romance may become a little frayed around the edges, but sentiment is a very stubborn thing. It is sometimes
stronger than facts; and the ideal and impossible Negro will continue to exist in the public mind as a banjoist.
What more natural? In the Negro minstrel show, which is supposed to present to us the Negro as he
was and is and hopes to be, an entire scene is devoted to the happy-go-lucky darkey with his banjo. The stage
is cleared away; the pleasant and persuasive bass voice of Mr. Hawkins, the “interlocutor,” is hushed; there is
silence in the pit and gallery until a gurgling ripple of laughter, running merrily through the audience,
announces the appearance of Mr. Edward McClurg, in his justly celebrated banjo act. Mr. McClurg, disguised
by burnt cork, is black, and sleek, and saucy. He wears a plug hat, enormous shoes, and carries his banjo on
his shoulder. He seats himself, crosses his legs, waves an enormous shoe, and looks at the audience as much
as to say, “Here is where the laugh comes in.”, Mr. McClurg is garrulous. As he tunes his banjo (inlaid with
silver and costing seventy-five dollars) he tells several stories that were in last year’s newspapers, and makes
various allusions that savor strongly of the plantations through which the back streets of New York City run.
Passing his nimble fingers lightly over the strings, he gives “Home Sweet Home” and “The Mocking Bird”
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with variations, just as they were played on the plantations that exist on the stage. To audiences in nearly every
part of the country this scene is real and representative, because it falls in with their ideas of the plantation
Negro.
What the Negro did not care to do, the sentiment which has grown up around the stage Negro has
done for him, and he will go down to history accompanied by his banjo. A representation of Negro life and
character has never been put upon the stage, nor anything remotely resembling it; but, to all who have any
knowledge of the Negro, the plantation darkey, as he was, is a very attractive figure. It is a sill trick of the
clowns to give him over to burlesque; for his life, though abounding in humor, was concerned with all that the
imagination of man has made pathetic.”
Linn further remarks that”
“Through the patronage of the minstrel show, the banjo moved into the commercial popular culture.
The banjo and the corked-faced clown intertwined in the minds of most Americans. Recent evidence does
support Harris’s assertion that other musical instruments, such as the fiddle, were more common than the
banjo in African-American traditional music. But, as Harris said, “sentiment is a very stubborn thing.” The
minstrel banjoist, with his oversized shoes and exaggerated clothing, was a slick entertainer and, above all
else, a clown. And, as Harris describes, he dipped into both urban and plantation themes for his material. The
ideas from the minstrel stage spilled out of the theater doors into the mainstream of American culture, and
carried with it the idea of the banjo.”
Linn continues writing about the minstrel show of the late 19th century:
“By the late nineteenth century, the minstrel theater had lost its original, and highly standardized,
format and had even moved away from the original plantation ethos. Robert C. Toll in his book Blacking UP:
The Minstrel show in Nineteenth-Century America provides a thorough history and analysis of the theatrical
form, including its post-Civil War transformation. Early minstrelsy had made frequent use of the trickster
character, but by the 1870s blacks were all contented subordinates, presenting a picture of stability and stasis
to a post-Civil War America troubled by social disruption and an unknown future. Although minstrels
emphasized nonthreatening characterizations of blacks (creating a sense of social stability), the former and
size of the late nineteenth-century minstrel show revealed a destabilization. Huge companies of “40 count
Them 40” minstrels, tiers of banjo, bones and tambourine players, Irish and other ethnic character skits, brass
bands, and even a movement away from blackface all indicated a dissolution of minstrelsy and its movement
toward variety theater. Minstrelsy lost its dominance of the entertainment business in the 1890s, and by about
1920, professional minstrelsy was gone. Toll ends his book with “The minstrel show, long after it had
disappeared, left sits central image-the grinning black mask-lingering on, deeply embedded in American
consciousness.”
By the early 20th century professional minstrelsy was dying and a number of writers offered a highly
nostalgic eulogy for “the one single purely native form of entertainment.” The minstrel show I think, did not
lose its dominance in American theater because of its ethnic and embarrassing racism. The minstrel show
really just became ‘old-fashioned’ and the variety show and vaudeville, and the new exciting moving picture
show pushed it aside. The influence has never really died; it lingers on well into the 21 century. The minstrel
show met its doom after the NAACP complained enough to have minstrelsy excluded from the American
entertainment scene. When it disappeared from the professional scene it became an amateur affair
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As professional minstrelsy died in the early 20th century, many short minstrel acts, with banjos and
blackface comedy, appeared in the variety format of vaudeville. With the introduction of syncopation which
was called ragtime, the music in vaudeville still had strong connections to minstrelsy. The turn of the century
idea of the modern banjo in popular music still drew from the idea of the southern Black banjo player. Popular
music still used the image of the Black banjo player on its covers. AS the banjo matured as a more popular
instrument associated with popular American tunes we find that when "Stringbean” left the Bill Monroe band
his place was taken by Earl Scruggs. The southern mountain tradition now became the home of the banjo who
still performed old minstrel theater songs.
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